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1 

NATURE OF THE CASE 
 

This is an administrative review of the Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board’s 

(“PTAB”) June 18, 2019, decision reducing the 2014 and 2015 property tax assessment of 

the Grand Tower Power Plant (hereinafter “Grand Tower” or the “Subject Property”), a 

natural gas combined cycle gas turbine power generation facility located in Jackson County 

owned by Rockland Capital (hereinafter “Rockland” or the “Taxpayer”) by approximately 

90%, from $31,538,245 to an assessment based on its “scrap value” of $3,333,000, 

identified by dockets 14-03445.001-I-3 through 14-03445.009-I-3 and 15-00452.001-I-3 

through 15-00452.010-I-3. The Taxpayer appealed the assessment to the PTAB, alleging 

that the property’s 2014 and 2015 assessments were excessive.  Shawnee Community Unit 

School District No. 84 (“School District”) and the Jackson County Board of Review 

(“Board of Review”) filed a Direct Review of Administrative Order pursuant to Section 

16-195 of the Property Tax Code (the “Code”) and Article III of the Illinois Code of 

Procedure with the Fifth District Appellate Court. 35 ILCS 200/16-195 (2022). On May 

24, 2022, pursuant to Illinois Supreme Court Rule 23, the Fifth District Appellate Court 

entered a decision affirming the decisions of the PTAB. On June 17, 2022, the Fifth District 

Appellate Court granted Respondent-Appellees’ Motion to Publish the decision delivered 

by the Honorable Justice Barberis, attached hereto at A-101 through A-140. Petitioner-

Appellant did not file a petition for rehearing in the Appellate Court. On September 28, 

2022 this Supreme Court granted the School District’s Petition for Leave to Appeal the 

decision of the Appellate Court pursuant to Illinois Supreme Court Rule 315 regarding 

whether the Appellate Court properly affirmed the PTAB’s decisions denying the School 

District’s motion to dismiss. No issues are raised on the pleadings.   
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ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

A. Whether, pursuant to the Property Tax Code, property taxes must be paid under 

protest when they come due in order to obtain relief from a tax assessment 

appeal at the PTAB? 

B. Whether the PTAB had jurisdiction over the assessment appeals for Tax Years 

2014 and 2015 when the Taxpayer refused to pay its taxes and the 2014 and 

2015 taxes were sold in a judicially ordered tax sale?  

C. Whether Illinois public policy requires dismissal of these PTAB appeals 

because the taxpayer failed to pay the taxes under protest? 

 

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

The Court has jurisdiction of this appeal pursuant to Article III of the Code of Civil 

Procedure (735 ILCS 5/3-101 et seq. (2022)), Section 16-195 of the Code (35 ILCS 200/16-

195 (2022)), Illinois Supreme Court Rule 335, and Section 1910.74 of the PTAB 

regulations (86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.74 (2022)). The PTAB issued a final decision on June 

18, 2019, and the School District timely filed a petition seeking administrative review of 

such final decision on July 1, 2019.  On July 11, 2019, the Board of Review timely joined 

the School District in the appeal.  In its June 17, 2022, decision the Appellate Court 

affirmed the PTAB’s decision denying the School District’s Motion to Dismiss and 

regarding the assessment value of the Grand Tower Plant. On September 28, 2022, this 

Supreme Court granted the School District’s Petition for Leave to Appeal the decision of 

the Appellate Court pursuant to Illinois Supreme Court Rule 315. 
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STATUTES AND REGULATIONS INVOLVED 
 

Payment Under Protest 

Sec. 23-5. Payment under protest. Beginning with the 1994 tax year in counties with 

3,000,000 or more inhabitants, and beginning with the 1995 tax year in all other counties, 

if any person desires to object to all or any part of a property tax for any year, for any 

reason other than that the property is exempt from taxation, he or she shall pay all of the 

tax due within 60 days from the first penalty date of the final installment of taxes for that 

year. Whenever taxes are paid in compliance with this Section and a tax objection 

complaint is filed in compliance with Section 23-10, 100% of the taxes shall be deemed 

paid under protest without the filing of a separate letter of protest with the county collector. 

35 ILCS 200/23-5 (2022). 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. The School District and the Power Plant 

Shawnee Community Unit School District No. 84 is a rural Illinois School District 

that encompasses 400 square miles in Alexander, Jackson and Union Counties.  (C0054; 

SUP C108) See also Reply Brief of Petitioner-Appellants, Shawnee Cmty. Unit Sch. Dist. 

No. 84 v. Illinois Prop. Tax Appeal Bd., 2022 IL App (5th) 190266, p. 1-2.  The School 

District employs 54 educational faculty and staff and is responsible for the education of 

275 K-12 students, 95% of whom are categorized as low-income. Id. The School District, 

like nearly all Illinois schools, relies on the local property tax for most of its funding. Id.  

Like any small community with a power plant, the School District relies on a single 

taxpayer for most of its revenue.  Id.  For Tax Year 2014, the School District’s tax base 

came from properties that comprised a total equalized assessed value (“EAV”) of 
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$56,244,256.1  Id. Of this amount, $31,538,245, or 56%, came from the Grand Tower 

Power Station.  (C0421, 0541; R047).   

The Grand Tower Power Station is a 570-Megawatt natural gas-fired combined 

cycle electric generation station located in the City of Grand Tower, Grand Tower 

Township, Jackson County, Illinois (C0007; E1038, 0643).  In December of 2012, Grand 

Tower’s then-owner, public utility company Ameren Corporation, announced plans to 

immediately exit the deregulated Illinois power generation market. (E1799).  Within 

months, Ameren had agreements in place to sell its entire portfolio of eight Illinois plants 

along with the retail businesses, marketing business and other Illinois assets. (E1799). The 

transaction included a March 2013 sale of Ameren’s five coal-fired powered plants to a 

subsidiary of Texas utility Dynegy Inc., for no cash. (E1803, 1807, 1809-1810). The sale 

also included the transfer of Ameren’s three gas-fired plants, including Grand Tower, to 

the Taxpayer, private equity company Rockland Capital (hereinafter “Rockland” or the 

“Taxpayer”), for a reported sale price of $168 million. (E1799, 1813; A-103 ¶ 6). 

B. The 2014 and 2015 Assessments   

Prior to Rockland’s acquisition of Grand Tower, the School District and Ameren 

stipulated to a Tax Year 2013 property tax assessment totaling $33,445,837, consistent 

with a fair cash value of approximately $200,695,091.2 (R056; E002; A-103 ¶ 5). The 2013 

assessment rolled over as the initial assessment for Tax Year 2014.  (C0885).  After 

 
1 This case involves disputes concerning Tax Years 2014 and 2015.  Unless otherwise 
noted this Brief will refer to the Tax Year 2014 facts, assessments and taxes.  2015 taxes 
and assessments are nearly identical.    
 
2 The plant’s total value is classified as 50% taxable real property and 50% non-taxable 
personal property.  Thus, the fair cash value is derived as followed:  Assessed Value/Real 
Property/Level of Assessment ($33,445,837 / 50% / 33.33% = $200,695,091)(E006-007).   
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Rockland acquired Grand Tower, Rockland appealed the Tax Year 2014 assessment to the 

Jackson County Board of Review. (E1813). On May 7, 2015, following a hearing, the 

Board of Review reduced Grand Tower’s 2014 assessment to $31,538,245, consistent with 

a fair cash value of $189,248,394. (C0014-0022). On May 28, 2015, Rockland filed a 

PTAB appeal seeking a further reduction from its 2014 assessment, from $31,538,245 to 

$2,349,765.  (C0006, 0013). 

C.  The Tax Sale 

On October 16, 2015, Grand Tower’s 2014 property taxes in the amount of 

$2,557,423.91 came due. (C0075, 0171). Dissatisfied with the result of its 2014 Board of 

Review appeal and its 2014 tax bill, Rockland refused to pay the taxes. (R058-059). After 

statutory public notice and an opportunity to be heard and present defenses, the Circuit 

Court of Jackson County, on January 14, 2016, obtained jurisdiction over the taxes and 

declared the taxes delinquent. (C0073-0089). The pertinent portions of the Circuit Court 

Order read: 

“Now comes Sharon Harris-Johnson, County Treasurer and Ex-Officio 
Collector. . . and makes application for judgement and order of sale for taxes 
. . .and for judgment fixing the correct amount of any taxes paid under 
protest, etc. all properties with taxes unpaid, and for an Order authorizing 
the sale of said properties. . . 
 
[H]aving heard all objections to the Entry of Judgment filed herein. . . and 
whereas issue notice has been given of the intended application for 
Judgement against said land and lots . . . and no sufficient defense having 
been made or cause shown why Judgement should not be entered against 
said lands and lots for taxes . . .it is Ordered by the Court that the several 
tracts of lots or lands or so much or each of them as shall be sufficient to 
satisfy the amount of special assessments of the taxes of installments thereof 
. . . 
 

(A-142-144; C0073-0089).  On January 14, 2016, the Circuit Court ordered the taxes sold. 

(C0076-0080). At the tax sale, unrelated persons SI Resources, LLC and Gupta Vinod 
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purchased the Grand Tower taxes on January 19, 2016, for the full amount of taxes 

generated by the 2014 assessment. (C0081-0089, 0109, 0172).  For Tax Year 2015, 

Rockland again refused to pay its taxes and again filed an appeal with the PTAB. (C0624-

0629). On November 14, 2016, SI Resources, LLC and Gupta Vinod again purchased the 

Grand Tower taxes for the full amount generated by the 2015 assessment.  On August 3, 

2017, about two years after the 2014 taxes came due, Rockland redeemed the 2014 and 

2015 taxes. (A-146-165), See also, Response Brief of Respondent-Appellees, Shawnee 

Cmty. Unit Sch. Dist. No. 84, 2022 IL App (5th) 190266, p. 13.   

D.  The PTAB Appeals 

On or around April 12, 2016, the Board of Review notified the School District of 

the 2014 PTAB appeal, and on May 6, 2016, the School District intervened. (C0038; 

C0053-0058). On August 17, 2016, the School District filed a Motion to Dismiss the 2014 

appeal based on the Court Ordered tax sale. (C0067-0072).  Citing the January 14, 2016 

Court Order deeming the taxes “correct” and “sufficient,” and Section 23-5 of the Code 

and case law requiring the payment of taxes under protest, the School District argued that 

when the Circuit Court entered an order of tax sale, the taxpayer was foreclosed from 

seeking assessment relief before the PTAB. (C0068).  The School District cited numerous 

cases standing for the proposition that “[w]ithholding of the payment of real estate taxes 

cannot be allowed, as a matter of law, because necessary funds are withheld from 

education, fire protection, police protection and other necessary government functions."  

(C0116).   

The PTAB denied the School District’s Motion to Dismiss, finding, “there is no 

prerequisite to the pursuit of an assessment appeal that outstanding property taxes be paid 
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in full in order to pursue an appeal before the PTAB.” (A-084-086; C0124-0126, 0176-

0178). By October 10, 2016, Rockland still had not paid its 2014 taxes (which were due on 

October 16, 2015).  (C0132).  On October 10, 2016, the School District filed a Motion to 

Reconsider the PTAB’s “Denial of its Motion to Dismiss.”  (C0130).  In the Motion to 

Reconsider, the School District cited a Supreme Court mandate in a footnote from the case 

of Madison Two Associates, finding that if “the tax falls due before the [PTAB] issues its 

decision, the tax must still be paid.” (C0124-0126, 0176-0178)(227 Ill. 2d 474 (2008) n.2). 

On November 4, 2016, the PTAB denied the Motion to Reconsider. (A-087-089; C0178).   

E. The PTAB Hearing 

The only issue that Rockland raised in support of its requested value was a 2014 

appraisal by Kevin Reilly of evcValuation valuing Grand Tower at its scrap value of 

$20,000,000. (C0035)(hereinafter referred to as the “EVC Appraisal”).  In support of 

Grand Tower’s assessment, the School District submitted 2014 and 2015 summary 

appraisal reports prepared by Dr. George K. Lagassa, Ph.D., ASA of Mainstream Appraisal 

Associates, LLC. (E0641-1031, 1362-1551). Dr. Lagassa’s appraisals concluded a 2014 

fair cash value for Grand Tower of $220 million and a 2015 fair cash value of $200 million. 

(E0641-1031, 1362-1551).  

The case proceeded to a hearing on the merits beginning on May 28, 2018.  (R043) 

Although Rockland did not raise the sale as the basis for the appeal, the PTAB permitted 

Rockland, over the School District’s objection, to introduce new evidence and testimony 

at hearing regarding the portfolio sale and new unfiled appraisals. (R082-084, 564-565, 

697; E0757).  On June 18, 2019, the PTAB rendered a decision reducing Grand Tower’s 

assessment to $20,000,000 for both the 2014 and 2015 tax years. (C0540-0622).  In its 
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decision, the PTAB placed significant weight on the testimony related to the portfolio sale, 

finding that the portfolio sale “greatly discredits the final opinion of value for the subject 

as estimated by Dr. Lagassa.” (C0619). 

F. The Appellate Court Decision 

Pursuant to Section 16-195 of the Code, the School District and Jackson County 

Board of Review filed a direct appeal to the Fifth District Appellate Court. See 35 ILCS 

200/16-195 (2022).  In its June 17, 2022, decision the Appellate Court affirmed the PTAB’s 

conclusion that payment of taxes is not required for pursuing relief at the PTAB, finding 

that the PTAB did not err in denying the School District’s Motion to Dismiss nor in 

reducing the assessment value of the Grand Tower Plant.   

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The Illinois Code of Civil Procedure at Article III regarding the Administrative 

Review Law provides that judicial review of an administrative agency’s decision extends 

to all questions of law and fact presented by the entire record before this Supreme Court. 

735 ILCS 5/3-110 (2022). When reviewing questions of law, a court reviews an 

administrative agency’s rulings on a de novo basis. Envirite Corp. v. Ill. Environmental 

Protection Agency, 158 Ill. 2d 210, 214 (1994). The PTAB’s “determination of the scope 

of its power and authority” is a question of law. Geneva Cmty. Unit Sch. Dist. No. 304 v. 

Prop. Tax Appeal Bd., 296 Ill. App. 3d 630, 633 (2d Dist. 1998); see also Cook Cnty. Bd. 

of Review v. Prop. Tax Appeal Bd., 334 Ill. App. 3d 56, 58 (1st Dist. 2002)(finding that 

whether the PTAB violated its own rules was a question of law that should be reviewed de 

novo). This appeal involves questions of law thus the standard of review is de novo.   
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ARGUMENT 

The Illinois Property Tax Code (the “Code”) is a statutory scheme that has evolved 

to balance the State’s interest in maintaining a functional government with the State’s 

interest in ensuring a fair and equitable objection process for taxpayers.  To guarantee 

fairness to the taxpayer, the Code provides for multiple levels of appeal including an 

opportunity for taxpayers to object to their property tax assessments before and after taxes 

come due, and an opportunity for refunds with interest.  To ensure that government can 

continue to function while assessment disputes are resolved, the Code requires taxpayers 

to pay their property tax bills without delay, regardless of whether the taxpayer objects to 

the assessments or taxes.  35 ILCS 200/23-5 (2022).  

This case presents the question of whether a taxpayer who withholds taxes in 

furtherance of a strategy to impair the function of government can still be eligible for a 

property tax refund by way of a PTAB assessment reduction.  For all non-PTAB objections 

the Code is clear and unambiguous – payment of taxes is a prerequisite to filing the 

objection, and failure to pay, or even meaningful delay, is a bar to assessment relief.  35 

ILCS 200/23-5 to 23-15 (2022).  PTAB objections, on the other hand, have a more stringent 

filing deadline than other objections.  35 ILCS 200/16-160 (2022).  Unlike other objections 

that can only be filed after taxes have actually been paid, taxpayers at the PTAB must file 

their objections well before the taxes come due.  Id.  

The PTAB found, and the Appellate Court agreed, that in requiring taxpayers to 

file PTAB objections before they pay their taxes, the legislative intent was to upend nearly 

100 years of Illinois cases reaffirming the “payment under protest” doctrine that requires 

Illinois taxpayers to pay their taxes without delay in order to be eligible for assessment 
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relief. Clarendon Associates v. Korzen, 56 Ill. 2d 101, 112 (1973).  As a result of the 

PTAB’s and Fifth District’s decisions, taxpayers now have the option to object to 

assessments by withholding their taxes like Rockland did here.  By permitting taxpayers to 

withhold taxes and still obtain assessment relief, the PTAB and Fifth District have, for the 

first time since the 1930’s, created a loophole that provides a complete exception to the 

payment under protest doctrine, resurrecting an antiquated process that allows taxpayers to 

“harass” units of local government by refusing to pay their taxes while awaiting relief from 

the assessments or as a means to negotiate a more favorable property tax settlement.  See 

Cent. Ill. Pub. Serv. Co. v. Thompson, 1 Ill. 2d 468, 471, 115 N.E.2d 888, 890 

(1953)(Finding that prior to payment under protest doctrine “taxing bodies were constantly 

harassed by their lack of the funds so tied up”). Because such tactics are expressly 

prohibited by the Code, the case law, and bedrock Illinois public policy, this Supreme Court 

should overturn the PTAB’s and Fifth District’s decisions.  

I. THE PAYMENT UNDER PROTEST DOCTRINE REQUIRES ILLINOIS 
TAXPAYERS TO MAKE TIMELY PAYMENT OF TAXES BEFORE 
SEEKING ASSESSMENT RELIEF. 

 
Under the Code, a taxpayer has a choice of objecting to its property taxes either at 

the circuit court or at the PTAB. See 35 ILCS 200/16-160, 23-10 (2022). Section 23-10 

requires non-Cook County taxpayers to file their circuit court appeals within 75 days of the 

first penalty date of the final installment of taxes for the year in question.  35 ILCS 200/23-

10 (2022). Section 16-160 of the Code requires taxpayers to file PTAB appeals within 30 

days of a Board of Review’s decision.  See 35 ILCS 200/16-160 (2022).  With respect to 

PTAB appeals, the 30-day deadline in almost every conceivable instance necessitates that 

taxpayers file PTAB appeals before their tax bills are even calculated for the tax year in 
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question.  Id. This is simply an effect of timing. Board of Review proceedings take place 

before tax rates are set or taxes are even calculated.  See e.g. 35 ILCS 200/16-90 

(2022)(Requiring Board of Review to provide county clerk with assessment books when 

the books are completed).  When the annual county Board of Review process ends, tax 

rates have not yet been established for the tax year in question and final tax bills have not 

yet been sent to taxpayers.  35 ILCS 200/18-270 (2022)(Requiring county clerk to then 

deliver assessment books to the collector).  Therefore, in most instances PTAB appeals 

must be filed months before taxpayers pay their taxes. Similar timing issues do not arise 

when a taxpayer files a property tax objection at the circuit court, because those appeals 

are not due to be filed until after the final installment of taxes is due for the tax year in 

question. 35 ILCS 200/23-10 (2022).   

With the above framework in mind, the PTAB and Appellate Court found that 

payment of taxes is not in any way required for an assessment objection at the PTAB.  In 

so finding, the Appellate Court focuses its analysis on the question of whether taxpayers 

must pay their taxes before initiating a PTAB appeal, rather than the question of whether 

a taxpayer must have timely paid their taxes when they fell due.  However, on this point 

this Supreme Court has already spoken: “If the tax falls due before the [PTAB] issues its 

decision, the tax must still be paid”: 

Unlike the tax objection alternative, paying the property tax is not a 
prerequisite for seeking relief from the Property Tax Appeal Board. 
Pursuing the appeal through the Board does not, however, stay the 

obligation to pay the contested tax. If the tax falls due before the Board 

issues its decision, the tax must still be paid. If the Board subsequently 
lowers the assessment, any taxes paid on the portion of the assessment 
determined to have been unauthorized must be refunded with interest. 35 
ILCS 200/16–185 (West 2002).  
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Madison Two Associates v. Pappas, 227 Ill. 2d 474 (2008) n.2 (emphasis added).  The 

PTAB and the Appellate Court concluded, contrary to the Supreme Court’s mandate, that 

if the tax falls due, the tax need not be paid.   

Looking beyond Madison Two, it is inconceivable that the Fifth District’s decision 

was consistent with legislative intent.  There is simply no authority to support the 

conclusion that in enacting the PTAB’s 30-day filing deadline, the legislature intended to 

upset the fundamental Illinois policy of payment under protest designed to ensure that 

Illinois residents that do pay their taxes have stable units of local government upon which 

they can rely for necessary public services.  As will be discussed below, when Rockland 

let the taxes go to tax sale, Rockland forfeited its right to avail itself of Illinois’ tax 

objection process.  For the reasons that follow, this Supreme Court should overturn the 

PTAB’s and Appellate Court’s decision allowing the case to proceed to trial and awarding 

this taxpayer a refund.   

A. This Court Has Held that the Payment Under Protest Doctrine is 
Necessary to Ensure the Unimpaired Function of Government. 

 
For nearly a century, Illinois has adhered to the “payment under protest” doctrine.  

People ex rel. Sweitzer v. Orrington Co., 360 Ill. 289, 292 (1935).  The payment under 

protest doctrine provides that a taxpayer in Illinois must make timely payment of his or her 

taxes before availing himself or herself of the assessment objection process.  Id.  This 

doctrine, which first came about in Great Depression-era amendments to the Revenue of 

Act of 1872 remains the very first requirement in the current Property Tax Code’s Section 

on “Procedures and Adjudication for Tax Objections.”  35 ILCS 200/23-5 (2022).  Section 

23-5 states: 
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Article 23.  Procedures and Adjudication for Tax Objections 
 

Sec. 23-5. Payment under protest. Beginning with the 1994 tax year 
in counties with 3,000,000 or more inhabitants, and beginning with 
the 1995 tax year in all other counties, if any person desires to object 

to all or any part of a property tax for any year, for any reason other 

than that the property is exempt from taxation, he or she shall pay 

all of the tax due within 60 days from the first penalty date of the 

final installment of taxes for that year. Whenever taxes are paid in 
compliance with this Section and a tax objection complaint is filed 
in compliance with Section 23-10, 100% of the taxes shall be 
deemed paid under protest without the filing of a separate letter of 
protest with the county collector.  
 

Id. (emphasis added).  Section 23-5’s title, “Payment under protest” directly mirrors the 

language from a long, uninterrupted line of Illinois case law. As an axiomatic legal 

principle, the reasoning behind the payment under protest doctrine is rooted in public 

policy, though the language now in question in this case has been the product of years of 

statutory development, and related case law interpreting the intent of the legislature.  

As early as 1935, this Supreme Court held that taxpayers must pay their taxes under 

protest, rather than withhold taxes, in order to obtain relief from objectionable property 

taxes. Sweitzer, 360 Ill. at 292 (1935). This Supreme Court in Sweitzer explained that 

certain 1933 amendments to the Revenue Act of 1872 were necessary additions to Illinois 

law for the explicit reason that units of government were experiencing chaos in revenue 

collections. Prior to these amendments, coinciding with difficult economic conditions, 

taxpayers were holding back taxes resulting in the same breakdown in the system that the 

School District and the Grand Tower community’s local governments have experienced 

here.  This Court explained local governments were encountering: 

[C]oncerted tax strikes by organized groups of taxpayers and the filing of 
blanket objections, which clogged the courts, delayed adjudications, and 
severely impaired the functions of government in many counties, school 
districts, and municipalities. Remedial legislation became a necessity.  
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Id. at 293 (1935). The amendatory provisions implementing the payment under protest 

doctrine therefore directly identified and addressed the prevailing practice of “filing 

objections merely for the purpose of delay.” Id. The Court in Sweitzer explained the 

objectives of the payment under protest amendments which were to facilitate the collection 

of taxes, and to protect the taxpayer (who is, by law, compelled to pay) as a condition 

precedent to his right to file objections and be heard in court. Id. The Court further 

identified the balance of fairness to the taxpayer and the continued operation of 

government, observing: “[t]he amendatory act shows that, when it took away the right to 

object to taxes without restriction, it purposed to compensate the taxpayer for the 

imposition of an advance payment by a provision for a refund of any illegal tax so 

advanced.” Id. at 293-294. It is within this language that the intent and purpose of the 

payment under protest doctrine was established. With a tax policy that requires both a 

statutory provision for payment along with a statutory provision for refund, the legislature 

encapsulated an equitable yet functional structure that both preserved the rights of 

taxpayers while enabling the continuing operation of local governments. 

Additional decisions from this Supreme Court continued to develop the payment 

under protest doctrine as the tax laws were adapted over time. Eventually, the Revenue Act 

of 1872 was replaced by the Revenue Act of 1939, which carried forward the payment 

under protest language of the prior legislation. See Ames v. Schlaeger, 386 Ill. 160, 164 

(1944) citing Ill.Rev.Stat.1943, chap. 120, par. 676. This Supreme Court in Ames v. 

Schlaeger explained that the legislation requiring taxpayers to make payment under protest 

is a privilege to taxpayers and, in its absence, would require taxpayers to show payment 

under duress to be entitled to a refund. Ames, 386 Ill. 160, 164 (1944). This Court ultimately 
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found that excusing a taxpayer’s payment “would hopelessly disrupt the orderly 

administration of the tax collecting machinery, thereby embarrassing and deranging the 

operations of the government and causing serious detriment to the public.” Id. at 166.  

A decade later, this Court in Cent. Ill. Pub. Serv. Co. v. Thompson held that prior 

to Illinois’ adoption of the payment under protest doctrine, “numerous taxpayers filed 

objections merely to delay payment as long as possible, with the result that courts were 

clogged with tax matters and the taxing bodies were constantly harassed by their lack of 

funds so tied up.” 1 Ill. 2d 468, 471 (1953), citing Sweitzer. See also, Clarendon Associates 

v. Korzen, finding that, absent the payment under protest rule, “taxpayers, in order to delay 

payment of real estates, would not pay their taxes and would file objections to the 

application for judgment [which] delayed adjudication of the objections and severely 

impaired the collection of taxes and thus the functions of governmental units.” 56 Ill. 2d 

101, 106 (1973). 

This line of Supreme Court holdings identifies that the payment under protest 

doctrine is established with two key features – a balance between the taxpayers’ privilege 

to seek tax relief and the statutorily-authorized ability of the taxing districts to provide 

refunds. This legislative creation was intended to prevent the courts from being bogged 

down in delays, to prevent taxpayers from having to prove payment under duress, to 

prevent the impairment of government function, and to provide an avenue by which 

taxpayers could obtain and taxing entities could provide a refund.   

Although the structure of the Property Tax Code in Illinois has evolved over time, 

the payment under protest doctrine has remained intact, and taxpayers are now expected to 

pay all of their taxes under protest in order to qualify for a refund. For practical purposes, 
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withholding of the payment of taxes cannot be allowed, because necessary funds could be 

withheld from education, fire protection, police protection, and other necessary 

governmental functions.  This fundamental policy has been restated by courts again and 

again. People ex rel. Voorhees v. Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co., 386 Ill. 200, 202, 53 N.E.2d 

963, 964 (1944)(“The amendments of 1933 to the Revenue Act had two objectives, to 

facilitate the collection of taxes and to protect the taxpayer”); First Nat. Bank & Tr. Co. of 

Evanston v. Rosewell, 93 Ill. 2d 388, 394, 444 N.E.2d 126, 129 (1982)(Without the 

doctrine, “countless equitable actions might well be brought by the owners of vacant lots 

and other low-income properties to forestall the payment of their taxes. Such circumstances 

serve only to promote instability in local government finances, since property taxes are a 

principal source of revenue for local governments); Jojan Corp. v. Kusper, 173 Ill. App. 

3d 622, 626, 528 N.E.2d 989, 992 (1987)(“The payment of taxes under protest is a 

mandatory requirement of the statutory objection procedure and it operates to prohibit 

persons from objecting to a tax assessment without first establishing that all taxes upon 

which the objection is based have been paid under protest”); Mathers v. Cnty. of Mason, 

232 Ill. App. 3d 1095, 1098, 598 N.E.2d 387, 390 (1992)(“For practical purposes, 

withholding of the payment of taxes cannot be allowed, because necessary funds could be 

withheld from education, fire protection, police protection, and other necessary 

governmental functions”); Bass v. S. Cook Cnty. Mosquito Abatement Dist., 236 Ill. App. 

3d 466, 468, 603 N.E.2d 749, 750 (1992)(“The rationale for the payment-under-protest 

procedure is to protect the rights of the taxpayer while also ensuring that the functioning 

of government is not impaired by protracted delays in the collection of taxes necessary for 

the operation of governmental units”); Bd. of Trustees of Illinois Valley Cmty. Coll. Dist. 
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No. 513 v. Putnam Cnty., 2014 IL App (3d) 130344, ¶ 12, 13 N.E.3d 1275, 1279 (“The 

purpose of the tax objection procedure is “to protect the rights of the taxpayer while also 

ensuring that the functioning of government is not impaired by protracted delays in the 

collection of taxes necessary for the operation of governmental units”). 

When the Revenue Act of 1939 was recodified by Public Act 88-455, the Code in 

its modern form was established, including Section 23-5 which continued, and still 

continues, to mandate payment under protest.  We must assume that the legislative intent 

endures in continuing to statutorily require payment under protest, that the balance of 

payment of taxes and the ability to obtain and grant relief in the form of a refund are each 

required parts of the statutory mechanism.  We must therefore also assume that in simply 

requiring an earlier filing deadline for PTAB appeals while staying silent on payment under 

protest, the legislature did not intend to create an exception to this doctrine.   

Even after the creation of the PTAB (in 1967), this Supreme Court has continued 

to uphold not only the payment under protest doctrine itself, but also its applicability to 

both circuit court and PTAB appeals. For example, this Supreme Court in Millennium Park 

Joint Venture, LLC v. Houlihan, held that, “the Property Tax Code is a comprehensive 

statute regulating the assessment and collection of taxes.”  241 Ill. 2d 281, 296, 948 N.E.2d 

1 (2010).  The Court explained, after exhausting administrative remedies at the Board of 

Review:  

The taxpayer then has the option of either appealing to the Property Tax 
Appeal Board (35 ILCS 200/16–160 (West 2008)) or filing a tax objection 
complaint in circuit court specifying “any objections * * * to the taxes in 
question” (35 ILCS 200/23–15 (West 2008)). Thus, the adequate remedy at 
law is to pay the taxes under protest and file a statutory objection.  
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Id. (2010)(emphasis added), citing North Pier Terminal Co. v. Tully, 62 Ill. 2d 540, 546, 

343 N.E.2d 507 (1976). 

Most recently, the Supreme Court revisited this exact topic in Madison Two 

Associates v. Pappas, acknowledging that while prior tax payment is not a “prerequisite 

for seeking relief” from the PTAB, “if the tax falls due before the [PTAB] issues its 

decision, the tax must still be paid.”  227 Ill. 2d 474 (2008) n.2 (emphasis added).  That 

passage, in its entirety is as follows: 

Unlike the tax objection alternative, paying the property tax is not a 
prerequisite for seeking relief from the Property Tax Appeal Board. 
Pursuing the appeal through the Board does not, however, stay the 

obligation to pay the contested tax. If the tax falls due before the Board 

issues its decision, the tax must still be paid. If the Board subsequently 
lowers the assessment, any taxes paid on the portion of the assessment 
determined to have been unauthorized must be refunded with interest. 35 
ILCS 200/16–185 (West 2002).  
 

Id. (emphasis added). In Madison Two, the Court clarifies how the payment under protest 

doctrine can easily be read into both Article 23 and Article 16 of the Code, consistently 

with longstanding statutory language and case law interpreting its legislative intent. 

Obviously, requiring early payment of taxes in order to file a PTAB appeal would be an 

absurd reading of Section 16-160. However, the law is abundantly clear that when taxes 

come due, “the tax must still be paid.” Madison Two Associates, 227 Ill. 2d 474 (2008) n.2.  

Thus, the prerequisite to pursuing an appeal (i.e., seeking and obtaining statutorily 

available relief) is payment of property taxes within 60 days from the first penalty date of 

the final installment of taxes for that year. 35 ILCS 200/23-5.  This applies to “any 

taxpayer” for “any year” for “any reason.”  Id.   
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B. Section 23-5 of the Property Tax Code requires timely payment of taxes 
for all tax objections including PTAB objections filed under Article 16 of 
the Code. 

 
In finding that, for PTAB appeals, the tax need not be paid, the Appellate Court has 

subjectively and selectively chosen when and how to interpret some, but not all, relevant 

provisions of this Code together, thereby creating what is now a convoluted understanding 

of the Code. Yet, the provisions of the Code are inextricably intertwined, relying upon each 

other, and are meant to be interpreted together as parts of the whole. “When a statute has 

been judicially considered, the sections that have been construed by the court keep their 

same meaning in any subsequent amendments, absent a clear legislative intent to the 

contrary.” Harris Tr. & Sav. Bank v. Vill. of Barrington Hills, 133 Ill. 2d 146, 155, 549 

N.E.2d 578 (1989), citing People v. Agnew, 105 Ill. 2d 275, 280, 85 Ill. Dec. 514, 473 

N.E.2d 1319 (1985). There is simply no legislative intention to upend the payment under 

protest doctrine.   

In order to incorporate all circumstances which might arise in any type of appeal 

and in any forum, the plain language of the first sentence of the Code’s tax objection 

requirements mandates timely payment of taxes as a condition for obtaining assessment 

relief.  35 ILCS 200/23-5 (2022).  Section 23-5 states: 

Article 23.  Procedures and Adjudication for Tax Objections 
 

Sec. 23-5. Payment under protest. Beginning with the 1994 tax year 
in counties with 3,000,000 or more inhabitants, and beginning with 
the 1995 tax year in all other counties, if any person desires to object 

to all or any part of a property tax for any year, for any reason other 

than that the property is exempt from taxation, he or she shall pay 

all of the tax due within 60 days from the first penalty date of the 

final installment of taxes for that year. Whenever taxes are paid in 
compliance with this Section and a tax objection complaint is filed 
in compliance with Section 23-10, 100% of the taxes shall be 
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deemed paid under protest without the filing of a separate letter of 
protest with the county collector.  
 

Id. (emphasis added).  Section 23-5 explicitly applies to “any person” for “any year” for 

“any reason” and does not distinguish objections filed at the PTAB from objections filed 

at the circuit court.  Id.   

Instead of interpreting the plain language of Article 23 which governs objections to 

taxes generally, in a manner that is consistent with Article 16 of the Code, which covers a 

number of topics concerning the administration of taxes by various administrative 

agencies, the Appellate Court elected to write language into the Code which does not exist, 

creating, based on a filing deadline, an exception to the payment under protest doctrine that 

was clearly not contemplated by the legislature or Illinois courts. Specifically, the Fifth 

District found that Section 23-5 “governs the ‘Procedures and Adjudication for Tax 

Objections’ in the circuit court.”  A-118 ¶ 50 (emphasis added).  The phrase “in the circuit 

court,” however, is not present in Section 23-5.  For clarification, Article 23 actually reads: 

“‘Procedures and Adjudication for Tax Objections’ in circuit court.”   

35 ILCS 200/23 (2022). In deciding that Article 23 only applies to objections “in the circuit 

court,” the Appellate Court erroneously concludes that the procedural requirements for 

circuit court and PTAB appeals are cleanly separated into Articles 23 and 16, respectively. 

(A-116 ¶ 47). However, a plain reading of Article 23 of the Code shows that this is not the 

case and there is no indication that this was meant to be the case.  Some portions of Article 

23 apply specifically to appeals in circuit court, some apply to PTAB objections, and some 

apply to both. For instance, Section 23-10 explicitly applies to objection filing procedures 

at the circuit court, while Section 23-20, the portion applicable to taxes, applies to 

objections at the PTAB and the circuit court. See e.g., 35 ILCS 200/23-20 (2022)(providing 
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the method for refunds resulting from assessment reductions). The Appellate Court’s 

simplified interpretation of the Code presents an inaccurate framework that would fail as 

soon as the same logic is applied to other sections of both articles, which refer to each other 

at various points. In fact, the same “payment under protest” language from Section 23-5 is 

also used in Section 23-20 concerning appeals at the PTAB: 

Sec. 23-20. Effect of protested payments; refunds. No protest shall prevent 
or be a cause of delay in the distribution of tax collections to the taxing 
districts of any taxes collected which were not paid under protest. If the final 
order of the Property Tax Appeal Board or of a court results in a refund to 
the taxpayer, refunds shall be made by the collector from funds remaining 
in the Protest Fund until such funds are exhausted and thereafter from the 
next funds collected after entry of the final order until full payment of the 
refund and interest thereon has been made… 
 

35 ILCS 200/23-20 (2022)(emphasis added). It is worth noting that relief in the form of a 

property tax refund is the only type of relief that the PTAB is authorized to provide, and 

therefore if Section 23 of the Code did not apply to PTAB, the entire administrative entity 

would be rendered superfluous to the various county Boards of Review.  

The PTAB and Appellate Court have interpreted an ambiguous omission in a 

manner that is clearly contrary to legislative intent and leads to an absurd result. In 

determining that the payment under protest doctrine does not apply to PTAB appeals, the 

Appellate Court relies upon Dynak v. Board of Education of Wood Dale School District 7, 

which reiterates the longstanding principles that “[t]he best indicator of the legislative 

intent is the language in the statute, which must be given its plain and ordinary meaning” 

and that “[s]tatutory terms cannot be considered in isolation but must be read in context to 

determine their meaning.” 2020 IL 125062, ¶ 16 (citing Corbett v. County of Lake, 2017 

IL 121536, ¶¶ 27, 30). However, immediately, in the next sentence, the Appellate Court 

dismisses the plain and ordinary meaning of the phrases “any person” and “for any year, 
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for any reason” in Section 23-5, and declines to read Article 23 together with the remainder 

of the Code. Even if, arguendo, the relevant provisions of the Code were too vague or 

ambiguous to rely upon the plain language of the phrases “any person” and “for any year, 

for any reason” in Section 23-5, Dynak also permits courts to consider “the consequences 

that would result from construing the statute one way or the other” when interpreting 

statutory language. 2020 IL 125062, ¶ 16. The Court further notes that: 

In doing so, we presume that the legislature did not intend absurdity, 
inconvenience, or injustice. Id. If the language is unambiguous, the statute 
should be applied as written. [citation]. If the statutory language is 
ambiguous, however, this court may look to various tools of statutory 
interpretation, such as legislative history. Id. A statute is ambiguous if it is 
subject to more than one reasonable interpretation. 

 
Id. In the case of the payment under protest doctrine, more than 90 years of analysis from 

this Supreme Court and all other Illinois courts considering the issue clarifies not only the 

absurdity, inconvenience, and injustice that previously arose prior to the implementation 

of the payment under protest doctrine, but also the legislative intent and clarifications to 

maintaining the payment under protest doctrine as Illinois tax law developed over time, 

discussed infra.  

C. The Property Tax Code shows a clear legislative intent to ensure that 
objections to taxes do not delay tax payment. 
 

 Although the Code requires taxpayers to file their PTAB objections before taxes 

are even calculated, extended or paid, the legislature still expressed its intention to require 

taxpayers to pay their taxes when they come due.  Section 16-185 of the Code concerning 

PTAB appeals expressly states that PTAB appeals shall not delay taxes: 

The extension of taxes on any assessment so appealed shall not be delayed 
by any proceeding before the Board, and, in case the assessment is altered 
by the Board, any taxes extended upon the unauthorized assessment or part 
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thereof shall be abated, or, if already paid, shall be refunded with interest as 
provided in Section 23-20. 
 

35 ILCS 200/16-185 (2022).  Again, here, the Code includes language to ensure that 

objections do not delay taxes.  Over and over again, the Code instructs taxpayers and tax 

officials alike that the tax objection process shall not delay the collection of taxes.  To wit, 

the following are separate portions of the Code covering a wide range of potential 

objections, each of which clarifies that the objections shall not delay taxes: 

• Property Tax Code Section 8-35(a) – Objections to assessments made by the 

Department of Revenue – “The extension of taxes on an assessment shall not be 
delayed by any proceeding under this Section. In cases where the assessment is 
revised, the taxes extended upon the assessment, or that part of the taxes as may be 
appropriate, shall be abated or, if already paid, refunded.”  35 ILCS 200/8-35(a) 
(2022).   
 

• Property Tax Code Section 8-35(b) – Objections to exemption decisions made by 

the Department of Revenue – “The extension of taxes on an assessment shall not be 
delayed by any proceeding under this Section. In cases where the exemption is 
granted, the taxes extended upon the assessment, or that part of the taxes as may be 
appropriate, shall be abated or, if already paid, refunded.” 35 ILCS 200/8-35(b) 
(2022).   
 

• Property Tax Code Section 8-40 – Judicial review of Department of Revenue 

decisions – “Any review of assessment ratios and percentages for equalization of 
assessments under the Administrative Review Law shall not delay the computation, 
mailing or payment of tax bills.” 35 ILCS 200/8-40 (2022).   

 
• Property Tax Code Section 15-25 – Exemption terminations – “However, the 

extension of taxes on the assessment shall not be delayed by any proceedings under 
this Section. If the property is determined to be exempt, any taxes extended upon 
the assessment shall be abated or, if already paid, be refunded.” 35 ILCS 200/15-
25 (2022).   

 
• Property Tax Code Section 16-70 – Board of Review exemption determinations – 

“The extension of taxes on any assessment shall not be delayed by any proceedings 
under this Section, and, if the Department rules that the property is exempt, any 
taxes extended upon the unauthorized assessment shall be abated or, if paid, shall 
be refunded.” 35 ILCS 200/16-70 (2022).   

 
• Property Tax Code Section 16-130 – Board of Review exemption determinations in 

counties with 3,000,000 or more inhabitants – “The extension of taxes on any 
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assessment shall not be delayed by any proceedings under this paragraph, and, in 
case the property is determined to be exempt, any taxes extended upon the 
unauthorized assessment shall be abated or, if already paid, shall be refunded.” 35 
ILCS 200/16-130 (2022).   

 
• Property Tax Code Section 16-185 – Property Tax Appeal Board decisions – “The 

extension of taxes on any assessment so appealed shall not be delayed by any 
proceeding before the Board, and, in case the assessment is altered by the Board, 
any taxes extended upon the unauthorized assessment or part thereof shall be 
abated, or, if already paid, shall be refunded with interest as provided in Section 
23-20.” 35 ILCS 200/16-185 (2022).   
 

• Property Tax Code Section 23-20 – Refunds – “No protest shall prevent or be a 
cause of delay in the distribution of tax collections to the taxing districts of any 
taxes collected which were not paid under protest.” 35 ILCS 200/23-20 (2022).   

 
As shown above, the Code is fixated on ensuring the collection of taxes without delay.  The 

legislature clarified in nearly every section on objections, including section 16-185 

concerning PTAB objections, that tax objections cannot delay taxes.  There is quite simply 

nothing in the Code that is consistent with the Fifth District’s conclusion that an exception 

was meant for individual taxpayers’ PTAB objections.  When determining the plain 

meaning of statutory terms, Illinois courts consider (a) the statute in its entirety, (b) the 

subject it addresses, and (c) the apparent intent of the legislature enacting those terms. Blum 

v. Koster, 235 Ill. 2d 21, 29 (2009). When the statutory language is ambiguous, courts must 

construe the statute to avoid rendering any part meaningless or superfluous. Id.  "Because 

the statute is viewed as a whole, words and phrases must be construed in light of other 

relevant statutory provisions and not in isolation.”  In re Cnty. Collector, 2022 IL 126929, 

¶ 19.  “In determining legislative intent, a court may consider not only the language of the 

statute but also the reason and necessity for the law, the problems sought to be remedied, 

the purpose to be achieved, and the consequences of construing the statute one way or 

another.”  Id.  
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 Moreover, when provisions of statutory law appear to conflict, or do not read well 

together, they cannot simply be ignored at the discretion of the reader. As was explained 

by this Supreme Court in Barragan v. Casco Design Corp.: 

Our primary objective in construing a statute is to ascertain and give effect 
to the intention of the legislature, and to this end all other rules of 
construction are subordinate. [citations.] We determine intent by reading 

the statute as a whole and considering all relevant parts. [citations.] When 
the language is unambiguous, the law is to be enforced as enacted by the 
legislature. [citations.] Where two statutes are allegedly in conflict, a court 

has a duty to interpret the statutes in a manner that avoids an inconsistency 

and gives effect to both statutes, where such an interpretation is reasonably 
possible. 
 

216 Ill. 2d 435, 441 (2005). Courts “do not depart from the plain language of the statute by 

reading into it exceptions, limitations, or conditions that conflict with expressed intent.” 

Id. (citing People v. Martinez, 184 Ill. 2d 547, 550 (1998)). Yet, here, the Appellate Court 

reads conditions that both depart from the plain language of the statute and conflict with 

the plain legislative intent of the objection process and decades of established precedent.  

The Fifth District holds ultimately that the 30-day filing deadline for PTAB appeals 

in Section 16-160 is the distinguishing factor which delineates the inapplicability of 

Section 23-5, yet at the same time the decision disregards the legislative distinction that 

the respective filing deadlines for circuit court appeals pursuant to Section 23-10 (within 

75 days after the first penalty date of the final installment of taxes for the year in question 

outside of Cook County and within 165 days for Cook County taxpayers) also depart from 

the requirements of Section 23-5, which independently requires payment of all of the tax 

due within 60 days from the first penalty date of the final installment of taxes for that year.  

35 ILCS 200/23-5 (2022).  To give weight to one set of filing deadlines in the Code while 
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omitting the other reads into Section 23-5 exactly the “exceptions, limitations, or 

conditions” that are prohibited when making an analysis of legislative intent.  

The statutory language used by the legislature is usually the best indication 
of the intent of the drafters. [citations.] Such language is to be given its plain 
or ordinary and popularly understood meaning [citations.] and the fullest 
rather than narrowest possible meaning to which it is susceptible. 
[citations.] However, a statute must be read as a whole [citations], and no 
word or paragraph should be interpreted so as to be rendered meaningless. 
[citations.] Therefore, a court must also consider the reason and necessity 
for the law, the evil to be remedied, and the object to be obtained by the 
statute.  
 

Collins v. Bd. of Trustees of Firemen's Annuity & Ben. Fund of Chicago, 155 Ill. 2d 103, 

111, 610 N.E.2d 1250 (1993)(emphasis added). Under a plain reading of Section 23-5, 

given its fullest rather than narrowest meaning, if taxes remain unpaid after 60 days from 

the first penalty date, the taxpayer may no longer object to those taxes “for any reason.”  

35 ILCS 200/23-5 (2022). Put in the simplest of terms, if a taxpayer does not timely pay 

its taxes under protest, it loses the right to continue to pursue relief in that appeal. While 

payment of taxes is not a “prerequisite” for seeking relief (i.e., filing of a PTAB appeal), 

the payment of taxes when, and if, they come due is a requirement, a prerequisite, to 

obtaining the only relief PTAB is authorized to provide – a property tax refund.   

 The Appellate Court also considers the last sentence of Section 23-5 narrowly, as 

evidence that the Section only applies to circuit court appeals, but selectively fails to 

consider other fuller, more inclusive readings. For example, Section 23-5 states that 

“[w]henever taxes are paid in compliance with this Section and a tax objection complaint 

is filed in compliance with Section 23-10, 100% of the taxes shall be deemed paid under 

protest without the filing of a separate letter of protest with the county collector.” 35 ILCS 

200/23-5 (2022). The inclusion of this sentence implies that there are also other conditions 
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under which taxes shall be deemed paid under protest. To interpret this sentence as the only 

way in which payment under protest can occur renders the sentence itself at best unclear 

and at worst redundant and superfluous. 

D. The PTAB and Appellate Court have read the Property Tax Code in a 
manner that encourages forum shopping.   
 

Effectively, the Appellate Court reads extraneous conditions into the Code which 

would not be apparent in a plain reading of Articles 16 and 23 together, and this creates 

two branches, or choices, of property tax appeal venues – one where payment of taxes is 

required to obtain relief (the circuit court) and one where taxpayers may withhold taxes 

(the PTAB). This disharmonious reading of Illinois tax policy is not favored. This Supreme 

Court has held that the legislature is presumed to have intended statutes that relate to a 

single subject and that are controlled by a single policy to be consistent and harmonious, 

and if possible, apparent conflicts are meant to be construed in harmony with each other. 

Collins v. Bd. of Trustees of Firemen's Annuity & Ben. Fund of Chicago, 155 Ill. 2d 103, 

111 610 N.E.2d 1250 (1993), citing Williams v. Illinois State Scholarship Comm'n, 139 Ill. 

2d 24, 52, 150 Ill. Dec. 578, 563 N.E.2d 465 (1990). To the extent that any conflict truly 

exists beyond the plain reading of Sections 16-160 and 23-5 of the Code, it is certainly 

possible to construe these provisions in harmony with one another. The Appellate Court 

elected not to do so.  

One of the most obvious side effects of reading this difference into the Code, and 

attempting to create the distinction between the requirements to obtain tax relief at the 

PTAB versus in the circuit court, is that it encourages strategic forum shopping. “A 

plaintiff's use of forum-shopping to suit his individual interests is a strategy contrary to the 

purposes behind the venue rules and is against Illinois's public policy.” Merritt v. 
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Goldenberg, 362 Ill. App. 3d 902, 910 (5th Dist. 2005), citing Dawdy v. Union Pacific R.R. 

Co., 207 Ill. 2d 167, 173, 278 Ill. Dec. 92, 797 N.E.2d 687 (2003).  Illinois does not favor 

forum shopping. See, e.g., Espinosa v. Norfolk & W. Ry. Co., 86 Ill. 2d 111, 427 N.E.2d 

111 (1981)(discouraging the practice of seeking out soft spots in the judicial system); 

Portwood v. Ford Motor Co., 183 Ill. 2d 459, 701 N.E.2d 1102 (1998)(refusing to expose 

the Illinois court system to the burdens of large-scale forum shopping in class action suits).  

If the legislature had intended to create a distinction, it would have explicitly done so, but 

instead explicitly created a more stringent filing deadline for PTAB cases as opposed to 

circuit court cases, and selected inclusive language in Section 23-5 governing objections 

generally, applying to “any person,” objecting to “all or any part of a property tax for any 

year, for any reason.” 35 ILCS 200/23-5 (2022)(emphasis added).  Prior to the PTAB’s and 

Fifth District’s decisions in this case, nothing suggested that Section 16-160’s procedural 

filing requirements were meant to be a departure from, or an exception to, Section 23-5 

and nearly a century of Illinois cases requiring timely payment of taxes in order to 

challenge one’s assessment.  These sections of the Code must be read together to avoid an 

absurd result and prevent forum shopping. 

 The Appellate Court’s ruling undermines these anti-forum shopping 

pronouncements and allows a property owner to withhold taxes at the PTAB but not at the 

circuit court, and then to use the delay to extract concessions from the local government in 

a property tax dispute.  Furthermore, the Appellate Court’s ruling sends a clear invitation 

to other taxpayers to engage in the conduct notwithstanding the payment under protest 

doctrine.  This Court needs to apply the payment under protest doctrine to PTAB appeals 
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to prevent forum shopping and to make it clear that such conduct will not be tolerated in 

Illinois. 

E. Lack of a statutory provision explicitly permitting the School District’s 
Motion to Dismiss did not bar the PTAB from ruling in favor of the School 
District. 
 

The Appellate Court held that because Section 16-160 of the Code allows for 

dismissal of an appeal at the PTAB based on a taxpayer’s failure to appear, but is silent 

regarding dismissal of an appeal for a taxpayer’s failure to pay the taxes, it must conclude 

that the legislature did not intend for such a dismissal to be allowed. (A-120 ¶ 53). 

According to the Appellate Court, the only ground for dismissal at the PTAB is failure to 

appear at a hearing. Id. In support of this contention, the Appellate Court cites Chicago 

Teachers Union, Local No. 1 v. Board of Education of the City of Chicago, 2012 IL 112566, 

¶ 24 and People v. Goossens, 2015 IL 118347, ¶ 12 (holding that when the legislature 

includes particular language in one section of a statute but omits it or uses different 

language in another section, courts presume that the legislature acted intentionally and 

purposely in the inclusion or exclusion and intended different meanings and results.) 

This analysis is problematic on several fronts, first being that the Code is not silent 

on the issue of payment under protest, as discussed at length above. Additionally, the PTAB 

is an administrative tribunal, subject to its own Administrative Rules, which permit a 

variety of motions and dispositions not contemplated directly by the Code. See 86 Ill. Adm. 

Code 1910 generally. For example, Section 1910.30 regarding Petitions indicates that 

failure to state the facts upon which a party bases its tax objection and a statement of 

contentions of law which a party desires to raise “shall result in dismissal of the appeal,” 

without citation to any particular section of the Code. 86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.30(h). 
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Incomplete petitions and failure to furnish a court reporter are also conditions which can 

subject an appeal to dismissal. 86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.30(k); 1910.69(d). These examples 

are to say that the Code’s silence on a particular issue is not necessarily all encompassing. 

The simple fact that the legislature did not implement statutory language on the topic of 

dismissal for failure to pay taxes does not bar the Code from considering other existing 

relevant law, especially in the wake of Section 23-5, relevant case law and legislative 

interpretation that indicates the opposite intent. To the extent the Code can be considered 

silent on the specific question of whether the payment under protest doctrine applies to 

PTAB cases, this Supreme Court has recognized that silence in statutory language creates 

an ambiguity which permits courts to look to extrinsic aids of construction beyond the text 

to resolve the ambiguity. People v. Stewart, 2022 IL 126116 ¶ 17.  We believe all such aids 

lead to the same conclusion:  The payment under protest doctrine applies to PTAB cases.   

II.  THE APPELLATE COURT ERRED IN HOLDING THAT THE CIRCUIT 
COURT DOES NOT ACQUIRE OR RETAIN JURISDICTION OF 
PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT APPEALS WHEN A JUDICIALLY 
ORDERED TAX SALE OCCURS. 

 
Rockland filed its PTAB appeal on May 28, 2015, its taxes came due on October 

16, 2015, and on January 14, 2016, the Circuit Court of Jackson County entered an order 

finding that the taxes were correct, delinquent and to be sold at tax sale. (C0171; C0076-

0080). The pertinent portions of the Circuit Court Order read: 

“Now comes Sharon Harris-Johnson, County Treasurer and Ex-Officio 
Collector . . . and makes application for judgement and order of sale for 
taxes . . .and for judgment fixing the correct amount of any taxes paid 
under protest, etc. all properties with taxes unpaid, and for an Order 
authorizing the sale of said properties. . .  
 
[H]aving heard all objections to the Entry of Judgment filed herein. . . and 
whereas issue notice has been given of the intended application for 
Judgement against said land and lots . . . and no sufficient defense having 
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been made or cause shown why Judgement should not be entered against 
said lands and lots for taxes . . .it is Ordered by the Court that the several 
tracts of lots or lands or so much or each of them as shall be sufficient 
to satisfy the amount of special assessments of the taxes of installments 
thereof . . .” 
 

(A-142-144; C0073-0089)(emphasis added). On January 19, 2016, the 2014 taxes were 

sold by the Jackson County Treasurer to an unrelated third-party tax buyer in a judicially 

ordered tax sale. (C0081-0089, 0172).  The Appellate Court found “that the tax-sale 

proceedings in the circuit court did not deprive the PTAB of subject matter jurisdiction 

over Grand Tower LLC’s appeals challenging the assessment values of the subject 

property.”  A-127 ¶ 69.  The consequence of the Appellate Court’s interpretation is that a 

taxpayer may purchase, via tax sale redemption fees, an extra grace period to withhold its 

property tax dollars, bleeding into the period of the following years’ assessments, Board of 

Review proceedings and tax collections. The risk to the community and the local 

governmental entities remains, compounding each year, as long as the door is open for 

taxpayers to withhold large portions of units of local governments’ operating revenue.  

A. The judicial tax sale precluded further relief from the PTAB. 

When a taxpayer fails to pay its taxes, the circuit court enters an order finding those 

taxes delinquent, ultimately followed by a type of public auction resulting in a judicially 

ordered tax sale. See generally, 35 ILCS 200/21-5 et. seq. (2022), “Due Dates, 

Delinquencies, and Enforcement of Payments.”  The Appellate Court held that not even a 

judicially ordered tax sale precludes PTAB jurisdiction. A-127 ¶ 69. The Appellate Court 

opinion even indicates that both proceedings were actually contemplated by the legislature.  

A-126 ¶ 66. However, in so finding, the Appellate Court based its analysis in large part on 

Section 16-185 of the Code which, to the extent that provision has any relevance to unpaid 
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taxes, says the opposite. 35 ILCS 200/16-185 (2022).  The relevant portion of Section 16-

185 regarding decisions of the PTAB is excerpted below: 

The extension of taxes on any assessment so appealed shall not be delayed 
by any proceeding before the Board, and, in case the assessment is altered 
by the Board, any taxes extended upon the unauthorized assessment or part 
thereof shall be abated, or, if already paid, shall be refunded with interest as 
provided in Section 23-20. 
 

Id. (emphasis added).  That same Section 16-185 cross-references Article 23 of the Code 

which the Appellate Court previously found did not even apply to the PTAB.  A-118 ¶ 50.  

In any event, the Appellate Court makes a large leap from Section 16-185, which is meant 

to ensure timely collection and distribution of taxes while appeals are pending (a key tenet 

of the payment under protest doctrine discussed above), to reach the conclusion that 

legislature “contemplated” PTAB proceedings concerning delinquent taxes. A-126 ¶ 67.  

On May 28, 2015, Rockland filed a PTAB appeal seeking a reduction from its 2014 

property tax assessment.  (C0006, 0013).  Nearly seven months later, on January 19, 2016, 

the Circuit Court “fix[ed] the correct amount of any taxes paid under protest [and] all 

properties with taxes unpaid.”  (C0073-0089).  At that time, all matters related to Grand 

Tower’s taxes, including the “correct amount” were resolved by the Circuit Court.  (C0073-

0089).  When the Circuit Court entered its order in the tax sale finding that unpaid taxes 

and taxes paid under protest were correct, Rockland could no longer object to its taxes. See 

Burton v. Cain, 63 Ill. App. 2d 183, 211 N.E.2d 289 (4th Dist. 1965)(Finding that trial court 

lacked discretion to authorize objections explicitly because an entry of judgment for 

delinquent taxes and sale had been entered and taxpayer failed to comply with the payment 

under protest requirements).  To the extent that there was any question as to whether 

Rockland could continue its appeal when Rockland refused to pay its taxes under protest, 
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that question was resolved when the Circuit Court ordered the taxes sold. See People v. 

Chicago Title & Trust Co., 50 Ill. App. 3d 387, 389 (1st Dist. 1977)(“Where taxpayers 

have failed to utilize their statutory or equitable remedy prior to judgment for taxes being 

entered, it would be contrary to public policy to give them another opportunity to contest 

the taxes.”); see also People v. Hagerty, 104 Ill. App. 3d 240, 244-245 (1st Dist. 1982).  

Under Illinois law, “a tax-sale proceeding is in rem and the court acquires 

jurisdiction over the land when the county collector makes his application for judgment 

and order of sale.” Vulcan Materials Co. v. Bee Const., 96 Ill. 2d 159, 165 (1983). This 

Supreme Court in People ex re. Alvarez v. $59,914 United States Currency held that when 

a court has in rem jurisdiction, it has the power to adjudicate the rights to that property. 

2022 IL 126927, ¶ 19, reh'g denied (Sept. 26, 2022)(“An in rem action ‘treats property, 

therefore, as the defendant, susceptible of being tried and condemned, while the owner 

merely gets notice, along with the rest of the world, and may appear for his property or 

not’” citing ABN AMRO Mortgage Group, Inc. v. McGahan, 237 Ill. 2d 526, 532, 342 Ill. 

Dec. 7, 931 N.E.2d 1190 (2010).   

When a judicially ordered tax sale occurs, the circuit court acquires and retains 

jurisdiction “to make all necessary findings and enter all necessary orders supplemental to 

the original tax sale.” Vulcan Materials, 96 Ill. 2d at 165 (1983) (emphasis added). See also 

In re Cty. Treasurer, 2013 IL App (3d) 120999, ¶ 29. (“Once the trial court obtains 

jurisdiction, it retains jurisdiction to make all necessary findings and to enter all necessary 

orders supplemental to the original tax sale”). Since the determination of the correct 

amount of taxes was resolved by the Circuit Court when exercising its jurisdiction over 

this property, all other tribunals, including the PTAB, were divested of jurisdiction over 
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matters related to the Grand Tower real estate because the Circuit Court had jurisdiction 

over all matters related to the rights to that property, including the right to appeal the tax 

assessments.   

The Appellate Court agrees with the School District that (a) the Circuit Court 

acquired jurisdiction over Grand Tower after Jackson County entered the order for tax sale, 

and (b) that the court retained jurisdiction “to issue all necessary orders to effectuate the 

sale and to require issuance of tax deeds.” (A-125 ¶ 65). However, the Fifth District’s 

interpretation of the language regarding effectuating the sale and issuing tax deeds is a 

narrower reading than this Supreme Court specified in Vulcan Materials (to make all 

necessary finding supplemental to the original tax sale). Vulcan Materials, 96 Ill. 2d at 165. 

The Appellate Court appears to agree that the PTAB appeal was supplemental to the tax 

sale, but then simply states that Vulcan Materials does not apply to a previously filed PTAB 

appeal “because that case did not involve concurrent PTAB proceedings.” A-125 ¶ 65. In 

doing so, the Appellate Court relied upon the language from Section 16-185 of the Code 

which contains no mention or implication of concurrent circuit court and PTAB 

proceedings. The Appellate Court’s willingness to draw such an attenuated conclusion is 

not only a significant departure from the holding in Vulcan Materials but also from its 

earlier analysis of the applicability of the payment under protest doctrine which supports a 

reading of the plain language of the statute when making interpretations of legislative 

intent. 96 Ill. 2d 159 (1983).   

To our knowledge, the issue of whether pending PTAB proceedings are 

“supplemental to the original tax sale” is a question which has not been specifically 

addressed by this Supreme Court. In addressing this question, the Appellate Court attempts 
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to separate the “taxes” (at the circuit court) from the “assessment” (at the PTAB), 

ultimately concluding that the Circuit Court’s finding that “the amount of taxes” was 

sufficient was not enough information in the record to indicate that the Circuit Court 

“approved the assessment.” This is a distinction without a difference that is not supported 

by Illinois law or statute; a property tax assessment has only one function – to determine 

the amount that goes into the tax bill. The assessment and the taxes are therefore 

inextricably intertwined.   

Rockland’s objections before the PTAB are undeniably tax cases, and any relief or 

resolution to the tax assessment appeal would be “supplemental to” the tax sale case 

(regardless of when the taxpayer filed at the PTAB) and therefore must occur at the circuit 

court. Vulcan Materials, 96 Ill. 2d 159 (1983). For purposes of moving forward on an 

assessment appeal after the delinquent taxes have been sold, the assessment cannot be 

disconnected from the tax.  The assessment, the tax, and the consequences for failure to 

pay are all therefore issues for the circuit court. Id. This condition exists in a practical sense 

because relief which the PTAB is statutorily authorized to provide is limited to the refund 

of property taxes paid, pursuant to the language Section 23-20. 35 ILCS 200/23-20.   

The Appellate Court’s decision here, and the PTAB’s apparent practice of allowing 

taxpayers to pursue relief without paying their taxes, provides property owners with an 

option to withhold their property taxes while still challenging their assessments until they 

are satisfied with the result.  The PTAB erred as a matter of law when it failed to dismiss 

the Taxpayer’s assessment appeal based on lack of jurisdiction, and Petitioner-Appellant 

respectfully requests that this Supreme Court overturn the Appellate Court’s affirmation of 

this decision. 
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III.  ILLINOIS PUBLIC POLICY SUPPORTS DISMISSAL OF THESE PTAB 
APPEALS FOR FAILURE TO PAY UNDER PROTEST. 

 
When, in 2013, Rockland purchased Grand Tower, Grand Tower’s property tax 

assessment was $33,445,837. (R056; E002). This value was consistent with Grand Tower’s 

historical assessment, and with the fair cash value of other natural gas-fired combined-

cycle plants in Illinois. Id. After Rockland purchased Grand Tower, Rockland appealed its 

assessment to the Jackson County Board of Review under Section 16-55 of the Code.  35 

ILCS 200/16-55 (2022).  The Board of Review granted Rockland a nearly $2,000,000 

assessment reduction, from $33,445,837 to $31,538,245. (C0014-0022; R056; E002). 

Thus, at all relevant times during these proceedings, Grand Tower’s assessment was lower 

than it had been when Rockland acquired Grand Tower just a few months prior.   

When Rockland withheld its taxes, the largest, most obvious victim was the School 

District.  The District encompasses 400 square miles in Alexander, Jackson and Union 

Counties. This includes the rural towns of Thebes, Gale, East Cape Girardeau, McClure, 

Reynoldsville, Ware, Wolf Lake, Grand Tower and a small portion of Jonesboro.  The 

District employs 54 faculty and staff, and is responsible for the education of 275 K-12 

students, 95% of whom are considered low-income.  The District, like nearly all Illinois 

schools, relies on local property tax for most of its funding.  For Tax Year 2014, the 

District’s tax base came from properties that comprised a total equalized assessed value of 

$56,244,256.  Of this amount, $31,538,245, (56%), came from Grand Tower.  Thus, in 

withholding its property taxes, Rockland understood the chaos that would ensue by not 

providing 56% of expected local revenue to the District and other taxing bodies.   

The PTAB condoned Rockland’s behavior and let this case proceed to trial on the 

merits.  The “merits,” as indicated by all pre-trial filings, should have concerned the value 
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conclusions estimated by two appraisers.  However, at trial the PTAB again allowed 

Rockland to play by its own rules.  Over the District’s objections, the PTAB permitted 

Rockland to testify as to alleged sale documents that were never produced, conclusions 

from alleged appraisals that were never filed, and details of alleged third-party inspections 

that had never been previously mentioned.  (R42, 47, 94-95).  In the end, the PTAB was 

unable to disassociate the information concerning Grand Tower’s sale from the ultimate 

issue of Grand Tower’s value.  In reducing Grand Tower to scrap value, the PTAB found 

that the Grand Tower sale “should be considered in regard to the credibility of the final 

conclusion of value.” (C0618-0619).   

The issue here, however, is whether the case should have gone to hearing at all 

when the taxpayer failed to pay its taxes.  In 1944, this Supreme Court found that such 

conduct cannot be allowed because it “would hopelessly disrupt the orderly administration 

of the tax collecting machinery, thereby embarrassing and deranging the operations of the 

government and causing serious detriment to the public.” Ames, 386 Ill. at 164 (1944).  The 

PTAB’s and Fifth District’s decisions, if upheld, are certain to significantly impair 

government function in a manner that will cause serious detriment to the public.  The 

PTAB’s and Appellate Court’s ruling also provides a clear roadmap to taxpayers who 

dangerously seek alternatives to the avenues of relief contemplated by the Code.   

Neither Rockland, the PTAB nor the Fifth District have identified a single instance 

in Illinois where a taxpayer refused to pay its taxes, its taxes went to tax sale, and the 

taxpayer was given the opportunity to redeem those taxes only to seek a refund using the 

Code’s assessment review process. Here, not only did the PTAB permit this conduct, but 

it actually encouraged it by granting the taxpayer a $30,000,000 reduction in assessed 
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value.  From a public policy standpoint, if this conduct is permitted, large taxpayers 

throughout Illinois will be encouraged to hold back taxes to coerce settlements and reduced 

assessments.  This is particularly important at the present time due to rapidly changing 

property values stemming from the current economic climate.  In a post-Covid world, 

owners of office buildings and retail properties might band together and refuse to pay taxes 

in furtherance of a claim that their properties should be reduced to scrap value because 

consumers now favor working from home and online shopping.  The PTAB’s decision 

here, and its apparent policy of allowing taxpayers to pursue relief without paying their 

taxes, provides property owners with an option to withhold their property taxes while still 

challenging their assessments until they are satisfied with the result.   

In the specific case of power plants, the fair cash value in a given year is often a 

regular, ongoing subject of debate between the utility company seeking to minimize tax 

liability and local taxing districts who rely on the property tax revenue to keep government 

functioning.  Prior to the effective date of value here, the preferred source of fuel for 

generating electricity quickly shifted from coal to natural gas, and since then it has arguably 

shifted again, this time from natural gas to nuclear power and renewable energy.  Power 

plants’ values follow these markets and power plant owners simply cannot be permitted to 

threaten nonpayment as a property tax negotiation tactic when the current market 

conditions do not support their theory of the property’s value.  Under the approach 

advocated by the PTAB and affirmed by the Fifth District, taxpayers like Rockland might 

find they are better off letting their property go to tax sale for the sake of negotiating a 

better assessment.  Under the policy approved by the Appellate Court, if this tactic fails 

these taxpayers will still have the PTAB proceedings to fall back on.   
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There are multiple layers of protections built into Illinois law to prevent taxpayers 

from overpaying taxes.  Taxpayers have many levels of appeal including to their local 

township assessment officials, Boards of Review, Circuit Court, the PTAB, the Department 

of Revenue, the Appellate Court and the Supreme Court.  The entirety of Article 23 of the 

Code is designed to protect taxpayers in the event of error. See 35 ILCS 200/23-15 (2022), 

eliminating the requirement of showing constructive fraud for purposes of challenging 

taxes; also In re Application of Rosewell, 286 Ill. App. 3d 814, 819, 222 Ill. Dec. 240 

(1997). The Illinois property tax system has evolved to include many such precautions to 

protect taxpayers. Similarly, the property tax system contemplates taxpayers like Rockland 

trying to game the system. That system prevents this behavior by requiring taxpayers to 

pay their taxes first, and then seek relief.  35 ILCS 200/23-5.  There is simply no exception 

to this requirement.   

There is no question that Rockland refused to pay its taxes for any reason other than 

to “harass” the taxing districts and “severely impair” the function of government. See 

Sweitzer, 360 Ill. at 293 (1935); Cent. Ill. Pub. Serv. Co., 1 Ill. 2d at 471 (1953); and 

Clarendon Associates, 56 Ill. 2d at 106 (1973).  Rockland’s refusal to pay its taxes was a 

strategic decision calculated to impose its will on the governmental bodies dependent on 

the property tax revenue generated by Grand Tower to educate children, fix roads and keep 

people safe.  At hearing, Rockland executive Jonathan Beach boasted that within six 

months of the portfolio auction, Rockland was able to come up with $168 million to 

purchase the Ameren gas portfolio. (E1796, 1825-1829). Thus, either Rockland had the 

cash on hand to buy these plants or its lenders found that Rockland would be able meet the 

requirements necessary for ownership, including the fundamental requirement of tax 
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payment. There is simply no credible argument that Rockland was unable to pay the 

property taxes. (C0075, 0171). Rockland chose not to pay its taxes as part of a scheme to 

enforce its will on the Jackson County taxing authorities or else impair the functions of 

government.   

Nor can Rockland argue, as it did at the PTAB and the Appellate Court, that its 

refusal to pay taxes was anything other than a negotiation tactic.  At the PTAB hearing, 

Rockland representatives testified that the Taxpayer had sufficient “liquidity” to purchase 

a property that at the time of purchase had a $33,000,000 plus assessment. (R45).  It cannot 

now argue that its wholly owned subsidiary cannot afford to pay taxes that were less than 

when it purchased the property just a few months prior.  Rockland contracted to purchase 

the Grand Tower plant with knowledge of Illinois property tax processes and the assessed 

value. There is no credible argument that the tax burden was a sudden surprise rendering 

its subsidiary unable to make those tax payments. Grand Tower LLC, as the subsidiary, is 

simply a real estate holding company wholly-owned by Rockland. This corporate 

structuring is common business practice for asset protection purposes. However, 

Rockland’s subsidiary entity may not be used as a shell to purposefully undercapitalize 

Grand Tower and then claim an inability to pay the taxes it knew it was obligated to pay. 

In an analogous situation a court would likely pierce the corporate veil based on 

“inadequate capitalization,” which is exactly the claim Rockland makes when arguing that 

it could not pay the taxes.  Gass v. Anna Hospital Corp., 392 Ill. App. 3d 179, 186, 331 Ill. 

Dec. 854 (2009).  

Rockland purchased the property with knowledge of the assessment and tax 

liability, and the Board of Review reduced Grand Tower’s assessment. When Rockland 
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failed to pay the taxes and the order of tax judgment was entered against the property, the 

PTAB lost jurisdiction and the Taxpayer could no longer contest its taxes.  Vulcan 

Materials Co., 96 Ill. 2d at 165 (1983), People v. Chicago Title & Trust Co., 50 Ill. App. 

3d at 389 (1st Dist. 1977). 

CONCLUSION 

Petitioner-Appellant respectfully requests that this Honorable Court reverse the 

holding of the Appellate Court and  

a. Hold that plain reading of the Property Tax Code and legislative interpretation

of the same indicate that the “payment under protest” doctrine applies to both

the circuit court property tax objections and property tax objections at the

PTAB, and that paying taxes when they come due is a prerequisite to obtaining

the relief which is available at the PTAB;

b. Hold that the circuit court acquires and retains jurisdiction of property tax

assessment appeals when a judicially ordered tax sale occurs; and

c. Hold that Illinois public policy prohibits taxpayers from refusing to pay their

taxes before seeking assessment relief; and

d. Grant any other relief which this Honorable Court deems proper.

Respectfully Submitted, 

SHAWNEE COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL 
DISTRICT NO. 84, Petitioner-Appellant 

By:_________________________________ 
Scott L. Ginsburg 
Katie N. DiPiero 
Robbins, Schwartz, Nicholas, Lifton & Taylor, Ltd. 
55 W. Monroe Street, Suite 800 

/s/ Scott L. Ginsburg
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FINAL ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION 
ILLINOIS PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD 

PTAB/EEB/4-19 

APPELLANT: Grand Tower Energy Center, LLC 
DOCKET NOS.: 14-03445.001-I-3 through 14-03445.009-I-3 and 

15-00452.001-I-3 through 15-00452.010-I-3
PARCEL NOS.: See Below 

The parties of record before the Property Tax Appeal Board are Grand Tower Energy Center, 
LLC, the appellant, by attorney Patrick C. Doody, of the Law Offices of Patrick C. Doody in 
Chicago; the Jackson County Board of Review by Jackson County Assistant State’s Attorney, 
Daniel Brenner; and Shawnee C.U.S.D. #84, intervenor, by attorney Scott L. Ginsburg of 
Robbins, Schwartz, Nicholas, Lifton & Taylor in Chicago. 

Based on the facts and exhibits presented in this matter, the Property Tax Appeal Board hereby 
finds A Reduction in the assessment of the property as established by the Jackson County Board 
of Review for tax years 2014 and 2015 is warranted.  The correct assessed valuation of the 
subject property for each tax year under appeal is: 

2014 
DOCKET NO PARCEL NUMBER LAND IMPRVMT TOTAL 

14-03445.001-I-3 16-13-100-001 9,740 0 $9,740 
14-03445.002-I-3 16-13-300-001 1,909 0 $1,909 
14-03445.003-I-3 16-13-300-004 1,338 0 $1,338 
14-03445.004-I-3 16-13-300-006 152,052 0 $152,052 
14-03445.005-I-3 16-14-200-001 115,807 3,048,882 $3,164,689 
14-03445.006-I-3 16-14-200-002 601 0 $601 
14-03445.007-I-3 16-14-400-002 1,396 0 $1,396 
14-03445.008-I-3 16-23-200-001 766 0 $766 
14-03445.009-I-3 16-24-101-001 509 0 $509 

Subject only to the State multiplier as applicable. 

20151  
DOCKET NO PARCEL NUMBER LAND IMPRVMT TOTAL 

15-00452.001-I-3 16-13-100-001 9,740 0 $9,740 
15-00452.002-I-3 16-13-300-001 1,909 0 $1,909 
15-00452.003-I-3 16-13-300-004 1,338 0 $1,338 
15-00452.004-I-3 16-13-300-006 152,052 0 $152,052 

1 The 2015 appeal contains an additional parcel number, PIN 46-13-300-001, which was not appealed in tax year 
2014.   

A-001
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15-00452.005-I-3 16-14-200-001 115,807 3,048,249 $3,164,056 
15-00452.006-I-3 16-14-200-002 601 0 $601 
15-00452.007-I-3 16-14-400-002 1,396 0 $1,396 
15-00452.008-I-3 16-23-200-001 766 0 $766 
15-00452.009-I-3 16-24-101-001 509 0 $509 
15-00452.010-I-3 46-13-300-001 633 0 $633 

Subject only to the State multiplier as applicable. 

For purposes of this appeal and pursuant to Property Tax Appeal Board Rule 1910.78 (86 
Ill.Admin Code §1910.78), Docket No. 14-03445.001-I-3 through 14-03445.009-I-3 was 
consolidated with Docket No. 15-00452.001-I-3 through 15-00452.009-I-3 for purposes of oral 
hearing. 

STIPULATIONS 

Prior to the hearing the parties stipulated as follows:   

1) All parties agree the Jackson County Board of Review’s final assessed value for both
the 2014 and 2015 assessments of the subject property was $31,538,245 for all parcels
affected herein.  The assessments for both tax years was based on an appraisal
submitted by the intervenor to the Jackson County Board of Review.  In addition, the
Jackson County Board of Review assessed the subject for the previous 2013 year at
$33,445,837 for all parcels affected herein which was based on a stipulated value with
the previous owner and the intervenor;

2) Kevin S. Reilly, ASA; George K. Lagassa, Ph.D., ASA; Michael E. Green, ASA; and
J. Fernando Sosa, ASA, MRICS are identified and recognized as experts in the
valuation of the Grand Tower Energy Center;

3) All parties agree that 50% of the improvements at the Grand Tower Station will be
considered real property for purposes of taxation under the Property Tax Code 35 ILCS
200/1-1 et. Seq. and 50% shall be considered personal property and not subject to
taxation under the Property Tax Code;2

2 Prior to the hearing, the parties stipulated that 50% of the improvements were to be considered “personal property” 
and not subject to taxation pursuant to the Property Tax Code.  This stipulation reflects the past practice of the 
County Assessor.  In 2002, the parties entered into a joint agreement regarding Grand Tower Energy Center, which 
states that prior to January 1, 1979, 50% of the improvements of the Grand Tower station were classified as real 
property.  Valuing the improvements at half their value is also mandated by the “Freeze Act” (35 ILCS 200/24-5), 
which states that “no property lawfully assessed and taxed as personal property prior to January 1, 1979, or property 
of like kind acquired or placed in use after January 1, 1979, shall be classified as real property subject to assessment 
and taxation.  No property lawfully assessed and taxed as real property prior to January 1, 1979, or property of like 
kind acquired or placed in use after January 1, 1979, shall be classified as personal property.” 

A-002
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4) The total assessment for the improvements shall be calculated as follows:

Total Fair Cash Value of All Improvements 
x 50.00% 
x 33.33% 
Assessed Value of All Improvements; 

5) Improvements shall mean real and personal property associated with the subject
property, including all furniture, fixtures and equipment and machinery and equipment
including combustion turbines, steam turbine generators, heat recovery steam
generators (”HRSGs”), mechanical equipment, structures and foundations, piping, fire
protection, tanks, transformers and substations, accessory electrical equipment,
buildings and platforms, land improvements, support buildings and controls and
instrumentation all as described on pages 9 and 10 of the January 1, 2014 evcValuation
appraisal submitted by the Appellant, Grand Tower Energy Center, LLC; and

6) The parties have agreed to the subject’s land assessed values for tax years 2014 and
2015.3

DESCRIPTION 

The subject property consists of a natural gas combined cycle gas turbine (“CCGT”) power 
generation facility consisting of two 1x1 combined cycle units.  The subject, Grand Tower, was 
originally constructed as a coal-fired power plant in the 1920’s but was converted to a CCGT 
configuration in the 1950’s and again in 2001, burning natural gas.  The subject’s two 
combustion turbines (“CTs”), unit one and unit two, are configured with two steam turbines from 
the existing coal facility, unit three and unit four, respectively.  Features of the subject include 
the combustion turbines responsible for converting natural gas to electrical energy, steam turbine 
generators used for converting steam from the boiler to electrical energy, heat recovery steam 
generators (“HRSGs”) which recover heat from the hot gas expelled from the combustion 
turbines and convert it to steam to power the steam turbine, along with various mechanical 
equipment, structures and foundations, piping, fire protection, tanks, transformers, substations, 
accessory electrical equipment, buildings and platforms along with controls and instrumentation.  
Based on an average of the summer and winter net capacities, the subject has a total net capacity 
of 503-megawatts.  The subject is located on 336.32 acres or 14,650,099 square feet of land area 
on the eastern bank of the Mississippi River in Jackson County, Illinois, and competes in the 
Midcontinent Independent System Operator (“MISO”) Illinois market. 

OVERVIEW 

The basic operation of a gas-fired power plant is as follows.  A typical natural gas fired power 
plant receives natural gas via a pipeline which is then transported to the combustion turbine to 

3 PIN 46-13-300-001, which was not appealed in tax year 2014, will have stipulated land assessment of $633 in tax 
year 2015 only.   
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turn a turbine.  The rotating combustion turbine is subsequently connected to a generator, which 
produces electrical energy.  The exhaust is captured by the heat recovery steam generator 
(“HRSG”),  used to convert the exhaust heat into steam.  The high-pressure steam is then piped 
to a steam turbine, where it expands through the blades of the turbine, causing the turbine to spin.  
The steam is then condensed and the cooled water is sent via a closed loop back to the boiler to 
once again be heated.  The rotating steam turbine is connected to a generator, which produces 
electrical energy which is moved to a transformer prior to entering the grid. 
 

 

 
Once electrical power has been generated at a plant it is transported to the customer via the grid, 
or an interconnection of transmission lines.  After being generated, electrical energy goes 

A-004
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A typical natural gas-fired CCGT power plant is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Typical Natural Gas-Fired CCGT Power Plant 
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Figure 2 : Transmission of Power 
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through a step-up transformer, increasing its voltage so that it can be transported over large 
distances via high-voltage transmission lines.  Some industrial customers receive power directly 
off these lines.  After transmission, the electricity will go through a substation step-down 
transformer which lowers the voltage, so it can be used by the residential or commercial 
customer.  Since electrical energy cannot be stored economically on a large scale, generation 
must fluctuate as demand fluctuates.  If customers demand more or less energy at a given time, it 
is up to the power generators collectively to meet those needs.   
 
The power generators are called upon or dispatched to produce electrical energy into the power 
grid from Independent System Operators (“ISO”) and Regional Transmission Organizations 
(“RTO”) which govern meeting the power demands throughout various regions of the country.  
The subject in this case is located in the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (“MISO”), a 
regulated power market.   
 
Individual power plants participate in what is known as “day-ahead bidding.”  For example, it is 
estimated that a node, or region, will need a certain amount of energy at a particular hour the 
next day.  The plants will then bid in at their marginal variable cost to generate the required 
amount of power, wherein the plant will ask to receive a price at which they can cover all the 
variable operating expenses incurred by running.  Once all the bids have been received, the 
plants will be called upon to start up from least expensive to the point where the requested 
demand has been fulfilled.  All plants will then receive the rate bid obtained by the most 
expensive plant that was called upon to run.   
 
To fulfill the grid’s demands, three categories of power plants are utilized: base load, 
intermediate and peaking.  Base load plants are designed to operate 24 hours per day, seven days 
per week and are utilized to fulfill an area’s constant power demands.  Base load plants are more 
expensive to build but are generally more efficient to operate.4  Intermediate or mid-merit plants 
are generally less expensive to build, less efficient and fill the gap between extremely low and 
extremely high-power demands.  They can usually start up quickly and run for longer periods of 
time.  Peaking plants are even less expensive to build initially, are generally even less efficient 
than the other types of plants and run only when energy demand is at its peak, usually during the 
hot part of the day in the summer months, to provide for any increased demand in electricity for 
a short period of time.  In general, eco-friendly plants such as wind, solar and hydro plants come 
online first, followed by base load, intermediate load and then peaking plants. 
 

ANALYSIS 
 
The appellant, through counsel, appeared before the Property Tax Appeal Board contending 
overvaluation as the basis of the appeal.  In support of this argument the appellant submitted a 
narrative appraisal prepared by Kevin S. Reilly, ASA, of evcValuation.  Reilly estimated the 
subject property had a market value of $20,000,000 as of January 1, 2014.  
 

                                                 
4 The Board recognizes wind, solar and hydro plants are generally considered base load plants with lower costs of 
construction and more efficient operation; but, for simplicity of explanation, only fuel consuming power plants are 
discussed in the overview. 
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The first witness called by appellant’s counsel was Jonathan Beach, a principal of Rockland 
Capital.  He is on the investment team for Rockland Capital and focuses on trying to find due 
diligence and execution on investments in the North American power and available energy 
space.  Beach has two degrees from Rice University in mathematical economic analysis and a 
master’s degree in chemistry.  He authored five articles during his education.  He has worked for 
Merrill Lynch in their analyst program.  In 2006 he began his employment with Rockland 
Capital as an analyst.  In 2010 he worked for a large Swiss investment manager looking at global 
infrastructure generally covering power and then in 2013 returned to Rockland Capital with a 
focus on U.S. power.  He returned to Rockland Capital just as they had submitted an indicative 
offer to purchase a portfolio of three plants Ameren was selling with Grand Tower being one of 
the plants offered for sale.  He was staffed to lead the due diligence process.  Beach described an 
indicative offer as typically when power plants are being sold, an investment banker is hired to 
run an auction process which is done in two stages.  In the first stage limited information is 
provided with a memo and some financial projections in which an indicative offer for the buyer 
to consider is prepared.  However, it is understood full due diligence has not yet been conducted.  
With the indicative offer, it is judged who is to be invited in to perform full due diligence and 
provide a final binding offer.  Beach testified that at the conclusion of his due diligence he 
considered Grand Tower was a little odd with it being a former coal plant where the steam 
turbines had been paired with new combustion turbines in 2001.  Beach described the subject as 
a “Frankenstein” plant in the industry, which makes it a combined cycle natural gas plant, which 
typically operates at some reasonably high capacity factor, either base load or mid merit.  But in 
this case, the market did not need very much power from Grand Tower, so it was operated as a 
peaking plant. 
 
Beach described the three levels of power plants as being base load units which run most or all of 
the time, mid merit units that run half the time, and then peaking units that are really only 
running when there is an abnormal system condition or when there is high demand.  Beach 
testified Grand Tower is run as a peaker plant because that is what the market bears.  He further 
testified that the system operator operates a competitive market, and you tell the system operator 
what your costs are; if you will be profitable to run, the system operator is going to dispatch you 
and you will get the market price for power.  Beach stated, however, that is rarely the case for 
Grand Tower. 
 
When Beach returned to Rockland Capital in July 2013, he also evaluated the Elgin and Gibson 
City plants also being packaged together with Grand Tower.  As part of his due diligence for 
Grand Tower, he tried to understand Grand Tower as the potential of a stand-alone business and 
not just one asset inside of a broader company.  He was trying to look at its fixed costs structure, 
its variable cost structure, the condition and hiring consultants to opine on the specialty items.  
He was trying to understand the abnormal environmental or other liabilities associated with it.  
He was trying to get a separated view of the plant to see how much money it could make in the 
market it operates in over time. 
 
Beach testified he found that Grand Tower had a lot of issues which were tied to Ameren 
neglecting the plant for many years.  He further found the plant was past due on a lot of 
maintenance and had forced outage rates that were very, very high; with availability rates that 
were very low.  Beach stated the plant’s condition was generally bad with several environmental 
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liabilities that a new owner was going to have to deal with.  The environmental liabilities  were 
related to asbestos in the old coal plant that was retired in place.  In addition, there is an ash pond 
connected to the time when the plant was an old coal fired facility, in which the new owner 
would have to remediate because of new regulations involving coal waste.  In addition, Beach 
described a river intake structure that he stated would eventually have to be demolished.  He also 
stated there was an old coal pile potentially needing remediation.  He found these things a bit 
abnormal for a gas plant.   
 
Beach described forced outage rates as referring to “e4d” which is an acronym for equivalent 
forced outage rate demand.5  Beach stated this essentially means it is something that means that 
when the system wants your power or would want your power if you were available, that you are 
not there, not producing power.  Beach testified that for 2013, Grand Tower averaged across all 
units a 58% forced outage rate, which means that about 58% of the time that the system operator 
wanted or would have wanted Grand Tower, it was not able to operate. 
 
Beach stated Rockland Capital ended up buying the three facilities on September 30, 2013 in a 
portfolio package, which closed on January 31, 2014.  Beach testified that power plants typically 
sell in an auction process, similar to the one in which the subject was purchased.   
 
Beach then described the purchase of Grand Tower as Ameren hiring Barclays Bank, which was 
well known in the sector and a team from Lehman Brothers, one of the big advisers in the power 
industry.  They then performed the two stage process he previously described and contacted a 
wide variety of potential bidders consisting of big public companies and small and large private 
investors.  Ameren then provided limited information to gauge people’s interest and to see how 
people were generally valuing facilities.  Then all the people submitted first round offers or 
indicative offers, and from that group, Rockland Capital was one of the ones admitted to perform 
full due diligence and allowed to visit the site, meet plant management and Ameren 
management.  Rockland Capital then received all sorts of records and things that were posted in 
a data room and they then spent several weeks going through all of the information to come up 
with a final binding offer to be submitted.  Beach testified Rockland’s final offer was for $143 
million.  After a few weeks of realizing they were not getting anywhere with Ameren they raised 
their offer by $20 million to $163 million.  After that Barclays reengaged with them and they 
began trading a purchase agreement back and forth with Ameren.  Beach testified that a day or 
two before the deal was ready to be signed, Barclays informed them another party had increased 
its previous offer above theirs and that they would have to further increase their offer, or they 
would stop the negotiations.  They then agreed and met their demands and signed the purchase 
agreement shortly after that.   
 
Beach stated that when evaluating Grand Tower, he did not use the sales prices of the other 
power generating facilities to determine what they should bid.  He further testified that it was not 
relevant to any particular plant what some other plant might or might not earn.  He explained that 
Grand Tower operates in a market where it can only get paid for what is in that market, and other 
plants operate in markets, where they get paid for what is paid in that market, and those can be 
widely different amounts.   
                                                 
5 Counsel’s closing argument reveals “e4d” is an acronym for what is referred to in the industry as “EFORD.” 
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In order to not use sales prices of other power generating facilities to determine the bidding 
price, they used a discounted cash flow analysis.  A discounted cash flow analysis tries to project 
how much money they think a plant might be able to earn based on the market and its operating 
characteristics.  They are trying to predict its cost structure and understand its net cash flows 
over time and then discount those back at a discount rate to come up with a present value that 
they would then use for the purchase price.  Beach testified that Grand Tower did significantly 
worse in 2014 and 2015 than what the projections indicated.  Beach stated they ended up paying 
$168 million plus some adjustments for working capital for the three facilities.  To his 
knowledge, Ameren was not forced to sell the properties.  Beach further testified that the value 
for Grand Tower was an allocated value.  The purchase agreement with Ameren states only a 
purchase price for the package of plants itself.   
 
In order to come up with an allocated value, Ameren had three appraisals done for the three 
facilities.  Beach testified that one appraisal had Grand Tower at a negative value.  Beach 
testified that they used the three appraisals as a guide to determine the allocated value for Grand 
Tower.  Beach stated one appraisal had a negative value, one had a minimal value and one had 
the highest value of $47 million, which was used as a basis.  When Rockland Capital                         
was bidding for the three facilities, they did not value all of the properties equally.  Beach 
testified that Elgin was clearly more valuable than both Gibson City and Grand Tower combined, 
mainly because Elgin operates in a different grid.  Grand Tower and Gibson City operate in 
MISO, while Elgin operates in a market called “PJM.”  In PJM there is a capacity market that 
goes on over a three to four year rolling period, so you always know every three to four years 
what the set stream of cash flows are and you know what you are going to receive with a very 
high confidence as opposed to MISO where it is between almost zero to one year looking 
forward.  In addition, the historical values for capacity in MISO have been almost nothing.  
Beach testified that they knew there were many millions of dollars coming into Elgin over the 
first three to four years as opposed to Gibson City and Grand Tower where they had to just come 
up with their best estimate of what they thought the market might do.   
 
Beach testified that capacity payments refer to when a power plant is running you are getting 
paid for the electricity you are producing, but a grid operator, including MISO and PJM, 
provides a payment just for a plant to be available if they are needed, which they are then 
required to turn on and be ready to run.  Beach further testified that the broker informed them 
that he had an offer for just Gibson City and Elgin that exceeded their purchase price for all three 
facilities.   
 
Beach then testified as to the steps taken to improve Grand Tower.  They have tried to catch up 
on the past due maintenance to make it reliable and bring it up to speed to where it should be in 
the maintenance cycles on the steam turbines and the combustion turbines.  They have also 
implemented some new procedures, recommissioned the duct firing in order to sell more 
capacity and potentially make more money.  They reduced the start up time from eight to nine 
hours down to half that time to avoid the inefficient burning of gas without producing power.  
Beach testified that Grand Tower was not profitable in 2014 or 2015. 
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During cross-examination, Beach testified that duct firing somehow produces more capacity.  He 
stated Rockland Capital does not actually operate Grand Tower, NAES is the third-party 
operator, and Rockland Capital acts as internal asset manager overseeing NAES.  Beach further 
explained that the fixed costs on base load units are very high with variable costs lower than 
peaking or mid-merit units.  He testified mid-merit units generally operate between 25% and 
50% of the time with a peaking plant operating from 0% to 15% of the time.  Beach stated the 
subject is selling power in an unregulated market through a bidding process a day ahead.    He 
described a forced outage as bidding on a day ahead and then being unable to deliver when 
requested because of mechanical problems.  He explained that they would then have to buy back 
the megawatts they were unable to produce at real-time prices.  In regard to the subject’s 
portfolio sale, Beach testified the other two plants were also in an unregulated market.  Beach 
stated a peaking plant has the fastest start-up time and explained that eight to nine hours would 
be considered a mid-merit unit.  Beach testified that a combined cycle plant could operate as a 
base load unit in the right market if it was operating enough.  However, the prototypical base 
load units such as coal and nuclear plants have much longer start-up times, but they do not shut 
down for weeks or months.  When Beach refers to a peaking plant, his description is based on a 
unit’s capacity factor because the unit is only operating a very small percentage of the year 
because the market price is only high enough to justify its operation.  But, technically, he stated 
you would not want to run a combined cycle plant as a peaking plant.  Beach testified that in 
2014 and 2015 the subject was running as a peaking plant.  He said that in 2014 the subject was 
broken and not operational for a significant percentage of the time.  Beach stated Ameren only 
operated the subject plant in the summer months.  Since Rockland Capital purchased the subject, 
they have been trying to have a full year operation. 
 
Robert Rapenske was next called as a witness.  He is employed by Rockland Capital as a vice 
president in the asset management group.  Rapenske manages multiple plants, oversees the daily 
operations, talks with plant managers, establish budgets and maintenance plans.  He also 
participates in the due diligence process on potential acquisitions.  Rapenske participated in the 
due diligence process for the purchase of the three properties from Ameren.  He testified that the 
due diligence process for the subject’s purchase was as Beach described earlier.   
 
Rapenske’s education came from the U.S. Navy Nuclear Power program.  He was a reactor 
operator onboard the USS Kamehameha for four to five years.  After that, for the next four years 
he worked on testing the Triton submarines.  Rapenske explained that before crews could take 
control of the submarine, the crew would be sent to him and his staff for a six-week crash course 
on the prototype plant of high-power reactor physics, core construction, reactor protection and  
electronic courses.  After the Navy, Rapenske went to work for Baltimore Gas and Electric at 
their Calvert Cliffs nuclear plant, units one and two.  He preformed back to back refueling 
outages as an instrumentation technician.  Then for six years he tried residential construction, 
general and commercial contracting.  He then went to work in northern New Jersey for 16 years 
for a combined cycle facility as an instrument technician, maintenance manager, operations 
manager and plant manager.  He then worked for NAES, the world’s largest third-party operator 
of independent power plants in transitions as they acquired new facilities from different owners.  
He then returned to Rockland Capital at a coal and oil-fired plant in South Jersey.  As part of the 
due diligence process on Grand Tower, Rapenske inspected the records of Grand Tower, then 
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after the purchase agreement was signed, he took a physical tour because it was going to become 
one of his facilities as an asset manager.   
 
Rapenske testified that his inspection of the subject property concerned him because of the high 
forced outage rate and low capacity factor.  He recalled the subject’s capacity factor from 2001 
to 2013 as being 8%, which is low for a combined cycle plant.  Rapenske considered the subject 
a hybrid plant, which he testified was its downfall.  He explained the subject was built in the 
1920’s  with units 1 and 2 being coal-fired boilers.  In the 1950’s more coal-fired units were 
added.  Those units were fueled by coal and created steam to run the two steam turbines and 
generators.  These boilers were removed in the 1970’s and the steam turbines were reutilized in 
the combined cycle configuration.  Rapenske testified that it raises a red flag when a steam 
turbine, meant for a very slow start-up such as a very large coal boiler, is used for a fast start-up.  
He explained that theoretically, it works, but is not very efficient.  He was concerned about the 
subject’s long start-up time, forced outage rates and low capacity factor.   
 
Rapenske later learned the subject plant runs out of water.  Rapenske testified that during the 
first week after they bought Grand Tower, he remembers looking down at the river intake 
structure and seeing no water to run the plant as the intake structure was dry.  He stated from 
2001 through 2014, the subject was down 5,200 hours, either totally out of commission or had a 
reduced output because of the lack of water.  Rapenske explained that as steam goes into a 
turbine, it needs to be condensed back into water and that water needs to go back into the heat 
recovery steam generator in the plant’s current configuration.  He explained that steam cannot be 
pumped per say without condensing it back into water which the Mississippi river does as it 
provides a cooling mechanism for the steam.  Water from the river is directed into tubes which 
the steam crosses over to be condensed back into water which is returned as hot water back into 
the Mississippi river.  He testified that without this cooling mechanism, there is no way to run 
the plant.  Rapenske testified that this is not common in the industry and is not easily remedied. 
 
A cooling tower, which a modern combined cycle plant would require, could be put in place, but 
that would add additional costs and most likely trigger replacement of the steam turbines as well, 
which he testified would be cost prohibitive.  Rapenske also valued the other two plants involved 
in the subject’s purchase.  He explained they were simple cycle plants, easy to start-up, shut 
down, quick starting and were head and shoulders above Grand Tower.  Rapenske was 
concerned with the maintenance at Grand Tower, particularly with the historical statistics and 
things of that nature with the steam turbine or steam turbine controls.  He stated the steam 
turbine valves were a concern along with electrical issues with the plant.   
 
Rapenske testified that each steam turbine has a generator associated with it that steps up the 
voltage before it goes out on the grid.  They found the transformer leads that had high voltage 
insulation around them had deteriorated so badly that they were duct taped, which created a 
safety factor.  They also found that several leads for the number 3 generator were no longer 
functional and actually de-rated that generator.  He also found that because of lack of 
maintenance, the duct burners, which are 55-megawatts capacity, were completely inoperable.   
 
Rapenske testified that the cooling water was a concern because when you run the plant with the 
river low and attempt to continue to run the plant, the intake screens are impacted by debris.  
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Rapenske stated the production superintendent’s hands were tied by Ameren on what he was 
allowed to do as far as maintenance at Grand Tower.  Rapenske explained “e4” as the equivalent 
forced outage rate or the amount of force outage hours a plant is forced offline or unavailable in 
comparison to the hours it is dispatched.  Rapenske stated “e4d” is a more complex look at “e4.”  
He explained that when dispatched, you do not always make money, some hours are actually 
negative.  He stated “e4d” takes a look at the hours you are commercially in demand and are 
making money and how many of those hours you are forced off-line.  He found there were 
months “e4d” was 100%.  In 2013 “e4” was around 58% for the year, but, January through June 
of 2013, the “e4d” was approximately 65%.  He testified that in 2001 through 2013 the long-term 
“e4d” was 18%, which he described was an abysmal number.  That number is used to determine 
how much capacity payments a plant gets.  It is a metric of availability when the market needs 
you.  He explained that capacity revenue will go down as “e4d” goes up.   
 
Rapenske testified that every plant greater than 20-megawatts across the United States reports 
the GADS statistics to the national organization called NERC.  The plant supplies the GADS 
statistics, the raw data to MISO where it is calculated and reported to NERC.  Rapenske stated 
they would love to see an “e4d” rating of 4% but would accept 7%.  He stated that 7% is 
considered a high rating.  An “e4d” rating of 50% is considered abysmal.  At that point, it is 
called a spotlight, which requires further investigation to figure out what the issues are, and 
attempts needed to be made to pull them apart one at a time to figure out what to do with them.  
He stated they identified several of the issues up front.   
 
Part of the issues were the personnel and the procedures they were using.  They went through 
each maintenance task and found what was deferred and what was not.  They looked at the 
electrical equipment, the electrical leads, the duct burners, intake screens, etc.  Rapenske stated 
they could not continue to operate the plant in the condition it was in without receiving the same 
poor statistics.  During the first two years, they had just scratched the surface and began to 
identify the issues.   
 
Rapenske explained that every plant has an installed capacity rating known as “ICAP.”  The 
capacity you have for sale is basically “ICAP” times 1 minus your “e4d.”  If your “e4d” is 7%, 
you can sell 93% of you installed capacity, if the “ed4” is high, your capacity that is available for 
sale goes down.  Rapenske testified that Grand Tower does not run continuously because it is a 
peaking facility and will never run continuously because it has a high heat rate, which is a 
measure of efficiency.  He compared this as how many BTUs it takes to produce a kilowatt hour.  
He stated the subject has a high heat rate when compared to other combined cycle facilities.  It is 
between a peaking facility and a combined cycle facility, which is not common in the industry.  
Rapenske testified that the desired start-up time for a peaking plant is 30 – 40 minutes and is just 
a simple cycle facility such as a combustion turbine.  However, a combined cycle facility, such 
as the subject, at best has a start-up time of approximately 3 hours cold.   
 
He stated they estimated $8 million to $9 million for the ash pond clean-up costs and $5 million 
to $6 million for the asbestos clean-up.  He explained that the subject is started by starting the 
combustion turbine with natural gas.  The combustion turbine compresses air which lights off hot 
air through a pinwheel, which is the turbine itself.  The turbine drives the generator; and is 
considered a simple cycle facility.  But in a combined cycle the exhaust heat coming from the 
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combustion turbine is reused and directed into the heat recovery steam generator, otherwise 
known as a boiler.  This creates steam and is forwarded to the steam turbine.   
 
He then explained that an hour into the start-up, you are trying to get the steam turbine online 
and its valves do not work, it doesn’t start, and the entire start-up is aborted, and you are forced 
off-line.  Then you are required to buy replacement power.  He explained that there is no way to 
immediately fix the problem because it has to cool down for a day or two to get to the valves, 
and then send them out for repair.  Rapenske testified the steam turbines of units 3 and 4 were 
the original ones installed in the 1950s.  He explained the problem is the steam turbines do not 
have modern material, cannot start up quick nor respond as quick as a combustion turbine and 
heat recovery steam generator at the front end of the plant.   
 
On cross examination, Rapenske testified Grand Tower does not have any value to Rockland 
Capital.  It was only purchased because it was part of a better package that they thought they 
could resurrect.  He explained Grand Tower is manned year-round but is not operated year-
round.  Rapenske stated the code “reserve shut down” means the plant is available, but the 
market did not need it.  This has nothing to do with maintenance of the plant and is not indicative 
of a forced outage.   
 
As for the ash pond, the subject is not receiving remediation variances from the Illinois EPA.  He 
stated they have submitted a ground water management zone application and require more 
testing and more wells in accordance with Federal Regulations.  Rapenske testified that there 
was no solid maintenance plan for Grand Tower at the time of purchase as they were trying to 
find people to operate the plant plus he was dealing with the other two plants also purchased at 
the time.  Rapenske testified that when Rockland Capital took over the plant they did not address 
the operating procedures while he was there; however, they started looking at the maintenance 
procedures right away.  He explained that during the first six months of a plant acquisition, it is 
geared towards getting internet connections and getting your personnel familiar with their new 
employer.  They also had to converse with NAES and tried establishing a pattern, which 
performed their own audits on safety, environmental and maintenance issues.   
 
Rapenske explained that a “hot gas path” is an inspection of the turbine section and combustion 
section of the hot gas pack of the combustion turbine.  Rockland Capital did not complete a 
major hot gas path upgrade, renovation or replacement at Grand Tower in 2014;  they did a 
combustion inspection, which had labor costs of approximately $250,000.  After parts, Rapenske 
acknowledged the expenditure costs were $2 million to $3 million.  Rapenske could not recall if 
Rockland Capital spent $12 million to upgrade the plant.  Rapenske agreed the majority of 
problems were with start-ups.   
 
In regard to the water intake, they have worked with the Army Corps of Engineers to dredge the 
river intake from the shoreline.  Rapenske testified this was a short-term solution to an ongoing 
problem because of the buildup of sand.  He stated every time it happens; the plant is out of 
operation for 10 to 14 days.   
 
Rapenske reiterated that when they fired the facility, the duct burners were out of service and 
non-functional and had been for many years.  They were not in service in 2014 or 2015, 
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however, they are currently in service.  In regard to the subject’s purchase, it was his 
understanding Grand Tower had to be taken as part of the entire three facility purchase.  
Rapenske testified that there were a multitude of things that caused the forced outages such as an 
exciter fault along with steam turbine control valves sticking shut or open.  He stated, over time 
there were hundreds of them, with most of them being maintenance related.  He stated it would 
have been the responsibility of the Ameren plant staff to inspect and determine which valves 
needed replacement along with inspection of the insulation on the generators.  Rapenske 
admitted that during the due diligence stage, that would have been his responsibility.  However, 
they are only given a day to inspect and he was busy with the other two plants.  They did hire a 
third party to inspect the plant prior to purchase, from which a 3-page to 4-page report was 
generated, which identified asbestos, undersized gas turbine coolers, the ash pond, long start-up 
times and the duct burners.   
 
The next witness called by appellant’s counsel was appraiser Kevin S. Reilly, ASA.  Reilly 
received his Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical engineering from Marquette University.  
He is the managing partner and owner of evcValuation, which is an independent appraisal firm 
focused on the valuation of energy properties, power plants, oil and gas pipelines, refineries, 
chemical plants and large complex industrial properties.  In addition, they examine railroads and 
telecom.   He has been in the appraisal industry for 16 years, starting at American Appraisal in 
2001/2002.  He is a senior accredited appraiser with the American Society of Appraisers and 
holds the ASA designation.  He has served terms on the peer nominated and peer-elected 
machinery and technical specialties committee.  He is licensed in Illinois and various states and 
has lectured on general appraisal theory methodologies, cost approach, economic obsolescence, 
functional obsolescence, various topics, all educational in nature at the ASA and various 
conferences.  He has also published articles on various topics of valuation methodologies and 
techniques, including obsolescence, both functional and economic, and wrote an article on the 
valuation of co-generation facilities, which is power generation related.  He has appraised 
numerous gas-fired power plants but has never appraised a plant with a configuration and make-
up and model of Grand Tower.  He has appraised approximately 40 to 50 gas-fired plants but has 
never seen or heard of a plant that is kind of a hybrid plant using a mix of old and new 
technology.   
 
Reilly prepared a summary appraisal report for Grand Tower Energy Center, LLC, which was 
marked as Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1 for identification.  Reilly inspected the subject in August 
2015 to meet with plant personnel and get a feel for the operation and layout of the facility.  He 
generally starts with a paper tour while sitting down with plant managers and engineers at the 
facility.  They then walk around the plant on paper to get an idea of what the major assets are, 
such as the turbines, HRSGs and intake.  He then does a walking tour of the property with these 
same persons.  The effective date of his report is January 1, 2014; however, based on his 
experience in MISO and the subject property, his opinion of value would not be significantly 
different as of January 1, 2015.  Reilly testified the subject suffered from the same conditions of 
being a hybrid plant and market conditions that had not really changed from January 1, 2014 to 
January 1, 2015.  He stated the capacity factor in 2014 and 2015 was approximately 2% or less, 
so the subject was continuing to operate as a peaking facility, actually below levels where a 
typical peaking facility would fall.   
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Reilly defined fair cash value as the amount for which a property can be sold in the due course of 
business and trade not under duress between a willing buyer and a willing seller.  The property 
identified in his report is Grand Tower, located in Grand Tower, Jackson County, Illinois and the 
property rights he valued was under the fee simple premise.  The area around Ground Tower was 
described as a mix of uses, with residential surrounded by agriculture farmland and two 
industrial properties.  The subject site consists of 336 acres irregular in shape with 6,510 feet of 
frontage on the Mississippi River.  Reilly described the subject as being at level grade and 
appears to have adequate drainage.   
 
In describing the improvements, Reilly explained the subject is unique as it is a combined cycle 
gas turbine the way it is currently configured and is unique in the fact that it is a hybrid wherein 
it contains old technology from the 1950s combined with newer technology, which is still for its 
age, more modern technology, that was put in place in 2001.  The newer assets are the 
combustion turbines and the heat recovery steam generator and then there were some support 
aspects that were upgraded as part of that configuration.  The major old assets that remained in 
place were the 1950 vintage steam turbines and the condensing system.  He stated the original 
plant was built in the 1920s with a lot of structures still in place from that time period.  The 
original configuration of the plant was built as a coal-fired plant, which basically boils water to 
produce steam which is pumped or fed into the steam turbines.   
 
Reilly described the plant as highly inefficient since it began as a coal-fired plant converted to a 
gas-fired plant because it has a high heat rate requiring long start-up times, approximately eight 
hours from a cold start, five hours from a hot start, which limits its ability to enter into the 
market as a peaking plant, which it is currently forced to operate in based on its operating 
characteristics.  The long start-up hours make the subject miss a lot of the hours of the peak 
market which normal peaking plants can operate in.  He stated peaking plants take anywhere 
from 20 to 30 minutes to start up from a cold start to a hot start and reach full load.  He explained 
if they are called on to operate, in 30 minutes they are making money.  He described the subject 
as a “penalized plant” for its current configuration.   
 
He described a peaking plant as being used to capture peak moments in the market when demand 
for energy is high and can shut down when demand decreases, typically during overnight hours.  
Base load plants, like a nuclear facility, typically want to run all the time.  They run 90% of the 
time and only come down to refuel or if there is a forced outage because of a problem.  Reilly 
explained that coal plants are typically base load plants with operating expenses that are fairly 
low.  He described the subject as an intermediary plant in its current configuration as a combined 
cycle gas turbine, somewhere between intermediary and base load.  He stated the new super-
efficient combined cycle plants run as base load facilities running 70% to 80% of the time.  
Older, less efficient combined cycle plants gas turbines run 40% to 60% of the time.  Reilly 
testified the subject fits operationally as a peaking plant because of its limitations and its 
operating characteristics.   
 
The subject contains four turbines, two of which are combustion turbines that were installed in 
2001 and two of which are steam turbines installed in the 1950s.  Reilly stated the records he 
received did not indicate if the steam turbines were ever rebuilt or brought up to modern 
standards.  He stated that turbines, whether new or old, go through maintenance, inspections, 
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major maintenance turnarounds, and things of that nature.  Reilly explained that the heat 
recovery steam generator (“HRSG”), which takes secondary exhaust from the combustion 
turbine, reheats it into a second form of steam, and feeds or supplies the steam into the steam 
turbine to produce energy was installed in 2001.   
 
Support equipment would include the mechanical equipment such as the condensing system, 
pumps, motors, structure foundations, piping, fire protection, tanks, electrical equipment and 
general support equipment for the entire facility.  The subject also contains land improvements, 
fencing, pavement, and controls and instrumentation allowing operation of the facility.  Reilly 
testified that he did not value the subject’s buildings separately from the rest of the facility.  This 
is because in the sales comparison approach, they are included in the sales prices; they go with 
the property.  In the income approach, the cash flows that are generated need the buildings to 
support the operation inherent in that approach.  In the cost approach, the information used came 
from what the Energy Information Administration publishes through the Department of Energy 
which produces an Annual Energy Outlook, providing a cost to construct various types of 
technology, with gas-fired power plants being in that group.  The data is produced on a dollar per 
kilowatt basis, and in that cost, the buildings are included.   
 
Page 25 and 26 of his report (Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1) describes his highest and best use 
analysis of the subject site.  His conclusion was the subject plant’s highest and best use was as its 
current use as a peaking gas-fired plant selling power to the Midcontinent Independent System 
Operator, MISO, market.  In reference to the subject’s expected physical life, found on page 66 
of his report (Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1), they performed a physical deterioration analysis as part 
of his cost approach analysis.  He looked at the average service life for the assets and their life 
expectancies based on the first day they were put in service with normal maintenance and upkeep 
to the end of their normal, average, service life.  This was based on experience, discussions with 
engineers and various publications he reviewed over the years.  He then looked at the 
chronological ages, however, because of ownership changes, the records were not very good.  
They were unable to get a clean property record for the subject.  Therefore, they had to rely on 
discussion and observations wherein they were able to quantify physical deterioration and 
ultimately at the end quantify the estimated remaining physical life of 18 years as shown on page 
66 of his report labeled Physical Deterioration Analysis.   
 
Reilly developed all three traditional approaches to value in his report, the sales comparison 
approach, cost approach and income approach to value.  All three approaches were developed 
because the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (“USPAP”) requires them to 
be considered to be able to correlate values from multiple methods.  On page 36, of his report 
(Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1), he discusses the subject’s sales history.  The subject’s sale closed on 
January 31, 2014 but was announced in October with a signed agreement occurring in September 
2013.  Ameren was the seller and three properties were involved in the transaction.  To his 
knowledge, the subject’s purchase price of $47 million was allocated from the sale price of all 
three properties.   
 
In the cost approach analysis Reilly estimated the subject’s replacement cost new.  He explained 
that the difference between replacement cost new and reproduction cost new is that reproduction 
cost new is developing an exact replica, a mirror image of the property that is there.  It 
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oftentimes involves functional obsolescence due to excess capital costs.  Reilly stated the true 
starting point of any cost approach really is the replacement cost new, and replacement cost new 
is the cost to build a modern facility of equal utility.  He further stated that an investor looking to 
buy or develop a plant has two options based on the principle of substitution.  They can either go 
out and buy an existing plant or they can build a brand new one.  They are not building a mirror 
or exact replica of some other plant that exists in the world, they are building a new modern 
facility.  There is a difference between the new modern plant and the subject that they could buy, 
which includes wear and tear, physical depreciation, functional issues and then economic and 
capital expenditures for regulatory purposes.   
 
In his cost new analysis, he did not use a combined cycle facility, it was replaced with a peaking 
plant determined to be a combustion turbine facility.  Utilizing the documentation published in 
the Annual Energy Outlook by the Federal Government, they looked at various forms of power 
generation technologies, combustion turbines being one of those, and they used that information 
on a dollar per kilowatt basis as a starting point.  Reilly estimated the replacement cost new for 
the property of $388 million.  From this he then allowed for a loss in value based on several 
components of depreciation.  They examined physical deterioration, functional obsolescence, 
economic obsolescence, and then obsolescence due to necessary capital expenditures.  (See page 
64 – 66 of Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1)  Reilly concluded physical depreciation to be 50% based 
on an age-life relationship looking at the age of the assets and the average service life, expected 
life of those assets to come up with a ratio.  Based on his experience, knowledge of the facility 
and discussions, they concluded an actual average physical deterioration which was capped at 
65% except for the new major assets such as the combustion turbine and heat recovery steam 
generators.  Reilly explained that the age-physical life ratio of the actual calculation for all other 
major equipment, the categories of equipment that were capped, all exceeded 100% because they 
were installed in the 1950s with some of the buildings built in the 1920s.  He explained that they 
were assuming an operating plant that is going to remain operational with maintenance protocols 
put in; so, the assumption was made that it would be kept in good working condition.   
 
Reilly testified that functional obsolescence was due to the excess operating expenses found on 
pages 67 – 70 of his report.  (Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1)  In this analysis, they compared Grand 
Tower to a new modern replacement plant which is a combustion turbine facility.  They looked 
at the fixed and variable operating expenses, including maintenance and labor.  They also looked 
at the cost of fuel required for each facility.  They calculated a negative $1.9 million in 
functional obsolescence.  In examination of economic obsolescence, they calculated an earnings 
shortfall relying on the premise of an investor’s decision to buy an existing plant or build a new 
plant.  They assumed they were going to buy a brand-new plant, state of the art, no physical 
depreciation, no functional obsolescence.  He explained the new plant would have certain 
operating expenses, a heat rate, a required quantity of fuel to burn to produce power.  So, they 
ran a cash flow scenario for the new plant with no physical or functional obsolescence, however 
it may have economic obsolescence.  They then present that cash flow back to a value today, and 
if its equal or greater than the cost to build the facility, there is no economic obsolescence.  If it is 
less, then economic obsolescence exists.  They calculated 94% economic obsolescence present in 
the subject, and then concluded 90% was appropriate.   
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They next examined necessary capital expenditures (“CAPEX”).  He explained most power 
plants, regardless of their technology, are subject to regulatory mandates.  The subject has an ash 
pond because it used to be a coal plant, which a brand-new plant would not have.  The subject 
has once-through cooling, so it has 316(b) issues, which is a regulation that has been put in place 
to require retrofits, upgrades and maintenance expenses, cap expenses put into to comply with 
316(b).  They looked at the budget for expenses that if someone were to come in and buy Grand 
Tower, they would have to comply with or otherwise the facility would be fined or penalized, 
affecting its value.  They pulled out the environmentally required CAPEX, not just the normal 
maintenance CAPEX.  They excluded the maintenance CAPEX and only looked at the required 
environmental stuff as shown on page 74 of his report (Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1).  In his report, 
he discusses the ash pond remediation and 316(b) compliance, and they show the capital 
expenditure and then present a value of those ($9.9 million) as of the appraisal date as a penalty.  
Reilly testified, this does not mean $9.9 million would necessarily be expended in 2014 because 
he was projecting a budget of six years.  His budget projection begins in 2014 and is projected 
through 2019.  He explained that these expenses will be required to occur over the six-year 
period and is presented as a value back to January 1, 2014.   
 
In summary, they show the cost approach summary on page 75 of his report (Appellant’s Exhibit 
No. 1).  They used the replacement cost new and then deducted all forms of depreciation.  They 
started with $388 million, took out the physical deterioration of 50% which equated to $194 
million and then added back the $1.9 million in functional obsolescence into the cost approach.  
They then deducted the 90% economic obsolescence which equated to $174,600,000 from which 
they subtracted out the curable economic obsolescence for the necessary capital expenditures of 
$9.9 million.  This equated to a cost indicator of value for the improvements of $11.4 million.  
They then added back a land value of $2,388,000.6  In his analysis, Reilly estimated a cost 
indicator value of  $14 million. 
 
In his income approach to value, Reilly developed two methods, a discount cash flow analysis 
and a direct capitalization method.  Reilly testified the discounted cash flow is a projection of 
expected cash flows over a certain term, looking at revenue, cost of fuel, expenses, capital 
expenses, and basically get into the bottom line income number.  He stated you can then present-
value that income number using a discount rate to value as of a specific appraisal date.  He 
testified that this is done for power generation plants because you are dealing with commodity 
prices and this is the most common method used to value plants in the income approach to value.  
This is what he has used with buyers and sellers in the past to develop purchase price decisions.  
He stated the financial community, private equity firms, investors are all using cash flows to 
come up with a value.   
 
On page 38 of his appraisal report (Appellant’ Exhibit No. 1) he goes through all of the various 
components he just discussed, revenue expenses, cost of fuel, capital expenditures and a discount 
rate development.  The discounted cash flow analysis is found on page 56 of his report 
(Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1).  Looking at page 56 of his report, he explained row “4” with a “1” 
and “2014” depicts year one of 2014 and is depicting out ten years.  Reilly testified that in the 

                                                 
6 Reilly explained that the stipulated land assessment presented immediately prior to the hearing would have to be 
substituted into his calculations. 
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discounted cash flow analysis, they were not developing the discounted cash flow analysis based 
on just ten years, they basically calculate it into perpetuity.  They only go out ten years because, 
in his opinion and he believes in the financial communities’ opinion, anything beyond ten years 
on a commodity projection is speculative.  He stated if you go out 15, 20 years, to project 
electricity and fuel prices 20 years into the future, no one is making any financial decisions that 
he as ever seen based on projections that go out beyond five years, but they use ten years because 
it gives a good sample of the expectations, but it does not get into speculation, it helps eliminate 
that.   
 
He then capitalizes the tenth year in a normalized period, basically into perpetuity going forward.  
He stated they are not trying to come up with a value for the ten years cash flow plus that 
perpetuity calculation because they get added together.  As shown on row “9”, page 56 of his 
report, in the discounted cash flow analysis, it depicts the revenue section of the analysis.  It 
depicts really two major forms of revenue for the subject which is the sale of electricity through 
power generation into the market, and then also the capacity payments.  Row “12”, page 56 of 
his report, depicts capacity payments.   
 
On the revenue side, they looked at the actual energy price Grand Tower would receive in 2013 
and then they looked at two forms of forward curves.  A forward curve is the price differential, 
change year over year going forward.  One curve is the Ventyx, which is a reputable third-party 
market projection provider that works with banks, financial lenders and institutions.  He 
explained they are subscribed to by almost every major market in the country.  He stated these 
are independent system operators.  He used their information along with the Federal Government 
forward curves to come up with the direction in which the 2013 actual price was going to move 
going forward.  He testified the capacity payments were based on marketer information.  In 
MISO, most of the capacity is bilateral agreements whereas in PJM they use forward capacity 
auctions of three years, whereas MISO tends to be a year with a bilateral market for the 
contracts.  He stated they have to rely on market information, which is the marketers, the buyers 
and sellers of capacity, were provided marketer information from AEP based on relationships to 
where the market was and where it was expected to go through 2019.  He testified this was used 
to develop the pricing for capacity.  Reilly testified that because MISO only goes a year out, the 
risk of investment in a property is increased as compared to PJM properties.  The established 
price between the buyer of capacity and the seller of the capacity creates the risk.  In regard to 
PJM, it is a public auction; the price is set three years into the future and it continually rolls three 
years into the future.  So as of today, he knows three years into the future what capacity a plant is 
going to get paid for that plant in that market.  If you go out to the next year, he is still going to 
know three years into the future what the plant is going to get, which helps mitigate risk, and that 
is why in his opinion, plants in PJM tend to be more valuable because it has a robust capacity 
market, it is doing pretty well, and you know what it is going to be.  He testified, that is not the 
case in the MISO market.   
 
Row “15, page 56 of his report depicts the calculations for cost of fuel.  Because it is natural gas, 
they used Ventyx and the AEO forward curve for the price of gas.  Rows “18 – 23” depict 
operating expenses needed to operate the plant, to be able to produce electricity to be sold into 
the market.  He stated this information was all published through FERC, which is the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission.  Public documents, called FERC Form 1 is used by Ameren to 
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report through FERC, so they had historical operating expenses, however, FERC Form 1, does 
not include the general and administrative expenses, so they added row “22” to show a small 
expense for general and administrative expenses of approximately $500,000 a year based on 10% 
of the total operating expenses.  Reilly explained that row “30” in his analysis is the CAPEX or 
capital expenditure budget.  He used the numbers for years 1 through 9, provided directly to 
them which was dated December 9, 2013.  Year 10, because of spikes over time in the CAPEX 
budget, are a result of major projects, major maintenance, things of that nature.  So in year 10, 
they tried to normalize the CAPEX expenditures looking at years 1 through 9 and years 2 
through 9 which averaged right around $3 million, which was then taken into consideration as 
they were trying to capture a normalized level of inclusion of major expenses because of the 
spikes.   
 
Reilly testified they accounted for residual value which is shown at the bottom of page 56 of his 
report under stabilized cash flow ($6,579,469) based on a four-year average looking at years 7, 8, 
9 and 10, averaging the cash flow for that year. Again, they were trying to normalize the 
expected cash flows going into the foreseeable future, if not perpetuity.  They then calculate a 
typical capitalization to come up with a value indication of $69 million, or $70 million, rounded, 
shown as stabilized free cash flow market value end of year 10.  They then present-value that 
back to January 1, 2014 and add that to the sum of the cash flow for the first ten years to come 
up with a business enterprise value.   
 
The result of the discounted cash flow analysis indicated a value of $20 million for the subject.  
As a check, they also prepared a direct capitalization approach to value as shown on pages “57 -
58” of his report.  Basically, they looked at the same revenue and expenses, cost of fuel, 
operating expenses and capital expenditures, as used in the discounted cash flow analysis.  They 
then tried to normalize them into a one-year normalized cash flow capitalized into perpetuity, 
which result indicated a value of $21 million.   
 
Page “76” of his report depicts all three approaches to value were considered in his final 
reconciliation.  However, recognizing that the subject is an income-producing property, and 
investors or potential purchaser of such property would primarily rely on development of an 
income approach analysis, the majority of weight was given to the income approach to value in 
the reconciliation and conclusion of fair cash value. 
 
In regard to his development of a sales comparative analysis, Reilly testified that there are a good 
number of gas-fired power plants that sell, however the subject presented a challenge.  He 
explained there are internal and external characteristics with any power plant.  The internal 
characteristics are the operational characteristics, heat rate, capacity, the generation ability, the 
total generation or net generation, configuration, make and model.    The external characteristics 
or factors also impact a plant.  Those are the location, what market a plant is in and transmission 
constraints.  Reilly testified he has seen two plants across the street  from each other where one is 
constrained and other is not.  The unconstrained plant can generate more cash flow.  The strength 
of the market, supply and demand are drastically changing and because of this, a sales 
comparison approach to value is not all that meaningful as an indicator of value.   
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Reilly testified there is nothing in the market comparable to Grand Tower as it is configured.  He 
stated Grand Tower has a high heat rate, is inefficient and has forced outage rates through the 
roof with long start-up times.  He testified that is difficult to find comparable power plants and 
then be able to adjust them back to the subject, which created a lot of issues as far as the weight 
that was given this approach.  Therefore, the sales comparison approach to value was given 
minimal weight in his analysis.   
 
He began his sales comparison approach analysis by looking at plants that were operating with 
the same utility as the subject plant; operating as a peaking plant.  He was looking for sales of 
combustion turbine facilities, ones operating in the same manner as a peaking plant similar to 
Grand Tower.   
 
Reilly identified six sales as shown on page 35 of his report.  They adjusted the comparables for 
operating capacity, age, market location, market conditions and time.  With the adjustments, they 
tried to come up with a benchmark to compare within reason to the cost and income approaches 
to value.  Reilly stated there were not a lot of sales within the MISO market.  Reilly testified the  
indicated market value via the sales comparison approach to value for the subject $35,210,000.  
He stated they basically looked at the six sales and got each sale to an adjusted dollar per 
kilowatt basis based on the adjustments at the sales price with the adjustments.  They then 
applied that to the net capacity of Grand Tower using 503-megawatts.   
 
Reilly testified they used net capacity instead of gross capacity because net capacity is the 
sellable capacity that a plant can sell, it is how plants are really measured.  Gross capacity, on the 
other hand, includes capacity that is called parasitic load which includes power to operate pumps, 
motors, lights and computers.  He explained that this parasitic load is not sellable into the 
market.  Because every station has a different parasitic load, net power is the best way to look at 
true comparability between plants.  Reilly stated the EIA number in the cost approach reported 
by the Federal Government is where they get the dollars per kilowatt, which is reported on a net 
basis and in the income approach to value, you can only sell power in a net amount with the rest 
of the stuff being consumed, which cannot be sold.   
 
Reilly testified his cost approach indicated a value of $14 million, his discounted cash flow 
analysis indicated a value of $20 million and his direct capitalization analysis indicated a value 
of $21 million with his sales comparison approach indicating a value of $35,210,000.  Reilly 
again testified he gave the sales comparison approach to value minimal weight based on the 
unique characteristics of Grand Tower and the general challenges with the sales comparison 
approach.  Reilly testified the cost approach to value generally tends to be a good indication of 
value on power generation plants; however, Grand Tower has unique operating design 
characteristics given that it is a hybrid plant, is old and has a lot of depreciation, which tends to 
make the cost approach to value a cost indicator that is less meaningful.   
 
Reilly testified that buyers, sellers and investors in the market rely on the income approach to 
value.  Reilly testified that as part of a due diligence team where they are looking at plants for 
potential buyers, they only look at the income approaches.  He stated the income approaches are 
exactly unique and tailored to inherently address all the operating characteristic issues with 
Grand Tower; its heat rate, its variable operating expenses, its fixed operating expenses.  Then it 
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is taking the market components and projecting them as a form of revenue such that the bottom 
line cash flow is what anyone buying this facility would be able to expect.  This is the reason the 
income approaches to value were given primary weight.  Reilly testified the indicated income 
approach value of $20 million included the value of all machinery and equipment present at the 
site.   
 
Reilly stated that he formed his opinion of value in conformity with USPAP and the standards of 
professional conduct of the associations to which he belongs.  Reilly testified he has no interest 
in the property and his fee was not in any way contingent upon his value estimate. 
 
During cross examination, Reilly testified his calculation of the subject’s 503-megawatt net 
capacity was based on an average of the summer and winter net capacities.  Reilly stated he 
relied on information that was provided by Rockland Capital based on historical net capacities to 
arrive at 503-megawatts.  Reilly then verified his calculations using intervenor’s Exhibit No. 1, a 
document he received from Rockland Capital showing the gross and net capacities during the 
summer and winter months for units 1, 2, 3 and 4.  Reilly admitted that he elected to not include 
duct firing (non-duct fire and firing out-of-service) in his net capacity calculations which would 
have indicated a net capacity of 531-megawatts.  Reilly admitted that his report does not tell the 
reader that duct firing capacity was not included when calculating the subject’s net capacity.  
Reilly stated that as of the appraisal date, the duct firing had not been operational and was out-of-
service.  Reilly agreed that a document (intervenor’s Exhibit No. 2) provided to him from 
Rockland Capital indicated a capital expenditure of $250,000 for duct burner upgrades.  Reilly 
admitted that he erred in his report by including an expense for duct burner upgrades when he 
calculated net capacities for the life of the plant with only non-duct firing capacity.  Reilly stated 
they appraised the subject as it was operating as of the appraisal date and indicated the $250,000 
was a rounding error in his analysis and probably should have been removed, however, it would 
not have changed his results.  Reilly agreed that he also appraised the subject as of January 1, 
2010 with an appraisal dated March 14, 2011.  Reilly admitted that in 2010, he used a figure of 
555-megawatts of installed capacity.  Reilly also admitted that in his 2010 report, he used 555-
megawatts of installed capacity in his income approach to value and to calculate a replacement 
cost new for the subject.7   
 
Reilly admitted that using a 503-megawatt capacity as opposed to a 555-megawatt capacity leads 
to a lower value in the sales comparison approach to value.  He agreed that if he used 555-
megawatts, his energy revenue number, found on page 40 of his 2014 report would be higher, 
with all else being equal.  Further, on page 63 his replacement cost new would be higher.  
Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 4 (FERC Form 1, dated 2012) was handed to the witness and identified 
as a document found on page 42 of Reilly’s report as a document upon which he relied in his 
appraisal report.  Reilly agreed that the net generation data and heat rates reported by the utility 
in FERC Form 1 (Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 4) were different than the net generation data and heat 
rates found in his 2014 appraisal report.  The numbers as reported on FERC Form 1 were higher.  
Reilly admitted that the operating characteristics found on intervenor’s Exhibit No. 1 depicted 
heat rates for the non-duct-fired design computes to 7,436, on average.  Reilly explained that the 

                                                 
7 Reilly’s 2010 appraisal report was marked as intervenor’s Exhibit No. 3 for the record, without objection.  The 
document will not be used to consider valuation for the subject in this decision. 
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7,436 depicts a 1-B design full load heat rate which is an instantaneous measurement at full load.  
He testified that the heat rate he used was not designed full load, it was the actual heat rate the 
plant uses because there was eight hours of start-up which is extremely inefficient when burning 
a lot of gas without producing power.  He called this number a theoretical heat rate.  Reilly stated 
they calculated the fuel consumed and BTUs based on a five-year average by using information 
provided by Rockland Capital.  Reilly explained that counsel’s calculation of heat rate was 
different because he was using a measurement in million cubic feet, not BTUs.  Reilly stated that 
he concluded a capacity factor of 5% throughout his report for the subject and explained that 
capacity factor is a result of the generation or a quick measure of how often a plant is run.  It is a 
factor in the amount of energy sales or electricity sales into the market based on the generation.  
Reilly agreed he arrived at a 5% capacity factor for the subject by averaging the 2008 through 
2013 numbers, which is a six-year average, however, the year 2012 was removed from the 
calculation.  It was pointed out that Reilly went back 6 years for his average calculation, and this 
calculation included 2008 which was the lowest capacity factor over the six-year period.  Reilly 
believed that in the second half of 2008, gas prices plummeted.  Reilly agreed that in 2012 the 
subject’s capacity factor was the highest over the six-year period; also, a time when gas prices 
were the lowest.  Reilly testified that 2012 was an unusual year, with low gas prices, however, it 
was also one of the hottest summers on record over the months and in early July wherein they 
had peak demand in the market.  He considered this an anomaly.  He stated a buyer would not 
expect that to occur and be normal going forward, which is why he excluded 2012 in his 
analysis.  The subject’s 2012 capacity factor was the highest factor over the six-year period 
analyzed.  Reilly did not believe that low gas prices were a direct correlation with the plant 
running more.  Reilly agreed that in 2012 the subject was able to run when the market demanded 
it and ran at the highest capacity factor ever of 24.49.   Reilly explained that there was a risk that 
fracking could be banned or regulations incurred on fracking.  He stated that if fracking stops, 
gas prices are going to increase.  In addition, exports could impact gas and that the commodity 
pricing of gas was uncertain.  At or about January 1, 2014, gas prices were low, but things 
change.  Reilly noted in his report on page 19 that fracking had increased in popularity and 
domestic production had increased significantly.  He also agreed that environmental regulations 
made it harder for coal plants to become economic which squeezed gas prices and led to an 
increase in coal retirements, including the MISO market.  Reilly admitted that his report depicts 
the 2012 operating data was considered an anomaly and not indicative of future operations and 
an average of 2008 through 2013 excluding 2012 was considered reasonable in determining a 
capacity factor to apply to the discounted cash flow analysis.  However, he then admitted that 
even though the 2012 data was considered an anomaly and not indicative of future operations, in 
the end he used the 2012 data to calculate a five-year average heat rate.  He found it appropriate 
to use the 2012 heat rate, but not to use the 2012 capacity factor because it was not being 
impacted by the factors that impacted the capacity factor, it was in line with the historical 
averages.  Reilly admitted that the subject’s 2012 heat rate was above average over 8,400.  After 
going over various years to be averaged, Reilly admitted that the only way to arrive at a capacity 
factor that supports his conclusion is by excluding 2012.   
 
In regard to the sales comparison approach to value, Reilly agreed that his report did not contain 
heat rate or capacity factor as a unit of comparison when analyzing the comparables.  Reilly 
acknowledged that even though the subject is a combined cycle plant, each of his comparables 
were simple cycle combustion turbine plants and do not contain a steam turbine generator.  
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Reilly contributed the majority of value for the subject to the combustion turbine and the steam 
heat recovery system generator because they were newer.  In fact, one-half of his replacement 
cost new in the replacement cost new analysis, was attributed to the steam turbine generator and 
the heat recovery system generator, however, none of his comparable sales contained these two 
electric generating assets.  Reilly agreed that simple cycle plants, like the comparables he 
selected, are less efficient than a combined cycle plant, such as the subject.  Reilly reiterated that 
based on the complexity of the subject property and the hybrid nature of the subject along with 
the operational characteristics, the subject could not be compared to anything else, which is why 
he believes the income approach is the only meaningful indicator of value.  Reilly used the 
subject’s net capacity in order to adjust for operating capacity and agreed that most electric 
systems peak load during the summer months and that the summer capacity rating is the most 
important in determining the value for capacity for both compensation and meeting reserve 
margin requirements.  He agreed that if SNL, the subscription service from which he got his 
capacity data, used winter capacities, they would be higher numbers.  Reilly testified that he 
estimated capacity payment prices based on discussions and exchanges with Grand Tower 
Energy Center, LLC and an independent energy marketer (AEP) just prior to the appraisal date.  
AEP is a power generator and a marketer that buys and sells capacity in the market.  Reilly 
obtained the information he used in his report from Rockland Capital and used public documents 
to verify the reasonableness of the information provided.  However, he did not reference the use 
of public documents in his report.   
 
Reilly was then questioned and affirmed the calculations he used in his income approach 
analysis.  Reilly testified that he calculated a replacement cost new value for the steam turbine 
generator and heat recovery steam generator by looking at data from National Energy 
Technological Laboratory, a third-party engineering firm study along with cost models based on 
information provided by Black & Veatch, a builder and designer of facilities similar to the 
subject.  However, the data relied upon is not included in his report.  Reilly testified that for this 
appraisal he was not provided with a fixed assets list.  For the 2010 appraisal, he was provided 
with a fixed assets lists, but found it was not reliable to use in his analysis.  Reilly testified that 
his estimate of value for the subject was as of January 1, 2014 and that he did not prepare an 
appraisal of the subject property as of January 1, 2015, however, based on the market evidence, 
his experience and the operating characteristics of the subject plant, he would not expect the 
value to change significantly.   
 
Reilly testified that the subject is junk, “Frankenstein.”  He believed the only reason Rockland 
Capital owned the subject plant is because it was part of a portfolio transaction.  Reilly stated a 
practical reason Rockland Capital could not sell the subject property is because of the market.  
He did not think anyone would come in and buy the subject with the amount of risk that is 
associated with the small amount of revenue on a stand-alone basis.  Reilly agreed that his value 
for the subject in 2010 was $30 million and his market value for the subject in 2014 is $20 
million and that in 2015, there would be little change in value.  Reilly explained that capacities in 
any instant second might not be the same because it is based on ambient conditions which 
change based on temperature and pressures.  Power plants basically are more efficient in colder 
weather than in warmer weather because of thermal dynamics.  Nameplate capacity, which is 
almost never used in evaluating power generation plants is when a plant is designed, and 
someone placed a plate on the plant and stated it is going to have a nameplate capacity of 500-
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megawatts.  The second type of capacity is gross capacity which is the total amount of output a 
plant can produce.  Generally, it may be close to nameplate capacity, but is rarely the same and 
most likely lower.  Net capacity refers to sellable capacity into the market.  He explained that a 
plant may have gross capacity of 100-megawatts and can produce 100-megawatts but may use 
10-megawatts to turn on lights, run pumps, motors and control systems, which leaves 90-
megawatts to sell.  Reilly testified that based on his experience and knowledge of the market a 
buyer or investor trading on the open market will look at net capacity.  They are interested in 
what they can receive as far as revenue from energy sales.   
 
Regarding revenue, Reilly explained that net capacity is only a function of net revenue based on 
sales of electricity.  Reilly testified he used 503-megawatts net capacity for the subject  
throughout his report, which was the average of the winter and summer months over a one-year 
period.  As for 2012, Reilly testified that he excluded that year because he was trying to 
determine a normalized capacity factor that a buyer or seller should expect as a normal average 
going forward.  However, 2012 was a period with low natural gas prices and all-time peaks as far 
as demand based on weather in July.  He found 2012 was off the charts compared to the other 
years.  Reilly stated that power plants are not always operating on a profit as there are times a 
plant can get a high capacity factor and be running at a loss if it stays on-line.  If a plant has eight 
hours to ramp up and must run for five hours, there is a chance it will stay on-line to operate the 
next day, so they will stay online overnight probably operating at a loss.  So basically, high 
capacity factor does not necessarily mean a plant is profitable.  Reilly believes that had he 
included 2012, he would have overstated the actual capacity factor that a buyer could expect 
going forward.  Reilly testified that the subject does not really fall into the category of a peaking 
plant but is forced to operate as a peaking plant based on its characteristics but is so expensive to 
operate and only comes on when the price is very high.  The problem with the subject plant is 
that it takes eight hours to fire on as opposed to 20 to 30 minutes like the combustion turbines.  
The subject misses a lot of the peak hours where it just spikes for an hour or two and then drops 
back down.  The subject misses all of that peak time and because of that cannot get on-line fast 
enough.  The subject’s long start-up time is more of a characteristic of a base load plant like a 
coal plant.  The subject was not designed for quick starts.  Reilly stated the subject cannot 
operate as an intermediate plant or base load plant.  The reason it operates in the peaking 
percentage range is because it costs so much to start the plant.  He explained that if he owns the 
plant, he has a cost that he is going to bid into the market on the day ahead basis.  If the number 
is $50 per megawatt hour, then the market will start with all the base load plants, the low-cost 
nuclear, coal, wind and hydro plants.  As demand starts increasing, the day gets hotter, air 
conditioning is coming on and demand is increasing, the peaking plants are called on-line 
because the energy price increased until it reached the point of $50.  The challenge with Grand 
Tower is that it needs to know eight hours in advance because it cannot just flip the switch and 
be online in 20 minutes.  So, in the day ahead market, if you know based on weather forecast and 
prior day’s demand, MISO has a good idea of what plant is going to be called on to generate so 
they can say be prepared to fire up eight hours before they think they actually need you.  
Sometimes they fire up and are not needed.  Sometimes the subject has problems with operation 
or being called on to operate and it goes to the forced outage rate because their steam turbine 
valves get stuck.  He explained that it might fire up the combustion turbine, fire up the heat 
recovery steam generator and start sending steam to the steam turbine and it trips the plant off-
line, which in that case, MISO has to call the next plant in line along that curve and then Grand 
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Tower is actually responsible for paying that price of energy back because they were expected to 
be there and were not.   
 
Reilly explained that he did not include the duct fire capacity in his report and did not state this 
in his report because even though they were there from 2001 to 2014, they were out of service.  
Reilly stated that it would be improper to include the duct firing capacity in an appraisal report if 
they were not working.  He stated there was no guarantee they would ever be working and would 
require a big leap of faith since they sat there for 14 years and were not being able to be used.  
He said that if they were working, it would have increased the CAPEX required to be spent and 
an increase in the gas expense because you must burn gas to fire the duct burners to produce the 
extra capacity.  It might increase a plant’s bid in price from $50 to $55, which may mean the 
plant would operate even less.  He explained that a plant will fire up without the duct burners for 
the majority of the time, and if the energy price gets to a high level, assuming they are 
operational, they might fire on the duct burners for a couple hours.    
 
Reilly testified that with power plants, there are two tests for utility.  One is the production of 
megawatts and the other utility is generation.  Reilly testified that he had to equate the cost 
approach to the value of Grand Tower.  A person can buy Grand Tower or can build a brand-new 
plant.  If that person is only going to run it at 5% or 2% of the time, no one in their right mind is 
building a combined cycle gas turbine if you are operating as a peaking plant, they would be 
building a combustion turbine.  The second component of utility is that you have to categorize 
the plant as peaking, intermediate or base load and replace it with the proper technology within 
that categorization.  That is the market, historical operations.  Reilly opined all experts agree that 
the subject is a peaking plant based on its historical operation and its capabilities.  If you create a 
combined cycle gas turbine, you are introducing super-adequacy and he is convinced that a 
peaking plant is the proper utility as using a combustion turbine.   
 
Reilly stated the market for new gas-fired power plants as of January 1, 2014 was very uncertain.  
He opined that renewables were picking up a fair share of the capacity lost by coal plant 
retirements.  He stated that if you were building a plant today it is most likely either renewable or 
gas, no one is building coal or solar.  Reilly believed the subject would be worth more if it 
operated in a regulated market.  He stated the subject’s value is hurt by being in an unregulated 
market.  Reilly testified that in his reconciliation he gave the cost approach slightly more weight 
than the sales comparison approach but pretty much minimal weight in his analysis.  He stated 
the subject was a tough plant just based on the mixed type of assets, the hybrid nature of it.  The 
subject contained 1950s vintage and 2001 vintage for the physical depreciation, which he stated 
was high.  The market is weak so there is a lot of economic obsolescence.  He felt the way they 
functionally applied it was the appropriate replacement.  He was comparing a combined cycle 
gas turbine with a combustion turbine to get a positive and then add back the functional 
obsolescence.  He stated it was complex.  He stated the cost approach is an indicator of value and 
he thought it correlated well with the income approach for those reasons, however, he was not 
comfortable with the indication of value.  Reilly testified that you could not have calculated the 
subject’s value utilizing a regular income approach to value without a discounted cash flow 
analysis wherein they might have looked at market rates for gas prices as compared to the 
subject.  Therefore, he thought the income approach on the subject in particular is the best 
indicator of value because there are so many unique operating characteristics like heat rate.  He 
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needed to know the plant’s heat rate to convert the gas into electrical energy and what can you 
sell it at.  He stated you cannot go to the market rates like rental rates and things of that nature to 
get that information, it is not possible given the unique nature of the subject property.  The 
income approach is good because you can use the variables of the specific plant to come up with 
the cash flows or expected cash flows.  When asked if any discounted cash flow analysis 
inherently compounds one error over-and-over again since it is projected out over a ten-year 
period in this case to get to a present-day value, Reilly explained that was not the case in power 
generation.  This is because the appraiser is developing the cash flows of commodity prices using 
a forward curve.   
 
In regard to a question about the subject only operating 3-months out of the year, Reilly stated he 
was not surprised.  He stated peaking plants only operate at periods of high demand.  The highest 
demand in really any market was in the summer months when it is hot.  He expected this plant to 
operate mostly in the summer months to get over the price hurdle.  When asked why he excluded 
the $11 million CAPEX under his direct capitalization approach on page 57 of his report 
(Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1), Reilly stated that on page 58 oaf his report his analysis shows that 
the challenge with the direct capitalization where you calculate in perpetuity, you have capital 
expenditures as a function of depreciation.  Because you start spending CAPEX, you start to 
depreciate it.  So, in direct capitalization on power generation facilities, generally what you do is 
you set the CAPEX number equal to the depreciation.  His analysis depicts the capital 
expenditures and depreciation numbers offset each other.  He had the expense of CAPEX and he 
then added back the depreciation benefit.  This is because if you have CAPEX that is greater than 
depreciation, you super-charge the capital expense to a point where you are not fully 
depreciating the money you are spending.  On the flip side, you cannot depreciate something 
more than what you have paid for it.  Reilly testified that the $3 million that is shown on page 58 
of his report is directly from the discounted cash flow on page 56 in year 10.  This is the $3 
million he testified to that he tried to normalize out over a longer time period, the average 
CAPEX year-over-year.  Because there is peaks and valleys, some years you do not spend hardly 
anything, but then there are years you might spend $10 million for major maintenance.  They 
were trying to average that out and just show that in direct capitalization. 
 
During re-direct, Reilly testified the market for power plants were in a continued decline from 
2008 up until 2014.  Because of commodity prices, supply and demand, you cannot reasonably 
expect an appraisal done in 2010 to arrive at the same value in 2014.  As the market was 
declining, so were the values.  When asked if it was viable to keep the plant running to minimize 
the problems with the long start-up time, Reilly testified this could not be done because of the 
operating costs and the high heat rate, the efficiency is not there.  The subject is not like a normal 
combined cycle plant that has a heat rate less than 7,000 BTUs per kilowatt hour.  The subject is 
in the mid-8,000s, so the only profitability times for the subject to run are at high peak energies.  
If you keep it running overnight, it is losing money. 
 
During re-cross examination, Reilly admitted that his method of deriving the subject operating 
expenses in his discounted cash flow analysis was to take the operating expenses of 2012 and 
increase them to 2014 (see page 42, Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1).  Reilly agreed that he took the 
2012 historical operating expenses from FERC Form 1 and inflated them to January 1, 2014 and 
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then plugged them in to year 1 of his discounted cash flow and then inflated them every year 
thereafter at 2% throughout the course of his discounted cash flow.   
 
At this point appellant’s counsel rested its case in chief.  The board of review then rested its case 
in chief based on the stipulations of the parties prior to the hearing.   
 
Intervenor’s counsel called Fernando Sosa, ASA as its first witness.  The witness was presented 
with intervenor’s Exhibit No. B, a rebuttal report of Kevin Reilly’s appraisal report.  Sosa 
testified that he prepared the rebuttal report in accordance with USPAP standards.  Sosa has a 
Bachelor of Science degree in finance and has been an appraiser since 2000 or 18 years.  He is an 
accredited senior appraiser with the American Society of Appraisers and a member of the Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors, which is the European version of ASA or American Society 
of Associates.  He has been appraising power generation stations since 2007 and has appraised 
over 100.  Sosa is familiar with Reilly’s appraisal report of Grand Tower.  The scope of his work 
involved reviewing Kevin Reilly’s appraisal report of Grand Tower and make a determination if 
it followed USPAP or if there were any inconsistencies in the methodology.   
 
His principle observation of the Reilly appraisal report was that the reported $20 million value 
was not fair cash value, but more relative to salvage value.  Sosa calculated the subject’s 
installed capacity or nameplate capacity to be 570-megawatts.  Sosa opined that it is appropriate 
to use a subject’s installed capacity of a power plant when appraising a power plant.  Sosa 
testified that power generation stations are specifically designed for their location and use.  He 
stated when you design a 570-megawatt generation station, it is built and designed as a 570-
megawatt power generation station, taking into consideration the parasitic load that the power 
generation station is going to have, loss of electricity due to environmental condition, whether it 
is ambient temperature, barometric pressure, elevation and loss of electricity through 
transmission.  Once the electricity is generated, it goes to a step-up transformer which transfers 
the electricity to a substation.  The substation puts the electricity into the transmission line and 
then it gets sold.  However, during that process, you will have loss of energy as well.  All of this 
is taken into consideration in addition to planned shut-downs, plant preventative maintenance, 
when designing a power generation station.  Sosa testified that if you design a 570-megawatt 
power generation station, you will never produce 570-megawatts.  Sosa stated you need to look 
at the EIA which publishes the capacity factor of installed capacity of what it would be running 
at in a perfect world.  He explained that if a plant has a capacity factor of 90% to 95% means that 
it will only produce 90% to 95% of the installed capacity taking into account the consideration of 
the losses.  Sosa testified that Reilly erred in using 503-magawatts as a starting point in his cost 
approach to value for replacement cost new because you then have to take into consideration that 
there is going to be parasitic loss.  You have to consider loss of electricity due to transmission, 
ambient environmental conditions.  Which means that it is not really 503-megawatts but would 
be only 80% to 85% of the 503-megawatts, which is lower than what its net generation capacity 
really is.   
 
Sosa further testified that Reilly erred in in his cost and market value report by using a simple 
cycle combustion turbine rather than a combined cycle turbine because they are two different 
technologies with the only commonality being the use of natural gas as a fuel source.  He stated 
the biggest difference between a combined cycle versus a combustion cycle turbine is the level 
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of efficiency.  He stated a combustion turbine has a lower heat rate and has a higher capacity 
factor, generally speaking than a combined cycle turbine would.  He stated the cost of a 
combustion turbine is more, but the cost reflects the efficiency.  Also, the combined cycle has the 
heat recovery steam generator installed which allows the power generation station to be more 
efficient by recapturing that heat and recycling it to the plant an generating more electricity with 
less fuel.  Sosa explained that Reilly erred in using a combustion turbine in his replacement cost 
new because it was a different technology than the subject, with different costs, different heat 
rates and different capacity factors.  He also erred in applying a nameplate capacity or net 
generating capacity of 85-megawatts compared to a net generating capacity of 503-megawatts.  
Sosa stated it would have been better to use 570-megawatts of installed capacity.  He stated this 
caused a discrepancy with the overnight costs, the heat rate and overall capacity factors that the 
two different technologies provide.  Sosa opined that an 85-megawatt simple cycle combustion 
turbine plant does not provide equal utility as a 570-megawatt natural gas combined cycle plant.  
Sosa reiterated that a simple cycle combustion turbine has a lower general capacity factor.  For 
example, a 570-megawatt installed capacity simple cycle, the overall capacity factor running at 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week is going to be maybe 80% because it is inefficient as opposed to a 
combined cycle which runs higher because it is more efficient.   
 
In regard to physical deterioration as estimated by Reilly, Sosa testified that Reilly’s report 
would render the subject worthless.  He testified that for a power generation station installed in 
the 1920s, it would have had a lot of refurbishments over the years at some point in time, and 
with each upgrade, you add life back into the equipment, thus making it more valuable.  Looking 
at the steam turbine generators which were placed in service in 1951, he stated a steam turbine 
generator has to undergo a lot of maintenance.  It is a very high-powered piece of machine that 
rotates at very high RPMs and has to be in shape mechanically.  Borescopes have to be done, 
they have to look at the gear shaft to make sure it is not bending or pitting within the gears and 
that the fan blades themselves are operating.  He stated that all power stations have extra parts to 
replace the fan blades and gears throughout the life of the generator.  So to have a steam turbine 
generator to have been installed and operating since 1951 and not had a fan blade repaired or 
replaced, not had a borescope, not checked for pitting of the gears, not checked for bending in 
the gear shaft is impossible.  Sosa testified that the normal useful life of mechanical equipment 
can range dramatically, however, Reilly made the assumption the original placed-in-service of 
the mechanical equipment was 1969.  Mechanical equipment would be the breakers, main 
distribution panel, switchboards, switch gears, which would probably have been replaced when 
the subject switched over from its conversion from coal to natural gas.  He stated it is not a 
situation where you are going to take out the boilers from the coal-fired power plant and put in 
gas combustion turbines and a heat recovery steam generator, there is more to it than that.  Sosa 
said structures and foundations can last indefinitely and have a normal useful life by making 
betterments, doing maintenance, rehabbing and rebuilding.  He believed most were made of 
brick and had been treated periodically throughout the years, so there should have been a change 
in the effective age, which he did not see.  He said the piping installed in 1951 for a coal-fired 
power plant and not a natural gas-fired power plant, and it is highly unlikely that it is the same 
piping because you are now using piping from one technology to another.  He testified that it was 
highly improbable that the two were going to match and so improbable that Reilly stated the 
subject was a “Frankenstein.”  Sosa agreed with the subject being described as a “Frankenstein” 
because you cannot use the parts interchangeably, there should have been an adjustment for 
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piping.  He thought the transformers, which can last 40 to 50 years with maintenance, likely were 
replaced, refurbished, rebuilt or rehabbed at the time of conversion because of the technology 
switch from coal to natural gas.  Because of the conversion from coal to natural gas, Sosa stated 
they would have had to request a new power generation license from FERC because of the 
change in technology and the fire protection system would have had to have been updated.   
 
In regard to the tanks, which have a normal useful life of 25 years are emptied, stripped with new 
liners put in place, new plastic epoxy coatings are put in, new gravel base and then the tank has a 
brand-new life.  He stated it was error to say the tanks are still operating in a normal useful life 
from 1951.  Sosa testified that he has seen pictures of the subject and based on that opined that 
there had to have been some maintenance updates as the power plant looks immaculate, someone 
was taking care of it.  He said it was improper to use an adjusted placed-in-service date of 1951 
for the land improvements.  He did not see how Reilly could use the start date for physical 
depreciation of 1951 for the land improvements; clearly the parking lots for the power station  
would have been repaved.  Based on Reilly’s report his controls and instrumentation with an 
adjusted year of 1969 means the same controls and instrumentation from the coal-fired plant 
were also used for the natural gas fired plant, a different technology.  He did not think this was 
possible.  Sosa testified that $170 million was spent in 2001 to convert the subject power plant 
from coal to natural gas and it is almost as though the $170 million has been completely removed 
from any part of Reilly’s analysis, any part of the calculations of physical deterioration and has 
any variable input to the physical deterioration, functional obsolescence penalties, betterments, 
economic obsolescence penalties.  He described them as being completely disavowed, but, in 
reality there was $170 million that was spent specifically to convert the subject from coal to 
natural gas, to a combined cycle generation turbine specifically.  He thought those costs should 
have been taken into serious consideration because you now have a replacement cost new of that 
section and the fact that you are mixing new technology with old technology also has to be taken 
into consideration.   
 
Sosa did not agree the Reilly’s calculation of the functional obsolescence penalty.  He found the 
functional obsolescence penalty was not calculated.  He stated there was a $1.9 million credit, 
which he did not agree with.  He described functional obsolescence penalty as a penalty within 
the equipment because it is not operating as it was designed to operate.  It does not mean there is 
anything wrong specifically, it just means it is not operating the way it was designed to operate.  
Sosa stated that when looking at the Grand Tower power generation station, it is designed as a 
570-megawatt combustion gas turbine, period.  However, it is not operating as a 570-megawatt 
combustion turbine because there are inefficiencies; so there should have been an obsolescence 
penalty, but there was not.  He did not agree with how Reilly calculated economic obsolescence.  
He stated Marshall & Swift, which is a valuation guide that virtually every single appraiser has 
seen at least once in their career has a section called salvage value.  He stated the salvage value 
for power generation station is 10% of the replacement cost new.  So, the 90% value of 
economic obsolescence that Reilly used indicated to him that the subject was worthless, that it is 
incapable of generating electricity, that it does not work.  Sosa opined that the $11.4 million 
concluded valued under the cost approach, excluding the land, as equal to salvage or scrap value 
was a little low given the amount of copper wires, steel, aluminum, ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals  within the generation facility.   He stated the $11.4 million would probably be a little 
lower than scrap.   
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Sosa did not think Reilly’s cost approach to value analysis was in compliance with USPAP 
standards.  He opined that there were a lot of situations with the overall cost approach that were 
USPAP violations.  He testified that Standards Rule 7.1, in developing a machinery and 
equipment appraisal, an appraiser must be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those 
recognized methods and techniques that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal.  With the 
application of the cost approach and starting with a replacement cost new utilizing a combustion 
turbine as your source to calculate the replacement cost new as the first wrong step Reilly took.  
Not identifying the functional obsolescence penalties with the power generating station would 
the second critical error with the third critical error being the calculation of the economic 
obsolescence penalty by applying a 90% penalty on a power plant that is currently producing 
electricity.   
 
In regard to Reilly’s sales comparison approach analysis, he stated that Reilly reported that he 
utilized SNL as one of his sources for various different types of inputs.  However, one of the 
things SNL could have produced would have been sales comparable to the subject.  He said 
Reilly erred in comparing simple cycle combustion turbine to a combined cycle gas turbine, 
which is not an accurate comparison because the combustion turbine is designed with a higher 
heat rate and is specifically designed with a lower capacity factor.  He stated the only 
commonality was the fuel source.  He stated Reilly could have adjusted to the capacity factor of 
the combined cycle generation turbines, he could have adjusted the dollar per kilowatt 
downward.  In addition, Reilly could have adjusted for the turbine itself because the turbine, the 
steam turbine for a combustion cycle gas turbine is different than that of the steam turbine that 
that is currently in place.  He stated Reilly was able to allocate the overall value to each major 
component, one of those being the steam turbine, so he could have applied that same level of 
allocation to his comparables and adjusted them downward accordingly.  If Reilly had done so, it 
would have resulted in a more reliable indication of value under the sales comparison approach.  
Sosa also criticized Reilly’s use of 2007 and 2008 comparable sales for a valuation date of 2014.  
He stated that 2007 and 2008 sales were when natural gas prices spiked and there were not much 
of a demand for those power stations.  He stated that there were more sales that were available 
that Reilly could have used, but for whatever reason Reilly chose to rely on 2007 and 2008 sales.  
Sosa felt Reilly’s use of an effective age of 18 years in his sales comparison approach was not an 
accurate effective age of the power generation station and was penalizing the subject when 
adjusting the comparables.   
 
Sosa stated that in 2014, the EPA passed the Clean Air Act which decreased the emission levels 
that coal-fired power plants could release into the atmosphere which basically buried all coal-
fired power plants.  He stated base load plants were critical in any country as part of the power 
generation infrastructure because they operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.  
He said they have planned outages, so everybody is aware.  Coal was the predominant power 
generation system used as base load in the United States.  With the passing of the Clean Air Act, 
it was shutting down coal and a very large percentage of the base load facilities in this country 
and the only thing left was nuclear.  What you have left is nuclear, natural gas and renewable 
energy to pick from to generate electricity.  So, with the removal of coal, the only other 
technology available to replace coal as a base load is natural gas.  He testified that if you look at 
large utilities such as NextEra, NRG, they are taking their coal fleet and converting them to 
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natural gas and operating them as base load facilities.  This is providing they operate 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year as base load facilities with capacity factors in the double 
digits that can operate at factors upwards of 80% at a minimum of that installed capacity.  This is 
as opposed to renewable energy such as wind turbines which are operating at a best-case 
scenario of 20% and solar which operates at less than 20%.  He stated these power generating 
sources only operate during the day and an adequate storage for the energy has yet to be put in 
place.  He stated renewable energy is not taking business away from natural gas.  He stated right 
now renewable energy is going through their own little set of crises because the cost of natural 
gas and fracking, long-term power purchase agreements in the wind industry are getting cheaper 
and cheaper to the point where it is almost no longer economically feasible for the renewable 
energy plants to be able to produce electricity at those power purchase agreement rates.   
 
Sosa agreed that it was appropriate for Reilly to not give the sale of subject property from 
Ameren to Rockland Capital no weight in the analysis because it was a portfolio sale and the 
overall conditions of the sale was unknown.  In addition, less weight is being given Grand Tower 
when Grand Tower has a better capacity factor and a lower heat rate than Elgin and Gibson City.  
He opined that more weight should be given to Grand Tower.  Sosa did not agree with Reilly’s 
technique to arrive at a 5% capacity factor in the income approach to value.  Sosa thought it 
should have been closer to 10% because of the amount of money and capital expenditures that 
were reported to Reilly, there should have been efficiencies to the plant meaning less fuel cost 
and an increase in the capacity factor which would adjust their revenue upward.  Sosa stated that 
looking on page 39 of Reilly’s report depicts the historical operational data table with specific 
inputs from 2008 to 2013.  He said those inputs include the capacity factor, the outage rate, the 
heat rate and the net generation of megawatt hours.  So, when looking at the capacity factors, it 
depicts 1.63%, 1.73% and then 24.49%.  He stated that Reilly determined the 24.49% was an 
anomaly so he did not include that in his calculation of a capacity factor.  However, the 8,700 
BTU per kilowatt hour was reasonable for him to calculate the BTU, the heat rate in his 
discounted cash flow analysis.  Sosa testified that it was error to pick and choose which inputs he 
wanted to use, either he should have chosen the 24.49% capacity factor in the calculation of the 
overall capacity factor as well as using the 8,700-heat rate or do not use it at all.  Instead, he 
found Reilly did not use the 24.49%, but rather used the 1.63% and 1.73% capacity factor, which 
brings it to a 5%.  If he would have just used an average, he would have come up to 
approximately 9.5% which would have affected the revenue stream in his discounted cash flow 
analysis model, thus compounding it ten years to the future.  Sosa opined that Reilly 
inappropriately did not use the 2012 capacity factor of 24.9% because it was an anomaly then 
say the heat rate of 8,700 was fine along with the operating expenses.  Sosa found no logic in 
Reilly’s application of the particular inputs he used.   
 
Sosa testified that since the subject is a “Frankenstein” pieced together which does not work 
well, does not work as designed with steam turbines from the 1920s and 1950s that are working 
the way they are supposed to be working with 90% economic obsolescence because of how bad 
the subject power plant is, as a buyer he would not spend $11 million in the first year to fix junk.  
Again, if the plant were junk or worthless, it would not be producing electricity.  Sosa testified 
that in his opinion Reilly’s appraisal report is not credible or reliable as there are too many 
inconsistencies. 
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During cross-examination, Sosa testified that his specialty was in machinery and equipment and 
that he does not have an appraisal license because he is not required to have one in the United 
States of America, including Illinois.  Sosa stated that Steven Munson, an associate, assisted him 
in the income approach section.  He agreed that the subject property is not the most cost-
effective way of producing electricity at it currently stands.  He agreed the subject was a 
“Frankenstein” because they were taking two different technologies and were trying to put them 
together by removing components and replacing components and were not going to receive the 
same efficiency that you would have received had it been a 100% installed combined cycle gas 
turbine.  Sosa agreed that if the steam turbines are out of order, the plant cannot generate 
electricity.  Sosa testified that a simple cycle facility cannot be more efficient that a hybrid like 
the subject because of the general design and technology of a simple cycle which is missing a 
key component, the heat recovery steam generator.  Sosa said the if the steam turbines are out, 
the plant would not be operating at all and no benefits or economic advantage of having the heat 
recovery steam generator to the owner would be had.  Sosa testified that a coal-fired base load 
plant can take 24 to 48 hours to start up.  Further, gas-fired power plants predominantly have 
been used as peaking plants and intermediate plants because of their quick start-up, but, they can 
be operated as a base load plant.  A gas-fired power plant, depending on its vintage can have a 
start up time of 30/45 minutes to 3 hours.  Sosa would consider it to be inefficient to have an 8- 
or 9-hour start-up time as a peaking plant, and as such, he would not operate it as such.  Sosa 
testified that both he and Reilly agree that the subject is more of an intermediate plant because as 
a peaking plant there is a very limited window to start generating electricity and transmitting it to 
the grid.  Eight or nine ours means you are going to miss that window, which is reflected in the 
capacity.   
 
Sosa explained that overnight costs are used in the industry across all technologies and is 
included interest expense during construction in the calculation of the replacement cost new.  
The overnight cost is what everybody in the industry uses to try to estimate what it will cost to 
build a power plant.  Sosa stated Reilly considered overnight cost in his 2014 appraisal but did 
not call them overnight cost.  Sosa stated Reilly got the information from Energy Information 
Administration (“EIA”), the same source that everybody uses to get their overnight cost.  EIA 
publishes the overnight cost, estimated capacity factor and heat rate for every single year of 
every single technology in the United States.  Sosa admitted that his original years in place 
assumed that all maintenance had been done, however, he did not know if it had been done, but 
assumed it based on the plant still being there, generating electricity.   
 
Sosa agreed that if the generator leads were duct taped, that would not indicate that proper 
maintenance had been done.  Sosa reiterated that it was improper for Reilly to use operating 
capacity of 503-megawatts in his report, when he should have used 570-megawatts of installed 
capacity as it was designed to do.  Sosa testified that taking into consideration the parasitic loads 
internal within the power plant and loss of electricity, which would bring it down to a net 
generation of 503.  But it was error to use the 503-megawatts as a starting point in calculating the 
reproduction or replacement cost new and use of 503-megawatts as the starting point in the sales 
comparison approach and in the income approach, which you then have to take the 503-
megawattws number and reduce it because the 503-megawatts would then be the nameplate 
capacity and you would have to take out parasitic loss because of the environmental ambient 
temperatures, loss of electricity due to transmission.  He stated the 503-megawatts would be 
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further reduced.  Sosa stated it is only proper to compare the subject property to other combined 
cycle plants.  Sosa stated there were other combined cycle turbines available to be used as a 
comparison closer to the subject age that were used by appraiser Lagassa, but not Reilly.  Sosa 
testified that he has performed a hundred appraisals of power generation facilities, however, he 
does not provide values on land or real estate, only machinery and equipment, which he agreed is 
appraised differently than the fee simple interest of real estate.     
 
The next witness called by intervenor Shawnee School District was David Wells.  Wells has 
lived in Murphysboro since 1990.  Prior to that, Wells lived in Grand Tower, Illinois.  He is 
presently retired and has been for two years since May 1, 2016.  Wells testified that he spent his 
39-year career working full time at the power plant in Grand Tower.  He was hired at Grand 
Tower on April 12, 1977 at the age of 19.  He has graduated from high school and received two 
years of technical training at Southern Illinois University in building construction.  His father 
and grandfather worked at Grand Tower starting in the mid-1950s through the early 1990s.  He 
started his employment at Grand Tower as a utility man; a union starting position in 
maintenance.  Grand Tower had different sections or classifications of employment.  They had 
the maintenance section, coal yard section, an operation section and then an electrical section.  
Wells worked in all sections, excluding the electrical section, however, he aided the electrical 
section from time to time.  He started out as a utility man working in maintenance and then 
progressed to the coal yard which had approximately six different sections.  He then transgressed 
into relief operations and held the condenser pit pump man position for about seven years on unit 
3.  He has worked as an assistant turbine operator, assistant boiler operator on 3, boiler operator 
on 4 and worked as a turbine operator.  He worked on all jobs but those are the jobs that he held.  
He bid certain jobs based on seniority.  He worked as a turbine operator on No. 3 and No. 4 
where they have a turbine operator and an assistant turbine operator.  He has also held the 
position of relief man.  His last position at Grand Tower was relief man for the control operator.  
There was only one day where he actually relieved, on Fridays.   
 
As a control operator, they would bring the units on, take them off and watch them.  During his 
career at Grand Tower, he became very familiar with the plant, its maintenance procedures, its 
start-up procedures and its operations.   When he started at Grand Tower the steam turbines 3 
and 4 were in operation and remain in operation today.  He stated there were originally four 
steam turbines in the plant, however, steam turbines 1 and 2 were demolished, taken out of 
commission and removed.  In 2001 Grand tower was converted to gas which took place over a 
two-year period.  The conversion involved a lot of different contractors and different trades.  
Grand Tower also hired an architect and an engineer.   
 
Wells believes the subject plant came online and went commercial in the late summer of 2001.  
He stated there was a commissioning process of the plant when it was repowered in 2001.  
During the commissioning process they brought in people that were familiar with the equipment 
and they had equipment training classes.  Wells went to Florida for a week and was trained on 
the type of plant the subject consisted of.  The guys came in an worked with them to get the units 
on and helped them with the equipment so they all learned together.  Wells stated he knew the 
old part of the plant but was not familiar with the new part of the plant.  The personnel that came 
in knew the new part of the plant, but, did not know the old part of plant.  Together they worked 
to tune it, tune the valves and got the plant on and got it commercial.  The group of personnel 
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that came in, the commission agents, were there for a year or more.  The commissioning agents 
were out of St. Louis and from different parts of the country.  They had a person that was really 
good with electronics and some were more proficient in the operations.  Westinghouse also had a 
group there that did the tuning of the valves.  Wells described them as a pretty big group.  Also, 
during the conversion process, he worked with someone called the results engineer.  The results 
engineer was kind of the overall engineer at the plant and oversaw the installation of new 
equipment and was involved in the repowering process.   
 
Wells testified that the budget for the conversion process was just under $200 million for the cost 
of construction, however the actual cost of construction for the conversion process was almost 
$300 million.  Based on his 39-year career at the facility, he would not characterize the subject 
plant as generally being in a deteriorated state.  As he was approaching the time of his retirement 
in 2016 he would characterize the post-conversion working condition of the subject plant as 
good.  Wells testified that a lot of the things had been rebuilt, cleaned up.  The whole plant had 
been cleaned up and worked on, there was not hardly anything that was not touched.  In 2001, 
they had brand-new equipment.   
 
Wells stated that post-2001, the plant did not have a lot of electrical issues.  He had never seen 
duct taped electrical leads anywhere in the plant.  If he had seen duct taped leads, he would have 
turned it into the safety crew under the safety protocol procedures, which would have been fixed 
immediately.  If there were in fact duct taped electrical leads, he would have had occasion to see 
them in his capacity as operating engineer.  Wells testified that post-conversion, the subject plant 
was designed to run as a base load plant.  During his employment at Grand Tower, the coal pile 
was removed, in fact Wells mowed it because it then consisted of sand and grass.  Wells stated 
the coal pile was removed before they started the repowering, they burned all of it off and got 
down into the dirt and tried to burn some dirt in the end, running the old units, the old steam 
boilers.  Wells stated it was fair to say that all the coal was removed from the coal pile, which 
occurred prior to the completion of the repowering in 2001.  Wells testified that in the early 
1980s, late 1970s he did hear complaints about asbestos hazards at the plant, however, after the 
conversion of the plant in 2001, he did not hear any complaints.  Wells stated that in his capacity 
as operating engineer, he would have expected to have heard any complaints, if any.  Wells 
testified that the river intake structure is where the circulators draw in water from the river and 
pump it to the condenser for cooling of the steam, for the water recycling process.  He stated the 
water will end up in the condenser but is a different type of condensate and demineralized feed 
water.  Wells further testified that during his employment as Grand Tower he was not aware of 
any complaints that the river structure intake needed to be completely removed and rebuilt.  He 
believes that if that were the case, he would have heard of it.   
 
Wells stated that they only had two maintenance men, and for any new project at the plant, 
whenever they were going to bring in contractors they would contact the union because they 
knew the two maintenance men could not handle certain projects, so they would look to sub out 
the work, they would have contacted the union for sure.   Wells stated that new screens were 
installed in the water intake system at Grand Tower.  The screens operate slowly and keep all the 
sticks and leaves out of the circulator pumps pumping water to the condenser.  Wells stated the 
traveling screens are one of the most important parts of the intake.  He said the intake structure 
can be maintained with simple dredging, and from 1977 through the date of his retirement had 
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been dredged two times.  The dredging process involves using an extendahoe and the digging of 
canals to get the water to the intakes.  Wells agreed that sometimes the subject plant runs out of 
water due to the intake system.  He stated the intakes were dredged, so they did not actually run 
out of water, it just needed to be dredged.  Over the course of his career, he has never observed 
or heard of an occasion when the plant ran out of water because of a lack of dredging.  Wells 
would not agree with the statement that from 2001 through 2014 that the plant was down for 
approximately 5,200 hours because of a lack of water, it was never down for a lack of water. 
 
Wells testified that from 2001 when the plant was repowered through 2014, he estimated that 
Grand Tower was available to generate power approximately in the high 80% of the time.  Wells 
recalled that one time it was 87% of the time.  Wells does not agree that the plant is broken.  
Wells testified that from a cold start, the subject takes seven to eight hours to come online.  
Wells stated that anytime the plant is offline for 72 hours or more, its going to be a cold start.  A 
warm start would be a re-start from 48 hours to 72 hours of shut down, which would require a 3 
to 4-hour start-up time.  A hot start would be only about two hours or two and one-half hours 
after being offline for less than 48 hours.  Over the course of his employment, after repowering 
the plant, they put in small boilers and vacuum pumps in the condenser to keep the turbines hot 
and removed the air ejectors to improve start-up times.  Wells stated that one of the biggest 
problems in restarting the plant was the old turbines had to be heated up.  With the small boilers, 
the turbines are kept at a hotter temperature so that a cold start becomes more akin to a warm 
start, which decreases the start-up time.  Wells described the vacuum pumps worked to pull a 
vacuum on the condenser to create a load.  Because the air ejectors worked on high pressures, 
they had to get the heat recovery steam generators up to 950 pounds of steam pressure, which 
took quite a bit of time.  With the vacuum pumps, they kick them on then they pull the vacuum 
right out of the condenser.  Because of these actions to improve start-up time, the turbine roll 
time was lowered.  Wells explained that the old turbines are not as high tech as the new turbines 
and have to warmed up real slow.  When they were cold, before they put the small boilers in, 
they had a five-hour warmup roll just on the turbines.  A roll is when the throttle valve is opened, 
and you start spinning the turbine which may sit for three hours in that condition, called a soak 
period, wherein the turbine stretches (expands) out as it rolls.  Wells stated that the roll time was 
shortened and the start-up time from a cold start was reduced to four hours.   
 
Wells did not agree that most of the problems associated with failed starts were related to failed 
start-ups.  Wells testified that the equipment is ready to go at any time and that a failed start can 
happen at any time, but it is not because of the equipment, it may be because of a management 
decision.  After the post conversion period, Wells stated that in his capacity as an operating 
engineer with 39 years of experience in the subject plant, failed start-ups related more to 
managerial decisions rather than equipment failure.  Wells testified that after Rockland Capital 
took over, they brought in a person that wanted to operate the plant in a way it could not be 
operated.  He said they tried to put the units on time after time the way he wanted to do it, 
however, they told him they could not be put on (turned on) that way, and it failed time after 
time.  Wells testified that the person wanted the turbine to be brought on in real low pressure 
with a low load on the combustion turbine and there was not enough pressure on the air ejectors 
to get a vacuum on the condenser.  He explained that the combustion turbine had to be run at 
about 40 to 50-megawatts to get the pressure up on the heat recovery steam generator to run that 
piece of equipment.  The vacuum needed to be run so you can roll the turbine which if the 
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vacuum is not run, the roll of the turbine could not occur.  They needed so many inches of 
vacuum and the person did not want to start it that way, he wanted to keep it low and it would 
not start, they tried and there were a lot of failed starts.  Wells characterized this as a 
management decision, not an equipment failure.   
 
Wells stated the heat recovery steam generators generally functioned and, in his experience, 
never caused a failed start-up.  He did not agree that they spent years battling the valves on the 
heat recovery steam generators.  He stated the duct burners were operational as of January 1, 
2014 and that the Grand Tower plant personnel did a good job of maintaining the systems and 
equipment in the subject plant.  Wells testified that when he first started employment in the 
1970s/1980s, they had a scheduled maintenance plan at the plant.  Every other year they would 
tear down the two steam generators to some degree to check the seals and blades and to look for 
cracks.  He said this was done every other year all through the 1980s.  Wells stated the subject’s 
steam turbines are Westinghouse and are considered the “Cadillac” of steam turbines.  He said 
they were built in the 1950s and contain so much steel and they just run and run and run.   
 
Wells testified that after Rockland Capital purchased the plant they had a meeting and a person 
came in and talked about how tough it would be to get people there because there was nothing 
there for anybody, which really upset the local people.  This also made Wells mad.  Wells 
testified that Rockland Capital tried to operate the subject plant as a peaking plant.  Wells did not 
agree with this decision as it was hard on the equipment, mostly hard on the steam turbine.  He 
said it is not a combustion turbine, but, they were trying to do stuff to damage the steam turbine.  
Wells said the subject was capable of running as a base load plant and was designed to run as a 
base load.  He said you could put the subject on and they would run for 2 to 3 months at a time, it 
would sit there and hum with no problems.  Wells testified that he recalls an instance where the 
subject plant ran in base load.  He stated that after they went to lock the MISO dispatch, the 
employees had not been told of the different ways of running the subject.  They always ran in a 
dispatch mode where they would turn the plant over to them at a certain megawatt and they 
would operate the plant.  When it was really hot, and the megawatt prices were high, someone 
called wanting to know if Grand Tower could get more load, so Wells put the subject in base 
load which takes control away and lets the unit go to wide open.  He stated the subject was able 
to pick up several megawatts on each unit.  When Wells talked with the dispatch the next day, he 
was told the dispatch personnel got bonuses for the extra megawatts because they needed as 
much power as they could get.  Wells testified that based on his experience the subject plant 
could be converted from a combined cycle gas turbine to a simple cycle plant by simply putting 
bypass stacks in.  Wells stated they looked at that option, but it was going to cost a $1 million 
and the exhaust would be lost to the atmosphere, plus there were pollution concerns, so they 
decided not to do it.  Wells testified that the subject plant could be operated as a peaking plant 
using a simple cycle if it had a bypass stack.  He stated further that the plant could be operated as 
a base load plant or an intermediate plant.   
 
He did not feel the plant was junk.  He said they spent $300 million and has been kept up and run 
as needed.  Wells felt the subject was a good candidate to convert to natural gas because less 
than a mile away from the plant is a natural gas pipeline which crosses the river, so they had a 
fuel source right there without having trucks driving 30 miles to deliver coal.   
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During cross-examination, Wells testified that the dispatch people were employed by MISO, a 
Midwest dispatch unit from Illinois and part of Kentucky, Indiana and Iowa that controls the 
power.  Wells explained that once they got the subject plant running they would turn the plant 
over to MISO and there would be a dispatch mode that they could select.  They always selected 
that mode and that is what they usually wanted because MISO could swing the plant.  He sated 
Grand Tower with those combustion turbines could swing faster than most coal plants because 
coal plants required mills to be put off and on.  But, Grand Tower’s gas plant could swing a lot 
faster, so they were kind of a swing plant and could swing a load a lot faster, the megawatts, than 
maybe a big coal plant.  Wells testified that MISO uses the power as needed.  If MISO did not 
need either a base load or an intermediate plant, they would utilize the subject as a peaker plant.  
Wells stated that MISO brings the plants online with the wind turbines coming on first because 
they produce less pollution and are cheaper, then the coal plants.  He stated the wind turbines 
produce more electricity now, probably 5-megawatts, whereas when they first started they were 
producing about one-half-megawatt.  Wells stated they have tiers of how the plants come on, and 
they decide what the load’s going to be for the day and they will look to the wind turbines to 
come online along with certain load base coal plants, then they will start looking at the gas 
plants.  After that, he said MISO will then get so many peaker plants online and then they will 
look at the Grand Tower Plant for base load.   
 
Wells testified that in 2008 and 2009 the duct burners sat a lot, and because of this drew a lot of 
moisture which required a lot of work to get them operational.  Wells stated that subsequent to 
2008/2009 they were out of commission and needed maintenance to bring them up.  Wells 
reiterated that all the coal was removed, however the ash pond was left, which is not desirable to 
have on the site.  Wells testified that the ash pond needs remediation and remains an ongoing 
issue.  He stated the EPA is talking to the plant about capping the ash pond with soil, putting a 
crown on it and planting grass.  He said they have monitoring wells around it to see if it is 
seeping into the groundwater.  Wells believed the EPA is satisfied that a crown with grass will 
alleviate the problem, which would be much cheaper than hauling it off to a landfill.   Wells 
testified that the biggest thing with the steam turbines is that they are older, and they have to be 
heated to stretch out and expand for the life of the turbine.  By having them already heated, they 
can come on a lot faster whenever they call for the units because the metal is already stretched 
out and expanded.  He explained the seals have to be heated also.  Wells does recall that the 
steam turbines had cracks which required maintenance work on them.  He stated the would pull 
the rotors and blades out and x-ray them.  This work was done on-site, but then their 
maintenance was cut back so much that they could not handle the job, so they had to then send 
one of the rotors off-site to be redone.   
 
Wells testified that the maintenance was cut back by both Ameren and Rockland Capital.   Wells 
testified that to the best of his knowledge that as of January 1, 2014, the duct firing was worked 
on and they got it repaired.  Wells does not recall any time that the plant was offline because of 
no water.  He recalls they dredged the river and may have run at a reduced load because at one 
time it was really hot and if the condensers get hot, you have to reduce the load.  He recalls a 
20% reduction on unit 3, however, unit 4 was okay.  Wells stated the plant did operate for only 3 
months of the year during the downturn in 2008/2009 and maybe part of 2010.  During that time, 
they operated only in the summer months.  He remembers, because he was the only person out 
there at the plant.  Wells testified that during that time, during the shut-down, they laid off 
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everybody and basically just had one fire watch guy and one guy out on the gate, with everything 
shut down and mothballed through the winter.  Wells stated that he stayed inside and checked the 
pumps.  He stated that because of seniority, he and four other guys rotated shifts 24 hours a day 
to keep an eye on the plant.  Wells felt that it was during this time that the duct burners and heat 
recovery steam generators got in disrepair because they were not being used.  Wells testified that 
in 2001, everything at the plant was brand new, they had four units operating.  He said they had a 
few glitches on tuning of the valves, but most of it was more with computer issues and getting 
the valves tuned correctly.  He does not recall expenditures being used at that time for several 
years.  Wells said they started putting the small boilers and vacuum pumps in for pre-heating at 
or about 2015.  As of January 2014, the subject took seven hours to start-up from a cold start.   
 
Wells testified that prior to 2001, when the plant was coal-fired, they could get 84-megawatts on 
unit 3 on a good day and about 107-megawatts on unit 4 with the coal boilers.  After 2001, the 
steam turbines were reduced some so they would get about 78-megawatts out of unit 3 and 
probably 92-megawatts out of unit 4 with normal on each combustion turbine (units 1 and 2) of 
170 to 186-megawatts, depending on temperature, moisture and the conditions.  If it was cloudy 
or rained, the combustion turbines might pick up 10-megawatts.  Wells testified that post 2001, 
in the winter when it was cold and damp conditions there were times they got the subject up to 
reaching nameplate megawatt capacity.  He recalls that when they reached that level, they called 
the engineer to ask him if the subject was rated to that level or was it rated to a certain percentage 
over that level.  Wells testified that this occurred several times, probably in 2003 or 2004 when 
they had some really good runs through the winter months.  Wells stated this also occurred a 
couple of times in 2015 after they got the duct burners up and running.  Wells testified that the 
nameplate capacity for the entire plant was in the mid-500s.   
 
Wells testified that as of January 1, 2014, the subject was operating in good condition with no 
major flaws.  Wells does not know of any time the subject plant was run any less than other 
plants like the subject.  He said the plant is run per what MISO wants and if it is run at a lower 
capacity, it is because that is what MISO determined it wants.  He said the equipment is always 
run at max power and is dependent on the weather, whereas if it is hot and muggy the subject is 
just not going to do as well and that is where the duct burners come into play.  He testified the 
duct burners are more expensive, but they will give you more power in those conditions.  In 
2014/2015 they were trying to operate the subject plant as a peaker plant and they were doing 
everything they could to shorten the roll times, trying to bring the steam turbines on in ways he 
had never seen, which could damage them.  Wells testified that he did not believe, Rockland 
Capital knew what they were doing.  Wells stated that the only time the old equipment affected 
the subject, was during start-up.  It was designed to come on slower, but, with the additions of 
the heat systems they put in and the vacuum pumps, they alleviated a lot of those problems.  
Wells testified that in 2014 and 2015 they were trying to bring the subject online faster than it 
should have been; faster than it was designed for from a cold start.   
 
The next witness called by intervenor’s counsel was George Lagassa, PhD, ASA.  Lagassa 
identified intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5 as the 2014 and 2015 appraisal reports he prepared.  He 
stated the 2015 appraisal was completed prior to the 2014 appraisal by about 3 weeks.  Lagassa 
inspected the subject property on November 14, 2012 wherein he met with the operator of the 
plant for about an hour to get a lay of the land.  He then looked at the steam turbines, the heat 
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recovery steam generators, the combustion turbines, the river intake and the various piping that 
was present.  He also examined the large building, which he described as surplus now that it only 
holds the steam turbines since it had previously housed a lot of coal facilities.  Lagassa testified 
that he has been practicing appraisal since 1983 being first licensed in 1996.  He is an accredited 
senior appraiser in machinery and technical specialties from the American Society of Appraisers.  
Prior to becoming an appraiser, he worked as a power plant developer for a hydroelectric 
company based in Boston.  He then worked for several years going around to look for plants to 
buy.  Prior to that, he was a college professor and taught at the University of New Hampshire.  
His PhD is in political science/public policy and his PhD thesis was on electrical utility 
regulation in New York State.  As of the date of the hearing, he has appraised hundreds of power 
plants ranging from very small to this kind of natural gas facility.  He has appraised coal 
generation projects, wind, solar, hydroelectric, diesel, nuclear, coal and waste-to-energy projects.  
The sources of information in his appraisal were based on information he requested, interviews 
with operating personnel prior to his tour of the facility and information he received from the 
company and based on his independent research.  He stated that online, there is a lot of public 
information from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the Energy Information 
Administration.  In addition, there is information published by MISO regarding the prices for 
power and demand for power and the state of the market in the MISO region.   
 
Lagassa described the subject plant as being very well located about a mile away from a good-
sized Kinder Morgan pipeline which makes it ideal for natural gas.  This is one of the reasons the 
subject was converted to natural gas because of the availability of the fuel source.  He testified 
that the subject was also conveniently located on the Mississippi River as a consequence of 
which it has an abundant source of cooling water.  It is also located next to a substation that is a 
transit point for 138 kV transmissions.  He explained these are extra high voltage transmission 
facilities of several 69 kV lines which are called sub transmission and are definitely a significant 
means of getting the power out of there.  He described the subject plant as being located relative 
to various urban area, so it was expected there would be a continuing demand for the power 
being generated from that location relatively close to Chicago, St. Louis, Louisville and 
Indianapolis. 
 
Lagassa testified the subject plant as originally developed as a coal burning facility, a pulverized 
coal operation, constructed in the mid-1920s.  Two steam turbines were originally installed (units 
1 and 2) and then in 1951 and 1958 units 3 and 4 were installed with units 1 and 2 being retired.  
In 2001 the decision was made to convert to a combined cycle gas generation, so units 1 and 2 
were installed, which would have the combustion turbines and the heat recovery steam 
generators associate with them.  Lagassa determined the installed capacity for the subject plant 
was 570-megawatts, which was the sum of the nameplate capacity as offered to him in the 
documentation.  He testified that it was a combination of the two 185-megawatt capacity 
combustion turbines, combined with one 85-megawatt steam turbine and the other 115-megawatt 
steam turbine.  Lagassa stated he relied upon intervenor’s Exhibit No. C to derive his calculation 
of the subject’s capacity.8  In regard to the subject’s condition, Lagassa stated he had visited 
newer combined cycle plants in Texas and the subject seemed to shape up very well by 

                                                 
8 Intervenor’s Exhibit No. C was offered in both the 2014 and 2015 appeals and was a document provided to the 
intervenor as part of a document request to the taxpayer, Rockland Capital.  
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comparison.  He testified the condition of the combustion turbines and the heat recovery steam 
generators were excellent considering that they had only been installed in 2001/2002.  He found 
the steam turbines were well maintained and he concurred with Wells that they could run 
forever.  Lagassa testified he has seen studies that indicate a 65 to 75-year average service life.  
Looking at FERC Form 1, the annual report of major electric utilities, which at the time Ameren 
was, and looking at the Energy Information Administration Form 923, there is information about 
the operation of the subject plant, which indicates the gross generation, the net generation and 
the amount of fuel used in volume of fuel and also in heat content or millions of BTU.  Lagassa 
was able to determine the subject’s operational history all the way back to 2001 since it was first 
converted to natural gas.  Lagassa stated that the average capacity factor for the historical life of 
the plant post conversion was 7.9% over the 14-year time period.  Lagassa testified that the 
average five-year heat rate immediately preceding the appraisal date of January 1, 2014 was 
8.9%.  In his opinion, the heat rate for the subject property was reasonable when compared with 
natural gas combined cycle plants that he has seen.  When comparing the heat rate for the subject 
property to the heat rate of a simple cycle combustion turbine plant, Lagassa stated that at 7,500 
to 8,000 BTU, which was well below what you would expect from a simple cycle which may be 
in the order of 10,500 to 13,000 BTUs depending upon how frequently they are operated.  
Lagassa testified that the subject is considerably more efficient in operations than a simple cycle 
combustion turbine plant.   
 
Lagassa testified that he examined the operating costs relative to buying the right to pollute the 
air and determined and was told that when he visited the plant the installation was sufficiently 
efficient, that its emissions were very, very low and that the emission  allowances that were 
purchased were quite minimal.  He confirmed this by looking at the FERC information and was 
able to come up with a number, but, it did not seem to have a whole huge effect on the net 
operating income because it was low.   
 
Lagassa testified that it was explained to him when he visited the plant that in 2009, 2010 and 
2011 Ameren had made the decision to not operate the plant more than three months out of the 
year as they had concluded it was uneconomic to operate during the other months and wanted to 
limit expensive operation during the full year.  Lagassa opined that it was probably the result of 
high gas prices which peaked in 2008 and 2009.   
 
Lagassa explained that certain types of plants are generally considered to be base load and 
certain types of plants are generally considered to be mid-level, mid-merit, intermediate or 
shoulder load in operation.  And, certain types of plants are considered to be peak plants.  He 
stated they have different characteristics based on the amount of operation.  A base plant is going 
to be operating all the time, 24/7, then you might be more inclined to spend more money on its 
initial installation because you realize it will be amortized over all those hours of operation.  
Generally, base load plants involve much larger capital, and outweighs the operation and 
maintenance costs.  He considers plants that operate from 23% to 57% of the time to be 
intermediate load plants and those that operate more than 57% of the time to be base load with 
plants operating less than 23% of the time being peak load plants.   
 
In regard to the future outlook of operations of the subject plant as of January 1, 2014, Lagassa 
stated that to him the subject plant was mirroring changes in natural gas prices.  He stated natural 
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gas prices had peaked in 2008/2009 and then went down as a result of new means of drilling and 
because they have been able to gain access to more and more natural gas.  So to him, it means 
that as a highly efficient combined cycle unit with a heat rate on the order of 7,500 to 8,000, 
depending on how often it operates, and the BTU per megawatt hour with the expectation given 
lower gas prices would be that this subject plant would operate more frequently, that there would 
be incentive for it to operate more frequently and that the prospects for the plant were bright as 
opposed to dim.  He stated this was also encouraged by virtue of the fact that it had been 
announced that numerous coal plants in the region were being shut down, so that this would take 
a new place in the merit order on the dispatch schedule as the coal plants which he generally 
thought to be cheaper in operation would be removed from that.  The demand for this plant 
would increase, plus the economy at this point was picking up.  In summary, as of January 1, 
2014, the prospects for increased operation were obvious.   
 
Lagassa’s report describes on page 36 that gas-fired combined cycle plants have emerged as the 
power source of choice because they offer the best heat rates relative to a simple cycle with heat 
rates of 12,000.  In addition, gas-fired combined cycle plants are environmentally clean.  Lagassa 
testified that he considered the subject property’s sale but did not give it a lot of weight primarily 
because the final purchase price for the property was unknown as there were a number of 
transactions that were occurring at this same time period.  Further, Lagassa testified that what 
appeared to be the final transaction was not really the final transaction because it indicated that if 
the subject plant were subsequently sold, then the seller, Ameren, would be reimbursed for 
whatever the difference was.  Lagassa stated that in the financial press it was indicated that when 
Ameren sold all of its coal plants, they would receive $180 million in future tax benefits because 
they did not receive any cash compensation, just an assumption of debt at that point.  Lagassa 
stated that Ameren announced in March of 2013 that they were getting out of the unregulated 
merchant power business and were going back to the haven of regulation, so, they immediately 
transacted the sale of the coal-fired facilities and then subsequently about a month later 
announced the sale of the three separate facilities, which included Grand Tower.   
 
Lagassa testified that based on his experience as a developer of hydroelectric stations, if you 
wanted to buy plants, it was a long and involved process.  There may be a separate financial 
advisor such as Morgan Stanley or Goldman Sachs or a bank hired to provide advice and 
consulting.  Then there may be a document room where a potential buyer would be brought in to 
be interviewed to see if they were qualified buyers and the field of potential purchasers would be 
narrowed down from ten to three or so.  He stated that process could take at least a year if not 
longer to complete for plants of this scale with megawatts over 500.  He estimated the marketing 
time of the subject plant should have taken 12 to 18 months.  When the two simple cycle plants 
are added into the mix, it adds to the complexity of the due diligence that would have to be done 
by any potential purchaser.   
 
Lagassa looked at all three plants involved in the sale of Grand Tower.  He examined the actual 
experienced operational heat rate from the FERC Form 1 of the Elgin and Gibson City plants and 
looked at the Grand Tower data from the EIA 923, which indicated a considerable difference.  
He stated the Gibson City plant had an average heat rate over the five-year period of double that 
of Grand Tower.  He found Elgin was also considerably higher.  So, based on those plants being 
less efficient, his conclusion was that Grand Tower, being certainly bigger in scale than Gibson 
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City, a strong argument could be made that the highest value of the three plants involved in the 
portfolio sale would be the Grand Tower station.  In addition, it was clear to him that Grand 
Tower had the highest capacity factor over the past fives years when comparing the three plants.  
He stated the capacity factor average for Elgin was 1.19% and Gibson City had 1.07% with 
Grand Tower having an average five-year capacity factor of 8.91%.   
 
Lagassa testified that Grand Tower met all four tests of possible use, permissible use, feasible 
use and maximally productive use for highest and best use as a combined cycle natural gas 
burning facility.   
 
Lagassa stated he considered the sales comparison approach to value reviewing 18 sales; the cost 
approach to value using both the reproduction cost and replacement cost, depreciated; and the 
income approach to value, pursuant to which he developed a discounted cash flow model.   
 
His cost approach to value can be found on page 42 of intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5.  In the cost 
approach to value, he differentiated between the value of land and the value of the 
improvements, then determined a replacement cost of the improvements, determined the extent 
of depreciation and subtracted that to come up with a replacement cost new, including or not 
including, the replacement cost new less depreciation.   
 
In developing his cost approach to value, one of the pieces of information he requested from the 
owners was a fixed asset ledger which would indicate the original cost at the time and vintage 
age of the various remaining surviving assets there.  He then applied, as is convention and 
routine, the Handy-Whitman Index of Public Utility Construction Costs to that and determined  
that the reproduction cost as of January 1, 2014, of the old steam turbines together with the 
newer combustion turbines and heat recovery steam generators and of all the ancillary equipment 
that had not been retired would have been $748,503,000.  Lagassa concluded that the most likely 
replacement for the subject facility be a conventional natural gas combined cycle facility, the 
costs of which are outlined in detail in publications by the Federal Government Energy 
Information Administration.  Lagassa testified that he did not use a simple cycle combustion 
turbine plant as an appropriate replacement for the subject because it was an intermediate 
operating facility.  In addition, a simple cycle plant has much higher heat rates and it would be 
foolish to use that as a choice.  He also did not use an advanced cycle plant as a replacement for 
the subject because the operating costs indicated in the Federal Reports were higher on a fixed 
cost basis and slightly lower on a variable basis.  He thought the heat rates were a little bit better 
and would probably have come out the same.   
 
On page 43 of his report (Intervenor Exhibit No. 5) Lagassa explains that a natural gas combined 
cycle plant has a quicker start time in comparison to a coal or nuclear facility; hence it qualifies 
for operation with an intermediate range, a mid-merit plant.  Lagassa’s replacement cost analysis 
was based on the published data from the Annual Energy Outlook for 2013/2014 where price per 
installed kilowatt for a conventional natural gas combined cycle facility was stated at $901 as an 
overnight cost.  He stated the overnight cost excludes certain costs primarily related to project 
finance, allows for funds used during construction or construction interest.  In addition, the 
overnight costs at the subject had to be adjusted for its location within a particular operating 
power pool, which was SERC-Gateway.  Further, a change was made because the price per 
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kilowatt was based on a 620-megawatt comparative facility; whereas, the subject was slightly 
smaller, so adjustment was needed for economies of scale of the larger versus the smaller plant.  
After all of the adjustments, Lagassa concluded that the cost per installed kilowatt of a 
conventional combined cycle of 570-megawatts would be $1,004 per kilowatt, which amounts to 
$572,280,000.  He then added the allowance for funds used during construction (interest during 
construction) which he calculated assuming a three-year construction period and interest at prime 
plus 100 bases points which seemed reasonable.  He then added in the value of the land.9  The 
total, exclusive of land for the cost to replacement was $617,232,000.   
 
Lagassa testified that in order to calculate incurable physical deterioration he basically used the 
age-life method somewhat refined by determining an effective age based on a dollar weighted 
replacement cost versus an actual replacement cost.  Lagassa testified that this was a standard 
procedure used by machinery and equipment appraisers for determining the age of a plant, or the 
effective age.  After determining an effective age and a useful life for two different components, 
one would be the components that were installed after 2001 where a particular service life of 
somewhat shorter service life was assumed; whereas, a longer service life was assumed for the 
components installed prior to 2001 because that was installed for a coal plant.  After 
computation, Lagassa determined that the extent of depreciation was approximately 55% or 
precisely 55.3% of physical depreciation as of January 1, 2014.  He found approximately 67.3% 
of the assets or the expenses and costs incurred at the site were installed after 2000 and 
approximately 32.7% were installed prior to 2001.   
 
Lagassa stated that functional obsolescence is the loss in value with a property as a result of the 
development of new technology, including such things as changes in design, materials, or 
process resulting in overcapacity, inadequacy, excess construction, lack of utility or excess 
variable operating costs.  He stated that one form of functional obsolescence was excess 
construction which is measured by the difference between the reproduction cost new less the cost 
of replacement.  A second form of functional obsolescence that he factored in was the more 
efficient operation of the replacement which had a stated heat rate of 7,050 BTU as opposed to a 
heat rate that he adopted of approximately 7,500 BTU.  He stated the difference meant that the 
operation of the facility would be more efficient than the operation of the subject by that 450 
BTU difference in the heat rate.  Lagassa analyzed how much fuel would be consumed over a 
holding period going forward which is the same holding period he applied later on to his 
discounted cash flow analysis and determined that the present value of the additional operating 
costs associated with the subject relative to the lower heat rate of the comparable was 
$15,191,000.  And, in order to properly compare the subject to the replacement facility, it 
required that amount be subtracted from the numbers that were adding up to the final conclusion 
of value by the cost approach.   
 
In addition, he had a computation for two forms of external obsolescence.  One for being the 
obsolescence imposed on a facility by virtue of events that occur outside of the asset itself.  He 
explained the first one is the cost of complying with orders by the government to do certain kinds 
of environmental cleanup.  After looking at the numbers given to him by the owners with respect 

                                                 
9 The witness did not testify as to the land value since the parties stipulated to the subject’s land value prior to the 
hearing.   
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to their budgeted capital costs associated with those expenditures, he determined a net present 
value of $5,609,000 needed to be subtracted for external obsolescence.   
 
Lagassa also did a comparison of the subject facility by comparison to the operation of the 
replacement less physical depreciation to determine how much additional income would be 
required in order to make it possible to justify the expense invested in the subject plant.  He 
determined that the difference would require an additional 25.5% of income year after year after 
year in order to justify that expenditure.  So, he deducted 25.5% from the balance of the numbers 
that he computed up to that point to determine a total amount of economic obsolescence (see 
page 49, intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5).  Lagassa found the excess construction which was the 
difference between reproduction cost new and the cost to replacement was $131,271,000, which 
was subtracted.  Physical deterioration was subtracted from the cost to replacement at 55.3%, 
resulting in a balance of $275,902,000.  He then subtracted 25.5% of that for the revenue 
deficiency associated with the increased cost of operation of the comparable.  He then also 
subtracted separately those other numbers for functional obsolescence and external obsolescence, 
re-added the value of the land and came up with $185,600,000 as of January 1, 2014. 
 
In developing his sales comparison approach to value, Lagassa examined 18 separate sales 
transactions involving 25 different plants.  He testified that some of the combined cycle sales 
were portfolio sales wherein one of the sales contained a simple cycle plant, but, the bulk of his 
sales were combined cycle natural gas-fired plants of similar scale to the subject.  The one 
simple cycle plant was part of a portfolio transaction that included a number of natural gas 
combined cycle plants.   
 
Lagassa considered all of his comparable sales were of similar vintage when compared to the 
subject; all were 1993 and 1994 sales, with the exception of sale number 5.  Lagassa concluded 
that 16 of the 18 sales comparables were comparable in scale to the subject with respect to 
capacity.  He stated they were in the 400 to 650-megawatt range, which he considered to be of 
similar scale.  He cut them off if they were smaller than 400-megawatts.  In regard to location, 
Lagassa testified that the Holland Energy Plant sale in Illinois was similar to the subject in 
location.  He stated the plants that were sold that were located in the southern markets were 
probably more similar to the MISO market than the plants sold in Texas or in New England 
which had a healthier and more robust market for energy and capacity.  Lagassa stated that the 
average sale price of his 18 comparable power plants was $487 per kilowatt.  (see page 56, 
Intervenors Exhibit No. 5)  Lagassa concluded a value for the subject of $386 per kilowatt, or 
$220 million.  Four of his comparable sales sold for less than $386 per kilowatt and 14 sold for 
above $386 per kilowatt.  Lagassa found sale number 18 to be most similar to the subject 
primarily because it was of similar scale, similar vintage and was purchased in Illinois and was 
operated at pretty much the same as the subject after looking at the operating history over the 
preceding years and subsequent years to 2014.  Lagassa stated it continued to operate at a similar 
capacity factor to the Grand Tower station.  (see appendix B, Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5)  
Lagassa testified that the Holland Energy Plant had an estimated capacity factor of 8.32% with 
an estimated net heat rate of 7,931 in 2013.  In addition, in 2012 it had a net heat rate of 7,433 
with an estimated capacity factor of 17.58%.  The five-year weighted average capacity factor 
was 10.25% with the five-year estimated heat rate of 7,786.  Lagassa testified the Holland 
Energy Plant was a combined cycle facility in the MISO market in Illinois and sold within five 
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years of the date of value in his report.  Lagassa stated this plant was of similar size to the subject 
and of similar vintage to the subject.  On page 56 of his report (Intervenor Exhibit No. 5) 
Lagassa adjusted the New England and Texas sales downward because he concluded that these 
markets were superior to the MISO market.  Based on his experience and having done a lot of 
appraisals and studying various markets, he concluded a deduction of 30% was appropriate.  
When looking at the heat rates of his comparable sales, Lagassa stated they were all slightly 
better than the subject, but not dramatically better, they were 7,200/7,300 as opposed to the 
average he used of 7,500.  In regard to concluding a value for the subject based on his 
comparable sales, Lagassa testified the he concluded a range.   
 
He testified that there were lots of plants that were sold that were natural gas combined cycle, 
similar vintage, similar capacity factor and so on.  He testified that it was difficult to draw 
conclusions because much of the information about these plants is not publicly available, so he 
needed to look at the general marketplace and it seemed appropriate to establish a range than to 
indicate a single point indicator of value.  Lagassa determined a range of approximately 
$186,390,000 based on a price of $327 per kilowatt.  Lagassa stated this would be the low end 
with a high end being $271,890,000 based on $477 per kilowatt, computed largely off of the 
Holland Energy facility sale.  Lagassa testified that these plants, if properly marketed and given 
the full 12 to 18 months that might have been required to get a good sale price would 
legitimately command a price within that range. 
 
Lagassa next testified regarding his methodology for completing his income capitalization 
approach to value.  Lagassa stated he utilized a discounted cash flow analysis as opposed to a 
direct capitalization approach.  Lagassa testified that a direct capitalization would be appropriate 
if you were able to discern or extract a capitalization rate from the market.  Lagassa stated, that 
for example, with a shopping center, you could determine how much it sold for and multiply that 
by its net operating income and come up with a cap rate or a multiple.  Lagassa testified that the 
direct capitalization method was not possible here because the information about plants was not 
sufficient to establish that, so it seemed appropriate to him to utilize a discounted cash flow 
analysis.  In addition, it was because the income is variable over time and not necessarily 
predictable in one direction or the other on a steady basis.   
 
He testified the discounted cash flow analysis is superior because it is able to capture those 
differences in a way that a direct capitalization cannot.  Lagassa stated the subject has an 
installed capacity of 570-megawatts, however, for purposes of determining the capacity 
payments, he saw from a publication of the GADS material and from information provided to 
him from Rockland Capital that the actual operating capacity for the subject was often in the 300 
to 400-megawatt range.  For this reason, he posted an initial capacity of approximately 300-
megawatts and improving over time as his expectation for increased operation was fulfilled up to 
475-megawatts.  Lagassa stated that the capacity factor was for the purposes of determining 
energy output.  Lagassa determined that the five-year average net capacity factor at the subject 
site from 2009 through 2013 was 8.9%; five-years immediately prior to the appraisal date.  
Based on his expectation that this would improve for all of the reasons previously indicated, he 
concluded that it was reliable and predictable that the subject plant would continue to operate at a 
slightly better than 8.9% factor going forward, so he concluded a 9.5% capacity factor.  Lagassa 
testified that those capacity factors are based on a capacity of 570-megawatts.  He stated that if 
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he had used a different capacity, the capacity factor would be different.  Lagassa stated that what 
is important is the amount of energy he is projecting, not the capacity factors.  Lagassa testified 
that the purpose for doing this is to determine how much energy is generated, and that is based 
on the relationship between some stated capacity and the number of hours in a year and what it 
could potentially generate.  Lagassa stated a 570-megawatt plant can generate a lot more than a 
530-megawatt or 55-megawatt plant.  He stated those capacity factors might change, but that is 
not important, what is important is the amount of energy that is forecast as a result of the 
relationship between the number of hours in the year and the assumed installed capacity.  Based 
on this, using a 9.5% capacity factor, he was able to forecast an expected annual energy output of 
474 million kilowatt hours, approximately.  One of the reasons he went above the 8.9% capacity 
factor in his analysis and based on his conclusion that the subject would increase operation from 
the five-year preceding average, was because Ameren was no longer under the business decision 
to shut the plant down for the peaking months.  In addition, Lagassa stated he knew natural gas 
prices were going down and then were expected to grow very slowly.  Further, they also knew 
that coal plants were being shut down and nuclear plants were generally expected to shut down, 
excepting Illinois, which had somewhat changed.  But, as of January 1, 2014, there was the 
expectation that several nuclear plants, including Clinton, were potentially going to be shut 
down.   
 
In regard to looking at the subject’s trend taking into account the operations of the plant over the 
five-year period, Lagassa stated that 2009 was the worst year because of the peak in gas prices 
which were topping out.  In 2009 the gas prices began to fall and in 2012 had fallen rather 
precipitously and as evidence in previous testimony by Wells, the subject was able to operate at a 
much higher capacity factor on the order of approximately 25%.  Lagassa stated that in 2013 the 
subject went back to 9.4%, which is approximately what he had indicated.  He did not think that 
was an unreasonable expectation that the subject will continue to operate at that level or at 
approximately that level.   
 
For his discounted cash flow analysis, Lagassa used a heat rate of 7,500 BTU per kilowatt hour.  
In regard to sources of revenue for the subject, Lagassa indicated there are basically three 
products that are produced, 1) energy, 2) capacity and 3) ancillary benefits.  Lagassa computed 
the amount of energy based on a 9.5% capacity factor which indicated 474,354,000 kilowatt 
hours per year going on into the indefinite future.  Lagassa determined that the base price for 
electricity in 2013 in the subject’s region was $45 per megawatt hour.  Lagassa then opined that 
going forward the price would change, increase or decrease along with the price of natural gas.  
He stated this was a known and accepted fact, that electricity prices are driven by the price of 
natural gas.  So, he sought out legitimate and reliable forecasts of natural gas prices going 
forward which were sourced from the Annual Energy Outlook published by the United States 
Energy Information Administration.  Lagassa then took the $45 per megawatt hour and changed 
it going forward for the subsequent years in lockstep with the change in the price of natural gas.   
 
Lagassa testified that capacity, in reference to revenue, was a reimbursement for being available 
when called upon.  Lagassa stated that the market for capacity in the MISO region has been the 
subject of controversy over time.  He said they had some difficulty establishing the market, but, 
by the time 2014 came around, the voluntary capacity auction that had been established by the 
Illinois Power Agency or Power Authority was $16.75 per megawatt day, so that is what he 
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posited.  Utilizing the knowledge that capacity was based on the cost of replacement of a new 
facility, which is called “CONE” or the cost of a new entry, which is to say how much would it 
cost to build a new plant, the discussions were circulating that the prices and penalties that were 
established for people who defaulted on the provision of their capacity was on the order of 
$65,000 to $80,000 per megawatt year, which computes back to some number.  So, Lagassa’s 
expectation was that as MISO was becoming more and more attuned to the need to reimburse 
capacity properly and become more and more like PJM with which it has become more greatly 
integrated, that it was reasonable to conclude that the $16.75 per megawatt day which had been 
established for 2014 would increase in the future, in the immediate future years.   
 
His personal judgment in his 2014 appraisal, which is slightly different in his 2015 appraisal, but 
not dramatically, he concludes that it should increase, which is why he doubled it in 2015 and 
again in 2016 until he reached $90 per megawatt day, which is approximately half of the cost of 
new entry.  It seemed to him that it was a reasonable forecast as to what capacity prices might do 
going forward.  As indicated earlier, he used 300-megawatts as the installed capacity gradually 
creeping up to 475-megawatts because that would be the incentive of a responsible operator to 
improve on that number.  Lagassa computed capacity income from that computation, the stated 
installed or stated operable capacity from 300 to 475-megwatts times the number of dollars per 
megawatt day.  For his third source of revenue from ancillary services, he looked at the new 
ancillary services market in MISO.  It was reported to him from Ameren or Rockland Capital 
that their annual income in 2014 from ancillary services, which would include mostly voltage 
regulation or load in such a way as to ramp up and ramp down as called upon, that those services 
produced $2,241,000 of income.  Lagassa inflated that income going forward with inflation for 
purposes of determining what it would be going out into the future.  Lagassa stated that you add 
them all up and you come up with gross income from the three different sources.   
 
In regard to the operating expenses as shown on page 63 of his appraisal report, Lagassa stated 
that in 2007 the subject plant operated at a similar plant factor to that which is being estimated 
there.  At that time, he stated that according to FERC Form 1, the non-fuel operating costs were 
$0.93 cents per kilowatt hour to bring those up to 2014 level, so he escalated them at an inflation 
rate of 2% and came up with a number of $1.068 cents per kilowatt hour, which he rounded up to 
$1.07 cents per kilowatt hour.  Lagassa stated that as of 2014, based on its operation in a very 
similar year in 2007, he determined an operating cost of $1.07 cents per kilowatt hour and then 
in future years he inflated that again.  Lagassa testified there is definitely a correlation between 
the amount of electricity generated and operating expenses.  He stated there are fixed costs, but 
the variable costs will increase per kilowatt.   
 
Lagassa testified that the owners provided him with a number of different estimates of actual and 
forecast capital expenditures, and he simply adopted the ones that they provided for a 2006 to 
2011 forecast with one exception.  He stated there were expenses for ash remediation which were 
included, but those for fish and aquatic resources, he excluded because those were not 
established till the end of 2014 by regulation.  As of January 1, 2014, there was not expectation 
that that expense should be in there.  Lagassa stated this was a minor adjustment, he simply 
adopted the CAPEX projections provided to him.  He used a capital expenditure of $2,733,839 
for year 1, which was based on actual expenses given to him by the owner.  Lagassa testified that 
a very high or inflated capital expenditure in year 1 can have a negative impact on the value of a 
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property because it is essentially a direct deduction from the value because it has not been 
discounted.  On page 70 of his appraisal report, Lagassa posited an expected return of 11.2% on 
equity.  He stated, however, that he also factored in a flotation cost, which means in order to sell 
that product to the financial market, he posited a flotation cost of 4.5% so when you compute the 
overall impact of that, the return on equity required would be 11.7%.  Lagassa testified this was 
compatible with the reported returns on equity listed on page 67, figure 12 of his appraisal report.  
Lagassa stated that on an equity investment, you are earning a return of 11% annually.  He noted 
that in 2014 the actual return on equity as reported in Yahoo Finance for AES, which is an 
independent power producer, was 15.54%.  For NextEra, which is a utility which owns 
independent power producer subsidiaries, it was 12.92%  For NRG, which is largely an 
independent power producer, it was only 1.16%.  Lagassa found the average to be 9.75%, so the 
11% he posited was compatible with the sort of broad mixed market that he thought would be 
out there to purchase a facility of the subject’s nature.  Lagassa explained that figure 12, on page 
67 of his report depicts a 19% return on equity substantially higher that what was actually 
experienced by typical companies that participated in the market at that time period.  Lagassa 
explained that the focus should be on AES, NRG, NextEra and PPL as much of their investment 
is in the form of independent power producer subsidiaries, and so their return on equities were 
much lower.  Lagassa concluded a value for the subject under the income approach to value of 
$231, 220,000 as of January 1, 2014. 
 
In reconciliation, Lagassa testified that he weighed each approach equally.  He stated he did not 
take an average and used his judgment.  Lagassa looked at each approach to value and tried to 
determine which provided reliable information that he thought where adjustments could be 
made, that had to be made that were based on assumption, that those would probably represent 
the weakest indicator of value.  Lagassa felt the cost approach might have presented the weakest 
indicator of value simply because there is a huge deduction made of 25% from the replacement 
cost new less depreciation for his value by the cost approach.  He felt there was some reason to 
express concern about the cost approach.  Lagassa opined that the market approach was 
particularly useful because it established a broad range of values and looked at a broad range of 
potential purchasers of these plants, including independent power producers, equity funds, hedge 
funds, utilities and utility subsidiaries.  Lagassa felt this was a very broad market of potential 
purchasers of these plants within that range based on similar vintages and seemed to offer a 
pretty reliable indicator of value within a range.  Lagassa testified that the income approach to 
value was based on pretty detailed information about the expected income, the assumptions there 
were with respect to expected price for these things going forward.  Lagassa did not think that his 
forecast of energy prices and capacity prices were dramatically different than those via appraiser 
on the other side.  Based on all of these things, Lagassa concluded a value for the subject of $220 
million which was somewhere in the middle of the range or slightly more and slightly closer to 
the income approach and slightly further from the cost approach to value.   
 
After deductions for intangibles, goodwill and furniture and equipment, Lagassa concluded a 
final value for the taxable portion of the Grand Tower power station as of January 1, 2014 of 
$101,112,000.  As of January 1, 2015, Lagassa concluded a final value of the taxable portion of 
the Grand Tower power station of $91,963,000 (Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 6).   
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Lagassa stated that the five-year net capacity factor in 2015 was the same as it was in 2014, 
however, he carried it out to one more decimal place shown as 8.92% as opposed to 8.9% in 
2014.  Lagassa testified that in 2015, he again used a capacity factor of 9.5% for the same 
reasons.  For the 2015 heat rate, Lagassa used 7,588 based on a five-year average as opposed to 
7,500 in the 2014 report.  Lagassa stated that his cost approach on page 42 of his 2015 report had 
slightly different overnight costs and trended costs based on the different dates of value using the 
2014 Annual Energy Outlook as opposed to 2014 because he inflated the figures.   
 
Lagassa testified that his estimate of value for the subject as of January 1, 2015 based on the cost 
approach to value wherein he used the same techniques with slightly different numbers was an 
estimated value by the replacement cost new approach of $202,824,000.   
 
In the 2015 sales comparison approach to value, Lagassa used only 12 sales transactions because 
the earlier sales used in the 2014 appraisal fell off the screen because he tried to incorporate 
things that were proximate in time.  Lagassa testified that the 2015 appraisal report was prepared 
prior to the 2014 report.  He stated that the sales at the bottom of list in the 2014 appraisal would 
have fallen off because he was trying to cover only a four-year period.  Lagassa stated that at the 
time he prepared his 2015 appraisal, he either did not know of the other sales or that they seemed 
to be more utility oriented and he wanted to limit the examination to more independent power 
producers and exclude any bias that might be in there by including utility properties.  Lagassa 
concluded a value for the subject utilizing the income approach to value for the subject property 
as of January 1, 2015 of $198,821,000.  Lagassa estimated a value for the Grand Tower power 
station as of January 1, 2015 using the same logic, looking at the range of values in the market 
approach and seeing the cost approach and the income approach values which he thought were 
relatively close to one another, he concluded a value of $200 million. 
 
During cross-examination, Lagassa testified he possessed the ASA designation in machinery and 
equipment.  Lagassa reiterated that he is licensed in the State of Illinois because it is required to 
obtain a license in Illinois for real estate appraisals.  Lagassa admitted that he has been 
disciplined by the Illinois licensing board and has been fined $25,000.  In addition, he was 
disciplined by the Maine licensing board as it was related to the Illinois issue.  Lagassa testified 
that he was disciplined once in Illinois for filing a report without a license and was fined and 
then he was disciplined by the State of Maine for failing to inform them within 10 days as 
required by their regulations.   
 
Lagassa stated he inspected the subject property on November 14, 2012 with the only change he 
can recall being a transition piece that was cracked, which needed to be welded.  He stated he 
tried to confirm whether or not the repair had been done and despite numerous requests, he was 
never informed of it.  However, he did conclude that it looked like it had been repaired and made 
the assumption that it had been repaired and has proven to be repaired.   
 
Lagassa agreed the subject property’s sale closed in January 2014 along with three other 
properties [sic].  Lagassa testified that he knew what the sale price was and that there was a 
three-stage process, that the coal plants were sold separately, the gas plant was sold separately to 
Medina Valley, which was a subsidiary of Ameren Energy Resources, who then simultaneously 
or shortly thereafter transferred it to Rockland Capital.  He believed the total sale time took 2 to 
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5 months.  Lagassa testified that it would not surprise him that the subject property was on the 
market in the beginning of 2012.  Lagassa agreed his 2014 report does not discuss the subject’s 
sale to Rockland Capital in great detail, but since it occurred after January 1, 2014, he did not 
think it was inappropriate.   
 
Lagassa testified that he notes on page 6 of his report that an extraordinary assumption is from a 
definition in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that if there is something 
that needs to be true in order for a report to be valid, an appraiser should note it.  So, he made the 
observation that his conclusion of value is based on forecasts of energy prices going forward.  He 
testified that if they are not valid, then his appraisal results might be different.  
 
On page 8 of his report, Lagassa stated the Grand Tower was in full operation as a merchant 
generating facility.  Lagassa stated that he did observe that one of the units was suffering from 
some wear and tear owing to the transition piece, but, the subject was in full operation meaning it 
was fully operable with some proper maintenance.   
 
Lagassa stated in his report that the subject has a nominal capacity of 570-megawatts which 
matches the nameplate capacity in this case.  When discussing the 570-megawatts, Lagassa 
testified he is talking about capacity, not generation which is a measure of energy.  He stated 
energy would be in kilowatt hours and capacity is in kilowatts or megawatts.  Lagassa agreed the 
subject is a hybrid power plant insofar as the steam turbines were originally installed for a coal 
plant, but stated, it is not hybrid in the sense that it has the characteristics of a standard natural 
gas combined cycle plant.  He stated it has the combustion turbines, it has the heat recovery 
steam generators and it has the steam turbines.  He believed the subject is sort of a hybrid.  
Lagassa agreed it is abnormal in the industry to have two gas-fired combustion turbines paired 
with two older steam turbines.  He stated you could have one steam turbine doing the same thing, 
but since there were two there, it made sense to make use of them.  Lagassa testified that he had 
not done an analysis to determine the percentage where one as opposed to two steam turbines 
would be paired with a gas-fired combustion turbine, but it is not unusual to see it paired with 
two.     
 
Lagassa admitted that in 13 years of operation the nominal capacity of the subject was only 
above 6% two times, in 2005 and 2006.  Lagassa testified that the subject does not operate as 
long as or as often as a typical gas-fired combined cycle turbine.  Lagassa stated that the 
nationwide average utilization of a natural gas combined cycle plant was 30% at that time, so the 
subject’s plant factors are relatively low, just barely within the intermediate range.  Lagassa 
reiterated he gave his cost approach to value analysis some weight and credibility and tried to 
view all three approaches to value equally but viewed the cost approach as least reliable because 
it involved the largest adjustment, which are typically found in the depreciation analysis he 
prepared.   
 
On page 43 of his report, Lagassa admitted that he did not make an entirely accurate statement 
wherein he stated the natural gas combined cycle plant has the quick-start capacity of a peaking 
plant.  Lagassa testified that it should have read they can offer the quick-start capability of a 
peaking plant, particularly if there is a bypass stack.  Lagassa explained that he previously 
appraised some other natural gas combined cycle plants in Texas which did have bypass stacks 
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and probably made the mistake and assumption that they existed in the subject plant, which they 
did not.  Lagassa stated it would be better to not even consider the subject as a peaking facility, 
but to think of it more as an intermediate facility or even a base load plant.  Lagassa admitted 
that intermediate facilities were intended to operate at higher capacities than what the subject has 
typically been operated at, but stated it is sort of in the range and there has been instance where 
the operation is borderline of an intermediate.  Lagassa agreed that it occurred in 2002 and 2012 
but stated that peaking and intermediate are just a word, you can call it what you want, but, the 
important thing is how much energy you think it is going to produce going forward.   
 
Lagassa agreed that the subject can produce all the energy in the world, but if there is no demand 
for the energy, who is going to buy it.  Lagassa admitted that on page 48 of his report that instead 
of saying the subject facility may have incentives to remain offline, he would prefer to say that it 
could operate under capacity in order to ramp up or ramp down as the case may be, automatic 
generation control.  He stated the subject does not remain offline and gain a benefit, but it can 
remain ramped down and be paid for that operating under capacity, is really what should have 
been stated.   
 
Lagassa was not sure how many of his improved sales comparables included only the sale of the 
facility without attached contracts or transmission lines.  He knows some did and knows there 
were 2 or 3 that stood out as having contracts, he just doesn’t know.  Lagassa did not adjust his 
comparables up or down for having a power contract as he considered the benefit of power 
contract as a security of the knowledge that you have a fixed income, not necessarily a higher 
income.  He agreed that you would then have a reduced risk, but you are getting less money for 
the reduced risk, which is why he made no adjustment.  The subject’s sale contained no fixed 
contracts.   
 
Lagassa stated from 3 to 5 of his comparables sales were regulated utilities and some of the 18 
sales were resales of the same properties.  Lagassa stated the Bridgeport sale was one that sold 
more than once and clearly involved Emera, which is a utility in Canada, but was not operating 
as a utility, so he would not count that among them, but it operated as an independent power 
producer, so he was not sure.  Lagassa admitted that only the Holland Energy plant was the only 
one in MISO, like the subject.  Lagassa admitted that some of his sale comparables were sold as 
part of a portfolio package and so the sale price was based on an average by dividing the total 
megawatts.  Lagassa stated he was not privy to any particular purchase price allocations of the 
individual sales.  He stated there were some individual sales such as Hector County, a plant he 
appraised separately.  There was also Acadia Power Partners, Block 1; Acadia Power Partners, 
Block 2; the Hines sale; Hot Springs sale, along with Bridgeport Energy, which sold alone.  
Lagassa said the Bridgeport Energy sale was interesting because it is about the same size as the 
subject at 520 megawatts.  Lagassa testified that he used sale number 18 to establish the upper 
boundary and that there is a very convincing argument that it represents a good comparable.  
Lagassa stated he tried to come up with a single point indicator of value, but could not, so he 
tried to establish a range and thought that sale number 18 was persuasive and indicated the 
higher end of the range, so he put a lot of faith into sale number 18.   
 
Lagassa agreed that sale number 18 was his oldest sale in the 2014 report and fell off in the 2015 
report.  Lagassa stated that from the date of sale number 18 to the date of his report for 2014, gas 
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prices were at a peak in 2009 and were falling off and continuing to fall off, so the market was 
effectuated more by declining gas prices and expectation of stable, low prices going forward 
along with the announcement of more and more shutdowns of coal burning and nuclear plants.  
Lagassa testified that his five-year average net capacity was 8.9% and included the large jump in 
2012 and the low output year.  Lagassa agreed that in 2012, the subject plant ran as more of a 
base load plant.  Lagassa admitted that he only had the 2014 and 2015 operating statements 
because Rockland Capital did not possess them, so he did what he could based on the 
information provided.   
 
In regard to reconciliation, Lagassa testified all three approaches to value were equally 
important.  Lagassa stated he did not use a market model to forecast in his discounted cash flow 
analysis because in his experience as an appraiser, they are costly and wrong, so he prefers to use 
his own judgment.  Lagassa stated he provided for insurance expense in his discounted cash flow 
analysis in the administrative and general expenses, however, it is not stated anywhere in his 
report.  He thought it would certainly be in the estimated cost of operation, at least for 
replacement cost, put forth by the Energy Information Administration.  Lagassa testified that one 
of the characteristics of a discounted cash flow analysis is that you value each individual year of 
income and discount each individual year back by however many years it is out into the future.  
He stated it can be fairly arbitrary and it might be dictated by your methodology how long you 
posit as a holding period.  Lagassa explained that as an example when he is going to value this 
plant from an income perspective, he is going to suggest they are going to hold this for ten years; 
and then at the end of the tenth year, the beginning of the eleventh year, they are going to sell it.  
And what they are going to sell it for at that time is some multiple of what the income has been 
on the individual years or in the immediate prior year to the sale.  So, there is a computation that 
is applied to compute the revisionary value, which is how much that lump sum would be in the 
final year, and that computes back into the total net present value of the cash flow.   
 
He stated that one of the differences between direct capitalization and a discounted cash flow 
analysis is that in direct capitalization, whatever that reversion is out there in that distant future, 
that is already factored into your capitalization rate.  But, when you establish a discount rate, you 
do not do that, so you have to make a provision for adding it into the last year.  Page 67 of his 
2015 report states “[o]ur discounted cash flow analysis assumes perpetual asset life due to life 
extension based on regular capital expenditures and sale of the asset at the end of the posited 
holding period in 2035.”  Lagassa testified that if he did not assume perpetual asset life, then in 
2035 it would have no value because it would not be sold.  It would just be dead.  He said it 
might have salvage value, the land would still be there and that would have value.  The 
machinery could be sold into a scrap market or maybe sold to a Third World nation to be reused 
or whatever.  Lagassa testified that his assumption is fairly typical for a utility property to 
assume that the asset you are looking at will be there in perpetuity; and, therefore, there is that 
extra bump of value in the final year.   
 
When asked whether his capital expenditure forecast included sufficient funds to replace the 
steam turbines and perform major maintenance on a combined cycle combustion turbine, 
Lagassa testified that since it was based on what was presented to him by Rockland Capital, the 
early years are fairly large sums and the assumption is that they are investing in order to maintain 
them and that at the end of 35 or 40 years essentially what you have there is a completely new 
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project from what was there on year 1 because they are constantly improving it, adding to it and 
replacing pieces.  So, the amount of money which he started out at around $250,000 a year which 
was discerned from the forecast capital expenditures of Rockland Capital is what he posited 
there.  Lagassa agreed that number seems relatively low, but not necessarily when you pair it up 
with the larger sums of money that were scheduled in the Rockland Capital forecast.  When 
asked if it was typical to schedule repairs into a budget even though you may not end up 
spending the money in the year in question, Lagassa responded that he would assume that if you 
are scheduling the money, then you must think it was necessary.  Lagassa agreed that his 
assumption meant the subject property would be worth $500 million 20 years from now, he 
stated the terminal value would be $497 million in 2035 dollars with a present-value of that 
today being $79 million.  Lagassa stated that the chronological age of the property in 2035 would 
be 34 years old if dated back to 2001 and the effective age may be quite a bit less because of the 
expenditures that will have been made along the way.   
 
Lagassa testified that he assigned a life of 60 years’ service life to the coal related assets in his 
cost approach to value, and for the others he assigned a service life of 35 years.  Lagassa stated 
he used a gross heat rate for the subject property on two different occasions in his report.  One 
was for computing functional obsolescence owing to the increased gas demand of the subject 
relative to the replacement.  He believed that was appropriate in that case because he was 
measuring the actual utility of the project by comparison to the utility of the replacement.  He 
stated there was no reason to assume that the stated heat rates of the replacement were anything 
other than gross heat rates, which seemed to make sense.  In addition, in the computation of the 
discounted cash flow analysis, he used gross heat rate, in part, largely because it seemed to him 
he was measuring the utility of the project and asked how much it costs to operate the plant.  He 
stated the answer is based on the gross heat rate, but it makes sense from the income perspective 
to apply a net heat rate there upon rethinking.  Lagassa testified that he had done that analysis 
and it does lower the value by the income approach slightly.   
 
When asked if his appraisal was based on a fee simple interest, Lagassa stated it was.  In regard 
to page 9 of his report wherein its states the appraisal of the subject power plant and continued 
use as a going concern means that in order for it to have value, it is part of a business, essentially, 
he stated at some level, this was a business valuation, they were looking at the income that is 
generated by virtue of it selling power into a market and were trying to determine what one 
would pay for the real assets based on what is available by operating as a going concern, but all 
three estimated values under all three approaches were fee simple interests.  Lagassa described 
the subject property in his report as being in good condition, well maintained and capable of 
serving the intended purpose as of January 1, 2014, which he would have to say was operation as 
an intermediate plant.  However, Lagassa admitted that in 2014 the subject property was not 
operating as an intermediate plant as its nominal capacity factor based on 570-megawatts was 
1.7%.  Lagassa stated that these percentages seemed low to him for an intermediate plant.  
Lagassa stated that the Gibson City plants operated at around 1% or 2%, so if you call them 
peaking plants then the subject corresponds to that, even though they are different in that they are 
simple cycle plants.   
 
Lagassa explained that he was not concerned about the forced outages at the subject plant 
because he was looking at actual production which would certainly have taken into account what 
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the forced outage ratings were.  He knew that on average, in certain years it was low and in 
certain years it was high, but on average the production of 8.9% seemed reasonable.  Lagassa 
agreed that if he had looked further into, it might have indicated whether the forced outages were 
management related or equipment related, however, he did not look into it.   
 
Lagassa testified that sale comparables number 1, 3, 5, 7, 12, 15 and 16 were portfolio sales with 
the sale prices shown being the total for all plants involved in each sale.  He broke the sales 
down by opining the capacity of each sale had a value which is discerned by the average value 
per kilowatt paid.  He simply divided the installed capacity by the sales price as a unit of 
measurement.  To verify each sale he used, Lagassa read the press, a variety of magazines that 
reported the sales such as Power Finance & Risk, standard newspapers, local newspapers and in 
some cases confirming articles.  He did not talk to any brokers about the specific sales he used.  
Lagassa agreed that the details of each sale may be lacking in the articles he used to confirm the 
sales and a person would not see that there is reference to there being call options or put options 
or power purchase agreements, which are seldom available.  Lagassa testified that his final 
conclusion value tried to take into account the value of going concern by establishing a range and 
discounting what he thought were markets where the price and the implicit price that might be 
paid under a power purchase agreement would benefit the value.  So, he ultimately ended up 
with a 30% discount for determining the low range.  Lagassa agreed the subject sells energy in 
an unregulated market as do all of the sale comparables he used.  Lagassa also agreed there is 
much less risk in a regulated market and it would affect the discount rates applied, which is a 
measure of risk.  Lagassa testified that a general discount flow analysis is inherently reliable, 
however, he agreed that if an error is made upfront in one of the estimations, the error is 
compounded over the projected number of years.  Lagassa testified that he forecast electric 
energy revenues to increase or decrease in line with natural gas.  Further, if that assumption is 
wrong, then his numbers are all wrong all the way throughout.  However, maybe for some reason 
only one of them is wrong, maybe for some reason in one year it did not match natural gas 
prices, but, he thinks as a general rule, it is a reliable assumption.   
 
Lagassa admitted that he was relying on the price of natural gas being relatively stable 
throughout the projection period.  He believed Annual Energy Outlook was looking at a 3.5% 
growth rate over a 35-year period.  When asked why he used 9.5% if his five-year range came in 
at 8.9% he stated it was because the market at the end of the five-year period in either 2014 or 
2015 was characterized as the expectation that natural gas prices were going to fall going 
forward and that, as a consequence of that, the natural gas combined cycle plants would be able 
to compete more effectively against other cheaper sources of power such as coal and nuclear.  In 
addition, with coal being shut down as a result of environmental regulations, he thought it was 
reasonable to make that assumption.  Plus, it helped his analysis because they were able to find 
some years where they know that when they operate at a 9.4% capacity factor, they had a pretty 
good sense that that is probably a good measure of what the operating costs would be and so on.   
 
Lagassa stated the Annual Energy Outlook study goes out 35 to 40 years, which he found to be 
reliable.  Further, he stated a lot of corporations, businesses who rely on consumption of energy 
rely on the Annual Energy Outlook study.  Lagassa testified that the Annual Energy Outlook 
study is quite complicated model with low growth, a reference case which is a prediction based 
on existing legislation and a high growth scenario.  Lagassa testified that he appraised the subject 
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property as of January 1, 2010 for a property tax appeal along with the appraisals which are the 
subject matter of these appeals for 2014 and 2015.  Lagassa testified that he is a qualified ASA, 
which is not a license, but is rather a private organization in which he pays dues to.  He stated it 
takes a certain number of years and a certain number of appraisals prepared to prove competence 
and pass some exams to appraise machinery and equipment.  Lagassa agreed that appraising 
machinery and equipment is different that appraising real estate.  However, Lagassa testified that 
he is also a licensed as a real estate appraiser and in order to maintain that license, he has to take 
continuing education credits which he finds is applicable and useful to his practice as a 
machinery and equipment specialist.   
 
During re-direct, Lagassa testified that he has never been disciplined for the contents of an 
appraisal.  He stated his discipline was when he was working for counsel Ginsburg and Lane in 
the same law firm doing an appraisal of the Collins station, which was a 2,600 or 2,800-
megawatt gas fired thermal station in Grundy County.  He stated he was called in because the 
appraiser that had been working on the case for years was dying of cancer.  Lagassa elected to do                    
the appraisal, even though he was extremely busy, and in the course of working on that appraisal, 
he postponed his application for a license in Illinois.  Lagassa stated he submitted an application 
for license and the appraisal was submitted to the Property Tax Appeal Board with the 
designation of license pending.  He explained the attorney on the other side called the licensing 
board and they made him pay a very large fine because he had not yet received his license even 
though he had submitted his application.  He stated he received a consent decree and as a result 
he was granted a license.  Lagassa testified that there was never any question of ethics or 
competence, but, he did have to pay a stiff fine in Illinois which they based on his fee.  Lagassa 
stated that to make matters worse, he was also fined $250 by the State of Maine for not 
informing them, which he was not aware that he had to.   
 
Lagassa testified that a 9.5% capacity factor for a plant that was designed as a base load plant 
takes into account the inefficiencies and maintenance issues along with other economic factors 
that may be related to forced outages and other inefficiencies.  He stated the 9.5% capacity factor 
is the reality of the way it has operated on average over the past five years.  Lagassa testified that 
he brought his work file which could be examined to validate the 25.5% economic obsolescence 
in his report.  He stated he did not put the calculations in the report so as not to confuse the 
reader.  He stated the basic intention in the report was to show the logic of his thinking, so he 
reported where the 25.5% came from and could have put in the computations, but since he did 
not, he brought along his work file to the hearing, if needed.  In regard to extracting out the value 
of going concern from the value of the real estate, Lagassa testified that he subtracted out the 
value of the intangibles and goodwill and determined what those were by looking at benchmark 
companies as reported in FERC Form 1 and found that in the electrical business there was not a 
whole lot of measurable goodwill.  Lagassa does believe there is intangible benefit in the form of 
labor contracts and there might be some benefit in the form of power contracts and fuel contracts 
along with a mobilized labor force having value, but those are accounting functions that are 
actually accounted for in Yahoo Finance and in the FERC Form 1.  So, he looked at how much 
that are accounted for by those comparables and determined that about 1% was a reasonable 
measure of intangible value and was removed.  Lagassa stated that his computation of final value 
found on page 80 of his report is the value of the property without the intangible portions and the 
part that would be considered business value.  Lagassa testified that the sources he used such as 
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the Business Wire, a Berkshire Hathaway company, Electric Light and Power, magazines which 
he receives are read only by people in the industry and are generically called the financial press.  
Lagassa stated that he is comfortable that the source of information he used provides a 
reasonable range for his sales comparison approach sufficient enough to be relied upon as an 
expert in valuing the subject property.  Lagassa then admitted that he does not believe everything 
he reads without verification.  Lagassa testified that he verified the information in his sales 
comparison approach by looking at the press releases from the companies, looking at the press 
reporting and trying to find at least two or three sources that reported the same information.  
 
Intervenor’s counsel then highlighted documents entered into the record.  In both the 2014 and 
2015 appeals, the intervenor submitted a number of documents from authoritative sources 
including the U.S. Energy Information Administration, SNL Financial, Reuters, Wall Street 
Journal, The Brattle Group and the United States Congressional Research Service.  Documents 
“E” through “I” are the EIA documents regarding what was happening in the market for natural 
gas leading up to the effective date of value.  Document “D” is an article of July 6, 2011 from the 
EIA titled “Natural Gas Use in the Electric Power Sector is Growing” which discuses how since 
2005 “the nations fleet of natural gas combined cycle power plants is contributing significantly 
more to base load electricity needs.  Additionally, natural gas combined cycle power plants 
operate highly efficiently, allowing plants to generate a greater volume of electricity per unit of 
natural gas burned.”   
 
Exhibit No. I is a document from SNL Energy, dated November 1, 2013 entitled “Once Dour, 
Outlook for U.S. Natural Gas is Making a U-turn.”  The document states “After two years of low 
prices, natural gas analysts and members of the industry appear to be increasingly positive about 
role natural gas will play in the U.S. energy picture” looking at the industry according to Black 
& Veatch study released October 30th, “People directly involved in the industry also see a bright 
future for American gas supplies.  95% of the more than 330 respondents and industry 
stakeholders and representatives throughout the value trade consider themselves optimistic or 
very optimistic in their outlook on energy growth by 2020, a 3-percentage point increase from 
the previous year’s survey.”   Counsel stated the last paragraph reads “[t]he respondents in the 
Black & Veatch survey were not the only ones who saw electric generation as a potential boost 
demand.  National Center for Policy Analysis fellow H. Sterling Burnett told SNL Energy that he 
believes it will be the unquestioned driver of increased gas demand over the next several years as 
the Obama administration is going to take care of coal plants through increased regulation.”   
 
Exhibit No. J is a document just before the effective date of value dated October 2013, also from 
SNL Energy, which discussed how the fracking technology has impacted the productivity of 
natural gas.  The article states “Marcellus and Utica natural gas production growth will depress 
natural gas prices with new pipeline projects driving the production growth amid an absence of 
demand until 2015 when power sector demand will rise with the implementation of the Mercury 
and Air Toxics Standards.”  “Strong Marcellus and Utica Shale gas production is pressuring 
natural gas price outlooks for 2014 and beyond according to recent reports released by analyst 
from Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley.  Morgan Stanley analysts impress weakness in 
moving forward particularly in 2014, given very large Marcellus/Utica production increases, the 
equity research team said in an October 16th report.”  The article then states that “in 2013 SNL 
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data shows the ongoing efforts to improve transportation of the abundant shale gas resource to 
areas of demand.”   
 
Exhibit No. K is a document dated October 18, 2013 from SNL Energy entitled “EPA Carbon 
Rule to Remove Last Impediment to Building a Lot of New Gas Plants.”  Counsel stated this 
document highlights how the impact of the coal regulations are making gas plants the power 
source of choice and reads “[i]n fact, greenhouse gas rules provide for new plants as currently 
written bode well for natural gas demand from power plants, according to Stuart Pearman, 
partner and energy practice leader for consulting firm Scott Madden, Inc.  They assure that no 
new coal plants will be built, Pearman said.  Given the lead times for nuclear, that means that gas 
is the only game in town for base load replacements.”  In addition, the article states “ [n]atural 
gas supply abundance in the U.S. and low wholesale gas prices combined with the prospect of 
low gas prices going forward have given gas-fired generation a tremendous advantage in the 
marketplace.  Since 1990, natural gas has represented 71 percent of generation capacity additions 
in the U.S., according to Sneed.”   
 
Exhibit No. N is a document dated April 12, 2013 published by SNL Financial intitled “Analyst 
Weak, Shale Production Transforming Face of U.S. Energy Landscape” and reads “[t]his year 
the Utica shale will race with the Marcellus Shale to increase U.S. oil and natural gas production.  
Abundant supply will continue to reshape the energy landscape by decreasing prices and 
increasing competitiveness while spurring infrastructure, growth, and new demand 
opportunities.”  Further, “the EIA estimates that the lower 48 natural gas production increase by 
15 billion cubic feet per day from 50.8 Bcf per day in January 2007 to 65.8 Bcf per day in 
December 2012.”  The document further reads “[h]owever, more infrastructure is needed for gas 
output to maintain its pace of growth, the Barclay analyst said.”  Further, the document depicts 
“as to transportation infrastructure expenditures, they are adding natural gas  processing plants 
and refinery expansions.  In the NGL industry alone, over 80 new NGL processing plants are 
being built and that will add 14.6 billion cubic feet per day of new capacity and require 16 
pipeline projects to connect them in production.”   
 
Exhibit No. R is a document prepared by financial analysts The Brattle Group and is entitled 
“Potential Coal Plant Retirements 2012 Update.”  The document states “[t]he energy market 
outlook and emerging environmental regulations had changed substantially since we last studied 
the potential for coal plant retirements in December of 2010.  The decrease in spot and forward 
gas prices combined with low demands of power have caused projected energy margins in the 
spot of replacement power decrease, altering the economics for coal units toward retirement 
versus retrofit decisions.”  The document further reads “[a]s of July 2012, approximately 30 
gigawatt of coal plant capacity, roughly ten percent of total coal capacity, had announced plans 
to retire by 2016.  Some of these announcements may be reversed if market conditions improve 
for coal units, but it appears more likely that many additional units will join the retirement list of 
the currently foreseen market conditions continue as expected over the next few years.”  The 
document also projected coal retirements by the NERC region and states “[a]s shown in Figure 4, 
NERC regions SERC,” which is the region the subject is located, “as well as RFC have the 
largest shares of retirements.  27 to 30-gigawatts in SERC and 18 to 26-gigawatts in RFC.”  
Counsel stated the SERC region where the subject is located has the most scheduled retirements 
of any region in the country.  Specifically, with MISO, it states, “[w]hile PJM will have the most 
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retirements in coal capacity, it will be followed by 11 to 16-gigawatts in the MISO region.”  The 
document also states on page 7, table 2 “Projected retirements by ISO/RTO Region” and shows 
that MISO of all the regions in the country has the second most projected coal retirements.   
 
Exhibit No. T is an analysis prepared by the United States Congressional Research Service 
entitled “Natural Gas in the U.S. Economy, Opportunities for Growth” is dated November 6, 
2012 and begins with “Introduction, What to do With all The Natural Gas?”  The document 
states “ [t]he relatively rapid expansion of U.S. natural gas resources over the last five years, 
particularly from shale gas, has been coupled with slower demand growth by natural gas 
consumers.  The result has been low prices not seen for over a decade and, equally important, 
prices that are projected to stay low for decades.”  The document continues with “[h]istorically, 
natural gas prices in the United States have been volatile.  From 1995 to 1999, the spot price of 
natural gas averaged $2.23 per MBTU but increased to an average price of $4.68 per MBTU 
during the 2000 to 2004 period, an almost 110 percent rise.  From 2005 to 2009, the spot price 
averaged $7.23 per MBTU, hitting a peak of $15.38 MBTU in December 2005.  Prices again 
spiked in July 2008.”  Further, “[l]ower recent prices and the optimistic expectation concerning 
domestic supply have led to a view that the United States will have plentiful supplies of natural 
gas available at low costs well into the future.’   
 
Counsel pointed out that the U.S. natural gas prices from 1990 through 2012, that essentially the 
average price of gas compares with the subject’s capacity factor, wherein there is a direct 
correlation as the price of gas goes down, the capacity factor goes up, essentially for the life of 
the subject plant.  On page 14, the document states “[a]s discussed earlier in this report, natural 
gas is expected to increase its share of electricity generating capacity.  The broad reasons for this 
increase begin with the expected increases in natural gas supply along with low gas prices.  Also 
important are the relatively low carbon emissions of gas-fired plants relative to coal-fired plants 
and the relatively high capital investment cost of coal-fired plants compared to natural gas-fired 
plants.  An additional benefit for the power generating industry related to natural gas-fired plants 
is flexibility.  Natural gas facilities can increase or decrease generation much more efficiently 
and cheaply than coal-fired plants.  Much of the increase in natural gas-fired generation has been 
from facilities that have been operating below capacity.  Lower fuel costs have given these 
facilities an advantage over other generators.  As a result of these advantages, natural gas plants 
are expected to account for 60 percent of new generating capacity in the United States between 
2001 and 2035. . . .  Air Pollution Emissions by Combusted Fuel Type:  shows that natural gas is 
cleaner with respect to carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, particulates, and mercury 
when compared with oil or coal.  The documents were marked as Group Exhibit No. 7 for the 
record.  The intervenor then rested its case in chief.   
 
In rebuttal, appellant’s counsel called Michael E. Green, ASA, as a witness.  Green is employed 
by Filsinger Energy Partners.  He holds the accredited Senior Appraiser designation with the 
American Society of Appraisers in public utilities and is also a licensed general real estate 
property appraiser with a license in the State of Alabama, New York and Michigan along with a 
temporary license in the State of Illinois.  He has been an independent fee appraiser since college 
graduation in 1982; 36 years.  He has prepared over 100 appraisals of gas-fired generation plants 
with over 44-gigawatts of owned capacity.  He has previously testified as an expert and the 
review of reports prior to the hearing.   
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Green completed a review of the appraisal report prepared by George Lagassa on behalf of 
Grand Tower Energy, LLC., which was marked as appellant’s Exhibit No. 2 for the 2014 review 
report and as appellant’s Exhibit No. 3 for the 2015 review report.  Other than the comparable 
sales used by Lagassa in the 2014 and 2015 appraisal reports, his review was primarily the same 
in his review reports.  The intended users of his review report were his client, Grant Tower 
Energy, and the Property Tax Appeal Board.  The purpose of his assignment was to prepare a 
review appraisal report of Lagassa’s report in accordance with Standard 3 of the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, which requires drawing conclusions which are 
listed in the executive summary and footnote on page 1-1 of his review report.  Green received 
no assistance in preparing his review report.  Green testified the scope of his review involved 
checking Lagassa’s report for completeness, accuracy, adequacy, relevance, reasonableness 
under applicable law regulations and intended user requirements.  He stated he specifically 
checked the report for errors of and fact and theory.   
 
Green investigated operating characteristics of the subject plant from discussions with the client 
and a review of reports and other information to which they made available to him.  Green stated 
he evaluated projected dispatch at the facility, projected revenues, projected expenses, capital 
expenditures, discount rate, comparable sales, replacement costs new and depreciation estimates.  
However, he did not arrive at an independent valuation of the subject facility.  Upon completion 
of his review, Green opined that Lagassa included all three applicable approaches to value, 
however, each of the approaches contained certain flaws.   
 
Green testified that in the cost approach to value, Lagassa reached an inaccurate conclusion 
about operating characteristics of a combined cycle plant by comparing them to the same quick-
start capabilities of a simple cycle plant.  In addition, he used a conventional natural gas-fired 
combined cycle plant as a replacement cost, which is older technology than is available today.  
Green testified Lagassa should have used an advanced natural gas combined cycle plant, which 
were the types of plants being constructed as of the appraisal dates using what is referred to as H-
frame technology; which are more efficient.  Green stated he had no particular issues with 
Lagassa’s estimate of physical deterioration, which appeared reasonable.  However, Lagassa’s 
selection of the heat rate in measuring functional obsolescence, he should have been comparing 
the facility’s net heat rate against the net heat rate of an advanced natural gas combined cycle 
facility, which would have been roughly 1,000 BTUs per kilowatt hour lower.  In regard to the 
heat rate and referring to the appendix in Lagassa’s reports, Green stated there is a document 
prepared by the Energy Information Administration what was subcontracted out to R.W. Beck, 
now SAIC, that gives the various operating parameters and efficiencies.   
 
In addition, Green stated Lagassa did not pick up that a modern natural gas plant would run 
much more frequently than the subject facility because it is more efficient.  He stated the way 
MISO and other ISOs will dispatch power plants is they will array all the plants from the lowest 
variable cost to the highest variable cost.  Green testified that wind farms and solar farms have 
no fuel costs, so they are the first ones to run, every moment they are available when the wind 
blows and the sun shines; they are going to run first.  The next increment of cost will be the 
nuclear plants which have a low fuel cost and fairly low variable operating costs; they will be 
dispatched next.  Green testified that back before natural gas prices were as low as they are 
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today, coal plants would have been the next in the dispatch queue to be dispatched and they 
would run 24/7 or basically for every hour that they were available.  Then, it would be the 
natural gas plants would be operated as a swing plant and be dispatched at part load.   
 
Green testified that there is confusion in the terminology between base load and what he calls 
part load.  He stated they can run at less than 500-megawatts to as low as 250-megawatts.  Then, 
as the load changes during the day, the plant could be ramped up and ramped down, so it is 
following the load in the system, which is called intermediate or load following.  After that, the 
plants that come on are typically the simple cycle plants because they have the highest fuel costs 
and the lowest operating efficiencies.   
 
Green testified that a combined cycle plant with a lower heat rate will have a much higher 
capacity factor than Grand Tower.  As an example, Green stated that an advanced plant has a 
6,000-heat rate and the natural gas prices are $3 per million BTUs.  If you multiply 6 times 3, it 
has a fuel cost of $18 per megawatt hour.  If Grand Tower’s heat rate was 7,000 and given a fuel 
price of $3, its fuel costs would be $21 per megawatt hour, so it is more expensive in terms of 
price per megawatt hour.  Green stated that plants with the lower fuel cost run more, they are 
lower in the supply curve.  Green testified that this impacts upon how the plants are called into 
service because if you stack all the plants from lowest costs to the highest costs in terms of 
capacity and if you have 10,000-megawatts to be dispatched, then you go up the stack and look 
at which plants can supply the 10,000-megawatt level that can be called upon, what are its fuel 
costs and that sets the market price at any given moment.  Green stated that in periods of high 
demand in the summer when they are running the simple cycle plants and the fuel costs are really 
high, assuming an 11,000-heat rate at a $3 price, that is $33 a megawatt hour.  This would be the 
market clearing price.  Green explained this is the way the system is both dispatched and sets 
market prices.   
 
Green testified that in term of Lagassa’s cost approach, Lagassa used a perpetuity model which 
has no place in the analysis because these plants have finite lives and will get retired for either 
physical or technological reasons.  Green testified that these errors have an effect on value.  
Green stated that some of the data used by Lagassa was both inadequate and irrelevant.   
 
In regard to the market approach developed by Lagassa, Green stated the sales had no description 
of the technologies involved, so the reader does not know whether they were Westinghouse 
machines, GE machines, GEEAs or FAs, which have differences that affect performance.  In 
addition he found no discussion of PPAs or of the heat rates.  Green stated average heat rates are 
publicly available from government sources and industry sources.  Full load heat rates are a 
function of technology and with appropriate engineering expertise and input, you can estimate 
what full load heat rates are for various types of facilities.  Further, Green found no discussion in 
Lagassa’s report of market conditions.  Green stated the supply and demand balance in any given 
market area can have a significant impact on value.  If the market is tight and in need of 
additional capacity, prices will be higher.  If the market is in surplus capacity, some of which the 
southeastern market has been in substantial surplus capacity for years, then the values will be 
depressed.  Green found none of this was discussed in Lagassa’s report.   
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Green’s review report discusses the sale comparables used by Lagassa and depicts which plants 
had power purchase agreements associated with them, which plants were located in different 
geographically diverse markets and how old some of the sales were.  Green testified that he 
prepared an appraisal for sale number 18, the Holland Plant, which was used by Lagassa.  Green 
stated that there was no way he would have used a six-year old sale as a comparable in an 
appraisal.  He stated market conditions in this industry change rapidly and any sale over a year or 
two could be questionable.  Green agreed that the comparables could be adjusted for market 
conditions, however, the appraiser must have the right information for a market that changes 
rapidly.   
 
Looking at the income capitalization approach developed by Lagassa, Green testified that he has 
been concentrating on power plant valuations for approximately 20 years and it has been his 
practice and experience in dealing with market participants that in every case, a market expert or 
market model was used to forecast market prices and dispatch.  Green testified that there are 
several commercially available models on the market.  Green’s company licenses the Aurora 
model, which lots of market participants use.  Green stated it is standard industry practice to 
project how a plant is going to perform in the future and what kind of revenues it is going to 
receive.  Green said Lagassa did not utilize a model in his forecast estimates in his report.  Green 
testified that Lagassa’s report was predicted on a historical average capacity factor and a 
mystical base price of $45 per megawatt hour for 2013, of which Green has no idea where that 
number came from.  Green testified that he subscribes to a database that has all of the prices set 
on an hourly basis at the generator node at Grand Tower and the average price per megawatt 
hour received by Grand Tower in 2013 was $30.72 a megawatt hour, which is $15 a megawatt 
hour lower than the $45 used by Lagassa.  Green testified that this would crush the estimated 
value.     
 
In regard to the comparable sales approach developed by Lagassa, Green opined that there was 
no comparable sales analysis or any way to tell that any of the sales were comparable at all to the 
subject.  Green found the comparable sales approach developed by Lagassa was completely 
unreliable.  For example, Green stated Lagassa’s sale number 1 included a three-year call option, 
however the terms of the three-year call option are not disclosed.  Green testified that this would 
affect the value, or the price paid in the transaction, it could be positive, or it could be negative, 
but that determination cannot be made.   
 
In addition, Green had issues with some of the sale dates.  Green did not understand why 
Lagassa utilized sale no. 4.  Further, sale number 5 was a portfolio of contracted cogeneration 
plants which are in no way comparable to Grand Tower.  Green stated most cogens have both 
power and steam contracts associated with them, which is a totally different physical 
arraignment.   
 
Looking at sale number 7, Green stated it was a sale of plants spread across the United States, 
four gas plants from Alabama, California, South Carolina and Virginia.  Green found there was 
no way possible to draw any market value indication from that transaction for the subject facility.  
Other problems included in Lagassa’s report was that he used really old transactions that were 
listed that have no place in a current market value appraisal because the market changes so 
rapidly, so they have no relevance to the appraisal.  Green found no quantitative support for the 
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30% adjustment.  Green testified that Lagassa’s appraisal had severe inadequacies and he would 
not rely on it.  Green testified that he has no interest in the subject property and his fee was not 
contingent on the value estimate.  Green then opined that Lagassa’s appraisal report was not 
reliable. 
 
During cross-examination, Green testified that he reviewed the document provided by Rockland 
Capital to Lagassa wherein Lagassa calculated a 570-megawatt capacity for the subject.  Green 
found that the calculation by Lagassa was not consistent with what has been reported by the plant 
to the Federal Government.  Looking at page 3-2, the table at the top shows the capacity statistics 
for nameplate, summer capacity and winter capacity.  Green stated that could be downloaded off 
the internet from the EIA’s web site (Form 923).  Green testified that combined cycle plants have 
different capacities based on ambient conditions.  In the summertime when the air is hot and less 
dense, it has a lower maximum capacity than in the wintertime when the air is cold and denser, 
when it has a higher maximum capacity.  Green stated capacity can also be affected by elevation 
and humidity and various things, but these statistics are reported to the Federal Government.  
Reading the document, counsel stated the nameplate capacity was depicted as 640.9; summer 
capacity, 511; and winter capacity, 551; and when averaged, the total average capacity was 
567.6.  Green did not agree that when there is significant doubt and variation as to a plant’s 
capacity, it would be appropriate to use the information provided by the owner.  Green stated the 
appraiser would have to independently verify the information.  Green admitted that installed 
capacity is a commonly used metric and would be appropriate to use as a basis for comparison.  
Green was not sure that he used that same metric, installed capacity, in his report.  Green then 
testified that SNL used operating capacity and was shown the document which states, “Total 
Installed Nameplate Capacity.”  Green testified that he was not sure the heading on the document 
was accurate.  He stated that if you take the transaction price and divide it by what they call 
operating capacity, that is the price you get.  Green continued to doubt the heading used by SNL.   
 
Green testified that he had issues with the heat rate calculated by Lagassa as being too low 
because he used an average heat rate, which is different than full load heat rate.  Green agreed 
that in his report, his proposed replacement for the subject is an advanced natural gas plant, not a 
simple cycle plant.  Green testified that if each appraiser, Lagassa and/or Reilly used an average 
to come up with a capacity factor it would not be the way he would have calculated the estimated 
capacity.  Green stated the price of electricity at $45 per megawatt hour was $15 higher than the 
actual price paid at the subject node.  When pointed out that Reilly used $48.98 for year one, 
which under counsel’s argument would be even more incorrect, Green stated that it contradicts 
the information he had at his fingertips, he would not have used a historical price to forecast 
forward.  Green agreed that ancillary service revenue is revenue that is appropriately attributed in 
a discounted cash flow analysis, and it would be incorrect to leave that revenue out, which would 
bring the value down.   
 
In his report, Green opines that no credible appraiser has ever viewed a combined cycle plant as 
a perpetual life asset, and if Reilly used the same method as Lagassa, it would be equally 
incorrect and not credible.  Green admitted that he did not visit the subject plant.  Green did not 
find that certain years should be considered or disregarded in the reports when calculating 
capacities and heat rates because things can fluctuate from year to year based on market 
conditions, fuel price and other factors.  Green agreed that 2002 and 2012 were an anomaly with 
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extreme fluctuations, however, he would not use that information because he forecasts forward 
by evaluating what his model said the capacity factors coming out against what history has been 
to make sure the model is calibrated correctly;  he would not use the historical data.   
 
Green explained that the model has a representation of every plant in the market, and that 
representation includes a full load heat rate and a heat rate curve because a plant is less efficient 
when it first cranks up, and the higher you ramp it up, the more efficient it becomes, so that heat 
rate curve starts to flatten out, which is represented in the model.  Green testified that they have 
minimum uptimes and minimum downtimes with hot starts and cold starts.  Green said the model 
tries to reflect all of those things, start costs, minimum run times, ramp rates and how fast it can 
go from one level to the next.  He stated they are very sophisticated market simulation models 
and are widely used.  Green testified that the models are commonly used for integrated resource 
planning, deal-making, or when a company is trying to figure out whether to build a plant or 
retire a plant.  Green testified that his model would be appropriate for a gas-fired combination 
turbine unit.   
 
To account for the subject’s unique characteristics using old and new equipment, Green testified 
that he would use the actual operating characteristics, using the higher heat rate, and the full load 
parameters would be plugged into his model.  He would use the subject’s actual capabilities of 
what it has been tested and capable of doing.  When questioned on the subject’s correct 
estimated capacity used by each appraiser in the income approach, cost approach and the 
discounted cash flow analyses, whether 503-megaawatts or 570-megawatts was correct, Green 
testified that for purposes of comparison, he would use nominal capacity, which is what the 
capacity is at 59 degrees Fahrenheit.  Green testified it is called the ISO rating.  Green testified 
that the trade press will report different capacities which could be summer net or average annual.  
But, he would show a representation of the subject plant using a column by month depicting 464-
megawatts net in the summer without duct firing and then 549-megawatts in the winter and 
would have a separate column for the duct firing because it has a different characteristic and 
when it is running without duct firing, it has a lower heat rate, it is inefficient.   
 
Green stated the duct firing is more like a simple cycle plant, if you fire extra gas, you get extra 
capacity, so he would model the duct firing as a separate plant that gets dispatched separately 
from the combined cycle plant.  Green testified that if he were plugging the information into a 
spreadsheet, he would use 519 summer and 611 winter and might average the two if he did not 
know the ISO rating.  When he is comparing the subject to other plants, the subject has 60-
megawatts of duct firing, so duct firing is cheaper capacity and he would make a physical 
adjustment.  In summary, he would adjust for the duct firing and the capacities would include the 
duct firing, 519 summer and 611 winter.   
 
Green stated it was not improper for Lagassa to come up with a price per kilowatt in the sales 
comparison approach to value as it was a standard in the industry and should be looked at when 
comparing and valuing the subject.  Green stated the most important features when selecting 
comparable properties is age, technology and location because location in different markets 
affect price levels.  Green explained that the cost of natural gas varies by location as the cost of 
natural gas in Pennsylvania is cheaper than on the Gulf coast because it is sitting on the 
Marcellus shale.  Green testified that the most appropriate method to value the subject property is 
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the discounted cash flow analysis because it is the only method that allows you to take into 
consideration all of the characteristics of the subject property.   
 
Green’s had problems with Lagassa’s discounted cash flow analysis because of his reversionary 
value and the lack of a sophisticated forecast.  Green does not have a problem with the discount 
rates Lagassa used, but he thought the revenue forecast was over simplistic and not reliable in his 
opinion.  Green testified the subject has functioned in the peaking range, however, it is designed 
to run at full load.  He stated base load means, in the conventional sense, how much it runs over 
a year’s time, with the exception being wind turbine, the non-fuel ones.  Wind is going to run 
base load even though its capacity factor is miserable, 25%, but it is going to run every time the 
wind blows.  Same with solar and running river hydro, they are base load plants.  They have low 
capacity factors, but they are base load plants.  They are designed to run first, that is base load.  
Green did not know where the subject would land, but, historically it is run as a peaking plant, so 
in this market it appears to fit there. 
 
On redirect, Green testified that there is no relevancy to 567-megawatt capacity counsel had him 
compute.  Green stated he doubted SNL because he has used SNL for about three years and it 
could be the terminology, so you have to look at what their definitions are for a specific number, 
like their definition of operating capacity and summer capacity, winter capacity.  You need to 
look further where they got their numbers and how they used them.  Green testified that there is 
an inverse correlation between price and capacity factor.  There is 8,760 hours in a year, and 
every price is different.  If you put them in a spreadsheet and sort from highest to lowest price, 
you can create what is called a price duration curve.  Green stated the top 10% of the average 
price of that curve is going to be a high number.  He stated on peak is about 47% of the top end 
of the curve, so the average price for on peak is going to be lower.  But, fundamentally speaking, 
the lower the capacity factor, the higher the average energy price received.  He said base load 
plants get the lowest average energy price because they are running 24/7 and they are getting the 
average of the high and low prices, while the peakers are only capturing those highest prices.   
 
During re-cross examination, Green testified that in the sales comparison approach to value he 
would have adjusted for fuel efficiency for differences between a simple cycle plant and a 
natural gas combined cycle plant.  Green admitted that the appraisal of this plant is particularly 
difficult because it has very high forced outage rates and the fact it is using old steam turbines.  
Green stated the sophisticated models he talked about earlier would cost between $50,000 and 
$75,000. 
 
The Notice of Final Decision of the Jackson County Board of Review for 2014 and evidence of 
the subject’s 2015 assessment depicts assessment values for the subject parcels under appeal as 
follows: 
 
2014 

DOCKET NO PARCEL NUMBER LAND IMPRVMT TOTAL 
14-03445.001-I-3 16-13-100-001 9,970 0 $9,970 
14-03445.002-I-3 16-13-300-001 1,909 0 $1,909 
14-03445.003-I-3 16-13-300-004 1,338 0 $1,338 
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14-03445.004-I-3 16-13-300-006 152,052 0 $152,052 
14-03445.005-I-3 16-14-200-001 115,807 31,254,127 $31,369,934 
14-03445.006-I-3 16-14-200-002 601 0 $601 
14-03445.007-I-3 16-14-400-002 1,396 0 $1,396 
14-03445.008-I-3 16-23-200-001 766 0 $766 
14-03445.009-I-3 16-24-101-001 509 0 $509 

 
201510  

DOCKET NO PARCEL NUMBER LAND IMPRVMT TOTAL 
15-00452.001-I-3 16-13-100-001 9,740 0 $9,740 
15-00452.002-I-3 16-13-300-001 1,909 0 $1,909 
15-00452.003-I-3 16-13-300-004 1,338 0 $1,338 
15-00452.004-I-3 16-13-300-006 152,052 0 $152,052 
15-00452.005-I-3 16-14-200-001 115,807 31,254,127 $31,369,934 
15-00452.006-I-3 16-14-200-002 601 0 $601 
15-00452.007-I-3 16-14-400-002 1,396 0 $1,396 
15-00452.008-I-3 16-23-200-001 766 0 $766 
15-00452.009-I-3 16-24-101-001 509 0 $509 
15-00452.010-I-3 46-13-300-001 633 0 $633 

 
 
For 2014 the subject parcels under appeal had a total assessment of $31,538,475, which reflects a 
market value of approximately $94,995,407 for 2014 using the three-year average median level 
of assessments for Jackson County of 33.20%.11   
 
For 2015 the subject parcels under appeal had a total assessment of $31,538,878, which reflects a 
market value of approximately $95,341,277 for 2015 using the three-year average median level 
of assessments for Jackson County of 33.08%.12   
                                                                                                                                                                                     

Conclusion of Law 
 
After hearing the testimony and considering the evidence, the Property Tax Appeal Board finds 
that it has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of the appeal.  The Board further 
finds a preponderance of the evidence in this record support a reduction in the subject's 
assessments.  
 
The appellant contends overvaluation as the basis of the appeal.  When market value is the basis 
of the appeal the value of the property must be proved by a preponderance of the evidence.  
National City Bank of Michigan/Illinois v. Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board, 331 Ill.App.3d 
1038 (3rd Dist. 2002).  The Board further finds the best evidence of the subject's market value in 
this record is the appraisal, prepared by Kevin S. Reilly, ASA, with an opinion of value of 
                                                 
10 The 2015 appeal contains an additional parcel number, Pin 46-13-300-001, which was not appealed in tax year 
2014.   
11 The Jackson County Board of Review submitted no evidence in support of the subject’s 2014 assessment. 
12 The Jackson County Board of Review was defaulted in the 2015 appeal by letter dated November 4, 2016. 
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$20,000,000 as of January 1, 2014 with no significant change in value as of January 1, 2015.  
The Board finds the appellant met this burden of proof and a reduction in the subject's 
assessment for 2014 and 2015 is warranted. 
 
Reilly developed the cost, income and a sales comparison approaches to value in estimating the 
subject property had a market value of $20,000,000 as of January 1, 2014.13  Reilly’s testimony 
at hearing herein depicts the subject’s value as of January 1, 2015 was substantially the same.  
(Transcript, page 252) 
 
In preparation of their appraisal reports the Board finds Reilly inspected the subject plant in 
August 2015, while Lagassa relied upon a prior inspection of the subject plant which occurred in 
November 2012, over one year prior to the valuation date of January 1, 2014.  Reilly opined the 
subject’s highest and best use as of January 1, 2014 of the subject facility was its current use as a 
peaking gas-fired power generation facility selling power into the MISO-Illinois market.  
(Appellant Exhibit No. 1, page 26)  Lagassa opined the subject’s highest and best use is as 
improved for natural gas combined cycle power generation.  (Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5, page 
40)   
 
Each appraisal report prepared by Lagassa, both the 2014 appraisal and the 2015 appraisal, are 
reliant on and subject to the hypothetical condition that the necessary repairs to the transition 
piece on unit one was repaired by January 1, 2014.  Lagassa indicated that if it had not been 
repaired, it could affect his opinion of value.  (See Intervenor Exhibit No. 5, page 6)  The Board 
finds this statement is the result of not inspecting the subject property immediately prior to 
preparation of each report and/or a lack verification at the time of preparing each report. 
 
One of the issues in this appeal involves operation of the plant as a base load, intermediate or 
peaker plant.  The record depicts that historically the subject plant was operating as a peaker 
plant as of the valuation dates in question and is limited in how it operates based on it being 
dispatched as such in the MISO-Illinois market.  The Board finds Lagassa failed to determine the 
subject’s highest and best use as improved in relation to its utility as a base load, intermediate 
load or peaker plant in the market in which it operates.  The reader of Lagassa’s report is left to 
determine if the subject’s highest and best use is as a base load, intermediate load or peaker plant 
within the MISO-Illinois market. 
 
Under the cost approach to value, Reilly utilized five land sales to estimate the subject's site 
value.  The land comparables were located in either Grand Tower or Fountain Bluff, Illinois.  
The comparables ranged from 157.78-acres to 311.58-acres and sold from March 2013 to 
January 2014 for prices ranging from $6,225 to $11,725 per acre.  Reilly adjusted the 
comparables for conditions of sale, location, frontage/access, topography/shape and easements.  
Reilly opined no adjustments were required for size or utilities.  Based on the data, Reilly 
estimated the subject site had a value of $7,100 per acre for a total land value of $2,388,000, 
rounded.  (See Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1, page 30)   Lagassa did not prepare a land sales 

                                                 
13 The appellant relied upon the valuation date of January 1, 2014 found in the Reilly appraisal (Appellant’s Exhibit 
No. 1), as evidence of the subject’s valuation as of January 1, 2015.  A separate appraisal for 2015 was not 
submitted into the record. 
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comparison analysis but was instructed to accept as valid the implicit market value of the 
subject’s land, based on the property tax assessment in Jackson County as of the valuation date.  
Lagassa, using this data, indicated the subject’s total market value of the land of $852,000, 
rounded.   (Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5, page 42)  The Board finds Reilly made logical and proper 
adjustments to the land sale comparables to estimate the subject’s land value of $2,388,000, 
whereas Lagassa simply applied a land value taken from the subject’s 2014 assessment, which 
was based on the subject’s previous year stipulated assessment between the board of review, 
intervenor and the prior owner  to support his land value, (see stipulation No. 1).  The Board 
further finds Reilly presented clear and concise evidence within his appraisal report the data and 
adjustments regarding each sale.  Lagassa, on the other hand, presented no testimony or evidence 
within his appraisal report to support or substantiate his estimated land value for the subject.  
Based on the testimony herein and on the validity of the evidence presented, the Board finds 
Reilly’s estimate of the subject's land value was more credible.14 
 
Reilly developed the replacement cost new of the improvements and explained that the 
replacement cost new does not represent costs associated with erecting an identical replica of the 
subject but rather is equal to the cost of a new modern facility with equal utility as the subject.  
(Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1, page 59)  Utilizing the Federal Publication Annual Energy Outlook 
2014 capital costs dollar-per-kilowatt data to calculate the base replacement cost new for the 
subject, Reilly added interest during construction and derived a replacement cost new as of 
January 1, 2014 for the subject of $388,000,000.  Reilly then deducted physical deterioration to 
account for age, wear and tear, corrosion, or fatigue at the subject.  In considering the physical 
condition of the subject, Reilly included an age/life analysis and relied on a visual inspection of 
the condition of the subject during his site visit, as well as discussions with onsite management, 
maintenance and engineering personnel.  Reilly used the age/life relationship to look at the age 
of the subject’s assets and then looked at the average service life and expected life of the assets 
to arrive at a ratio.  Other than the new major assets such as the combustion turbine, steam 
turbine generators and heat recovery steam generators, Reilly capped the older equipment at 65% 
of physical deterioration.  The total electrical generating assets were determined to have physical 
deterioration of 44%.  Overall, the analysis resulted in an overall physical deterioration for the 
subject of 50% with a remaining physical life of 18 years.  (Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1, page 66)  
Reilly then applied the 50% physical deterioration to the replacement cost new ($388,000,000 x 
50%) and deducted 50% ($194,000,000) to arrive at a replacement cost new less physical 
deterioration of $194,000,000.  Reilly then compared the subject’s historical non-fuel operating 
costs to the fixed and variable operating expenses of a modern replacement plant as published in 
the 2014 Annual Energy Outlook.  Reilly then examined the cost of fuel as an operating expense 
which resulted in a negative $1,913,277 of functional obsolescence. (Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1, 
page 70) Reilly calculated economic obsolescence by utilizing an earnings shortfall method by 
looking at the cost of a brand-new plant without physical and functional obsolescence and 
running a cash flow scenario for that plant which he then present-valued that cash flow back to a 
value today.  Reilly testified that if it was equal or greater than the cost to build the facility, then 
that indicated no economic obsolescence.  If it was less, then economic obsolescence existed.  
Reilly’s analysis indicated a significant level of economic obsolescence of 94% from return 

                                                 
14 The discussion on the issue of land value goes to the weight ascribed to the credibility of each appraisal as the 
land values for the subject parcels under appeal were stipulated to prior to hearing. 
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shortfall and concluded 90% of economic obsolescence existed.  Reilly then examined the 
subject’s budget for expenses.  He examined capital expenditures (“CAPEX”).  Reilly testified 
that in regard to the regulatory mandates the subject is exposed to, such as the ash pond, which a 
new gas-fired plant would not have, and the required retrofits, upgrades, maintenance and capital 
expenses to comply with regulation 316(b), he was looking at expenses as if someone were 
coming in to buy Grand Tower and had to comply with the regulations.  Reilly then calculated 
present-value as of January 1, 2014 to arrive at necessary capital expenditures of $9,862,631.  
Reilly then used his estimated replacement cost new of $388,000,000, subtracted 50% physical 
deterioration of $194,000,000 along with functional and economic obsolescence of 90% and 
necessary capital expenditures of $9,900,000 which indicated a value of the improvements of 
$11,400,000 to which he added a land value of $2,388,000 to derive a value for the subject under 
the cost approach to value of $14,000,000.  (Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1, page 75)  
 
Lagassa also developed a replacement cost new analysis by differentiating between the value of 
land and the value of the improvements, then determining a replacement cost of the 
improvements and the extent of depreciation which are subtracted to come up with a replacement 
cost new.     
 
In developing his cost approach to value, one of the pieces of information he requested from the 
owners was a fixed asset ledger which would indicate the original cost at the time and vintage 
age of the various remaining surviving assets there.  Lagassa applied the Handy-Whitman Index 
of Public Utility Construction Costs to a fixed asset ledger to determine the reproduction cost as 
of January 1, 2014 of the old steam turbines together with the newer combustion turbines, heat 
recovery steam generators and of all the ancillary equipment that had not been retired to arrive at 
a replacement cost new of $748,503,146. (Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5, page 46)  Lagassa’s 
replacement cost analysis was based on the published data from the Annual Energy Outlook for 
2013 where price per installed kilowatt for a conventional natural gas combined cycle facility 
was stated at $901 as an overnight cost.  After all adjustments, Lagassa concluded the cost per 
installed kilowatt of a conventional combined cycle of 570-megawatts would be $1,004 per 
kilowatt, which amounts to $572,280,000.  He then added interest during construction which he 
calculated assuming a three-year construction period and interest at prime plus 100 base points 
which seemed reasonable.  He then added in the value of the land ($852,000) to arrive at a total 
cost to replacement of $618,084,000 as of January 1, 2014.  In order to calculate incurable 
physical deterioration Lagassa used the age-life method refined by determining an effective age 
based on a dollar weighted replacement cost versus an actual replacement cost.  Lagassa 
determined 55.3% of physical depreciation as of January 1, 2014 was appropriate.  Lagassa 
found functional obsolescence based on the loss in value as a result of the development of new 
technology.  He testified that one form of functional obsolescence was excess construction which 
is measured by the difference between the reproduction cost new less the cost of replacement 
with a second form of functional obsolescence because of the more efficient operation of the 
replacement which had a stated heat rate of 7,050 BTU as opposed to a heat rate that he adopted 
of approximately 7,500 BTU.  Lagassa explained the difference meant that the operation of the 
replacement facility would be more efficient than the operation of the subject by that 450 BTU 
difference in the heat rate.  Lagassa then analyzed how much fuel would be consumed over a 
holding period going forward and determined that the present-value of the additional operating 
costs associated with the subject relative to the lower heat rate of the comparable was 
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$15,191,000.  In addition, Lagassa computed for two forms of external obsolescence.  One for 
being the obsolescence imposed on a facility by virtue of events that occur outside of the asset 
itself and determined a net present-value of $5,609,000 needed to be subtracted for external 
obsolescence.   
 
Lagassa also did a comparison of the subject facility to the operation of the replacement less 
physical depreciation to determine how much additional income would be required in order to 
make it possible to justify the expense invested in the subject plant.  He determined that the 
difference would require an additional 25.5% of income year after year after year in order to 
justify that expenditure.  So, Lagassa deducted 25.5% from the balance to determine a total 
amount of economic obsolescence (see page 49, intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5).  Lagassa found the 
excess construction which was the difference between reproduction cost new and the cost to 
replacement was $131,271,000, which was subtracted.  Physical deterioration was subtracted 
from the cost to replacement at 55.3%, resulting in a balance of $275,902,000.  He then 
subtracted 25.5% of that for the revenue deficiency associated with the increased cost of 
operation of the comparable and then also subtracted functional obsolescence and external 
obsolescence, re-added the value of the land and came up with a replacement cost new value less 
deprecation of $185,600,000 as of January 1, 2014. 
   
During cross-examination, Lagassa admitted that in his report he does not tell the reader how he 
arrived at his 25% economic obsolescence and does not show the computation, but, he 
essentially determined that the cost of replacement less physical depreciation of a conventional 
natural gas combine cycle plant would be $275,902,700 and that the annual income would need 
to be increased by 25.5%.  Lagassa stated that to get to the 25%, he played around with the 
percentage, raising it, raising it, raising it and lowering it until the total net present-value of the 
income amounted to $275,902,700.  Green testified that Lagassa erred in his cost approach to 
value and  reached an inaccurate conclusion about the operating characteristics of a combined 
cycle plant by comparing them to the same quick-start capabilities of a simple cycle plant.  In 
addition, he used a conventional natural gas-fired combined cycle plant as a replacement cost, 
which is older technology than is available today.  Green testified Lagassa should have used an 
advanced natural gas combined cycle plant, which were the types of plants being constructed as 
of the appraisal dates using what is referred to as H-frame technology; which are more efficient.  
Green stated he had no particular issues with Lagassa’s estimate of physical deterioration, which 
appeared reasonable.  However, Lagassa’s selection of the heat rate in measuring functional 
obsolescence was incorrect when he should have been comparing the facility’s net heat rate 
against the net heat rate of an advanced natural gas combined cycle facility, which would have 
been roughly 1,000 BTUs per kilowatt hour lower.  In regard to the heat rate and referring to the 
appendix in Lagassa’s reports, Green stated there is a document prepared by the Energy 
Information Administration that gives the various operating parameters and efficiencies.  In 
addition, Green stated Lagassa did not pick up that a modern natural gas plant would run much 
more frequently than the subject facility because it is more efficient. 
 
The Board gives less weight to Lagassa’s cost approach analysis based on the testimony and 
evidence produced herein.  As counsel pointed out, Lagassa erred in his characterization of the 
operating characteristics of a natural gas-fired combined cycle plant as offering the quick start 
capability of a peaking plant.  The Board finds this contradicts the historical operation of the 
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subject plant.  As Reilly testified, and it was unrefuted herein, peaking plants typically take from 
20 to 30-minutes to start up from a cold start to reach full load.  (Transcript, page 112)  In 
contrast, the evidence herein indicates the subject takes 7 to 8-hours to reach full load from a 
cold start.  Even Wells, a former employ at the subject plant, admitted, that from a cold start, the 
subject takes seven to eight hours to come online.  Wells stated that anytime the plant is offline 
for 72 hours or more, it’s going to be a cold start.  A warm start would be a re-start from 48 
hours to 72 hours of shut down, which would require a 3 to 4-hour start-up time.  A hot start 
would be only about two hours or two and one-half hours after being offline for less than 48 
hours.   
 
In addition, as Green pointed out, Lagassa erred in using an incorrect heat rate in the 
measurement of functional obsolescence stating Lagassa should have compared net the heat rate 
of an advanced natural gas combined cycle facility, which is approximately 1,000 BTUs per 
kilowatt hour lower as referenced by the Energy Information Administration and found in the 
appendix of Lagassa’s report.  Further, Lagassa failed to include support within his appraisal 
report for the 25.5% economic calculation.  Lagassa testified that he brought his work file to the 
hearing which could be examined to validate the 25.5% economic obsolescence in his report.  
Lagassa stated that to get to the 25%, he played around with the percentage until he reached a 
desired amount.  The Board finds that the amount of economic obsolescence found within the 
Lagassa report is not well supported.   
 
Based on the testimony herein and the evidence presented, the Board find Reilly’s cost approach 
to value was better supported within the appraisal report and is more credible.  The Board further 
finds that even though all experts agreed that a discounted cash flow analysis is the proper 
method to be used in valuation of the subject property, errors in the proper development of a cost 
approach analysis detracts from the final opinion of value and discredits the validity of the 
overall report.  
 
Both appraisers developed a sales comparison approach to value.  Reilly utilized six sales of 
combustion turbine plants located in South Carolina, Ohio, Utah and Tennessee.  Reilly 
explained in his appraisal report the sales were selected based on their similar operation of the 
subject.  Reilly further narrowed his selection of sales based on operation in unregulated markets.  
The sale comparables were built from 1996 to 2003 and had operating capacities ranging from 
205-megawatts  to  900.08-megawatts.  The sales occurred from 2007 to 2012 and sold for prices 
ranging from $55,000,000 to $427,000,000 or from $91 per kilowatt to $403 per kilowatt.  Reilly 
then adjusted the sales to the subject for operating capacity, chronological age, location and 
time/market conditions.  The sale comparables had adjusted sales prices per kilowatt ranging 
from $40 per kilowatt to $290 per kilowatt.  Reilly determined comparable sale number 2 was 
most similar to the subject, with an equal chronological age and similar capacity.  However, he 
found sale number 2 was located in the PJM-ISO market, which he explained is more robust and 
has a well-defined capacity market with a future capacity auction.   
 
Reilly further explained in his appraisal that because of the lack of market information, an 
adjustment, even though superior, could not be made for the capacity market.  Reilly stated 
Grand Tower is unique as a hybrid plant with steam turbines designed for coal use with buildings 
and structures built in the 1920s.  As a result, this did not allow Grand Tower to ramp up and 
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down as quickly as the combustion turbine comparables.  Reilly indicated Grand Tower’s 
revenues would be less than that of the comparables he used, indicating Grand Tower was 
inferior to the comparables.  From this, Reilly concluded his sales comparison approach to value 
indicated a value for the subject of $70 per kilowatt or $35,210,000 using an estimated capacity 
for the subject of 503 kilowatts.  Reilly concluded in his appraisal report that while the sales 
comparison approach to value was fully developed, its conclusion was considered less reliable 
than the cost and income approaches to value, and therefore, minimum weight was given to the 
sales comparison approach to value in his final conclusion of fair cash value for the subject.   
 
Lagassa also developed a sales comparison approach to value using 18 sales in the 2014 
appraisal and 12 sales in the 2015 appraisal.  Lagassa’s 18 sales in his 2014 report were located 
primarily in Texas, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Maine, California, Alabama, South Carolina, 
Virginia, Louisiana, Massachusetts, and Illinois.  The comparables sold from January 2009 to 
December 2013 for prices ranging from $136,000,000 to $1,050,000,000 or from $332 per 
kilowatt to $1,016 per kilowatt.  The 12 comparable sales in his 2015 report were primarily 
located in Massachusetts, Oklahoma, Alabama, Florida, South Carolina, Texas, Connecticut, 
Rhode Island, Maine, California and Virginia.  All of Lagassa’s sales involved combined cycle 
natural gas facilities.  The 2015 report depicts the comparables sold from January 2011 to 
November 2014 for prices ranging from $136,000,000 to $1,557,000,000 or from $336 per 
kilowatt to $1,016 per kilowatt.  His 2014 sales ranged from $332 per kilowatt of installed 
capacity to $829 per kilowatt of installed capacity.  Lagassa found eight of the sales produced an 
average $467 per kilowatt of installed capacity, which he then assumed a 30% negative 
adjustment to arrive at a high-end average of $327 per kilowatt of installed capacity,  He then 
found the remaining sales supported an average price paid of $477 per kilowatt.15  Finally, 
Lagassa examined sale number 18 with an indicated price of $608 per kilowatt of capacity which 
he applied a negative adjustment to arrive at an indicated value of $480 per kilowatt of installed 
capacity.  From this Lagassa concluded a range of estimated value as of January 1, 2014 for the 
subject property of between $186,390,000 and $271,890,000 and as of January 1, 2015 of 
between $191,520,000 and $221,160,000.  Lagassa basically applied the same methodology to 
his sales comparables in his 2015 report wherein he found the sales price of natural gas 
combustion facilities ranged from $336 per kilowatt to $683 per kilowatt with an average price 
paid of $499 per kilowatt.  After again applying a 30% downward adjustment to eight of the 
sales, Lagassa concluded a range of $336 per kilowatt to $388 per kilowatt or an estimated value 
range for the subject property of between $191,520,000 and $221,160,000 as of January 21 , 
2015. 
 
The Board agrees with the testimony of Green that Lagassa’s report offers only a limited analysis 
of the properties sold and does not properly account for the similarities and differences between 
the subject property and the sale comparables.  (see Filsinger Energy Appraisal Report, Section 
4.4.3)  Lagassa failed to provide a description of the technologies of each comparable sale and 
did not further discuss the capacity factor for each sale, heat rate or conditions of the market 
wherein each sale comparable was located.  The Board is left to assume the applied adjustments 
appear correct without detailed examinations as to the reasons therefore.  Green’s review report 

                                                 
15 The averages were computed by dividing the total price of all comparables sales included by the total capacity of 
the comparables.  (See Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5, page 56) 
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depicts Lagassa’s sales comparables included many plants operating under contracts and not as 
merchant facilities, which may greatly affect the value of each sale.  Further, the evidence 
depicts sale number 2 in the 2014 report with a sale date of December 2013, was also used in the 
2015 report, but contained a different sale date of March 2014.  Further, sale number 4 was 
included in the 2014 appraisal report but was then excluded from consideration. (Intervenor 
Exhibit No. 5, page 52)  Many of Lagassa’s comparable sales involved portfolio transactions 
from different markets with fixed contracts in place to sell energy.  Lagassa admits in his 
appraisal report that “there was simply insufficient information about any of these sales to permit 
reliable and measured paired sales comparison . . . .“ (see Intervenor Exhibit No. 5, page 76)   
 
The Board finds the testimony herein reveals an analysis under the sales comparison approach to 
value for the subject property is difficult at best given the complexities of each sale and lack of 
information regarding each sale.  Many of the sales are located in different power generation 
markets, involve complex contracts, power purchase agreements and/or contain technologies 
completely different than that of the subject property.  The Board finds each sale contains its 
own complexity based on the market in which it is located, the technology used, capacity factors, 
heat rates and additional amenities involved in each sale such as power purchase agreements, 
contracts and tax incentives.  In addition, information from each sale in many cases, can only be 
verified from public indices and newspapers, not verified with owner/operators and/or brokers.   
 
Based on the testimony and evidence herein, the Board finds Reilly’s sales comparison approach, 
in which he gave minimal weight in his final reconciliation analysis, is better supported.  On the 
other hand, Lagassa, after giving equal weight in his final reconciliation analysis to the sales 
comparison approach, reiterated in his report that his sales comparison approach was unreliable 
based on insufficient information regarding each sale.  The Board finds it questionable to give 
equal weight to a developed approach to value that is deemed an unreliable indicator of value.   
 
The next approach developed by each appraiser was the income approach to value.  The Board 
finds all experts in this appeal testified that a discounted cash flow was the best method as an 
indicator of value for the subject and is one most generally relied upon by investors, owners and 
buyers involved in the transactions of selling, buying and building generation facilities.   
 
The evidence depicts two basic methodologies can be employed in the income approach to 
determine fair cash value: a direct capitalization and a discounted cash flow analysis.  A direct 
capitalization method “capitalizes a projected net income or cash flow (expected future benefits) 
into perpetuity and assumes no variation in the capitalization rate and no termination of the 
income stream.16  The discounted cash flow method is an analysis in which the quantity, 
variability, timing and duration of a periodic income and the residual value are projected, and the 
periodic income and residual value are then discounted to present-value using a discount rate.17  
The result obtained from a direct capitalization or a discounted cash flow analysis is an 
indication of the fair cash value of the income producing property’s operating business, or 

                                                 
16 American society of Appraisers, Valuing Machinery and Equipment:  The Fundamentals of Appraising Machinery 
and Technical Assets (3rd Edition, 2011, e-book), 137. 
17 Ibid. 
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business enterprise value.  A business enterprise value includes all tangible assets (property, 
plant, equipment and working capital) and intangible assets of a continuing business.18 
 
Reilly developed both a direct capitalization analysis and a discounted cash flow analysis to 
determine the subject’s fair market value.  Reilly’s report depicts both analyses measure a 
potential investor’s expectations of future returns and associated risk for the subject facility 
operating as a gas-fired power generation facility with the merchant power generation industry.  
In the discounted cash flow analysis, the future operations and free cash flows of the subject 
facility were developed by projecting revenues for power generation and capacity payments, fuel 
costs, operating expenses, required capital expenditures and changes to required capital levels.  
The free cash flows were then discounted using a market-based discount rate to reflect the 
inherent risk in owning the subject facility.   
 
The direct capitalization analysis was developed similarly, however, it capitalized only year one 
projections.  (Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1, page 38)  In order to develop the subject’s power 
generation revenues, Reilly examined the subject’s historical operations from 2008 to 2013.  
Reilly found that the subject’s 2012 net generation were the highest over the six-year historical 
period analyzed.  Further, he found that in 2008, the subject’s net generation were the lowest of 
the six-year period analyzed.  The remaining years had net generation and capacity factors that 
he found were fairly consistent.  Based on this data, Reilly used the average of the six-year 
historical operations (5% capacity factor), excluding year 2012 to represent the subject’s 
operating as a peaking power generation facility into the future. The record herein depicts year 
2012 was an unusually hot summer and was considered an anomaly. Utilizing the last five years 
of the historical operations, (years 2009 through 2013) indicated a five-year average heat rate of 
8,488 Btu/kWh as being reasonable. Reilly then used  energy price projections as projected by 
Ventyx Power Reference Case, Electricity and Fuel Price Outlook, Midwest, Fall 2013 and 
EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook 2014 Early Release.  Both of these projected forecasts forward 
curves for energy prices and for each projected year to provide a reasonable energy forecast 
trend and forward curve.  The projected energy price in a given year was then multiplied by the 
concluded net generation of 220,314 megawatt hours.  In year one projections, the energy price 
developed for the subject was $48.98 per megawatt hour to indicated year one energy revenue of 
$10,790,980 (energy price x net generation = $48.98/MWh x 220,314 MWh = $10,790,980).   
 
Reilly then examined the subject’s capacity payments as a form of revenue stream for the subject 
property.  Capacity payments are a form of revenue stream that a power generator receives from 
an ISO or RTO for existing as a potential power generator in a specific market.  They represent 
compensation for a facility’s potential net power generation capacity, or the power it can provide 
at some point in the future.  Capacity payments are based on the kW capacity of the facility over 
a year.  Reilly’s report depicts capacity payment prices for the MISO-Illinois market were based 
on discussions between Grand Tower Energy Center, LLC and an independent energy marketer 
just prior to the valuation date.  Reilly’s report further depicts that in 2014, a price of $4.20 per 
kW-year could be expected, increasing to $24.00 per kW-year by 2019.  Capacity price that a 
plant receives is only applied to the available capacity of the plant taking into account typical 
forced outage rates.  Based on discussions with plant personnel, the data indicated the subject 
                                                 
18 Ibid. 
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had forced outage rates of 60% on units 1 and 3, and outage rates of approximately 10% on units 
2 and 4 as of the appraisal date.  Reilly then determined that an investor would improve the 
outage rates of units 1 and 3 with additional capital expenditures to get them to a more normal 
rate of 10%.  Therefore, he decreased the forced outage rates on units 1 and 3 by 7.50% annually, 
until the three-year rolling average reached a normal level of 10% in year 10 of the discounted 
cash flow analysis.  Reilly applied the subject’s available capacity of 327,000 kW and multiplied 
this to the capacity price of $4.20 per kW-year to arrive at a capacity revenue of $1,373,400.     
 
Reilly then analyzed the cost of natural gas used by the subject facility to operate using Ventyx 
Power Reference Case and the Chain-type Price Index as published in the EIA in Annual Energy 
Outlook 2014 Early Release.  Reilly determined the subject’s annual fuel consumed by 
multiplying the net generation by the heat rate and dividing it by 1,000 to convert it to 
220,314,000 kwh which he then multiplied by a heat rate of 8,488 Btu/kWh and divided that by 
$1 million to arrive at an annual fuel in dollars per million Btu of $1,870,025.  He then 
multiplied that by the price of natural gas of $4.22 to arrive at an annual cost of fuel of 
$7,891,506.  Gross margin, which is the result of total revenue from power generation and 
capacity payments less the cost of fuel consumed was calculated by adding power generation 
revenue with capacity payments less the cost of fuel ($10,790,980 + $1,373,400 - $7,891,506) 
which indicated a gross margin of $4,272,874.  Reilly then estimated the subject’s fixed and 
variable operating expenses from an analysis of the historical operations of the subject facility as 
published in FERC Form 1.  Reilly estimated $5,215,944 for year one operating expenses and 
did not include property taxes to which he applied a 20-year modified asset cost recovery system 
for the machinery and equipment associated with the subject along with a 15-year straight line 
schedule applied to the intangible asset value which resulted in total operating expenses for year 
one of $6,431,271.   
 
Reilly’s report explains that operating income before interest and taxes (“EBIT”) is the result of 
revenues less the cost of fuel less operating expense, which resulted in EBIT of $2,158,397.  In 
year one of the discounted cash flow analysis income taxes were calculated to be a negative 
$889,260 to which he added the projected net income for the subject which indicated a negative 
$1,269,137.  CAPEX or projected capital expenditures which account for periodic investments 
that need to be made at the subject facility for year 1 were $11,226,893.  He then calculated free 
cash flow by adding the net income, depreciation less CAPEX and working capital changes to 
arrive at $11,280,703.  This same method was then developed for years 2 through 10 in the 
discounted cash flow analysis.   
 
Reilly’s report further explains that the future free cash flows that are developed must be 
discounted to the appraisal date to account for the time value of money and the basic concept that 
a dollar received today is worth more than a dollar received at some point in the future.  The 
applied discount rate must account for the risk associated with receiving cash flows in the future 
and also takes into account an investor’s required return bearing the risk associated with the 
investment.  Looking at four different capital structures, Reilly concluded long term working 
capital of 10% was reasonable and reflective of a typical natural gas-fired merchant power 
generation industry and the subject facility as of January 1, 2014.  Using the capital asset pricing 
model and a buildup method, Reilly concluded a reasonable cost of equity for the subject to be 
19.40%.  Reilly then concluded a discount rate of 9.90% after adding in the after-tax effective 
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property tax rate which resulted in a final property tax adjusted after-tax discount rate of 11.40% 
to be applied in the after-tax discounted cash flow in his discounted cash flow analysis.  On the 
basis of his income approach analysis, Reilly concluded that as of January 1, 2014, the fair cash 
value of the real and personal property of the subject was $19,692,639 or $20,000,000, rounded 
(see Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1, page 56).   
 
Reilly also developed an addition direct capitalization in his income approach to value.  Using 
his year 1 projections developed earlier in his discounted cash flow analysis, Reilly concluded 
that the capacity revenue along with capital expenditures were not indicative of expected long 
term results and were therefore changed to better represent normal operations.  Reilly expected 
that the capacity price in the MISO-Illinois market would increase substantially in the years 
subsequent to January 1, 2014 and thus he used a stabilized capacity price of $12.54 per kW-year 
or the 5-year average of year 1 through year 5 which indicated capacity revenue of $6,308,344.  
Reilly then utilized an average CAPEX of $3,000,000 per year in the direct capitalization 
analysis to represent normal CAPEX into perpetuity.  Discounting the free cash flows using the 
property tax adjusted after-tax discount rate less cash flow growth of 9.40%, Reilly concluded a 
direct capitalization analysis indicated a fair cash value for the subject as of January 1, 2014 for 
the real and personal property of the subject was $20,763,473 or $21,000,000, rounded (see 
Appellant’s Exhibit No. 1, page 58).   
 
In defense of his developed income approach to value, Reilly explained that he used the subject’s 
net capacity rather than gross capacity because net capacity is what a plant can sell and is an 
amount government agencies rely on.  On the other hand, gross capacity includes a parasitic load 
which is energy used to generate electricity which is not sellable into the market.  Reilly also 
explained that he did not include duct firing capacity because the duct burners were not 
operational as of January 1, 2014.  Intervenor relied upon the testimony of Wells, an employee of 
the plant in claiming the duct burners were operational as of January 1, 2014.  However, later in 
his testimony, Wells admitted that they got the duct burners up and running probably in 2015 
(Transcript, page 389).  The Board finds Wells’ testimony herein was contradictory and may 
have been tainted by his prior relationship with Rockland Capital.  Wells admitted in his 
testimony that he was upset at Rockland Capital when they initially purchased the subject 
property because of their description of the surrounding Grand Tower location as a place no one 
would want to work at.   
 
The Board finds Reilly’s use of net capacity was consistent with the subject’s actual operation as 
a peaking plant instead of gross capacity which would have included the non-operational duct 
burners.  Reilly further explained that his discount rate was reflective of the condition of Grand 
Tower and the amount of risk associated with using a combined cycle plant as a peaking plant in 
the MISO market.  Reilly explained that part of the risk was the extended start-up times with a 
heat rate of 8,400 wherein gas is being expended without producing power.  Beach also testified 
that Grand Tower was in a market with more risk than the PJM market with its known 3-year 
rolling capacity market.  Further, Rapenske testified that the subject presented financial risk due 
to its high forced outage rate and low capacity factor of 8%, which he stated was not typical for a 
combined cycle plant.  The Board finds this testimony supports the amount of risk Reilly 
associated with the subject plant and is reflected in his concluded discount rate utilized in his 
discounted cash flow analysis.  
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Lagassa also developed a discounted cash flow analysis but did not develop a direct 
capitalization method because he opined that where predicted income is volatile or where net 
revenues are expected to experience variable change in future years, the discounted cash flow is 
a more reliable analysis because it examines annual net operating incomes and discounts them to 
present-value, using the required rate of return as the discount rate, and sums the results to 
determine a net present-value.  (Intervenor’s Exhibit No. 5, page 58)  Lagassa explains in his 
report that income for a power station comes from payment for electric energy sold, payment for 
installed and available capacity and payment for ancillary services.  Using a five-year average 
output at the subject plant and heat rate as predictive of future operations, Lagassa concluded a 
five-year average net capacity factor at Grand Tower was 8.9%.  Given expected increases in 
production at Grand Tower and the continued low cost of natural gas, Lagassa assumed that as of 
January 1, 2014, Grand Tower was expected to operate at an average annual plant factor of 
approximately 9.5% going forward with a matching heat rate of 7,500 Btu/kWh.  Lagassa 
explains on page 60 of his report that 2014 ancillary services provide approximately 50% of 
gross marginal revenues and were forecast to remain steady while capacity revenues were 
forecast to grow significantly over the next decade, proving a lion’s share of revenue at Grand 
Tower.   
 
In regard to the price for power, Lagassa utilized a base price of $5/MWh for wholesale electric 
power sales in 2013 and then inflated or deflated the base number dependent on the rate of 
change in natural gas prices as forecast by the U.S. Energy Information Administration in its 
Annual Energy Outlook for 2014.  Reilly reported that the price of natural gas will set the price 
for electric power at the margin and is the primary driver of electricity market prices.  Reilly then 
opined that it was reasonable to expect significant increases in capacity prices going forward, 
and therefore, he used a price of $16.75/MW-day price for capacity and thereafter doubled the 
capacity price in 2015 and again in 2016 until the total capacity payment reached $90/MW-day 
in 2017.  From this, he then escalated the $90 value with inflation.  Lagassa then analyzed the 
subject’s operating expenses.  Lagassa adopted the forecast nominal gas prices in the subject’s 
region as set forth in the Annual Energy Outlook 2014 Early release.  Lagassa then estimated 
first year non-fuel operating expenses (employment, operations and maintenance costs) from 
2007 at 0.93 cents/kWh, to which he escalated to 2014 to arrive at non-fuel operating expenses 
of $1.068 cents/kWh.  This resulted in first year non-fuel operating expenses at $0.0107/kWh 
which he inflated by 2% per year thereafter in his discounted cash flow analysis.  Lagassa then 
applied administrative and general expenses of 7.5% as indicated by benchmark companies.  
Lagassa then examined the previous five-year emission allowances at Grand Tower from the 
FERC Form 1 filings which indicated an annual emissions allowance expense of approximately 
$42,800.  After allowing for inflation and uncertainty, Lagassa concluded a first-year emissions 
allowance expense in 2014 of $49,000, which would escalate with inflation thereafter.  Based on 
information provided by Rockland Capital, Lagassa incorporated all of the capital expenditures 
contained in the 11-year and 6-year forecasts and concluded the subject’s 2025 forecast major 
maintenance budget of $254,000 with inflation.  Lagassa then examined the working capital of 
benchmark companies which indicated working capital requirements from 2012 to 2014 as a 
negative 1%.  For purposes of his discounted cash flow analysis, Lagassa assumed working 
capital of 4% of the incremental change in total revenues from year to year, with year 1 being 
zero.  Lagassa assumed expense would inflate 2% per year going forward.  Lagassa concluded a 
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base discount rate of 8.59% based on the typical cost of debt, degree of leverage of a typical 
power plant investment and the required rate of return on equity.   
 
Cost of debt was determined to be 6.1% and the degree of leverage was determined that the 
average debt/equity ratio was approximately 55% to 45%.  From this, Lagassa posited a degree 
of leverage composed of 40% equity and 60% debt as of January 1, 2014.  For the required 
return on equity, Lagassa estimated 11.2%, to which he adjusted to 11.7% after estimated income 
taxes.  Lagassa then applied a total discount rate of 10.19% to the pre-tax net operating income 
which Lagassa opined was a fair discount rate for the subject under market conditions existing as 
of the assessment date.  Lagassa’s report depicts on page 71 that his discounted cash flow 
analysis assumes perpetual asset life due to life extension based on regular capital expenditures 
and sale of the asset at the end of the posited holding period in 2035.  In order to measure the 
value of Grand Tower after the assumed holding period, Lagassa used a residual capitalization 
rate which was equal to the discount rate of 8.91% less growth of 3.35% or 5.56%.  He then 
applied the going-out capitalization rate plus a property tax factor of 1.284% to the net operating 
income during the year 2035 and by discounting it using the discount factor the previous year, 
Lagassa estimated the reversionary value of Grand Tower.  Lagassa concluded that the total 
retrospective value of Grand Tower by the income approach to value as of January 1, 2014 was 
$231,220,000 and was $198,821,000 as of January 1, 2015 using the same methodology.   
 
The Board finds Lagassa did not sufficiently support his use of a 9.5% capacity factor.  The 
record depicts a 9.5% capacity factor exceeds every year but one in Grand Tower’s operating 
history from 2009 to 2013.  The only year that exceed this amount is year 2012, which the 
experts agreed was an abnormal year.  In fact, the subject’s capacity factor in 2014 was 1.7%.  
As Beach testified, the subject was not operational for much of 2014 which contradicts Lagassa’s 
testimony that the subject plant shaped up very well in comparison to newer plants.  The Board 
finds this contradiction may be supported by the fact that Lagassa relied upon a prior inspection 
of the subject plant in November 2012; over one year prior to the valuation date of January 1, 
2014.  In addition, Lagassa’s use of certain data in his discounted cash flow analysis was 
disputed by Green.  As Green pointed out, Lagassa utilized a base price of $44/MWh of electric 
power sales in 2013 and then escalated his base price on projected increases.  However, Green 
testified that the actual weighted average price of energy at the MISO node in 2013 was 
$30.72/MWh, a difference of $14/MWh.  Green’s testified that this would crush Lagassa’s 
estimated value because these projections regarding the profitability of Grand Tower would be 
compounded year over year.  Further, Lagassa’s report and testimony indicates he inflated 
income from ancillary services and explains on page 60 of his report that 2014 ancillary services 
provide approximately 50% of gross marginal revenues and were forecast to remain steady while 
capacity revenues were forecast to grow significantly over the next decade, proving a lion’s 
share of revenue at Grand Tower.  However, as counsel points out in contradiction, Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission document 14-01238-000 depicts “the actual ancillary service is 
a fixed payment that does not escalate.”  The Board finds the record herein depicts this escalation 
error may lead to an improper estimation of value based on the testimony of Green.   
 
Green testified that the biggest problem in Lagassa’s income approach to value in terms of 
dollars was the inclusion of a reversionary value for a plant that at the end of his projection 
period will have 35-year old combustion turbines/heat recovery steam generators and 80-year old 
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steam turbines.  Green testified that this added $70 million to Lagassa’s estimated 2014 and 2015 
values.  Green stated this was in direct contradiction to Lagassa’s assumed useful lives that he 
used in the cost approach for those very components and found this incredible.  Green stated that 
if Lagassa assumed the plant would be kept in a state of new condition based on maintenance 
practices, there was no evidence of the capital expenditures forecast in the report to support it. 
Green found this to be an incredible assumption as there should be no terminal value in his 
opinion. 

Based on an examination of the income approaches to value used by both appraisers, the Board 
finds the two methods employed by Reilly, the direct capitalization approach and the discounted 
cash flow analysis are better supported and more credible than the discounted cash flow analysis 
developed by Lagassa.  Reilly was able to sufficiently defend his methodologies through 
testimony and was supported by the testimony of other witnesses.  The Board finds Reilly’s 
income approach to value incorporates the operational history of the subject plant as a peaking 
plant in the MISO-Illinois market and better represents the subject’s estimated fair market value 
for a power generation facility operating in its regulated power market. Lagassa, on the other 
hand utilized installed capacity as a unit of measure and appears to have unduly inflated data in 
his discounted cash flow analysis of which the subject is not able to attain within the market in 
which the subject operates.  As Beach testified, Grand Tower operates in a market where it can 
only get paid for what is in that market.  The unrefuted record depicts power generators such as 
the subject are called upon to produce electrical energy into the power grid from Independent 
System Operators (“ISO”) and Regional Transmission Organizations (”RTO”).  It is these 
system operators which govern the power demands throughout various regions of the country.  
The Board finds this organized distribution of energy throughout the power generation industry 
limits the operational characteristics of the subject plant as a peaking plant as of January 1, 2014 
and January 1, 2015, and therefore limits the utility of the subject plant and its ability to produce 
revenue.  The Board recognizes that with the decrease in natural gas prices and the increase in 
natural gas supplies, along with the closing of many coal-fired plants , the utility of the subject 
plant is expected to increase.  However, as of the valuation dates in question, the subject’s 
limitations are inherently clear. 

Reilly’s report depicts his final conclusion of value wherein he found the cost and income 
approaches indicated a fairly tight range of fair cash value, while the sales comparison approach 
deviated from the cost and income approaches.  Reilly states all approaches were considered in 
his final conclusion of fair cash value for the subject in order to capture all market influences. 
Reilly did however recognize that the subject is an income-producing property  and that investors 
and potential purchasers of such property would primarily rely on development of an income 
approach analysis, and therefore, he gave a majority of weight in his analysis to the income 
approach in the reconciliation and final conclusion of value.  Reilly explained that because of the 
complexities involved in industrial facilities such as the subject with its unique physical 
attributes and unknown intangibles, true comparability to a subject facility is highly difficult to 
determine, and therefore, the sales comparison approach was given minimal weight.   

Lagassa states in both of his appraisal reports that the cost methodology is brought into question 
by the fact that it results from a very large deduction made for economic obsolescence based on 
uncertain forecast electric power prices.  Lagassa goes on to state however that it is supported by 
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the fact that it is within the range of values suggested by the sales comparison approach.  Lagassa 
also opined that because the cost approach measures the value of tangible assets, the cost 
approach is appropriately lower than the value indicated by the income approach, which includes 
both tangible and intangible asset value.  Lagassa indicated a strong confidence in his income 
approach to value because it was also within the range of values indicated by his sales 
comparison approach.  Lagassa admitted that his market approach may have been impressionistic 
and lacking in precise measurement, nonetheless, he was confident in the established range.  
Lagassa then gave equal weight to all three approaches to value in concluding his final opinions 
of value for the subject. 

The Board next examined the subject sale in January 2014 in relation to supporting or 
contradicting the final conclusion of value as found by the appraisers.  The record herein depicts 
Rockland Capital purchased the subject property along with power generating facilities in Elgin 
and Gibson City from Ameren in a portfolio transaction wherein a purchase agreement was 
signed in December 2013 and the transaction closing in January 2014.  The appellant ultimately 
paid $168 million plus adjustments for working capital for the three properties. (transcript, page 
45)   

Appellant’s counsel argues the transaction was an arm’s length sale, while intervenor argues the 
transaction was a “fire-sale” because Ameren was getting out of the unregulated market and was 
selling all of its coal-fired plants.  The price allocated to Grand Tower in the transaction was $47 
million.  The evidence depicts Rockland Capital was required to increase its initial bid for the 
three properties at least two times prior to paying the final sale price of $168 million.  Rockland 
Capital’s initial bid was $143 million, which was then raised by $20 million to $163 million and 
then raised again to $168 million just days before the purchase agreement was to be signed.  
(transcript, page 40) 

The Board finds neither appraiser gave much weight to the allocated sale price of $47 million to 
Grand Tower because of the unknowns associated with the sale.  Likewise, the Board gives little 
weight to the allocated sale price of $47 million and therefore, its allocated price is not given 
much weight in this decision.  However, the Board finds the sale transaction, which occurred in 
close proximity to the valuation dates in question, should be considered in regard to the 
credibility of the final conclusion of value found in each appraisal report.   

The evidence herein depicts the subject was the least valuable asset in the portfolio transaction 
and was in a state of disrepair at time of purchase; see transcript, pages 69 - 71.  Further, 
Rapenske testified that part of the issues were personnel and part were the procedures they were 
using.  They went through each maintenance task and found what was deferred and what was 
not.  They looked at the electrical equipment, the electrical leads, the duct burners, intake 
screens, etc.  Rapenske stated they could not continue to operate the plant in the condition it was 
in without receiving the same poor statistics.  During the first two years, they had just scratched 
the surface and began to identify the issues. 

The Board finds the subject’s sale in 2014 contained the necessary elements of an arm’s length 
transaction as a sale between a willing buyer and a willing seller not under duress.  The Board 
finds the subject’s sale was well advertised and utilized methods generally used to transact the 
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sale of power plants in the open market.  The record indicates this resulted in negotiated bidding 
between multiple parties.  Nothing in this record depicts Ameren was under duress to sell the 
subject; only that its intentions at the time of sale was to remove itself from the coal-fired 
unregulated power markets.  The testimony herein indicated Ameren was trying to maximize the 
sales price it received in the portfolio transaction.   

The Board finds Lagassa’s final opinion of value for the subject alone in the amount of $220 
million incredulous and illogical when the total sales price for three power generations facilities 
(Grand Tower, Elgin and Gibson City) totaled $168 million.  The Board finds Lagassa’s 
estimated final opinion of value for one property is significantly higher than what the appellant 
paid to purchase three properties in a portfolio sale.  The Board finds the reasoning for this 
discrepancy was not well established or explained in the testimony or contained within his 
appraisal report.  Therefore, the Board finds this issue greatly discredits the final opinion of  
value for the subject as estimated by Lagassa. 

The Board further finds the board of review presented no evidence in support of the subject’s 
2014 and 2015 assessment.  The assessments for both tax years was based on an appraisal 
submitted by the intervenor to the Jackson County Board of Review. 

The subject’s assessment for both the 2014 and 2015 tax years was $31,538,245 for all parcels 
affected herein.  The subject’s assessment reflects a market value of approximately $94,994,714 
for 2014 and approximately $95,339,314 for 2015.   

Reilly concluded a final opinion of value for the subject of $20,000,000 as of January 1, 2014 
and testified his opinion of value would not be significantly different as of January 1, 2015.   

Lagassa concluded a final opinion of market value of the taxable real property of Grand Tower 
as of January 1, 2014 of $101,112,000 with the reconciled going concern value being 
$220,000,000.   Lagassa also concluded a final opinion of market value of the taxable real 
property of Grand Tower as of January 1, 2015 of $91,963,000 with a reconciled going concern 
value being $200,000,000. 

Based on the testimony and evidence presented in this record the Board finds the appellant has 
shown by a preponderance of the evidence herein that the subject is overvalued as reflected by its 
assessments for years 2014 and 2015, and therefore reductions are warranted commensurate with 
the stipulated methodology above. 

Based on this record, the Property Tax Appeal Board finds the subject property had a market 
value of $20,000,000 as of January 1, 2014 and $20,000,000 as of January 1, 2015.   
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Section 16-185 of the Property Tax Code provides in part: 

This is a final administrative decision of the Property Tax Appeal Board which is subject to review 
in the Circuit Court or Appellate Court under the provisions of the Administrative Review Law (735 
ILCS 5/3-101 et seq.) and section 16-195 of the Property Tax Code. Pursuant to Section 1910.50(d) 
of the rules of the Property Tax Appeal Board (86 Ill.Admin.Code §1910.50(d)) the proceeding 
before the Property Tax Appeal Board is terminated when the decision is rendered.  The Property 
Tax Appeal Board does not require any motion or request for reconsideration. 

Chairman 

Member Member 

Member Member 

DISSENTING: 

C E R T I F I C A T I O N 

As Clerk of the Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board and the keeper of the Records thereof, I do 
hereby certify that the foregoing is a true, full and complete Final Administrative Decision of the 
Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board issued this date in the above entitled appeal, now of record in this 
said office. 

Date: June 18, 2019 

Clerk of the Property Tax Appeal Board 
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"If the Property Tax Appeal Board renders a decision lowering the assessment of a particular 
parcel after the deadline for filing complaints with the Board of Review or after adjournment of 
the session of the Board of Review at which assessments for the subsequent year or years of the 
same general assessment period, as provided in Sections 9-125 through 9-225, are being 
considered, the taxpayer may, within 30 days after the date of written notice of the Property Tax 
Appeal Board’s decision, appeal the assessment for such subsequent year or years directly to the 
Property Tax Appeal Board." 

In order to comply with the above provision, YOU MUST FILE A PETITION AND 
EVIDENCE WITH THE PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE 
DATE OF THE ENCLOSED DECISION IN ORDER TO APPEAL THE ASSESSMENT OF 
THE PROPERTY FOR THE SUBSEQUENT YEAR OR YEARS. A separate petition and 
evidence must be filed for each of the remaining years of the general assessment period. 

Based upon the issuance of a lowered assessment by the Property Tax Appeal Board, the refund 
of paid property taxes is the responsibility of your County Treasurer. Please contact that office 
with any questions you may have regarding the refund of paid property taxes. 
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PARTIES OF RECORD 
 
AGENCY 
 
State of Illinois 
Property Tax Appeal Board 
William G. Stratton Building, Room 402 
401 South Spring Street 
Springfield, IL  62706-4001 
 
APPELLANT 
 
Grand Tower Energy Center, LLC, by attorney: 
Patrick C. Doody 
Law Offices of Patrick C. Doody 
70 West Madison Street 
Suite 2060 
Chicago, IL  60602 
 
COUNTY 
 
Jackson County Board of Review 
Jackson County Courthouse 
16 S 10th Street 
Murphysboro, IL  62966 
 
INTERVENOR 
 
Shawnee C.U.S.D. #84, by attorney: 
Scott L. Ginsburg 
Robbins Schwartz Nicholas Lifton Taylor 
55 West Monroe Street 
Suite 800 
Chicago, IL  60603 
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State of Illinois 
PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD 

Wm. G. Str:11100 Office Bldg, 
4()1 South Spring S1 .. Rm. 402 
Springfield. Illinois 62706 
(T) 217,782.6076 
(F) :?17.785.4425 
{TTYJ 217.785.4427 

Patrkk C. Doody 

Law Offices of Patrick C. Doody 
70 W. Madison St., Suite 2060 
Chicago, IL 60602 

Scott Ginsburg 

Robbins Schwartz et al. 

55 W. Monroe St., Suite 800 
Chicago, IL 60603-5144 

MAURO GLORIOSO 
Cilainnu11 

LOUIS G. APOSTOL 
£nc11tivt.' Dircct"r & General Cmmsct 

September 19, 2016 

Suburban Nonh Regional Office 
951 I W Harrison S1 .• Suire LL-54 
Dl.-s Plain~-s. Illinois 60016 
(T) 8-l?.294.4121 
(F) 847,294 4799 

Jackson County Board of Review 

I 6 S. l 0th Street 

Murphysboro, IL 62966 

Jackson County State's Attorney 

Jackson County Courthouse 

Murphysboro, IL 62966 

RE: Docket No. l4-03445.001-1-3 through 14-03445.009-I-3 

Grand Tower Energy Center, LLC 

Dear Parties: 

The above-referenced matter comes before the Property Tax Appeal Board on the Intervenor's 

Motion to Dismiss, the appellant's response and the intervenor's reply. The motion is ripe for 

ruling. 

The intervenor seeks dismissal of the pending appeal on the grounds that the appellant./1s 

required to pay the pending property taxes due under protest, but did not do so in this matter, 

instead allowing the circuit court to order sale of the delinquent taxes due. As such, the 

intervenor contends that collateral estoppel requires dismissal of this pending assessment appeal 

before the Property Tax Appeal Board and further contends that only the circuit court, which 

rendered a decision on the delinquent property taxes due, has jurisdiction over the subject's 

assessment at this time. 

In response, the appellant's counsel argues that the payment of taxes is not relevant to an 

assessment appeal proceeding before the Property Tax Appeal Board (PT AB). With statutory 

and administrative procedure citations, counsel for the appellant contends that there are two 

distinct options to challenge an assessment: (l) a valuation objection filed in circuit court (35 

BOARD MEMBERS 
Kc\'in L. Frteman 

Chicago 

Jin, llilouu 
lockpol1 
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Il..CS 200/23-5, et. seq.) or (2) an appeal with the PTAB (35 ILCS 200/16-160). Counsel notes 
that there is no statutory prerequisite to pay property taxes before filing an assessment appeal 
with the PT AB. Appellant further argued that the underlying appeal before PT AB was 

postmarked on May 28, 2015 and the first installment of the 2014 taxes (payable in 2015) were 
not due until October 16, 2015. As to the circuit court litigation, the appellant contends that the 
court merely rules the "several tracts of lots or lands or so much or each of them as shall be 

sufficient to satisfy the amount of' the judgment shall be sold or forfeited as required by Jaw. 
Contrary to the intervenor's argument, the circuit court did not determine the correct assessment 
of the subject property as part of its proceedings on the tax sale. As depicted in the applicable 
notice of sale for delinquent truces, the appelJant reported that the right to redeem the taxes 

remains until August 10, 2018 (see Exhibit C & 35 ILCS 200/21-350). In the absence of a 

determination by the circuit court of the correct assessment of the subject property, the appellant 
contends that the principle of collateral estoppel is inapplicable to this proceeding. 

In reply, the intervenor through legal counsel argued that the appellant has set forth a 

"paradoxical position· that a Taxpayer who has not paid taxes can nevertheless pursue a claim for 

a true refund." With citation to one case, counsel for the intervenor stated "it is the policy of the 
State of UJinois that Taxpayers must first pay the truces due before seeking assessment relief" 

further arguing that the appellant has engaged in forum shopping to avoid the necessity of paying 

the property truces due which would have been necessary for a true objection in circuit court. 

Counsel for the intervenor argued that "the assessment is supplement.al to the taxes" and thus the 
circuit court has jurisdiction due to the tax sale proceedings. 

The Property Tax Appeal Board finds the following provision of Section 16-160 of the Property 
Tax Code applicable: 

... any taxpayer dissatisfied with the decision of a board of review . . . as such 

decision pertains to the assessment of his or her property for taxation purposes ... 

may, (i) in counties with less than 3,000,000 inhabitants within 30 days after the 

date of written notice of the decision of the board of review . . . appeal the 
decision to the Property Tax Appeal Board for review. 

(35 ILCS 200/16-160). Contrary to the intervenor's arguments, there is no prerequisite to the 

pursuit of an assessment appeal that outstanding property taxes be paid in full in order to pursue 

an appeal before the PT AB. (86 111.Admin.Code § 1910.10( c) ). Based upon the notice issued by 

the Jackson County Board of Review and Section 16-160 of the Property Tax Code, the Property 

True Appeal Board finds it has jurisdiction over the instant appeal despite the failure of the 

appellant to pay the property taxes in 2015 that were generated due to the 2014 assessment that is 
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being challenged in this appeal. Having considered the entirety of the arguments presented in the 
dismissal motion by the intervenor, the response and the reply, the Board finds no merit in the 
request Lo dismiss this pending appeal and hereby denies the intervenor's dismissal motion. The 
letter issued on September 14, 20 J 6 by the PT AB to the intervenor requiring submission of all 
evidence by December 13, 2016 remains in full force and effect. 

PTAB:cck 
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Carol C. Kirbach 
Administrative Law Judge 
Property Tax Appeal Board 
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State of Illinois 
PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD 

Wm. G. Struuon Office Bldg. 
40 I South Spring St .• Rm. 402 
Springfield. Illinois 62706 
m 211.1s2.6016 
(F}2l7.78S.4425 

MAURO GLORIOSO 
Chairman 

Suburban North Regional Onicc 
9SI I W. Harrison St.. Suite LL-54 
Des Plnincs. Illinois 60016 
m &41.294.4121 

LOl'IS G. APOSTOL 
Executlre DirecJur& General C<llmsel 

(F) 847.294.4799 
(TTY) 217. 78S.4427 

Patrick C. Doody 
Law Offices of Patrick C. Doody 
70 W. Madison St., Suite 2060 
Chicago, IL 60602 

Scott Ginsburg 
Robbins Schwartz et al. 
55 W. Monroe St., Suite 800 
Chicago, IL 60603-5144 

November 4. 2016 

Jackson County Board of Review 
16 S. 10th Street 
Murphysboro, lL 62966 

Jackson County State's Attorney 
Jackson County Courthouse 
Murphysboro, IL 62966 

RE: Docket No. 14-03445.001-1-3 through 14-03445.009-1-3 
Grand Tower Energy Center, LLC 

Dear Parties: 

The above-referenced matter comes before the Property Tax Appeal Board on the Intervenor's 
Motion To Reconsider Denial of Its Motion To Dismiss which was postmarked on October I 0, 
2016. The appelJant postmarked a reply on October 25, 2016. 

In substance, the intervenor contends that the Board erred in its decision issued on September 19, 
2016 citing to footnote 2 in the Illinois Supreme Court's decision in Madison Two Associates v. 
Pappas, 227 lll.2d 474 (2008). The holding in Madison Two was that taxing districts could 
intervene in circuit court tax assessment objection cases in circuit court. The reconsideration 
motion states, in pertinent part, that: 

With respect to tax payment, the Supreme Court stated that although there is no 
specific provision requiring a PTAB appellant to pay its taxes, if "the tax falls due 
before the Board issues its decision, the tax must still be paid." Madison Two 
Associates v. Pappas, 227 Ill.2d 474, 501 n.2 (2008) 

BOARD MEMBERS 
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In the pending appeal before the PTAB, the intervenor contends that since the matter is still 
pending before the PT AB and the first installment of taxpayer1s 2014 property taxes were due on 
October 16, 2015, but remain unpaid or redeemed, the appellant's appeal should be dismissed in 
light of the citation to Footnote 2 in the Madison Two decision. 

In the appellant's response, counsel contends that the intervening school district has 
misrepresented the applicability of the Supreme Court's ruling in Madison Two to the instant 
appeal noting the two distinct paths that a taxpayer may pursue after having appealed to the 
county board of review. 

For clarity, the relevant portion of the Madison Two decision, supra, at page 477 which includes 
footnote 2 cited by the intervenor in support of its reconsideration motion must be set forth. The 
pertinent portion of the decision states: 

After the board of review rendered its decision on Madison Two's complaint, 
Madison Two believed that the value at which its property was assessed for 200 l 
remained too high. Under the Property Tax Code, it had two options for 
challenging the board of review's decision: (l) it could have filed an appeal with 
the Property Tax Appeal Board (Board) (see 35 ILCS 200/16-160 (West 2002); 
86 Ill. Adm.Code § 1910.60(a) (2007) (amended at 31 IH. Reg. 16222, eff. 
November 26, 2007)), or (2) it could have paid the real estate tax due on the 
property (see 35 ILCS 200/23- 5 (West 2002)), and then filed a "tax objection 
complaint" with the circuit court of Cook County (see 35 ILCS 200/23- 10 (West 
2002)).2 

Footnote 2 of the Madison Two decision states: 

Unlike the tax objection alternative, paying the property tax is not a prerequisite 
for seeking relief from the Property Tax Appeal Board. Pursuing the appeal 
through the Board does not, however, stay the obligation to pay the contested tax. 
If the tax falls due before the Board issues its decision, the tax must still be paid. 
If the Board subsequently lowers the assessment, any taxes paid on the portion of 
the assessment determined to have been unauthorized must be refunded with 
interest. 35 ILCS 200/16-185 (West 2002). 

The Illinois Supreme Court clearly recognized the statutory scheme that "paying the property tax 
is not a prerequisite for seeking relief from the Property Tax Appeal Board." (See Footnote 2 in 
Madison Two) This is what PTAB stated in its ruling issued on September 19, 2016. The 
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Supreme Court also stated correctly that the obligation to pay the contested tax is not stayed by 
the filing of an appeal before PTAB. Nothing in the PTAB's ruling issued on September 19, 
2016 suggested that the obligation to pay the contested tax was in some manner stayed by the 
filing of an appeal before PT AB. Moreover, the fact that the tax is due and that interest and/or 
penalties may accrue during the pendency of the assessment appeal litigation is a consequence of 
not paying the taxes when due since such obligation to pay taxes was not stayed. 

In summary, in order to perfect an appeal with the PTAB, the contesting party must file its 
petition with the PT AB within 30 days of the postmark date of the board of review decision. ln 
this appeal, the board of review issued its decisions on nine parcels owned by the appeJlant that 
were dated May 7, 2015. The appellant's petition filed with the PTAB was postmarked on May 
28, 20 J 5. Thus, appellant's petition was filed with the PTAB within the 30 day period required 
by the Property Tax Code {35 ILCS 200/16-160) and the Rules of the Property Tax Appeal 
Board {86 111.Admin.Code § 1910.30). As a final point on this aspect of the proceedings, the 
board of review's notice to the appellant contained the language required by Section 12-50 of the 
Property Tax Code (35 ILCS 200/12-50) informing the appellant that it may appeal the decision 
to the PT AB within 30 days of the date of the notice. 

The Board finds that the Court's dicta within Footnote 2 that, "If the tax falls due before the 
Board issues its decision, the tax must still be paid" does not override the applicable statutory 
scheme under the Property Tax Code nor the first sentence of Footnote 2 that, "paying the 
property tax is not a prerequisite for seeking relief from the Property Tax Appeal Board." 
[Emphasis added.] (See 35 ILCS 200/16-160) 

Having examined the arguments set forth in the Intervenor's Motion To Reconsider Denial of Its 
Motion To Dismiss and the appellant's response, the Board finds no merit in the reconsideration 
motion and finds no error in its original ruling on the motion to dismiss. As such, having 
reviewed the entirety of the arguments presented in the reconsideration motion by the intervenor, 
the Board hereby reaffirms its original ruling on the intervenor's dismissal motion that was 
issued on September 19, 2016 and thereby denies the substantive arguments of the 
reconsideration request. Finally, the letter issued on September 14, 2016 by the PTAB to the 
intervenor requiring submission of alJ evidence by December 13, 2016 remains in full force and 

effect. 

Sincerely, 

PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD 

PTAB:cck 
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IN THE APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS 
FOR THE FIFTH DISTRICT  

 
SHAWNEE COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL ) Petition for Review of the 
DISTRICT NO. 84     ) Order of the Illinois  

      ) Property Tax Appeal Board 
Petitioner,     )  
       ) Docket Nos. 14-03445.001-I-3  

 v.       )             through   
)            14-03445.009-I-3 

ILLINOIS PROPERTY TAX APPEAL   )            and 
BOARD, GRAND TOWER ENERGY    )            15-00452.001-I-3 
CENTER, LLC AND JACKSON COUNTY   )            through 
BOARD OF REVIEW     )            15-00452.010-I-3 

) 
 Respondents.      ) 
 

PETITION FOR REVIEW OF THE ORDER  
OF THE ILLINOIS PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD 

 
 Shawnee Community Unit School District No. 84 hereby petitions the Court for review of 
the order of the Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board entered on June 18, 2019, which granted a 
reduction to Respondent Grand Tower Energy Center LLC’s 2014 and 2015 property tax 
assessments. A copy of the order is attached as Exhibit A. Petitioner seeks reversal of the Property 
Tax Appeal Board’s order.  
 
 Such assessment reduction was greater than $300,000, which requires administrative 
review directly to this Appellate Court, pursuant to 35 ILCS 200/16-195 (2013).  
 
 
 
        ______________________________  
        Scott L. Ginsburg 
 
Scott L. Ginsburg 
Jessica L. Knox 
Robbins, Schwartz, Nicholas,  
   Lifton & Taylor, Ltd. 
Attorneys for the School District  
55 West Monroe Street, Suite 800 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Telephone: (312) 332-7760  
Facsimile: (312) 332-7768 
 
 
 

5-19-0266
E-FILED
Transaction ID:  5-19-0266
File Date: 7/1/2019 12:36 PM
John J. Flood, Clerk of the Court
APPELLATE COURT 5TH DISTRICT
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PROOF OF SERVICE 
 

I, Scott L. Ginsburg, an attorney, certify that service of the foregoing PETITION FOR 
REVIEW OF THE ORDER OF THE ILLINOIS PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD, was 
made by mailing a copy thereof, in a sealed envelope, postage fully prepaid, addressed to: 
 
Kwame Raoul      Property Tax Appeal Board 
Attorney General     William Stratton Office Building 
100 West Randolph Street, 13th Floor   401 South Spring Street, Room 402 
Chicago, IL 60601     Springfield, IL 62706 
 
Patrick Doody      Jackson County Board of Review 
The Law Offices of Patrick Doody   Jackson County Courthouse 
70 West Madison Street, Suite #2060   16 S 10th Street 
Chicago, IL 60602      Murphysboro, IL 62966 
 
Mr. Michael C. Carr 
State’s Attorney 
Ms. Allison Mileur 
Assistant State’s Attorney 
Jackson County State’s Attorney’s Office 
1001 Walnut Street, 3rd Floor 
Murphysboro, IL 62966 
 
 
and by depositing same in the United States Mail from the office of the undersigned this 1st day 
of July 2019.  
 
 

 
______________________________  

        Scott L. Ginsburg 
 
Scott L. Ginsburg 
Jessica L. Knox 
Robbins, Schwartz, Nicholas,  
   Lifton & Taylor, Ltd. 
Attorneys for the School District  
55 West Monroe Street, Suite 800 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Telephone: (312) 332-7760  
Facsimile: (312) 332-7768 
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IN THE APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS 
FOR THE FIFTH DISTRICT  

 
SHAWNEE COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL ) Petition for Review of the 
DISTRICT NO. 84     ) Order of the Illinois  

      ) Property Tax Appeal Board 
Petitioner,     )  
       ) Docket Nos. 14-03445.001-I-3  

 v.       )             through   
)            14-03445.009-I-3 

ILLINOIS PROPERTY TAX APPEAL   )            and 
BOARD, GRAND TOWER ENERGY    )            15-00452.001-I-3 
CENTER, LLC AND JACKSON COUNTY   )            through 
BOARD OF REVIEW     )            15-00452.010-I-3 

) 
 Respondents.      ) 
 

NOTICE OF FILING OF PETITION FOR REVIEW 
 
TO: Property Tax Appeal Board   Jackson County Board of Review 

William Stratton Office Building  Jackson County Courthouse 
401 South Spring Street, Room 402   16 S 10th Street 
Springfield, IL 62706    Murphysboro, IL 62966 
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on July 1, 2019 Petitioner Shawnee Community Unit School 
District No. 84 filed in the Appellate Court of Illinois, Fifth District, 14th & Main Street, Mt. 
Vernon, IL 62864, the PETITION FOR REVIEW OF THE ORDER OF THE ILLINOIS 
PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD, a copy of which is hereby served upon you.   
 
 

______________________________  
        Scott L. Ginsburg 
Scott L. Ginsburg 
Jessica L. Knox 
Robbins, Schwartz, Nicholas,  
   Lifton & Taylor, Ltd. 
Attorneys for the School District  
55 West Monroe Street, Suite 800 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Telephone: (312) 332-7760  
Facsimile: (312) 332-7768 
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06/01/15  Industrial Appeal for Tax Year 2014, request for 60-day extension; 14-03445 C0006 – C0022
Assigned PTAB Docket #14-03445 

 07/10/15 PTAB; Acknowledgement Letter;  C0024 – C0026 

09/04/15  Appellant’s request for extension of time;  C0028 – C0030 

10/23/15  PTAB Letter to Appellant granting an extension of time to 12/22/15; C0032 – C0033 

12/28/15  Appellant Letter, Proof of Service, 3 copies of Appraisal; C0035 – C0036 

04/15/16  Board of Review Certificate of Mailing to all Taxing Districts;  C0038 – C0039 

05/23/2016 Jackson County Board of Review response to filing, Notes on Appeal; C0041 – C0044 

02/26/16  PTAB Letter to Taxpayer, all information has been received;  C0046 – C0047 

02/25/16  PTAB Letter forwarding information to Board of Review, Request for C0049 – C0051 
Evidence has until May 26, 2016 to submit or request an extension. 

05/13/16  Request to Intervene, Shawnee Community Unit School Dist. No. 84; C0053 – C0059 

05/23/16  PTAB Acknowledgement Letter to Intervenor; C0061 – C0063 

08/1716 Intervenor’s Motion to Dismiss;  C0065 – C0089 

08/18/16  Intervenor’s Request for Extension to File Evidence and/or Brief; C0091 – C0094 

09/01/16  Appellant’s Response to Intervenor Motion to Dismiss; C0096 – C0111 

09/14/16  Intervenor’s Reply to Appellant’s Response to S.D. Motion to Dismiss; C0113 – C0119 

09/14/16  PTAB Letter granting extension of time until December 13, 2016; C0121 – C0122 

09/19/16  PTAB Letter, PTAB Board denies the Intervenor’s Motion to Dismiss; C0124 – C0126 
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10/10/16  Intervenor’s Motion to Reconsider Denial of Motion to Dismiss (in triplicate);  C0128 – C0153 

10/25/16  Appellants Reply Intervenor’s Motion to Reconsider Denial of Motion to Dismiss; C0154 – C0174 

11/04/16  PTAB Letter, Re-affirming its Original Ruling on Intervenor’s Motion to Dismiss; C0176 – C0178 

12/12/16  Intervenor’s Request for Extension of Time:  C0180 – C0185 

12/16/16  Intervenor’s Request for Information; C0187 – C0188 

01/20/17  PTAB Letter granting Intervenor an extension of time until April 20, 2017; C0190 – C0191 

04-/17/17 Intervenor Request for Extension of Time;  C0193 – C0199 

05/16/17  PTAB Letter granting a final 90-day extension; C0201 – C0203 

08/10/17  Intervenor’s Submission of Evidence and Brief; C0205 – C0219 

08/15/17 PTAB email; C0221 

08/17/17  PTAB Letter to Appellant, Board of Review, & Intervenor forwarding evidence;  C0222 – C0232 

09/15/17  Appellant’s Request for Extension of Time;  C0234 – C0237 

09/22/17  PTAB Letter granting Appellant a 30-day extension;  C0239 – C0240 

11/02/17  PTAB Letter to Board of Review and Intervenor forwarding evidence;  C0242 – C0246 

01/09/18  PTAB Hearing Notice for May 21, 2018, PTAB Docket #14-03445;  C0247 – C0248 

02/02/18  Intervenor’s Request for Witness List; C0250 – C0251 

01/24/18  Appellant’s Request for Witness List, Docket #14-03445; C0253 – C0254 

(Duplicated files from 1016/16 – 10/25/16)  C0255 – C0380 

05/21/18  PTAB Notice of Hearing for May 21, 2018 Docket #14-03445 & #15-00452;  C0382 

01/24/18  Appellant’s Request for Witness List for Docket #14-03445 & 15-00452; C0384 – C0387 

02/16/18  Jackson County’s Board of Review’s Witness List 14-03445 & 15-00452; C0389 – C0397 

05/01/18  Intervenor’s Notice of Pre-Hearing Status Conference Call scheduled May 8, 2018; C0399 – C0400 
Docket Numbers 14-03445 & 15-00452 

08/03/18  Appellant’s Closing Argument, dockets 14-03445 & 15-00452; C0402 – C0418 

08/03/18  Jackson County Board of Review’s Closing Argument in dockets 14-3445 & 15-00452; C0420 – C0425 

08/06/18  Intervenor’s Closing Brief; in dockets 144-03445 & 15-00452;  C0427 – C0478 

09/06/18  Appellant’s Response to Intervenor’s Closing Brief, dockets 14-03434 & 15-00452; C0480 – C0508 
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09/04/18  Intervenor’s Response to Appellant’s Closing Argument, dockets 14-03445 & 15-00452; C0510 – C0526 

09/04/18  Jackson County Board of Review Reply to Closing Arguments, 14-03445 & 15-00452; C0528 – C0532 

09/04/18  Appellant’s Response to Jackson County Board of Review’s Closing Argument;  C0533 – C0538 

06/18/19  Final Administrative Decision, IL Property Tax Appeal Board 14-03445 & 15-00452; C0540 – C0622 

02/16/16  Industrial Appeal, Tax Year 2015, request 60-day extension; 15-00452 C0624 – C0645 

03/16/16  PTAB Acknowledgment Letter granting 90-day extension;  C0646 – C0647 

10/20/16  PTAB Notification Letter to the Jackson County Board of Review; C0649 – C0651 

10/20/16  PTAB Letter to the County, they have not filed a Certificate notifying taxing districts C0653 – C0654 
for docket No. 15-00452;  

10/21/16  Board of Review Certificate & email correspondence; C0656 – C0661 

10/04/16  PTAB Letter, all evidence has been received; C0663 – C0665 

11/08/16  PTAB Letter find the Board of Review in Default;  C0667 – C-0668 

11/09/16  Board of Review, Amended Certificate; C0670 – C0674 

11/23/16  Appellant’s Motoin to Deny Amended Certificate of Service;  C0676 – C0679 

11/23/16  PTAB Letter forwarding material received to the Appellant;  C-0681 – C0682

12/01/16  Appellant’s FOIA Request; C-0684

12/08/16  Jackson County Board of Review Requests Appellant’s Motion to be Denied;  C0687 – C0695 

12/13/16  Intervenor’s Intervention Request, Resolution, Extension Request;  C0697 – C0714 

12/15/16  PTAB Acknowledgement Letter granting an extension until March 15, 2017;  C0716 – C0718 

12/15/16  PTAB Letter to Appellant Denying Motion to Deny Amended Certificate of Service; C0720 – C0721 

12/16/16  Intervenor’s Request for Information; C0723 – C0726 

03/13/17  Intervenor’s Request for Extension of Time;  C0728 – C0730 

04/17/17  PTAB Letter Granting Intervenor Extension of Time to March 14, 2017; C0732 – C0733 

07/17/17  Intervenor’s Submission of Evidence, Brief and Notice of Filing; C0735 – C0751 

07/21/17  PTAB Letters Forwarding Evidence Received;  C0753 – C0763 

08/17/17  Appellant’s Letter, Request for Extension of Time;  C0765 – C0770 

08/24/17  PTAB Letter Granting a 30-Day Extension;  C0769 – C0768 

09/18/17  Appellant’s Appraisal Review Report (submitted prior to deadline);  C0772 – C0808 
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09/26/17  PTAB Letters forwarding Rebuttal Evidence from Appellant;  C0810 – C0813 

01/02/18  Intervenor’s Request for Witness List; C0815 – C0818 

01/09/18  PTAB Hearing Notice scheduled May 21, 2018 for PTAB Docket #15-00452; C0819 – C0820 

01/23/18  Appellant’s Witness List;  C0822 – C0826 

01/24/18  Appellant’s Request for Intervenor’s Witness List;  C0828 – C0829 

02/26/18  Intervenor’s Amended Witness List: C0831 – C0835 

05/21/18  PTAB’s Notice of Hearing, Hearing Date: May 21, 2018 14-03445 & 15-00452;  C0836  

01/24/18  Appellant’s Request for Witness List; C0838 – C0841 

02/14/18  Jackson County Board of Review’s Submission of Witness List; C0843 – C0851 

05/02/18  Intervenor, Notice of Pre-Hearing Status Conference 14-03445 & 15-00452; C0852 – C0854 

08/03/18  Appellant’s Closing Arguments: 14-03445 & 15-00452; C0856 – C0872 

08/03/18  Jackson County Board of Review, Closing Arguments 14-03445 & 15-00452;  C0874 – C0879 

8/03/18 Intervenor’s Closing Brief; C0881 – C0932 

09/04/18  Appellant’s Response to Intervenor’s Closing Brief;  C0934 – C0962 

09/04/18  Intervenor’s Response to Appellant’s Closing Argument; C0964 – C0980 

09/04/18  Jackson County Board of Review, Reply to Closing Arguments; C0982 – C0985 

09/04/18  Appellant’s Response to Jackson County Board of Review’s Closing Brief: C0987 – C0992 

06/18/19 PTAB, Final Administrative Decision, Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board for C0994 – C1076 
PTAB Docket Numbers: 14-03445 and 15-00452. 
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05/22/18 

05/23/18 

DESCRIPTION 

PROCEEDINGS, HEARING STATUS CONFERENCE HELD ON 
MAY 8, 2018 (to check on Witnesses and discuss hearing in general). 

VOLUME I. PROCEEDING before the Property Tax Appeal Board 
HEARING ON MAY 21, 2018. 

VOLUME II. PROCEEDING before the Property Tax Appeal Board 
HEARING ON MAY 22, 2018. 

VOLUME III. PROCEEDINGS before the Property Tax Appeal Board 
HEARING ON MAY 23, 2018. 
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5/09/18 Stipulations, # 1 tlnu 4 E002-E009 

5/22/18 Appellant's Hearing Exhibit #1 E0l0-El 18 

5/23/18 Appellant's Hearing Exhibit #2 El 19-E155 

5/23/18 Appellant's Hearing Exhibit #3 E156-E191 

2/04/16 Board of Review Exhibit, Assessment Year 2015 E192-E504 

5/22/18 Intervenor's Hearing Exhibit #1 E0505-E0506 

5/22/18 Intervenor's Hearing Exhibit #2 E0508-E0508 
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Rule 23 order filed                         2022 IL App (5th) 190266
May 24, 2022.
Motion to publish granted                      NO. 5-19-0266
June 17, 2022.

IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

FIFTH DISTRICT
______________________________________________________________________________

SHAWNEE COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL ) Appeal from the Illinois
DISTRICT NO. 84 and JACKSON COUNTY ) Property Tax Appeal Board.
BOARD OF REVIEW, )

)
Petitioners-Appellants, )

)
v. ) Nos. 14-03445.001-I-3 through

)          14-03445.009-I-3 and
ILLINOIS PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD )          15-00452.001-I-3 through
and GRAND TOWER ENERGY CENTER, )          15-00452.010-I-3
LLC, )

) Administrative Law Judge,
Respondents-Appellees. ) Edwin E. Boggess.

______________________________________________________________________________

JUSTICE BARBERIS delivered the judgment of the court, with opinion.
Justices Wharton and Vaughan concurred in the judgment and opinion.

OPINION

¶ 1 Respondent, Grand Tower Energy Center, LLC (Grand Tower LLC), appealed the Jackson 

County Board of Review’s (Board’s) 2014 and 2015 property tax assessments of Grand Tower 

LLC’s power generation facility, the Grand Tower Power Plant (subject property), to the Illinois 

Property Tax Appeal Board (PTAB) pursuant to section 16-160 of the Property Tax Code (Code) 

(35 ILCS 200/16-160 (West 2018)). Shawnee Community Unit School District No. 84 (School 

District) intervened in the PTAB proceedings and moved to dismiss the appeals. The PTAB denied 

the School District’s motion to dismiss, and the matter proceeded to an evidentiary hearing. 
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Following the hearing, the PTAB issued a decision reducing the 2014 and 2015 tax assessments 

for the subject property from $31,538,245 to $3.3 million.

¶ 2 The School District filed this direct appeal pursuant to section 16-195 of the Code (id. § 16-

195).1 The Board subsequently joined in the appeal. On appeal, the School District and Board 

(petitioners) argue that the PTAB erred by denying the School District’s motion to dismiss and by 

reducing the 2014 and 2015 property tax assessments for the subject property. For the following 

reasons, we affirm.

¶ 3 I. Background

¶ 4 The subject property is a power generation facility that sits on 336.32 acres of land near 

the western bank of the Mississippi River in Jackson County, Illinois. The subject property was 

converted from a coal-fired power plant into a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power plant in 

the 1950s, with additional reconfigurations occurring in 2001. The subject property’s CCGT 

system consists of, inter alia, the following: two combustion turbines (CTs) that convert natural 

gas to electrical energy, two steam turbines (from the existing coal facility) that convert steam 

from the boiler to electrical energy, and heat recovery steam generators (HRSGs) that convert the 

heat expelled from the CTs into steam to power the steam turbines. The subject property also 

includes additional mechanical and electrical equipment, transformers, substations, 

instrumentation and controls, buildings, platforms, structures, foundations, piping, and fire 

protection. The subject property competes in the Midcontinent Independent System Operator 

(MISO) Illinois market.

1Section 16-195 of the Code provides that “in every case where a change in assessed valuation of 
$300,000 or more was sought, that review shall be afforded directly in the Appellate Court for the district 
in which the property involved in the Board’s decision is situated, and not in the circuit court.” 35 ILCS 
200/16-195 (West 2018).
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¶ 5 Prior to 2013, Ameren Corporation (Ameren), a public utility company, owned the subject 

property. For tax year 2013, the Board’s final assessed value for all affected parcels of the subject 

property was $33,445,837.2 The final assessed value was based on a stipulation between Ameren 

and the School District.

¶ 6 In January 2014, Rockland Capital (through its affiliated company, Main Line Generation, 

LLC) purchased the subject property from Ameren, along with two other power plant properties 

located in Elgin and Gibson City, Illinois, for a total of $168 million (portfolio sale). Thereafter, 

the rights and obligations relating to the subject property transferred to Grand Tower LLC under 

an assignment and assumption agreement. 

¶ 7 For tax years 2014 and 2015, the Board’s final assessed value for all affected parcels of the 

subject property was $31,538,245.3 The final assessed value was based on a retrospective appraisal 

submitted by the School District for tax year 2014, which estimated that the subject property’s fair 

market value was $94,994,714 for tax year 2014 and $95,339,314 for tax year 2015. 

¶ 8 Grand Tower LLC filed two separate petitions for appeal with the PTAB, challenging the 

Board’s assessments for the 2014 tax year (docket Nos. 14-03445.001-I-3 through 14-03445.009-

I-3) and the 2015 tax year (docket Nos. 15-00452.001-I-3 through 15-00452.010-I-3). The PTAB 

ultimately consolidated the appeals for purposes of a hearing and final decision. 

¶ 9 Grand Tower LLC’s petitions listed a recent appraisal as the basis for the appeals. In 

support, Grand Tower LLC submitted an appraisal report prepared by Kevin S. Reilly, a certified 

2The record reflects that the subject property is comprised of multiple parcels with differing 
assessment values. In the interest of brevity, we reference only the total assessment value of the subject 
property without listing the values for each separate parcel.

3We note that various documents contained in the record on appeal, including PTAB’s final 
decision, refer to differing assessment values of the subject property for the 2014 and 2015 tax years. In its 
decision, PTAB initially notes that the parties stipulated the “final assessed value for both the 2014 and 
2015 assessments of the subject property was $31,538,245 for all parcels affected herein” but later indicates 
that the 2014 assessment totaled $31,538,475 and the 2015 assessment totaled $31,538,878.
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appraiser at evcValuation. In his appraisal report, Reilly estimated that the total fair market value 

of the subject property was $20 million. Reilly’s appraisal report provided a detailed review of the 

methods Reilly employed in estimating the total fair market value of the subject property, with an 

effective date of January 1, 2014. Grand Tower LLC, relying on the estimated values in Reilly’s 

appraisal report, requested that the PTAB set the 2014 assessment at $3,731,333 based on a “land 

assessment of $796,000 (1/3 of $2,388,000 FMV)” and a “building/equipment assessment of 

$2,932,398 (50% of $17,612,000 FMV) at 331/3%.” 

¶ 10 The School District filed a request to intervene in the appeals, which the PTAB granted. 

The PTAB also granted the School District an extension to either submit evidence or request an 

additional extension of time. Shortly thereafter, the Board submitted a response to Grand Tower 

LLC’s appeals.

¶ 11 The School District, prior to submitting any evidence, filed a motion to dismiss Grand 

Tower LLC’s appeals based on Grand Tower LLC’s failure to pay the 2014 property taxes for the 

subject property. The School District alleged that Grand Tower LLC failed to pay the taxes by the 

fall of 2015 “as required by 35 ILCS 200/23-5” and, instead, chose “to completely default on 

payment” of the taxes, resulting in the Jackson County circuit court entering a delinquency 

judgment and ordering a tax sale. The School District alleged that the Jackson County treasurer 

sold the taxes associated with the subject property to “SI Resources, LLC and Gupta Vinod” in 

accordance with the court’s order. The School District further alleged that, as of the filing date of 

the motion, Grand Tower LLC failed to pay any taxes owed on the subject property. According to 

the School District, Grand Tower LLC was required to pay the taxes under protest before filing a 

statutory objection with either the PTAB or the court. Thus, the School District argued that the 

PTAB should dismiss Grand Tower LLC’s appeals. 
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¶ 12 Grand Tower LLC filed a reply to the School District’s motion to dismiss, arguing that a 

taxpayer must pay all outstanding taxes before filing a tax objection complaint in the circuit court 

but not before filing an appeal with the PTAB. In addition, Grand Tower LLC argued that the 

School District’s motion mischaracterized the court’s order and ruling. According to Grand Tower 

LLC, the court did not set the value of the subject property but merely found that the taxes on the 

subject property were delinquent and eligible for sale. Grand Tower LLC claimed the court 

determined only that the county treasurer’s accounting of taxes was sufficient to grant a tax sale. 

¶ 13 After considering the parties’ arguments, the PTAB issued a written decision denying the 

School District’s motion to dismiss. The PTAB rejected the School District’s argument that the 

payment of all outstanding property taxes was a prerequisite to filing an appeal with the PTAB, 

finding that there was no provision requiring the payment of taxes in section 16-160 of the Code 

(35 ILCS 200/16-160 (West 2016)). The PTAB also rejected the School District’s argument that 

the circuit court had jurisdiction over the assessment, agreeing with Grand Tower LLC’s argument 

that the court proceedings did not address the assessment value of the subject property. 

¶ 14 The School District filed a motion to reconsider the denial of its motion to dismiss, citing 

the Illinois Supreme Court’s decision in Madison Two Associates v. Pappas, 227 Ill. 2d 474 

(2008), in support of its argument that Grand Tower LLC was required to pay the taxes in order to 

pursue an appeal with the PTAB. The PTAB subsequently issued a written decision reaffirming 

its decision denying the School District’s motion to dismiss after addressing Madison Two 

Associates, 227 Ill. 2d 474. 

¶ 15 The School District then submitted two appraisal reports prepared by George K. Lagassa, 

a certified appraiser at Mainstream Associates, for tax years 2014 and 2015 as evidence of the 

subject property’s fair market value. In his 2014 appraisal report, Lagassa estimated that the total 
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fair market value of the subject property was $220 million and concluded that the final value for 

the taxable portion of the subject property was $101,112,000 for tax year 2014. In his 2015 

appraisal report, Lagassa estimated that the total fair market value of the subject property was $200 

million and concluded that the final value for the taxable portion of the subject property was 

$91,963,000 for tax year 2015. 

¶ 16 The School District also submitted a review report prepared by J. Fernando Sosa, an 

accredited senior appraiser, and Andrew Lines, a member of the appraisal institute, as evidence 

rebutting Reilly’s 2014 appraisal. In the review report, Sosa and Lines concluded that Reilly’s 

appraisal conclusions were not representative of the fair cash value of the subject property as a 

plant in operation and generating an income. The School District argued in its supporting brief that 

the PTAB should reject Reilly’s estimated value and deny Grand Tower LLC’s request for an 

assessment reduction. 

¶ 17 In response, Grand Tower LLC submitted a review report prepared by Michael A. Green, 

a certified appraiser, as evidence rebutting Lagassa’s appraisals. In his review report, Green 

concluded that Lagassa’s appraisal conclusions were not representative of the fair market value of 

the subject property. 

¶ 18 After receiving the evidence submitted by both parties, the PTAB issued notice that the 

matter was set for hearing before Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Edwin Boggess on May 21, 

2018. The parties then exchanged witness lists. Grand Tower LLC’s witness list indicated that 

Grand Tower LLC intended to call, inter alia, the following witnesses at the hearing: Reilly, who 

would testify regarding his appraisal of the subject property; Green, who would testify regarding 

his review of Lagassa’s appraisal of the subject property; Jonathon Beach, a Rockland Capital 

principal, who would testify regarding the acquisition of the subject property, the valuation of the 
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subject property, and other related issues; and Robert Rapenske, Rockland Capital’s vice president 

of asset management, who would testify regarding environmental issues at the subject property 

and other related issues. The School District’s amended witness list indicated that it intended to 

call, inter alia, the following witnesses: Sosa, who would testify regarding his review of Reilly’s 

appraisal of the subject property; Lagassa, who would testify regarding his appraisal of the subject 

property; and David Wells, a former employee at the subject property, who would testify regarding 

the operation and condition of the subject property before and after the acquisition. The School 

District also listed Beach and Rapenske as potential witnesses, alleging that it was “requesting and 

expecting them to testify concerning all aspects of the acquisition and the plant’s operations, 

including its performance prior to and after the time that [Grand Tower LLC] purchased the 

Subject Property.” 

¶ 19 Shortly before the scheduled hearing, the ALJ held a status conference with the parties via 

telephone. During the status conference, the parties agreed on the following stipulations: the 

Board’s final assessed value for both the 2014 and 2015 tax years totaled $31,538,245, based on 

an appraisal submitted by the School District; the Board’s final assessed value for the 2013 tax 

year totaled $33,445,837, based on a stipulation between Ameren and the School District; the 

parties’ retained appraisers, Reilly, Lagassa, Green, and Sosa, were experts in the valuation of the 

subject property; 50% of the improvements at the subject property would be considered real 

property for purposes of taxation under the Code and 50% would be considered personal property 

not subject to taxation under the Code; and the total assessment value for the improvements would 

be calculated by multiplying the total cash value of all improvements by 50% and then multiplying 

that value by 33.33%. The parties also agreed to the subject property’s land assessed values for the 

2014 and 2015 tax years. 
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¶ 20 A three-day hearing commenced on May 21, 2018. The evidence adduced at the hearing 

was described in detail in the 83-page decision issued by the PTAB on June 18, 2019. In the interest 

of brevity, we provide only a general summary of the evidence that pertains to the issues raised on 

appeal.

¶ 21 The evidence generally established that power plant facilities ordinarily fall into one of 

three categories: base-load plants, which have long start-up times and operate most, if not all, of 

the time; intermediate, or mid-merit, plants, which have shorter start-up times and operate 

approximately half of the time; and peaking, or “peaker,” plants, which have the shortest start-up 

times and only operate when there is a high demand for power. The design of the plant at the 

subject property was unique, in that it combined the older steam turbines from the existing coal 

facility with newer combustion turbines from subsequent reconfigurations. Additionally, the 

equipment at the subject property developed various issues over the years due to poor maintenance. 

Due to the unique design and poor maintenance practices, the plant at the subject property 

possessed characteristics of all three categories of power plants.

¶ 22 Beach, a principal at Rockland Capital, testified regarding Rockland Capital’s acquisition 

of the subject property. Beach explained that Rockland Capital purchased a portfolio of three 

power plants, including the subject property, from Ameren for $168 million in a competitive two-

step auction process, as is typical in the industry. According to Beach, Rockland Capital was 

required to raise its initial bid by $25 million to win auction of the portfolio. Beach explained that 

he, along with other members of the investment team, performed a discounted cash flow analysis 

to value the three power plants and advise Rockland Capital on an appropriate bid. 

¶ 23 When Beach was asked how the projected discount cash flow analysis compared with the 

“actuals for 2014 and 2015,” the School District’s attorney objected on the grounds that such 
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testimony was irrelevant and contrary to the PTAB rule “prohibiting testimony about an appraisal” 

not submitted as evidence. The ALJ overruled the objection, stating that the testimony was “on the 

acquisition of the property and what they considered and what they used and how they came about 

to determine the price, whether it be allocated or total price for the portfolio.” Beach then testified 

that the subject property “did significantly worse in 2014 and 2015 than the projections” from the 

discounted cash flow analysis.

¶ 24 Beach testified that Rockland Capital and Ameren gave the subject property an allocated 

value in the portfolio sale. When Beach testified that Ameren had three appraisals done on the 

subject property prior to the sale, the School District’s attorney, again, objected based on the PTAB 

rule prohibiting testimony regarding appraisals not submitted into evidence. The ALJ, again, 

overruled the objection, and Beach testified that the allocated value assigned to the subject property 

totaled $47 million based on the highest estimated value of the three appraisals without formal 

negotiation. 

¶ 25 Beach testified that, following the change of ownership, the subject property underwent 

necessary maintenance with a goal of reducing start-up times and selling more capacity. Beach 

claimed that Rockland Capital attempted to operate the plant year-round, explaining that the plant 

was only operated by Ameren during the summer months. Beach claimed that the subject property 

was not profitable in 2014 or 2015, despite Rockland Capital’s efforts to improve operations.

¶ 26 Rapenske, Rockland Capital’s vice president of asset management, testified that Rockland 

Capital purchased the portfolio of three power plants in a competitive auction process, as is typical 

in the industry. Rapenske explained that the plant at the subject property operated as a peaking 

plant in the MISO market. Rapenske noted, however, that the plant at the subject property had 

longer start-up times than most peaking facilities due to its unique design. According to Rapenske, 
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the average start-up time for a peaking facility was 30 to 40 minutes, but the subject property had 

start-up times of nearly eight hours. As a result, the subject property was at risk of missing 

opportunities to provide power when needed in the market. Rapenske also testified in detail 

regarding various maintenance and environmental issues at the subject property, which reduced 

the plant’s productivity. Rapenske claimed that Rockland Capital attempted to correct various 

maintenance issues at the plant, but improvements occurred slowly over time.

¶ 27 Wells, a former employee at the subject property, testified to the following details on behalf 

of the School District. Wells worked at the subject property for 39 years prior to his retirement in 

2016. Wells became very familiar with the subject property during his employment and believed 

the plant was in good condition at the time of his retirement. He claimed start-up times at the plant 

improved after Rockland Capital corrected various issues and improved maintenance practices. 

Wells attributed failed start-ups at the subject property to Rockland Capital’s managerial decisions, 

not equipment failure. Wells explained that Rockland Capital attempted to operate the subject 

property as a peaking plant, which was hard on the equipment. Wells believed that the subject 

property could operate as either a base-load plant or an intermediate plant. Wells did not believe 

that Rockland Capital knew what they were doing and claimed that their actions could have 

damaged the steam turbines. Wells acknowledged that MISO decided when the plant would run.   

¶ 28 Appraisers Reilly and Lagassa also testified regarding their respective estimates as to the 

value of the subject property. Reilly acknowledged the effective date of his report was January 1, 

2014, but Reilly claimed his valuation opinion would not have significantly differed as of January 

1, 2015, based on his experience, the MISO market, and the conditions of the subject property. 

Lagassa prepared two separate reports for the 2014 and 2015 tax years, which indicated slight 
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differences in estimated values of the subject property. The reports prepared by both appraisers 

were admitted into evidence at the hearing.

¶ 29 Reilly’s estimated value of the subject property was $20 million for the 2014 and 2015 tax 

years. Lagassa’s estimated values of the subject property for the 2014 and 2015 tax years were 

$220 million and $200 million, respectively. Reilly valued the subject property as a peaking plant, 

and Lagassa valued the subject property as an intermediate plant. While Reilly and Lagassa relied 

on different information, variables, and elements in their respective appraisals, both appraisers 

used the three traditional approaches to value: the cost approach, the sales comparison approach, 

and the income approach. Neither appraiser placed weight on the portfolio sale in determining the 

value of the subject property.

¶ 30 Due to the unique design, Reilly concluded that the subject property resembled an 

intermediate or base-load facility but had the operating characteristics of a less profitable peaking 

facility. He concluded that the highest and best use of the subject property was its current use as a 

gas-fired peaking plant selling power in the MISO market. Reilly noted, however, that the subject 

property was a highly inefficient peaking plant due to its hybrid design. Consistent with his report, 

Reilly testified that he valued the subject property at $14 million under the cost approach, 

$35,210,000 under the sales comparison approach, and $20 million under the income approach. 

Reilly placed primary emphasis on the income approach to value the subject property, claiming 

that most participants rely on the income approach to value power plants. 

¶ 31 Consistent with his 2014 report, Lagassa testified that he valued the subject property at 

$185,600,000 under the cost approach, a range of value from $186,390,000 to $271,890,000 under 

the sales comparison approach, and $231,220,000 under the income approach. Consistent with his 

2015 report, Lagassa testified that he valued the subject property at $202,824,000 under the cost 
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approach and $198,821,000 under the income approach. Lagassa testified that he used different 

comparable sales for the 2015 year but reached a similar range of values under the sales 

comparison approach. Lagassa weighed each approach equally in placing a value on the subject 

property.

¶ 32 Both Reilly and Lagassa provided extensive testimony regarding the information they 

relied on in formulating their opinions. Both appraisers also provided extensive, detailed testimony 

explaining how they calculated the values for the subject property under each approach. Both 

appraisers were also subjected to extensive cross-examination, which highlighted various 

differences, inconsistencies, and irregularities in their respective opinions to value. In addition, 

Sosa and Green testified regarding various issues they discovered when reviewing the appraisal 

reports prepared by Reilly and Green.

¶ 33 On June 18, 2019, the PTAB issued a lengthy written decision reducing the assessment 

values of the subject property for the 2014 and 2015 tax years. In its decision, the PTAB found 

that Grand Tower LLC proved, by a preponderance of the evidence, the subject property was 

overvalued in each tax year. In so finding, the PTAB disregarded Lagassa’s appraisal and relied 

on Reilly’s appraisal, finding that the fair market value of the subject property totaled $20 million 

as of January 1, 2014, with no significant change in value as of January 1, 2015. The PTAB also 

considered the portfolio sale but indicated that it placed little weight on the sale, given that neither 

appraiser relied on the sale in determining the value of the subject property. The PTAB compared 

the price at which Rockland Capital purchased the portfolio to the appraisers’ estimated values of 

the subject property. The PTAB also found that the portfolio sale was an “arm’s length” 

transaction. Based on its consideration of the evidence, the PTAB reduced the assessment value of 

the subject property from $31,538,245 to $3,333,000 for the 2014 and 2015 tax years. 
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¶ 34 The School District filed a motion to reconsider, arguing that the PTAB erred by 

(1) declining to dismiss the appeals based on Grand Tower LLC’s failure to pay the contested 

taxes, (2) basing its decision on the portfolio sale where Grand Tower LLC listed “Recent 

Appraisal” as the basis for the appeal in its petition, (3) permitting testimony regarding appraisals 

not submitted into evidence prior to the hearing, and (4) valuing the subject property using a 

discounted cash flow analysis that was based on Ameren’s prior business decisions rather than the 

expected earnings. The PTAB subsequently denied the motion to reconsider. 

¶ 35 The School District directly appealed the PTAB’s decision to this court, listing Grand 

Tower LLC and the PTAB as respondents in the petition for review. Shortly thereafter, the Board 

joined in the School District’s petition for review. 

¶ 36 II. Analysis

¶ 37 On appeal, petitioners, the Board and School District, raise various arguments that 

challenge the PTAB’s decision denying the School District’s motion to dismiss and the PTAB’s 

final decision reducing the assessment value of the subject property for the 2014 and 2015 tax 

years. Before we address petitioners’ arguments pertaining to the PTAB’s decisions, we find it 

useful to set forth the legal framework guiding our analysis. 

¶ 38 The Code regulates the assessment and collection of taxes. Millennium Park Joint Venture, 

LLC v. Houlihan, 241 Ill. 2d 281, 295 (2010) (citing In re Application of the County Treasurer, 

214 Ill. 2d 253, 262 (2005); 35 ILCS 200/1-1 et seq. (West 2008)). “Sections 16-95 and 16-120 

together provide that the Board of Review may revise or correct an assessment as appears to be 

just on complaint by a taxpayer that ‘any property is overassessed, underassessed, or exempt.’ ” 

Id. at 296 (quoting 35 ILCS 200/16-95 (West 2008), and citing 35 ILCS 200/16-120 (West 2008)). 

The Code provides a taxpayer with two options for challenging the Board’s decision pertaining to 
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the assessment of his or her property: (1) file an appeal with the PTAB (see 35 ILCS 200/16-160; 

86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.60(a)) or (2) pay the taxes due on the property under protest (see 35 ILCS 

200/23-5) and file a tax objection complaint in the circuit court (see id. § 23-10). See Madison 

Two Associates, 227 Ill. 2d at 477. These options are mutually exclusive when valuation is at 

issue. Id. In other words, “[i]f a taxpayer seeks review before the [PTAB], he or she is precluded 

from filing objections based upon valuation in the circuit court.” Id. “In the same way, if a taxpayer 

files objections based upon valuation in the circuit court, the taxpayer cannot file a petition 

contesting the assessment of the subject property with the [PTAB].” Id. at 477-78 (citing 35 ILCS 

200/16-160 (West 2002); 86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.50(f), (g) (2007) (amended at 31 Ill. Reg. 16222 

(eff. Nov. 26, 2007))).

¶ 39 Where, as here, a taxpayer elects the first option and files an appeal with the PTAB, section 

16-160 of the Code requires that the taxpayer to file a petition for review with the PTAB within 

30 days’ written notice of the Board’s decision. 35 ILCS 200/16-160 (West 2018). Section 16-185 

requires that the PTAB “make a decision in each appeal or case appealed to it” based upon “equity 

and the weight of the evidence and not upon constructive fraud,” which “shall be binding upon 

appellant and officials of government.” Id. § 16-185. Final decisions of the PTAB are subject to 

the Administrative Review Law (735 ILCS 5/3-101 et seq. (West 2018)), and where, as here, a 

change in assessed value of $300,000 or more is sought, review lies directly in the appellate court. 

35 ILCS 200/16-195 (West 2018). 

¶ 40 The scope of this court’s review “extend[s] to all questions of law and fact.” 735 ILCS 5/3-

110 (West 2018). This court reviews the PTAB’s conclusions of law de novo and the PTAB’s 

resolution of mixed questions of law and fact for clear error. Cook County Board of Review v. 

Property Tax Appeal Board, 403 Ill. App. 3d 139, 143 (2010). However, the PTAB’s “findings 
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and conclusions on questions of fact” are deemed “prima facie true and correct” (735 ILCS 5/3-

110 (West 2018)) and “will be reversed only if they are against the manifest weight of the evidence, 

meaning that an opposite conclusion is clearly evident from the record.” Central Nursing Realty, 

LLC v. Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board, 2020 IL App (1st) 180994, ¶ 32. We now turn to 

petitioners’ arguments on appeal. 

¶ 41        A. Denial of Motion to Dismiss

¶ 42 Petitioners first challenge the PTAB’s denial of the School District’s motion to dismiss 

Grand Tower LLC’s appeals. Petitioners argue that the PTAB erred as a matter of law when it 

declined to dismiss the appeals after Grand Tower LLC failed to pay the contested taxes and the 

circuit court ordered a tax sale. Specifically, petitioners argue that the appeals should have been 

dismissed, because (1) Grand Tower LLC failed to pay the contested taxes as required by the Code 

and (2) the PTAB lost jurisdiction over the appeals when the court ordered the tax sale. 

¶ 43 Petitioners’ arguments present issues of statutory construction and subject-matter 

jurisdiction, which are both matters that this court reviews de novo. Millennium Park Joint 

Venture, LLC, 241 Ill. 2d at 294 (citing In re Donald A.G., 221 Ill. 2d 234, 246 (2006); Blount v. 

Stroud, 232 Ill. 2d 302, 308 (2009)). We note, however, that “[a]s an administrative agency, PTAB 

has the authority to construe statutory provisions in making decisions and determinations.” Spiel 

v. Property Tax Appeal Board, 309 Ill. App. 3d 373, 377 (1999) (citing Geneva Community Unit 

School District No. 304 v. Property Tax Appeal Board, 296 Ill. App. 3d 630, 633 (1998)). “This 

court gives substantial weight and deference to statutory interpretations made by an administrative 

agency charged with the administration of a particular statute.” Id. (citing Oregon Community Unit 

School District No. 220 v. Property Tax Appeal Board, 285 Ill. App. 3d 170, 175 (1996)). Thus, 

“[w]hile we exercise an independent review of PTAB’s conclusions of law, we may look to 
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PTAB’s interpretation of its own enabling statute as an informed source for ascertaining legislative 

intent.” Id. (citing La Salle Partners, Inc. v. Property Tax Appeal Board, 269 Ill. App. 3d 621, 628 

(1995)). With this in mind, we consider petitioners’ specific arguments.

¶ 44 1. Failure to Pay the Contested Taxes

¶ 45 Petitioners first argue that the PTAB erred as a matter of law when it found there was no 

requirement that a taxpayer pay the contested taxes to pursue an appeal under section 16-160 of 

the Code. We disagree.

¶ 46 As noted, the Code provides a taxpayer with two options for challenging the Board’s 

decision pertaining to the assessment of his or her property: (1) file an appeal with the PTAB (see 

35 ILCS 200/16-160; 86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.60(a)) or (2) pay the taxes due on the property under 

protest (see 35 ILCS 200/23-5) and file a tax objection complaint in the circuit court (see id. § 23-

10). See Madison Two Associates, 227 Ill. 2d at 477. The procedural requirements for these 

options differ and are set forth in separate articles of the Code. See 35 ILCS 200/art. 16, art. 23 

(West 2018). 

¶ 47 We begin, as did the PTAB, by examining section 16-160, which sets forth the procedural 

requirements for filing appeals with the PTAB. Pursuant to section 16-160, a taxpayer, or 

interested taxing body, may appeal the Board’s decision to the PTAB for review within 30 days’ 

written notice of the decision. 35 ILCS 200/16-160 (West 2018). Section 16-160 also provides, in 

pertinent part, as follows:

“In any appeal where the [Board] has given written notice of the hearing to the taxpayer 30 

days before the hearing, failure to appear at the [Board’s] hearing shall be grounds for 

dismissal of the appeal unless a continuance is granted to the taxpayer. If an appeal is 

dismissed for failure to appear at a [Board’s] hearing, the Property Tax Appeal Board shall 
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have no jurisdiction to hear any subsequent appeal on that taxpayer’s complaint. Such 

taxpayer or taxing body, hereinafter called the appellant, shall file a petition with the clerk 

of the [PTAB], setting forth the facts upon which he or she bases the objection, together 

with a statement of the contentions of law which he or she desires to raise, and the relief 

requested. If a petition is filed by a taxpayer, the taxpayer is precluded from filing 

objections based upon valuation, as may otherwise be permitted by Sections 21-175 and 

23-5. However, any taxpayer not satisfied with the decision of the board of review or board 

of appeals as such decision pertains to the assessment of his or her property need not appeal 

the decision to the [PTAB] before seeking relief in the courts.” Id.

Section 16-185 additionally provides that “[t]he extension of taxes on any assessment so appealed 

shall not be delayed by any proceeding before the [PTAB], and, in case the assessment is altered 

by the [PTAB], any taxes extended upon the unauthorized assessment or part thereof shall be 

abated, or, if already paid, shall be refunded with interest as provided in Section 23-20.” Id. § 16-

185.

¶ 48 In view of these statutory provisions, we cannot say that the PTAB erred as a matter of law 

in finding there was no requirement that a taxpayer pay the contested taxes to pursue an appeal 

under section 16-160. Section 16-160 sets forth a 30-day filing deadline and clearly requires 

dismissal of an appeal if a taxpayer fails to appear at a hearing but does not require dismissal of an 

appeal for failure to pay the contested taxes. Moreover, our legislature included the phrase “if 

already paid” in section 16-185 when addressing the procedure to be followed in cases where an 

assessment is altered by the PTAB’s decision. 

¶ 49 Petitioners appear to acknowledge that section 16-160 does not include a provision that 

requires a taxpayer to pay the contested taxes and, thus, do not argue that the PTAB erred in its 
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interpretation of section 16-160. Petitioners, instead, argue that section 23-5 “requires any person 

objecting to his or her taxes to pay all of the taxes due within 60 days of the due date.” Petitioners 

claim that section 23-5 “applies equally to tax objectors at the Circuit Court and tax objectors at 

the PTAB.” We disagree. 

¶ 50 As respondents correctly note, petitioners’ argument is premised on a provision found in 

article 23, which governs the “Procedures and Adjudication for Tax Objections” in the circuit 

court. Id. art. 23. Section 23-5 provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

“if any person desires to object to all or any part of a property tax for any year, for any 

reason other than that the property is exempt from taxation, he or she shall pay all of the 

tax due within 60 days from the first penalty date of the final installment of taxes for that 

year. Whenever taxes are paid in compliance with this Section and a tax objection 

complaint is filed in compliance with Section 23-10, 100% of the taxes shall be deemed 

paid under protest without the filing of a separate letter of protest with the county 

collector.” Id. § 23-5.

Section 23-10 provides that “the person paying the taxes due as provided in Section 23-5 may file 

a tax objection complaint under Section 23-15 within 75 days after the first penalty date of the 

final installment of taxes for the year in question.” Id. § 23-10. Section 23-20, the provision 

referenced in section 16-185, provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

“No protest shall prevent or be a cause of delay in the distribution of tax collections to the 

taxing districts of any taxes collected which were not paid under protest. If the final order 

of the Property Tax Appeal Board or of a court results in a refund to the taxpayer, refunds 

shall be made by the collector from funds remaining in the Protest Fund until such funds 
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are exhausted and thereafter from the next funds collected after entry of the final order until 

full payment of the refund and interest thereon has been made.” Id. § 23-20.

¶ 51 A plain reading of the statutory provisions cited above demonstrates that section 23-5 does 

not apply to appeals filed with the PTAB pursuant to section 16-160. See Dynak v. Board of 

Education of Wood Dale School District 7, 2020 IL 125062, ¶ 16 (“The best indicator of the 

legislative intent is the language in the statute, which must be given its plain and ordinary 

meaning.” (citing Corbett v. County of Lake, 2017 IL 121536, ¶ 30)). Petitioners highlight the 

legislature’s use of the phrases “any person” and “for any year, for any reason” in section 23-5; 

however, “[s]tatutory terms cannot be considered in isolation but must be read in context to 

determine their meaning.” Id. (citing Corbett, 2017 IL 121536, ¶¶ 27, 30). The final sentence of 

section 23-5, which petitioners omitted in their brief to this court, provides that “[w]henever taxes 

are paid in compliance with this Section and a tax objection complaint is filed in compliance with 

Section 23-10, 100% of the taxes shall be deemed paid under protest ***.” (Emphasis added.) 35 

ILCS 200/23-5. Additionally, section 16-160 precludes a taxpayer from filing an objection based 

on valuation under section 23-5 if the taxpayer has filed an appeal with the PTAB. Id. § 16-160. 

Thus, in our view, the plain statutory language indicates that the payment requirement set forth in 

section 23-5 only applies to tax objections filed in the circuit court.

¶ 52 Moreover, the legislature included the payment under protest requirement in article 23, 

which governs the “Procedures and Adjudication for Tax Objections” in the circuit court. 35 ILCS 

200/art. 23. Section 16-160 prescribes a filing deadline and provides for dismissal of an appeal 

based on a taxpayer’s failure to appear at a hearing before the Board but does not include a 

provision that requires dismissal of an appeal based on a taxpayer’s failure to pay the contested 

tax. Id. § 16-160. As a result, we presume that the legislature had no intention of requiring the 
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PTAB to dismiss an appeal based on a taxpayer’s failure to pay the contested taxes. See Chicago 

Teachers Union, Local No. 1 v. Board of Education of the City of Chicago, 2012 IL 112566, ¶ 24 

(“When the legislature includes particular language in one section of a statute but omits it in 

another section of the same statute, courts presume that the legislature acted intentionally and 

purposely in the inclusion or exclusion [citations], and that the legislature intended different 

meanings and results [citations].”); see also People v. Goossens, 2015 IL 118347, ¶ 12 (“It is well 

settled that when the legislature uses certain language in one instance of a statute and different 

language in another part, we assume different meanings were intended.”). 

¶ 53 The legislature also prescribed differing procedural requirements and filing deadlines for 

PTAB appeals and tax objection complaints. Notably, a taxpayer must wait until “after the first 

penalty date of the final installment of taxes for the year in question” before filing a tax objection 

complaint in the circuit court, and then the taxpayer must pay “all of the tax due within 60 days 

from the first penalty date of the final installment of taxes for that year.” (Internal quotation marks 

omitted.) Millennium Park Joint Venture, LLC, 241 Ill. 2d at 308 (quoting 35 ILCS 200/23-5, 23-

10 (West 2008)). In contrast, a taxpayer may appeal the Board’s decision to the PTAB 

immediately, likely before any taxes become due. See id.; 35 ILCS 200/16-160 (appeals from 

decisions of the Board must be filed with the PTAB within 30 days’ notice). Accordingly, the 

application of section 23-5 would not make sense in the context of an appeal filed pursuant to 

section 16-160. See Dynak, 2020 IL 125062, ¶ 16 (“[I]n interpreting statutory language, we may 

consider the consequences that would result from construing the statute one way or the other.”). 

Thus, we find it clear that the legislature did not intend for section 23-5 to apply to appeals filed 

pursuant to section 16-160. For these additional reasons, we conclude that section 23-5 does not 

apply to appeals filed pursuant to section 16-160.
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¶ 54 Petitioners assert that a footnote in our supreme court’s decision in Madison Two 

Associates, 227 Ill. 2d 474, supports a contrary conclusion. In Madison Two Associates, our 

supreme court addressed the procedural distinction between the two options in a footnote as 

follows: 

“Unlike the tax objection alternative, paying the property tax is not a prerequisite 

for seeking relief from the [PTAB]. Pursuing the appeal through the [PTAB] does not, 

however, stay the obligation to pay the contested tax. If the tax falls due before the [PTAB] 

issues its decision, the tax must still be paid. If the [PTAB] subsequently lowers the 

assessment, any taxes paid on the portion of the assessment determined to have been 

unauthorized must be refunded with interest.” Id. at 477 n.2 (citing 35 ILCS 200/16-185 

(West 2002)).

¶ 55 In our view, the footnote supports our conclusion that section 23-5 does not apply to 

appeals filed pursuant to section 16-160—specifically, where our supreme court clarified that, 

“[u]nlike the tax objection alternative, paying the property tax is not a prerequisite for seeking 

relief from the [PTAB]” (id. (citing 35 ILCS 200/16-185 (West 2002))). Despite this, petitioners 

claim that our supreme court relied on section 23-5 where it noted that the tax must still be paid if 

it falls due before the PTAB issues its decision. We note that our supreme court merely 

summarized section 16-185, which provides that an appeal to the PTAB does not stay the 

obligation to pay the contested taxes. See 35 ILCS 200/16-185 (West 2018). Accordingly, we do 

not find the footnote in Madison Two Associates supports petitioners’ argument that section 23-5 

“applies equally” to appeals filed with the PTAB and tax objection complaints filed in the circuit 

court. 
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¶ 56 Petitioners also assert that this narrow interpretation of section 23-5 runs contrary to well-

established public policy in Illinois. Petitioners claim that it is a bedrock principle of Illinois law 

“that a taxpayer seeking relief from its property tax assessment must first pay the taxes due, and 

then seek relief in the form of a refund.” According to petitioners, this requirement ensures “that 

taxpayers cannot withhold payment as a means of impeding the government’s functions[,] 

including the education of children and the protection of citizens.” Petitioners claim that if a 

taxpayer is permitted to pursue an appeal with the PTAB without paying the contested taxes, “large 

taxpayers throughout Illinois will be encouraged to hold local taxing bodies hostage, exerting 

undue influence to coerce settlements and reduced assessments.” While we sympathize with 

petitioners, these arguments misconstrue the limited issue before this court—whether the PTAB 

erred when it applied section 16-160 and found there was no requirement that a taxpayer pay the 

contested taxes to pursue an appeal with the PTAB. Petitioners acknowledge that section 16-160 

does not include such requirement. This court “cannot rewrite a statute under the guise of statutory 

construction or depart from the plain language of a statute by reading into it exceptions, limitations, 

or conditions not expressed by the legislature.” In re Michelle J., 209 Ill. 2d 428, 437 (2004) (citing 

In re Mary Ann P., 202 Ill. 2d 393, 409 (2002)). These concerns, instead, fall squarely within the 

purview of the legislature.

¶ 57 We also reiterate that an appeal to the PTAB does not stay the obligation to pay the 

contested taxes. As our supreme court noted in Madison Two Associates, “[i]f the tax falls due 

before the [PTAB] issues its decision, the tax must still be paid.” 227 Ill. 2d at 477 n.2 (citing 35 

ILCS 200/16-185 (West 2002)). Respondents agree that filing an appeal with the PTAB does not 

stay or alleviate a taxpayer’s obligation to pay the contested taxes. As respondents correctly note, 

and as will be discussed in more detail below, Grand Tower LLC’s failure to pay the contested 
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taxes resulted in a delinquency judgment and tax sale. Accordingly, the contested taxes were paid 

shortly after they became due, albeit by a third party. Thus, the legislature included a provision in 

the Code that provides an alternative means to prevent a taxpayer from withholding the payment 

of taxes to impede government function. 

¶ 58 For the reasons stated, we hold that the PTAB correctly interpreted and applied section 16-

160 by finding that the payment of the contested taxes was not a prerequisite to filing an appeal 

with the PTAB. Therefore, we conclude that the PTAB did not err as a matter of law when it 

declined to dismiss the appeals based on Grand Tower LLC’s failure to pay the contested taxes.

¶ 59 2. Effect of Tax-Sale Proceedings

¶ 60 Petitioners next argue that the PTAB should have dismissed the appeals for lack of 

jurisdiction, because the circuit court acquired jurisdiction over all matters relating to the contested 

taxes after ordering the tax sale. We disagree. 

¶ 61 Where, as here, a property’s taxes become delinquent, the Code provides that “the county 

may apply for a judgment against and a sale of the property at a public auction (known as a tax 

sale) to recover the delinquent taxes.” In re Application for a Tax Deed, 2018 IL App (5th) 170170, 

¶ 9 (As-Is Properties) (citing 35 ILCS 200/21-110 (West 2016)); A.P. Properties, Inc. v. 

Goshinsky, 186 Ill. 2d 524, 529 (1999); A.P. Properties, Inc. v. Rattner, 2011 IL App (2d) 110061, 

¶ 13; In re Application of the County Treasurer & ex officio County Collector, 378 Ill. App. 3d 

842, 846 (2007) (Hawkeye)). Section 21-175 of the Code (35 ILCS 200/21-175 (West 2018)), a 

provision referenced in section 16-160, allows the circuit court to entertain defenses to the county 

collector’s application for judgment and tax sale when the defense includes a writing specifying 

the grounds for the objection. In addition, section 21-175 provides that a circuit court may only 
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entertain a defense to the entry of judgment when the contested taxes have been paid under protest 

as required by section 23-5 with a tax objection complaint filed under section 23-10. See id.

¶ 62 “Any person owning or claiming a property upon which application for judgment is applied 

for may pay the taxes and costs to the county collector at any time before the taxes are sold, thereby 

avoiding the sale.” As-Is Properties, 2018 IL App (5th) 170170, ¶ 9 (citing 35 ILCS 200/21-165 

(West 2016)). “If the property owner does not pay the taxes first, the county may sell the property 

to the highest bidder, who then becomes liable to the county for the amount bid.” Rattner, 2011 IL 

App (2d) 110061, ¶ 13; see also 35 ILCS 200/21-190, 21-205, 21-240, 21-260 (West 2016); 

Goshinsky, 186 Ill. 2d at 529. The tax buyer receives a certificate of purchase after the circuit court 

confirms the sale. 35 ILCS 200/21-240, 21-260(c) (West 2016); Goshinsky, 186 Ill. 2d at 529; 

Rattner, 2011 IL App (2d) 110061, ¶ 13. However, “[t]he purchaser at the tax sale does not 

immediately gain title to the property; rather, there is a grace period where the property owner has 

the right to ‘redeem’ the property by paying to the county clerk the delinquent taxes, as well as 

costs, fees, and interest.” Hawkeye, 378 Ill. App. 3d at 846; see also 35 ILCS 200/21-345(a) (West 

2016) (“Property sold under this Code may be redeemed only by those persons having a right of 

redemption ***.”); 35 ILCS 200/21-350 (West 2016) (“Property sold under this Code may be 

redeemed at any time before the expiration of 2 years from the date of sale,” with certain 

exceptions); 35 ILCS 200/21-370 (West 2016) (provisions pertaining to redemption of forfeited 

property).

¶ 63 In the present case, Grand Tower LLC challenged the assessment values of the subject 

property by appealing the Board’s decision to the PTAB pursuant to section 16-160 of the Code. 

Petitioners do not argue, and there is nothing in the record to show, that Grand Tower LLC failed 

to comply with the requirements of section 16-160 by filing its petition for review with the PTAB. 
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Accordingly, the PTAB acquired jurisdiction over the appeals after Grand Tower LLC filed its 

petition for review. The taxes on the subject property were not due at the time Grand Tower LLC 

filed the appeals with the PTAB, and Grand Tower LLC did not pay the contested taxes prior to 

filing the appeals. When the taxes became due on the subject property during the pendency of the 

appeals, Grand Tower LLC failed to pay the contested taxes and the taxes became delinquent. 

¶ 64 While Grand Tower LLC’s appeals remained pending before the PTAB, the county 

attempted to collect the delinquent taxes by applying for a judgment and tax sale as permitted by 

section 21-110 of the Code (35 ILCS 200/21-110 (West 2018)). Grand Tower LLC did not raise a 

defense to the county’s application by filing a writing that specified the grounds for the objection 

as permitted by section 21-175, which would have also required Grand Tower LLC to pay the 

contested taxes under protest under section 23-5 and to file a tax objection complaint under section 

23-10. See id. § 21-175. Thereafter, the circuit court entered a delinquency judgment and ordered 

a tax sale, finding the amount of taxes sufficient. In accordance with the court’s order, the county 

treasurer subsequently sold the taxes associated with the subject property to SI Resources, LLC, 

and Gupta Vinod.

¶ 65 Petitioners argue that the PTAB lost jurisdiction of Grand Tower LLC’s appeals after the 

circuit court entered the delinquency judgment and ordered the tax sale. In support, petitioners rely 

on Vulcan Materials Co. v. Bee Construction, 96 Ill. 2d 159 (1983). In Vulcan Materials Co., our 

supreme court observed that “a tax-sale proceeding is in rem and the court acquires jurisdiction 

over the land when the county collector makes his application for judgment and order for sale.” 

Id. at 165. Our supreme court further observed that, “[o]nce acquired, the court retains its 

jurisdiction to make all necessary findings and enter all necessary orders supplemental to the 

original tax sale.” Id. We agree that, here, the circuit court acquired jurisdiction over the subject 
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property after the county filed an application for judgment and order for sale. We also agree that 

the court retained jurisdiction to issue all necessary orders to effectuate the sale and to require 

issuance of tax deeds. We disagree, however, that Vulcan Materials Co. supports petitioners’ claim 

that the PTAB loses jurisdiction over a previously filed appeal when a county files an application 

for judgment and order for sale because that case did not involve concurrent PTAB proceedings. 

¶ 66 While not cited by the parties, we find section 16-185 instructive on this issue. As noted, 

section 16-185 provides that “[t]he extension of taxes on any assessment so appealed shall not be 

delayed by any proceeding before the [PTAB]” and that “any taxes extended upon the unauthorized 

assessment or part thereof shall be abated, or, if already paid, shall be refunded with interest as 

provided in Section 23-20.” 35 ILCS 200/16-185. Based on our reading of section 16-185, it 

appears the legislature contemplated simultaneous proceedings before the PTAB and the circuit 

court. Thus, we find that the PTAB did not lose jurisdiction over Grand Tower LLC’s appeals 

when the county filed an application for judgment and order for sale.

¶ 67 Petitioners assert that the circuit court, in finding the taxes sufficient, “approved the 

assessment that was supplemental to the original tax” and “the PTAB could not overrule” the court 

by “finding that some other amount of taxes would have been sufficient.” However, there is 

nothing in the record on appeal to support petitioners’ assertion that the court “approved the 

assessment” by finding the taxes sufficient to order a tax sale. The record contains only the court’s 

written order, which makes no reference to the assessment. The record does not contain a report 

or transcript of the proceedings before the court. Thus, we find the record insufficient to support 

petitioners’ assertion that the court “approved the assessment” when it entered the delinquency 

judgment and ordered the tax sale.
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¶ 68 We also note that the legislature, in its wisdom, included a provision in section 16-160 that 

prevents the PTAB and circuit court from both deciding an issue relating to the correctness of an 

assessment. Where, as here, a taxpayer challenges the Board’s decision pertaining to an assessment 

by filing an appeal with the PTAB, section 16-160 expressly precludes the taxpayer from also 

filing a valuation objection in the circuit court as permitted by sections 23-5 and 21-175. Grand 

Tower LLC complied with section 16-160 and did not challenge the assessment by objecting to 

the assessment value in the circuit court. As a result, that issue was not before the circuit court 

during the tax-sale proceedings. Thus, the PTAB had jurisdiction to determine the correctness of 

the assessment, not the circuit court.

¶ 69 Accordingly, we hold that the tax-sale proceedings in the circuit court did not deprive the 

PTAB of subject-matter jurisdiction over Grand Tower LLC’s appeals challenging the assessment 

values of the subject property. Therefore, we conclude that the PTAB did not err as a matter of 

law when it declined to dismiss the appeals for lack of jurisdiction. 

¶ 70            B. Reduction of Assessment Value

¶ 71 Petitioners next challenge the PTAB’s final decision reducing the assessment value of the 

subject property. Petitioners argue that this court should reverse the PTAB’s decision because the 

PTAB erred as a matter of law when it (1) based its decision on the portfolio sale, (2) allowed 

Grand Tower LLC to present testimony regarding appraisals that were not submitted into evidence 

prior to the hearing, and (3) valued the subject property based on the business decisions of Ameren 

rather than the subject property’s income-producing capabilities. We consider these arguments in 

turn.
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¶ 72 1. Portfolio Sale

¶ 73 Petitioners first argue that this court should reverse the PTAB’s decision because the PTAB 

“went beyond its statutory authority and violated its own rules along with fundamental principles 

of judicial fairness” by permitting testimony regarding the portfolio sale at the hearing and by 

relying on the portfolio sale in its decision. We disagree.

¶ 74 As an initial matter, we find petitioners forfeited review of the argument that the PTAB 

erred by permitting testimony regarding the portfolio sale at the hearing. “ ‘It is axiomatic that if 

an argument or objection is not made in an administrative proceeding, it is [forfeited] and may not 

be raised for the first time on administrative review.’ ” National City Bank of Michigan/Illinois v. 

Property Tax Appeal Board, 331 Ill. App. 3d 1038, 1044 (2002) (quoting La Salle Partners, 269 

Ill. App. 3d at 631). Here, as respondents correctly note, petitioners did not make a general 

objection to testimony regarding the portfolio sale at the hearing. Petitioners, instead, specifically 

objected to testimony regarding a discounted cash flow analysis and other appraisals that were 

performed prior to the portfolio sale. Petitioners also failed to raise the issue in the motion to 

reconsider the PTAB’s decision. Thus, petitioners’ argument in this regard is forfeited. 

¶ 75 Forfeiture aside, we find no error in the PTAB’s decision to permit testimony regarding 

the portfolio sale at the hearing. Petitioners assert that the School District was unfairly surprised 

by the testimony at the hearing because Grand Tower LLC failed to list the portfolio sale as a basis 

for the appeals in the petition, as required by section 16-160 of the Code and PTAB Rule 

1910.30(h). 

¶ 76 Petitioners cite a provision in section 16-160 of the Code, which requires a taxpayer to “file 

a petition with the clerk of the [PTAB], setting forth the facts upon which he or she bases the 

objection, together with a statement of the contentions of law which he or she desires to raise, and 
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the relief requested.” 35 ILCS 200/16-160 (West 2018). Petitioners also cite PTAB Rule 

1910.30(h), which provides that “[e]very petition for appeal shall state the facts upon which the 

contesting party bases an objection to the decision of the board of review, together with a statement 

of the contentions of law the contesting party desires to raise.” 86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.30(h) 

(2018). 

¶ 77 We note, however, that “technical errors in the proceedings before the administrative 

agency are grounds for reversal only where the error materially affected the rights of the 

complaining party and resulted in substantial injustice.” La Salle Partners, 269 Ill. App. 3d at 630 

(citing 735 ILCS 5/3-111(b) (West Supp. 1993)). We also note that “[a]n administrative agency’s 

decision regarding the conduct of its hearing and the admission of evidence is governed by an 

abuse of discretion standard and is subject to reversal only if there is demonstrable prejudice to the 

complaining party.” John J. Moroney & Co. v. Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board, 2013 IL App 

(1st) 120493, ¶ 50 (citing Wilson v. Department of Professional Regulation, 344 Ill. App. 3d 897, 

907 (2003); Matos v. Cook County Sheriff’s Merit Board, 401 Ill. App. 3d 536, 541 (2010)).

¶ 78 Here, Grand Tower LLC’s petition listed a recent appraisal as the basis for the appeal. 

Grand Tower later submitted Reilly’s appraisal as evidence in support of its appeals. We 

acknowledge that Grand Tower LLC did not list a recent sale as the basis for the appeal and, thus, 

Grand Tower LLC did not provide details or documentation pertaining to the portfolio sale in 

accordance with the directions set forth in the petition. Petitioners claim they were unfairly 

surprised by the evidence pertaining to the portfolio sale at the hearing. However, we fail to see 

how petitioners suffered any substantial injustice or demonstrable prejudice as a result of Grand 

Tower LLC’s omission. 
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¶ 79 Contrary to petitioners’ assertion, the record demonstrates that petitioners were not unfairly 

surprised by the testimony regarding the portfolio sale. As respondents correctly note, the School 

District included a discussion of the portfolio sale in a brief filed with the PTAB well before the 

hearing. Specifically, the School District noted in the brief that the appraisers did not give weight 

to the portfolio sale, wherein Rockland Capital purchased the three power plants for $168 million. 

The School District further noted that the portfolio sale was not a reliable comparable sale because 

it was a complicated, rushed transaction with too many unknowns. Moreover, Grand Tower LLC 

identified Beach as a potential witness prior to the hearing and indicated that he would “testify 

regarding the acquisition of the subject property, the valuation of the subject property, and issues 

related thereto.” The School District’s amended witness list indicated that Grand Tower LLC 

identified Beach, among others, as a witness, and that the School District was “requesting and 

expecting them to testify concerning all aspects of the acquisition” and regarding the subject 

property’s performance following the acquisition. Thus, we fail to see how petitioners were 

unfairly surprised by testimony pertaining to the portfolio sale at the hearing.

¶ 80 Moreover, contrary to petitioners’ assertion, the PTAB’s decision to reduce the assessment 

value of the subject property was not based on its consideration of the portfolio sale. While the 

PTAB compared the appraisal values to the portfolio sale in its decision, the PTAB clearly 

indicated that it relied on Reilly’s appraisal in determining the value of the subject property and 

that it placed little weight on the portfolio sale. In other words, the PTAB clearly indicated that it 

based its decision on Reilly’s appraisal—the recent appraisal Grand Tower LLC submitted in 

support of its petition. Thus, we conclude that Grand Tower LLC’s failure to list the portfolio sale 

as a basis for the appeal in the petition did not result in reversible error.
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¶ 81 Petitioners also argue that the PTAB erred as a matter of law when it determined the 

portfolio sale was an arm’s-length transaction. “The Illinois Supreme Court has held that a 

contemporaneous sale of the subject property between parties dealing at arm’s length is relevant 

to the question of fair market value.” Bloomington Public Schools, District No. 87 v. Illinois 

Property Tax Appeal Board, 379 Ill. App. 3d 387, 392 (2008) (citing People ex rel. Korzen v. Belt 

Ry. Co. of Chicago, 37 Ill. 2d 158, 161 (1967)). “ ‘However, the sale price of property does not 

necessarily establish its value without further information on the relationship of the buyer and 

seller and other circumstances.’ ” Id. (quoting Residential Real Estate Co. v. Illinois Property Tax 

Appeal Board, 188 Ill. App. 3d 232, 242 (1989)). 

¶ 82 We initially note that a determination of whether a sale was “at arm’s length” presents a 

question of fact, and a reviewing court considers the PTAB’s determination on the issue as 

prima facie true and correct. Id. In other words, if the record contains evidence to support the 

PTAB’s factual finding, the finding will not be disturbed on review. Id. 

¶ 83 Here, Beach and Rapenske testified that Rockland Capital purchased the portfolio from 

Ameren in a competitive auction process, as is typical in the industry. Beach also testified that 

Rockland Capital was required to raise its bid to win auction of the portfolio. Both parties presented 

testimony and evidence regarding the time frame and circumstances surrounding the portfolio sale. 

Because conflicting evidence was presented on the issue, we cannot say the PTAB’s determination 

that the portfolio sale was an arm’s-length transaction was against the manifest weight of the 

evidence. 

¶ 84 Even if we concluded that the PTAB’s determination was against the manifest weight of 

the evidence, we would not reverse the PTAB’s decision. The PTAB acknowledged that the 

appraisers gave little weight to the portfolio sales in valuing the subject property. As a result, the 
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PTAB placed little weight on the portfolio sale in reaching its decision. The PTAB, instead, relied 

on Reilly’s appraisal and merely compared the portfolio sale to the appraisal values. For this 

additional reason, we reject petitioners’ argument that the PTAB’s reliance on the portfolio sale 

constitutes reversible error. 

¶ 85 2. Appraisal Testimony

¶ 86 Petitioners next argue that this court should reverse the PTAB’s decision because the PTAB 

improperly permitted appraisal testimony over the School District’s objection at the hearing. 

Specifically, petitioners assert that the PTAB erred by allowing Beach’s testimony regarding the 

discounted cash flow analysis performed by Rockland Capital prior to the portfolio sale, as well 

as Beach’s testimony regarding the appraisals Ameren conducted prior to the sale. We disagree. 

¶ 87 Petitioners assert that, by permitting Beach to testify regarding appraisals not submitted 

into evidence prior to the hearing, the PTAB denied the School District a fair hearing and violated 

PTAB Rules 1910.67(l), 1910.92(a), and 1910.50(c). PTAB Rule 1910.67(l) provides as follows:

“Appraisal testimony offered to prove the valuation asserted by any party shall not be 

accepted at the hearing unless a documented appraisal has been timely submitted by that 

party pursuant to this Part. Appraisal testimony offered to prove the valuation asserted may 

only be given by a preparer of the documented appraisal whose signature appears on the 

document.” 86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.67(l) (2018).

PTAB Rule 1910.92(a) provides that “[e]ach hearing shall be conducted in a manner best 

calculated to conform to substantial justice.” 86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.92(a) (2018). PTAB Rule 

1910.50(c) requires that the PTAB’s decisions “be based on equity and the weight of the evidence.” 

86 Ill. Adm. Code 1910.50(c) (2018). 
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¶ 88 However, an administrative agency has broad discretion in the conduct of its hearings, and 

an administrative agency abuses its discretion only when “no reasonable person would take the 

position [it] adopted” or it has “act[ed] arbitrarily, fail[ed] to employ conscientious judgment, [or] 

ignore[d] recognized principles of law.” John J. Moroney, 2013 IL App (1st) 120493, ¶ 50. The 

“PTAB has authority to interpret and apply its own rules, and a reviewing court will not interfere 

with an administrative agency’s application of its rule unless ‘the interpretation is plainly 

erroneous or inconsistent with long-settled constructions.’ ” West Loop Associates, LLC v. 

Property Tax Appeal Board, 2017 IL App (1st) 151998, ¶ 40 (quoting Lake County Board of 

Review v. Property Tax Appeal Board, 140 Ill. App. 3d 1042, 1051 (1986)).

¶ 89 Here, the School District objected to Beach’s testimony regarding the appraisals on the 

basis that the testimony was irrelevant and in violation of the PTAB rule regarding appraisal 

testimony. In response, Grand Tower LLC asserted that it offered Beach’s testimony regarding the 

appraisals to explain how the subject property received an allocated price of $47 million in the 

portfolio sale, not to demonstrate the subject property’s fair market value. The ALJ agreed with 

Grand Tower LLC and overruled the objection, stating that “[t]he testimony here is on the 

acquisition of the property and what they considered and what they used and how they came about 

to determine the price, whether it be allocated or total price for the portfolio.” Grand Tower LLC 

sought to prove that the fair market value of the subject property was $20 million based on Reilly’s 

appraisal, not $47 million based on the portfolio sale. Because the PTAB could have reasonably 

concluded that Beach’s testimony was not offered to prove the valuation asserted, the PTAB did 

not abuse its discretion in overruling the School District’s objection. 

¶ 90 Again, even assuming the PTAB improperly permitted appraisal testimony at the hearing, 

petitioners have not shown “demonstrable prejudice” (John J. Maroney, 2013 IL App (1st) 120493, 
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¶ 50), or that the ruling materially affected petitioners’ rights, causing substantial injustice (735 

ILCS 5/3-111(b) (West 2018)). As noted, the PTAB relied on Reilly’s appraisal in determining the 

value of the subject property. The PTAB compared the price allocated to the subject property in 

the portfolio sale to the appraisers’ estimated values, but it made no specific reference to Beach’s 

testimony regarding the appraisals in its decision. The PTAB expressly stated that it placed little 

weight on the portfolio sale in reaching its decision. Thus, in our view, petitioners have not shown 

that the admission of Beach’s testimony regarding the appraisals, even if improper, resulted in 

demonstrable prejudice so as to require reversal of the PTAB’s decision.

¶ 91 3. Valuation

¶ 92 Lastly, petitioners argue that the PTAB erred as a matter of law when it valued the subject 

property based on the prior business decisions of Ameren rather than the subject property’s 

income-producing capabilities. We disagree.

¶ 93 As an initial matter, we must address petitioners’ assertion that this argument presents a 

question of law subject to de novo review. To properly address petitioners’ assertion, we will first 

summarize Illinois law on the valuation of real property for taxation purposes. Our colleagues in 

the Second District provided the following summary, which we find instructive: 

“Illinois law requires that all real property be valued at its fair cash value, estimated 

at the price it would bring at a fair voluntary sale where the owner is ready, willing, and 

able to sell but is not compelled to do so, and the buyer is likewise ready, willing, and able 

to buy but is not forced to do so. [Citation.] ‘Fair cash value’ is synonymous with fair 

market value, and an arm’s-length sales transaction is the best evidence thereof. [Citation.] 

There are three basic methods of evaluating real property: (1) the sales comparison 

approach; (2) the income approach; and (3) the reproduction cost approach. [Citation.] In 
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the absence of market value established by a contemporaneous arm’s-length sale, the sales 

comparison approach is the preferred method and should be used when market data are 

available. [Citation.]” Kraft Foods, Inc. v. Illinois Property Tax Appeal Board, 2013 IL 

App (2d) 121031, ¶ 43.

¶ 94 “When faced with challenges to a PTAB decision reducing a taxpayer’s assessment, courts 

have noted that ‘we are not charged with the responsibility of determining the market value of the 

subject property. Rather, the central question before us is whether the PTAB’s decision to reduce 

petitioner’s tax assessments *** was correct.’ ” Kankakee County Board of Review v. Property 

Tax Appeal Board, 2012 IL App (3d) 110045, ¶ 12 (quoting Kankakee County Board of Review 

v. Property Tax Appeal Board, 226 Ill. 2d 36, 50 (2007); Cook County Board of Review v. Property 

Tax Appeal Board, 384 Ill. App. 3d 472, 479 (2008)). If any evidence supports PTAB’s findings, 

its decision must be sustained on review. Du Page County Board of Review v. Property Tax Appeal 

Board, 284 Ill. App. 3d 649, 655 (1996); see also Kankakee County Board of Review, 2012 IL 

App (3d) 110045, ¶¶ 18-19. 

¶ 95 Petitioners seek to avoid the deferential manifest-weight-of-the-evidence standard by 

arguing that the PTAB erred as a matter of law when it valued the subject property based on 

Ameren’s prior business decisions rather than the subject property’s income-producing 

capabilities. As petitioners correctly note, the issue of whether the PTAB considered appraisals 

that utilized the proper methodology for valuation presents a question law that is reviewed de novo. 

See Cook County Board of Review v. Property Tax Appeal Board, 384 Ill. App. 3d 472, 479 

(2008). After careful review, we conclude that petitioners’ arguments do not raise the issue of 

whether the PTAB considered an appraisal that utilized the proper methodology.
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¶ 96 “We have traditionally conducted de novo review on the question of whether an appraiser 

properly ignored the preferred methodology—the sales comparison methodology—in a given 

case, and we have rejected the refusal to use that methodology when market data was available to 

make sales comparisons.” Gateway-Walden, LLC v. Pappas, 2018 IL App (1st) 162714, ¶ 62 

(citing Kraft Foods, 2013 IL App (2d) 121031, ¶¶ 43-44). “We have upheld an appraiser’s refusal 

to use the sales comparison approach only when sales data was unavailable due to the unique 

nature of the property—a fairly rare occurrence.” Id. ¶ 63 (citing Kendall County Board of Review 

v. Property Tax Appeal Board, 337 Ill. App. 3d 735, 741 (2003)).

¶ 97 Here, however, petitioners essentially argue that the PTAB erred by relying on Reilly’s 

appraisal in determining the value of the subject property. Petitioners do not argue that Reilly 

improperly ignored the cost and sales comparison approaches to value or that Reilly’s reliance on 

the income approach was improper. Petitioners, instead, argue that the PTAB erred by relying on 

Reilly’s appraisal because Reilly “incorrectly valued” the subject property based on operations 

under Ameren’s prior ownership without considering the subject property’s income-producing 

capabilities. Petitioners also argue that the PTAB, in accepting Reilly’s appraisal, valued the 

subject property as “junk” based on the subject property’s “worst years” under Ameren’s 

ownership while disregarding the subject property’s “best performing years and full income 

potential.” 

¶ 98 Petitioners’ arguments challenge the elements Reilly used in his income approach to value. 

We note that petitioners were able to highlight various inconsistencies and irregularities in Reilly’s 

appraisal on cross-examination and through the testimony of Sosa. In our view, any inconsistencies 

or irregularities went to the weight of Reilly’s opinions, not the admissibility of his opinions. This 

court is “not required to delve into the minutiae of expert testimony or make credibility 
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determinations appropriately left to the trier of fact.” Gateway-Walden, LLC, 2018 IL App (1st) 

162714, ¶ 64. Thus, we review the PTAB’s decision under the manifest-weight-of-the-evidence 

standard of review. 

¶ 99 We note that petitioners do not make the alternative argument that the PTAB’s decision 

was against the manifest weight of the evidence. See Ill. S. Ct. R. 341(h)(7) (eff. July 1, 2017) 

(“Points not argued are waived and shall not be raised in the reply brief, in oral argument, or on 

petition for rehearing.”); see also Vancura v. Katris, 238 Ill. 2d 352, 369 (2010) (“Consistent with 

the plain language of the rule, this court has repeatedly held that the failure to argue a point in the 

appellant’s opening brief results in forfeiture of the issue.”). Thus, petitioners have forfeited review 

of this issue.

¶ 100 Forfeiture aside, in applying this deferential standard, we cannot say that the PTAB’s 

decision was against the manifest weight of the evidence. The PTAB, in its 83-page decision, 

provided a detailed review of both Reilly and Lagassa’s appraisals, including the three methods of 

valuation they considered in determining the value of the subject property. The PTAB carefully 

considered the evidence presented at the hearing and found Reilly’s appraisal more persuasive than 

Lagassa’s appraisal. The PTAB concluded that Reilly “was able to sufficiently defend his 

methodologies through testimony” which “was supported by the testimony of other witnesses.” In 

other words, the parties presented conflicting appraisals as evidence of the market value and the 

PTAB found Reilly’s appraisal more credible and better supported by the evidence. See National 

City Bank of Michigan/Illinois, 331 Ill. App. 3d at 1042 (“A reviewing court is not to reweigh the 

evidence, reassess the credibility of the witnesses, or substitute its judgment for that of the agency.” 

(citing Residential Real Estate Co., 188 Ill. App. 3d 232)). Regardless of whether this court may 
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have reached a different conclusion, we cannot say that the PTAB’s decision to credit Reilly’s 

appraisal over Lagassa’s appraisal was against the manifest weight of the evidence.

¶ 101 Petitioners acknowledge that Ameren “engaged in substandard maintenance practices 

which led to longer start times and maintenance related issues which prevented the plant from 

operating at its full capabilities.” Petitioners also acknowledge that after Grand Tower LLC 

acquired the subject property in January 2014, Grand Tower LLC “took steps to get [the subject 

property] up and running at optimal capacity by curing the issues that were causing start-up and 

performance issues.” The parties presented conflicting testimony regarding the condition of the 

subject property in 2014 and 2015; however, it is clear from the record that the necessary repairs 

were made over time. 

¶ 102 In addition, the PTAB found that, due to the market the subject property presently competes 

in, the subject property was limited to operating as a peaking plant in 2014 and 2015, which limited 

the subject property’s ability to produce revenue. The PTAB acknowledged, however, that the 

utility of the subject property may increase in future years. The PTAB concluded that Reilly’s 

income approach to value incorporated the operational history of the subject property as a peaking 

plant in the MISO market and, thus, Reilly better represented the value of the subject property 

under the income approach. As a result, the PTAB relied on Reilly’s appraisal in finding that the 

fair market value of the subject property was $20 million. Because there was evidence supporting 

the PTAB’s finding that the subject property was overvalued in tax years 2014 and 2015, we cannot 

say the PTAB’s decision was against the manifest weight of the evidence.

¶ 103 III. Conclusion

¶ 104 For the reasons stated, we affirm the PTAB’s decisions denying petitioners’ motion to 

dismiss and reducing the assessment value of the subject property.
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¶ 105 Affirmed.
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IN THE CffiCUIT COURT FOR THE ;: I LED 2 6 

FIRST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT JACKSON COUN1fiij ~~f~(M,~2: 27 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) ss 

COUNTY OF JACKSON) 

ORDER 

I) . (~ '\ 
6 TX 

f .:,...,.!"\I / ' ....)l!~,c.,...-
1 - -'-I C!i{CUlT CLr:RK 

J AC:l(SQII ClilJflT'(. II 

Please before the undersigned Presiding Judge, 1Arp ~ 'R 13 (ood worth J1l 

In the Circuit Court for the First Judicial Circuit, Jackson County Illinois, duly 

convened and in session on January 14, 2016, the following court officials being 

present, Cindy Svanda, Clerk of said Court, Michael Carr, State Attorney, of said 

County and State aforesaid. 

Now comes Sharon Harris-Johnson, County Treasurer and Ex-Officio 

Collector and her attorney, and makes application for judgment and order of sale 

for taxes and special assessments of delinquent lands and lots and for judgment 

fixing the correct amount of any taxes paid under protest, etc., all properties with 

taxes unpaid, and for an Order authorizing the sale of said properties, such . . . 
property to be offered for sale commencing Tuesday, January 19, 2016, at the 

Jackson County Courthouse and make due proof to the court of publication giving 

doe notice of the application made aforesaid by submitting a copy of the newspaper 

containing said notice, advertisement and delinquent list which the court admits 

into evidence, ond the same filed herein as a part the records of the court, Southern 

Illinoisan Newspaper. 
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2. 

Being the Book identified as the Tax Judgments, Sale, Redemption 
and Forfeiture record number (88) Eighty Eight consisting of pages 
1 through q;.. Usting individual properties by Property Tax number. 

This Order being attached to said identified volume 88 and covers the 
properties as herein identified showing taxes not paid. 

Having been filed herein and having been introduced in evidence by said Collector 

and the Court having examined said delinquent list copied therein, and having 

heard all objections to the Entry of Judgment filed herein, and having pronounced 

Judgment therein as required by law and as shown by the Order of this Court 

entered herein: and whereas issue notice has been given of the intended application 

for Judgment against said land and lots in said application described, and no 

sufficient defense having been made or cause shown why Judgment should not be 

entered against said lands and lots for taxes, railroads, telephone and telegraph 

properties, if any special assessments or installments thereof and special levee and 

drainage taxes, interest, penalties and costs due and unpaid thereon for the year or 

years herein set forth in said application, except as to certain•lands and lots to 

which objections to judgment are filed, therefore, it is considered by the Court that 

Judgment be and is hereby entered against the aforesaid tract of tracts of lots or 

lands, or parts of tracts or lots or as the case may be in favor of the people of the 

State oflllinois for the sum annexed to each, except as to such tracts or lots as to 

which objections are filed, being the amount of taxes, special assessment of 

installment thereon: and it is Ordered by the Court that the several tracts oflots or 
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3. 

lands or so much or each of them as shall be sufficient to satisfy the amount of 

special assessments of the taxes or installments thereof: levee and drainage taxes, if 

any interest, penalties and cost annexed to them severally, to be sold or forfeited as 

the law directs. 

ENTERED: January 14, 2016 

Of the Circuit Court for the First Judicial Circuit 

STATEOFILLINOIS ) 
) ss 

COUNTY OF JACKSON ) 
16-TX- I 

I, Cindy Svanda, Clerk of the Circuit Court for the First Judicial 

Circuit, Jackson County, Illinois do hereby certify that the foregoing is a tr~e and 

correct record of the delinquent reaJ estate in said County, against which Judgment 

and Order of sale was duly entered in the aforesaid Court on January 14, 2016, 

ro.r the amount of taxes, special assessments, interest, and cost due severally thereon 

as therein set forth and that the Judgment and Order of the Court in relation 

theret~ fully appears as said record. 

Dated: January 14, 2016 

SUBMITTED - l8l8Z~81/J - Megan Ward - ltr12/20'l2 1:61 PM 

Cindy Svanda 
k of the Circuit Court 
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CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF ILLINOIS, } 85 

COUNTY OF JACKSON. 

I, CINDY J(. SVANDA, Clerk of the Circuit Court in and for srud County. in 

the State aforesaid, do hereby certify that I am the keeper of the records. mes 

and seal of said Court, and that said Court of record. having a duly elected. 

qualified and acting Clerk and a seal; said court has original jurisdiction in all 

matters of law and equity. I do also certify that the foregoing is a tnte and 

complete copy of \ ~ - 71( ..,, l 

as the same appears from the records and files now in this office remaining. 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affhced the 

~fficial Seal o said office, in my office in Murphysboro, Illi~ois, this-2.J.L 

day of _---:'-:....Q...i..c1.."""----, A.D. 201li. . 

~L¼'f.~or~~, 
(SEAL) .•. 
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Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-13-100-001 Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD Site Address: 1703 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 
~i::rH Df"'l\/1/CD DI /Ill.IT DI'"\ GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-752 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

Tax Buyer: JICTB, INC 

1701 BROADMOOR DR 

SUITE 100 

CHAMPAIGN, IL 61821 Property Class: 0080 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 

CLERK FEE 

TAKE NOTICE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

0.00% x 2 periods 

$933.01 

$0.00 

$72.00 

$14.00 

$7.33 

Total Redemption Amount $1,026.34 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted*** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 11/14/2024 --------

DEPUTY: 
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State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT - 10/27/2022 

Receipt: 201712665 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-827 

Parcel #: 16-13-100-001 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

TWO THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN 84/100 DOLLARS ($2,377.84) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to SI RESOURCES LLC for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, A.D. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 17 .00% x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 
TAKE NOTICE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$842.07 

$572.61 

$807.77 
$96.93 

$38.00 

$14.00 

$6.46 

$2,377.84 

$904.70 

$1,473.14 

$2,377.84 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: ----------------
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Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-13-300-001 

Site Address: 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-753 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

Property Class: 0080 

Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Buyer: SABRE INVESTMENTS LLC 

PO BOX 3074 

CARBONDALE, IL 62902 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale $261.90 

$0.00 

$72.00 

$7.33 

$14.00 

Sale Interest 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

0.00% x 2 periods 

$355.23 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted *** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 06/10/2024 

DEPUTY: 
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Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT - 10/27/2022 

State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Receipt: 201712664 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-828 

Parcel#: 16-13-300-001 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

SIX HUNDRED SIX 84/100 DOLLARS ($606.84) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to SI RESOURCES LLC for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, A.O. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 18.00¾x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$200.80 

$144.58 

$181.25 
$21.75 

$38.00 

$6.46 

$14.00 

$606.84 

$403.84 

$203.00 

$606.84 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August , 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: ----------------
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Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-13-300-004 

Site Address: 

Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-754 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Buyer: PEACEOFMIND ALERT, INC 

1102 W JEFFERSON 

Property Class: 0020 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 0.00% x 2 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2021 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 
CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

EFFINGHAM, IL 62401 

$173.26 

$0.00 

$160.75 
$19.29 

$72.00 
$7.33 

$14.00 

Total Redemption Amount $446.63 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted *** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

10/28/2023 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 08/09/2024 --------

DEPUTY: 
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Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT -10/27/2022 

State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Receipt: 201712661 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-829 

Parcel #: 16-13-300-004 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

FIVE HUNDRED SEVEN 79/100 DOLLARS ($507.79) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to SI RESOURCES LLC for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, A.D. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 18.00¾x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 
CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$165.63 

$119.25 

$146.83 
$17.62 

$38.00 

$6.46 

$14.00 

$507.79 

$164.45 

$343.34 

$507.79 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: ----------------
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Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-13-300-006 

Site Address: 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-755 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

Property Class: 0080 

Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Buyer: JICTB, INC 

1701 BROADMOOR DR 

SUITE 100 

CHAMPAIGN, IL 61821 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale $13,130.45 

$0.00 

$72.00 

$7.33 

$14.00 

Sale Interest 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

0.00% x 2 periods 

Total Redemption Amount $13,223.78 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted *** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 11/14/2024 --------

DEPUTY: 
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State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT - 10/27/2022 

Receipt: 201712660 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-830 

Parcel #: 16-13-300-006 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

THIRTY FIVE THOUSAND TWENTY THREE 14/100 DOLLARS ($35,023.14) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to SI RESOURCES LLC for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, AD. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 18.00¾x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

TAKE NOTICE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$12,430.07 

$8,949.65 

$12,129.43 

$1,455.53 

$38.00 

$14.00 

$6.46 

$35,023.14 

$21,438.18 

$13,584.96 

$35,023.14 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: _______________ _ 
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Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-14-200-001 Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD Site Address: 1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Year: 2020 
GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Certificate: 2020-00-756 Tax Buyer: JACKSON COUNTY TRUSTEE, JOSEPH E 

141 ST ANDREWS AVE. Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

Property Class: 0080 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 18.00% x 2 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2021 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

PO BOX 96 

EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025 

$2,260,238.69 

$813,685.93 

$2,333,642.06 
$280,037.05 

$72.00 

$7.33 

$14.00 

Total Redemption Amount $5,687,697.06 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted *** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

10/27/2023 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 08/02/2024 --------

DEPUTY: 
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State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT - 10/27/2022 

Receipt: 201712669 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-831 

Parcel#: 16-14-200-001 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

FIVE MILLION NINE HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FORTY 57/100 DOLLARS 
($5,937,640.57) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to SI RESOURCES LLC for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, A.D. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 6.00¾x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$2,543,648.05 

$610,475.53 

$2,485,230.83 
$298,227.70 

$38.00 

$6.46 

$14.00 

$5,937,640.57 

$3,154,182.04 

$2,783,458.53 

$5,937,640.57 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: ----------------
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Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-14-200-002 

Site Address: 

Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-757 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Buyer: P & N PROPERTIES, INC 

PO BOX632 

Property Class: 0020 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 16.00% x 2 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2021 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
TAKE NOTICE 

TEUTOPOLIS, IL 62467 

$110.08 

$35.23 

$95.51 
$11.46 

$72.00 

$7.33 

$14.00 

Total Redemption Amount $345.61 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted *** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

10/28/2023 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 08/09/2024 

DEPUTY: 
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Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT -10/27/2022 

State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Receipt: 201712662 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-832 

Parcel#: 16-14-200-002 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN 97/100 DOLLARS ($287.97) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to GUPTA, VINOD C. for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, A.O. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 13.00% x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$94.73 

$49.26 

$77.61 
$9.31 

$38.00 

$5.06 

$14.00 

$287.97 

$86.92 

$201.05 

$287.97 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: ----------------



A-158

Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-14-400-002 

Site Address: 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-759 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

Property Class: 0080 

Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Buyer: AS - IS PROPERTIES, LTD, 

PO BOX 126 

METROPOLIS, IL 62960 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale $217.93 

$0.00 

$72.00 

$14.00 

$7.33 

Sale Interest 

CLERK FEE 

TAKE NOTICE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

0.00% x 2 periods 

Total Redemption Amount $311.26 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted *** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 06/12/2024 --------

DEPUTY: 



A-159

Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT - 10/27/2022 

Receipt: 201712663 To Whom Assessed: 

State of Illinois 2014 Taxes Payable 2015 GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

County of Jackson 
Certificate: 2014-00-833 

Parcel#: 16-14-400-002 GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

FOUR HUNDRED SIX 97/100 DOLLARS ($406.97) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to SI RESOURCES LLC for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, AD. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 5.00¾x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 
TAKE NOTICE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$159.21 

$31.84 

$140.59 
$16.87 

$38.00 

$14.00 

$6.46 

$406.97 

$157.46 

$249.51 

$406.97 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: ----------------



A-160

Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-23-200-001 

Site Address: 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-760 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

Property Class: 0080 

Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Buyer: SI RESOURCES LLC 

P. 0. BOX 3074 

CARBONDALE, IL 62902-3074 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale $171.38 

$0.00 

$72.00 

$7.33 

$14.00 

Sale Interest 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

0.00% x 2 periods 

$264.71 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted *** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 06/10/2024 --------

DEPUTY: ---------------- ----------------



A-161

Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT - 10/27/2022 

State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Receipt: 201712666 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-834 

Parcel#: 16-23-200-001 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

TWO HUNDRED NINETY FIVE 78/100 DOLLARS ($295.78) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to GUPTA, VINOD C. for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, A.D. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 3.00%x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

TAKE NOTICE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$115.30 

$13.84 

$97.84 
$11.74 

$38.00 

$14.00 

$5.06 

$295.78 

$186.20 

$109.58 

$295.78 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: ----------------



A-162

Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 16-24-101-001 

Site Address: 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-762 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

Property Class: 0080 

Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Buyer: METRO LIENS, INC, 

PO BOX 126 

METROPOLIS, IL 62960 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale $146.82 

$0.00 

$72.00 

$7.33 

$14.00 

Sale Interest 

CLERK FEE 
CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

0.00% x 2 periods 

$240.15 

""" AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME""" 

This estimate subject to correction 

""" Personal Checks not Accepted""" 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 06/12/2024 --------

DEPUTY: 



A-163

Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT - 10/27/2022 

State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Receipt: 201712667 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-835 

Parcel#: 16-24-101-001 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC 

1820 POWER PLANT RD 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CTR, LLC has deposited in this office 
the sum of 

TWO HUNDRED FORTY ONE 95/100 DOLLARS ($241.95) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to SI RESOURCES LLC for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the 
nineteenth day of January, A.O. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 2.00%x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$92.05 

$7.36 

$75.07 
$9.01 

$38.00 

$6.46 

$14.00 

$241.95 

$84.08 

$157.87 

$241.95 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: ----------------



A-164

Estimate of Real Estate Redemption 
10/27/2022 

The amount required to redeem all the Tax Sale and all of its subsequent Tax Sales on the following property using current 
fees & the specified date is: 

Parcel Number: 46-13-300-001 

Site Address: 

Owner: GRAND TOWER ENERGY CENTER 

1820 POWER PLANT RD. 

Tax Year: 2020 

Certificate: 2020-00-935 

Sale Date: 12/10/2021 

Township: 14 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

Tax Buyer: JACKSON COUNTY TRUSTEE, JOSEPH E 

141 ST ANDREWS AVE. 

PO BOX 96 

Property Class: 4600 

Redemption amount calculated as of 10/27/2022 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 18.00% x 2 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2021 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 
CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025 

$294.87 

$106.15 

$287.43 
$34.49 

$72.00 

$7.33 

$14.00 

Total Redemption Amount $816.27 

*** AMOUNT CAN INCREASE AT ANY TIME*** 

This estimate subject to correction 

*** Personal Checks not Accepted *** 

Make Cashier Check Payable to the County Clerk 

Tax Sales Redemptions will only be accepted in: 
CASH, MONEY ORDER, CASHIERS CHECKS 

INTEREST WILL CHANGE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES 

12/11/2022 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK 

CLERK: 

10/27/2023 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRES ON: 08/02/2024 --------

DEPUTY: 



A-165

Redemption Receipt 
REPRINT -10/27/2022 

State of Illinois 

County of Jackson 

Receipt: 201712668 

2014 Taxes Payable 2015 

Certificate: 2014-00-902 

Parcel#: 46-13-300-001 

To Whom Assessed: 
GRAND TOWER ENERGY CENTER 

1820 POWER PLANT RD. 

GRAND TOWER, IL 62942 

I, Frank L. Byrd, County Clerk, do hereby certify that GRAND TOWER ENERGY CENTER has deposited in this office the 
sum of 

THREE HUNDRED FIFTEEN 92/100 DOLLARS ($315.92) 
for the redemption of the following described premises, situated in the county and described as follows, to wit: 

which was sold to JACKSON COUNTY TRUSTEE, JOSEPH E MEYER & ASSOC for taxes, penalties, and costs thereon, 
due and unpaid for the year 2014, on the nineteenth day of January, AD. 2016 by the Collector of said County 

Amount of Sale 

Sale Interest 18.00% x 4 periods 

Sub-Taxes 2015 
Interest 12.00% x 1 year 

CLERK FEE 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

TAKE NOTICE 

Total Redemption Amount 

Paid by Cash 

Paid by Check 

Paid by Check 

Total Paid 

$97.34 

$70.08 

$80.15 
$9.62 

$38.00 

$6.73 

$14.00 

$315.92 

$133.09 

$100.04 

$82.79 

$315.92 

Given under my hand and seal at my office in Murphysboro, IL, this third day of August, 2017 

Frank L. Byrd, COUNTY CLERK DEPUTY: 
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NO. 128731 

IN THE  
SUPREME COURT OF ILLINOIS 

SHAWNEE COMMUNITY UNIT 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 84 and 
JACKSON COUNTY BOARD OF 
REVIEW, 

          Petitioner-Appellants, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Appeal from the Appellate Court 
Fifth Judicial District 
Case No. 5-19-0266 

Appeal from the Property Tax Appeal Bd. 
Docket Nos. 14-03445.001-I-3 through 

vs. ) 14-03445.009-I-3 and
) 15-00452.001-I-3 through

ILLINOIS PROPERTY TAX APPEAL 
BOARD and GRAND TOWER 

) 
) 

15-00452.010-I-3
Trial Judge Hon. Edwin E. Boggess, ALJ 

ENERGY CENTERY, LLC ) Notice of Appeal Date: July 1, 2019 
) Judgment Date: June 18, 2019  

          Respondent-Appellees. ) 
   

NOTICE OF FILING 
   

To: See attached Service List 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on November 2, 2022, the undersigned 

electronically filed the BRIEF OF PETITIONER-APPELLANTS with the Clerk of the 

Illinois Supreme Court, a true and correct copy of which is served upon you herewith.  

Respectfully Submitted, 

SHAWNEE COMMUNITY UNIT  
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 84, Petitioner-
Appellant 

By:_________________________________ 
One of its Attorneys 
Scott L. Ginsburg (sginsburg@robbins-schwartz.com) 
Katie DiPiero (kdipiero@robbins-schwartz.com) 
Robbins, Schwartz, Nicholas, Lifton & Taylor, Ltd. 
55 W. Monroe Street, Suite 800 

/s/ Scott L. Ginsburg



Chicago, IL 60603 
Telephone: (312) 332-7760 
Facsimile: (312) 332-7768 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Scott L. Ginsburg, certify that I served the foregoing BRIEF OF PETITIONER-

APPELLANTS attached and made a part thereof, together with this Notice of Filing thereof 

upon all attorneys of record via e-mail directed to the e-mail addresses listed therein on 

November 2, 2022, under penalties as provided by law pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/1-109, I 

certify that the statement set forth herein are true and correct.  

Respectfully Submitted, 

By:_________________________________ 
One of its Attorneys, Scott L. Ginsburg  
sginsburg@robbins-schwartz.com 

SERVICE LIST 

Patrick Doody 
Law Offices of Patrick Doody 
70 West Madison Street, Suite #2060 
Chicago, IL 60602 
pcdoody@doodylaw.com 

John T. Moran, Jr. 
Attorney at Law 
309 West Washington St., Suite 900 
Chicago, IL 60606 
j.t.m.moran@gmail.com

Christopher M.R. Turner 
Assistant Attorney General 
100 West Randolph Street, 13th Floor 
Chicago, IL 60601 
CivilAppeals@atg.state.il.us 

cturner@atg.state.il.us 

Clyde L. Kuehn  
Natalie T. Lorenz  
Mathis, Marifian & Richter, Ltd. 
23 Public Square, Suite 300  
Belleville, IL  62220 
ckuehn@MMRLTD.com 

Mlorenz@MMRLTD.com 

/s/ Scott L. Ginsburg




